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Renu Village: 

An Ethnography of North Indian Fiction

Ian Alister Woolford, Ph.D.

The University of Texas at Austin, 2012

Co-Supervisors: Martha Selby, Rupert Snell

The Hindi author Phanishwarnath Renu (1921-1977) is credited with initiating the 

“regional” literary genre in India—a form characterized in part by its use of village song 

and  performance.  Renu's  work  is  unusual  for  the  deep  debt  it  owes  to  his  village's 

performance community; he described himself as a product of folksong, and there are 

hundreds of textual examples of village song in his writing. Both the songs performed in 

Renu's village, and also those performed in his fiction, are products of sensibilities local 

to the folklore region of northeast Bihar. This dissertation draws on textual analysis and 

on fieldwork in Renu's  village,  Aurahi-Hingana,  and uses a  performative approach to 

explore this Hindi author's unusual station on the border of written and oral tradition.

Renu was no passive reproducer of song, but a performer himself, and for certain 

individuals in his village Renu was a singer first and writer second. Some illiterate village 

singers even claim him as one of their own. He had a direct hand in shaping the life of his 

community's  folklore  as  a  singer  and  teacher,  and  his  influence  is  such  that  he  has 

become a character within the twenty-first-century village performance repertory. If Renu 
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was a performer, then there is something to be gained from considering his writing as a 

performance category. The songs in his writing inhabit space, geography, and history—

they are worldly—in the same way that live performances of village song inhabit the 

world.  This  dissertation  proposes  a  contrapuntal  method  of  reading  both  fiction  and 

performance that  demonstrates  the  multi-layered  complexity  of  one of  Hindi's  much-

loved authors, and affirms the many layers, the complexity, and the importance of the 

song tradition to which that author belonged.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION: WHY RENU VILLAGE?

I. DEFINING THE OBJECT OF STUDY: RENU AND THE FIELD

I.1. Singing with Renu
This photograph shows a wonderful moment in the history of Indian literature, 

because it documents the 1973 visit of the Maithili poet Nagarjun to the village home of 

his  friend,  the  Hindi  author  Phanishwarnath  Renu.  The  men  stand  in  a  field  on  the 

outskirts  of Aurahi-Hingana Village,  in  Purnea district,  in the northeast  corner of the 

1

Photo  1. Transplanting rice seedlings in Aurahi-Hingana,  Purnea District, Bihar, July 1973. 
Renu (standing behind, sixth from left) and Nagarjun (second from left). Reproduced with the 
permission of Latika Renu and the Phanishwarnath Renu Samāj Sevā Sansthān.



Indian state of Bihar (Map 1). Today that village has been named Renu Gaon—“Renu 

Village”—after its most famous resident.1 I have been returning to Renu Gaon for the 

past several years, to learn about the songs of that village as they appear both in Renu's 

writing and also in the twenty-first-century performance tradition. Having stood in this 

field myself, and having watched and participated in similar scenes involving some of the 

same  individuals  pictured  here,  I  keep  turning  to  the  image  and  considering  its 

significance.2

The men are not in the village, but stand in a field in the “exterior,” a space called 

bādh, the outfield land beyond the village boundaries. They are engaged in an activity 

called  ropanī—the transplantation of rice seedlings. Upon the arrival of the monsoon 

rains in July, laborers uproot and collect rice seedlings from the fields where they were 

planted earlier in the season. They carry bunches of seedlings on their heads to a second 

larger group of intentionally-flooded fields in which they will replant them. The men in 

the photograph, or at least some of them, have been engaged in this transplant for some 

time.  Their  earlier  completed  rows  of  seedlings  are  visible  in  the  foreground,  each 

transplanted a few inches apart. 

1It is common for villages to “collect” names as time passes—a phenomenon that is described in the second 
chapter of Mailā ānchal. Renu Gaon is the official post office designation of the village. In Devanagari it is 
written  `णu गाqव.  (See  the  “Notes  on  Transliteration”  for  this  dissertation's  scheme  regarding  the 
transliteration of place names.)
2All photographs of Renu reproduced in this dissertation are from the album of Renu's late third wife 
Latika.  She apparently kept the album hidden until recently, because in the months after her husband's 
death, she explained, journalists and academics took many of her possessions, including photographs and 
Renu's handwritten papers, from her apartment in Patna, the city, where she lived alone. Latika asked me to 
help preserve the photographs, because many of them were in poor and crumbling condition. With her 
permission,  I  also  gave  digital  and  print  copies  to  members  of  Renu's  family  in  Araria  and  Katihar, 
including a set now held at the newly opened office of the Phanishwarnath Renu Samāj Sevā Sansthān run 
by Renu's youngest son Dakshineshwar (“Pappu”)—who is the young boy (almost five) standing next to 
his father in the photograph.
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Map.  Bihar,  1969.  Renu's  Village  is  north  of  the  Purnea  district  town, 
approximately three-fourths of the way between the town and the Nepal border. 
Today the village falls within Araria district, which was created from the northern 
half of Purnea in 1990. Map available courtesy of the Library of Congress (US 
Central Intelligence Agency, Washington, 1969).



Today, the rice transplant is often conducted silently in the village, save for the 

sound of falling rain, which also seems to be present in this 1973 scene. But four decades 

ago, especially when undertaken by the individuals in this photo, this activity could not 

have occurred without singing. Renu, standing in the middle of the group, recognizable 

from his characteristically long hair,  would likely have led his fellow fieldworkers in 

bārahmāsā—songs describing the “twelve months,” a centuries-old lyric form found in 

most  all  of  the  vernacular  languages  of  north  India.3 In  Renu's  region  of  Bihar, 

bārahmāsā  are sung by laborers as they transplant rice seedlings while ankle-deep in 

monsoon-flooded  fields.  The narrator  of  Renu's  celebrated  1954 novel  Mailā  ānchal  

explains the function of this song genre when a villager begins singing one out of its 

authentic performance context.  These songs do not  belong within the confines of the 

village. They must be sung in the rice fields, where they cause laborers to forget about the 

difficult work they are doing:

अभी जो यह सोनाय यादव बारहमासा अलाप रहा h, इसको Oया कहा जाए ? …गाqव-घर 
\ गाZ की चीज नहk, बारहमासा… अजीब h यह सोनाय भी । कtमर Jबजpभान या लोJरक 
नहk, बारहमासा । Pत \ रोपनी करV समय गाZवाला गीत बारहमासा ! धान N Pतm \ 

3For discussions of the historical development of the genre, see Dusan Zbavitel, “The Development of the 
Baromasi in Bengali Literature,”  Archiv Orientali 29 (1961): 582-619 and Charlotte Vaudeville's textual 
study,  Bārahmāsā  in Indian Literatures: Songs of the Twelve Months in Indo-Aryan Literatures (Delhi: 
Motilal  Banarsidass,  1986).  For  analyses  of  ad- itu-var anaṣ ṛ ṇ ,  a formally  similar  Sanskrit  and  Prakrit 
literary genre,  see V. Raghavan,  tu in Sanskrit  LiteratureṚ  (Delhi:  Shri  Lal  Bahadur Shastri  Kendriya, 
1972) and Martha Ann Selby, The Circle of Six Seasons: A Selection from Old Tamil, Prakrit and Sanskrit  
Poetry (New Delhi: Penguin, 2003). For the relation of the bārahmāsā to ad- itu-var anaṣ ṛ ṇ , see pages 19-
20  of  Vaudeville's  book,  where  she  argues  convincingly  that  they  are  parallel  genres  with  entirely 
independent origins.
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पाqवm की छप-छप आवाज N साथ वह गीत इतना मनोहर लगता h Jक आदमी सबकtछ भvल 
जाए ।4

And now that Sonay Yadav is singing bārahmāsā. What should be made of that? 
. . . Bārahmāsā are not for singing in the house or village. . . A strange one that 
Sonay. Not  kumar bijaibhān or  lorik,5 but  bārahmāsā.  Bārahmāsā  are songs for 
rice transplanting in the field!6 Mixed with the slurp-sucking sound of feet in the 
rice fields, song seems so delightful that men forget everything.

While  transplanting  seedlings  in  1973,  Renu  may  very  well  have  sung  the 

bārahmāsā that appears immediately after this passage in Mailā ānchal. Several singers 

in Renu Gaon told me that he was known to sing this song and many others. The song 

tells of a new bride who has just completed her ritual “departure” (her gaunā) from her 

birth home to her husband's home, during the early spring month of phāgun. The song in 

the novel is introduced by an exclamation: “Oh! Sonay has begun singing.”

ओ ! सोनाय अब झvमर बारहमासा शu_ Jकया h—
अ` फागvन मास ` गवना मोरा होइत
Jक पJह_ बसsती रsग g,
बाट चलpत-आ Nिशया सqभाJर बा[f,
अqचरा g पवन झ` g ए ए ए !7

Oh! Now Sonay has begun a jhūmar bārahmāsā—
Oh my departure is in the month of phāgun
So, wearing yellow colors

4Mailā ānchal, RR-2, 190. Ellipses in original. All translations of texts, songs, and conversations in Hindi 
and Maithili are my own unless otherwise noted. This citation from Mailā ānchal and all other citations 
from Renu's writing refer to his collected works: the third edition of the five-volume  Re u rachanāvalīṇ , 
edited by Bharat Yayavar (New Delhi: Rajkamal Prakashan, 1995).
5Kumar bijaibhān and  lorik  are genres of men's village performance that would be more appropriate for 
singing within the village, as opposed to bārahmāsā, which sound out of place unless sung in the fields.
6Renu uses the word gīt—song—to refer to the entire genre of bārahmāsā, not to any individual song from 
the genre. This is a common use of the word gīt in local discussions of the village performance repertory.
7Mailā ānchal, RR-2, 190-91.
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Taking to the path with braided hair,
The sari flutters with the breeze.

Music was an essential component of the rice transplant during Renu's time, as 

evidenced by the comments made by the narrator in Mailā ānchal, as well as by the many 

laborers in today's village who describe similar scenes from decades ago.8 But I found 

only a handful of individuals who lead laborers in song as they work. During my second 

rainy-season visit to the village, I participated in weeks of rice transplantation before I 

was able to witness bārahmāsā performed “in context,” and I never heard this particular 

song performed in the rice fields. But the song is still known by many in the village, even 

if  seldom performed.  I  recorded a  version one evening on the verandah of the Renu 

family home. The performance was led by Ram Prashad, who is considered one of the 

most skilled performers in the village. Here I present the text of the first of twelve verses 

that Ram Prashad performed. It  is  the same verse that  appears in  Mailā  ānchal.  The 

textual aspects of the two versions are so similar that the small differences require no 

comment at this time:

फागuन मासा ` गवना Q
Jक पJह_ कtसuम ही रsग हो
प[थ चलाइत NJसया सqहा_ बा[f
Jक अqचर पवन झ`

Oh departure time is in the month of phāgun
So wearing yellow colors
And taking to the road with adorned hair,

8For other mentions of bārahmāsā  and bārahmāsā  performances in Renu's writing, see RR-1, 128; RR-1, 
500; RR-1, 576; RR-2, 191-92.
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The sari flutters with the breeze.

One point must be made clear now. Renu Gaon performers do not use Renu's 

writing as a source for this song, or for any others. The songs are a living part of village 

tradition. This dissertation is not a study of the “performance of Renu's literature,” in the 

way that,  for example,  Philip Lutgendorf's  book  The Life of  a Text is  a study of the 

performance life of Tulsidas's  Rāmcharitmānas. Nevertheless, Renu's identity is present 

in performance. Later chapters will include discussions of Renu's impact on the field, but 

that impact involves his singing and working with performers. It does not directly involve 

his  writing.  I  did not  ask Ram Prashad to  sing this  specific  song;  it  was  simply  the 

example of bārahmāsā he chose to share. As he did, many of the men in the large group 

that had gathered began singing with him, including several of the older men who had 

remained silent until that point. 

When I heard it, I did not recognize the song as the bārahmāsā that I had read in 

Mailā  ānchal.  In  performance,  many  of  the  syllables  are  stretched  beyond  easy 

recognition. Many words are broken in the middle. There was a clear pause, a breath, 

between the syllables of the word  māsā, for example—making single words seem like 

two, and making it difficult for me to determine when one word began and another ended. 

These  performance features  accommodate  the  intended performance space:  the  wide-

open space of the field in the exterior. During my time in the Renu Gaon, the largest 

group I ever saw singing “authentic” bārahmāsā in the rice field was a group of eight. 

But in earlier decades, when laborers in adjacent fields would sing together, there could 
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be more than ten times that number of performers, all singing together. Sound takes time 

to travel across that much space, creating a problem for performers trying to sing the 

same song. The song's delivery style is a response to that problem. The slow tempo and 

drawn-out vowels allow the laborers to sing the same lines at the same time, even though 

perfect unison is not possible, and perhaps even not desirable.  

Each verse of a  bārahmāsā describes one of the twelve months of the Hindu 

calendar, and focuses on the associated emotions and experiences. This particular song 

concerns the most common bārahmāsā topic:  virah, the “separation” of a woman from 

her  beloved,  who  has  left  for  a  foreign  land.9 The  remaining  eleven  verses  I  heard 

performed in Renu Gaon describe the women wasting away as each month passes in 

loneliness. So, for example, during the summer month of je hṭ , when flowers bloom in all 

directions, the woman imagines the bed of flowers she would prepare for her beloved if 

he were with her. I heard Ram Prashad sing:

Rठ मासा फtलवत खड़ी फtला हो
फtलव छvJनया cिजया लगाइत हो
Jबना Jपयv cज सvना

In the month of je h, ṭ flowers bloom in all directions
I prepare a bed of picked flowers
The bed is empty without my beloved. 

9For  a  discussion  of  the  viraha-bārahmāsā  as  a  literary  genre,  see  Vaudeville,  Bārahmāsā  in  Indian 
Literatures,  14-36.  The are many examples of South Asian performance genres in which men adopt a 
female  narrative  voice.  With  regard  to  viraha-bārahmāsā,  Vaudville  suggests  that  the  verses  were 
originally composed exclusively by women, and later taken up by male poets and singers who retained the 
female narrative voice:  ibid, x. Also see  RR-1,  576, for a story in which the narrator mentions women 
singing  bārahmāsā while sitting on swings—a traditional pastime during the rainy season, but not one I 
ever witnessed in Renu Gaon.
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Renu's chapter contains other bārahmāsā verses that more clearly describe love in 

separation.10 But  a  reader  of  the  first  verse  (“Oh,  my  departure  is  in  the  month  of 

phāgun”)  may not immediately understand that it, too, is one strong articulation of that 

sad theme. On its surface, the verse seems only descriptive. A new bride's ritual departure 

from her birth home to her husband's home has taken place. Her hair is adorned, braided, 

and  tied  with  flowers  (sambhāri  bānhū),  and  she  wears  the  bright  yellow  colors 

customary for the occasion. Her ānchal, the border edge of her sari, flutters in the phāgun 

breeze.

When I asked about this song's meaning after hearing Ram Prashad lead the song 

at the Renu family home, the explanation provided by him, and by Renu's sons Venu and 

Appu, added another level to the narrative. The meaning depends on who is speaking and 

to whom. They explained the song as a dialogue between two sisters-in-law—the wife 

whose husband has left, and the husband's sister. These women know each other by their 

kinship  terms:  bhaujī  and  nanad.  It  is  that  sister  (nanad)  who  comments  on  the 

beautifully adorned hair and the fine clothes of the bride (her bhaujī). It is the day after 

the new bride's first night in her husband's home. But, explained the performers, several 

speaking at once, her suhāg rāt—the “auspicious night” or “first night” with her husband

—never  happened,  because  he  left  without  warning.  Her  husband's  sister  taunts  her, 

asking how she could still be wearing these bright clothes, and how her hair could still be 

so perfectly adorned when she was supposed to have spent the night with her husband. 
10Mailā ānchal, RR-2, 191. The most pertinent line tells of a woman lamenting her beloved about to leave 
for a foreign land: "मोg तजी क[ता जाए पर-Yसा आ …आ" (“My beloved has gone to a far-off land”). The verse 
is sung by the fictional Sonay Yadav “in context” on the following day as he works in the field. It is not 
necessarily from the same song as his first verse regarding the braided hair and yellow sari.
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The new bride then runs down the path, and her bright yellow sari flutters as she looks for 

him.

It is important, then, to ask about who is speaking within the song narrative, and 

why. Neither in the text of the bārahmāsā in Mailā ānchal, nor in the sung text performed 

in the village, is there any literal mention of the sister taunting her abandoned sister-in-

law because of her well-kept hair. But local explanations of the song indicate that this is 

an important part of the song's meaning. Is that meaning present in the verse in Renu's 

novel? It is not entirely clear to me how these lines would strike an average, middle-class 

Hindi reader, with peripheral familiarity with this type of song tradition.11 In isolation, the 

lines do not seem to convey a sense of loneliness or sorrow, and I am not convinced they 

must  be read in  such a way.12 Yet  it  is  also part  of my argument that these types of 

meaning were important to Renu and are also present in his writing.

There is nothing extraordinary about a text requiring specialized knowledge of its 

reader.13 Yet there is much in the text of the twenty-first-century village performance that 

enriches  an  understanding  of  the  four  lines  of  verse  in  Renu's  text.  With  the  joyous 

11As an avenue of future work, it would would be worthwhile, and perhaps not very difficult, to carry out 
such a study.
12See  Phanishwarnath  Renu,  The  Soiled  Border  (Mailā  ānchal),  translated  by  Indira  Junghare  (Delhi: 
Chanakya Publications, 1991), 200, for an English translation that seems to suggest a positive scene:

Arey, I will marry in the month of Phagun,
So that I may dress in summery hues
And braid my hair along the way
As my sari flutters in the breeze.

13See Martha Selby,  Grow Long Blessed Night:  Love Poems from Classical  India (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 2000), 81-98, for an analysis of the history of reading and interpretation of Prakrit love 
poetry that provides striking comparisons. Selby demonstrates how, among other questions, the questions 
of “who is speaking?” and “what is the context of the speech?” place great interpretative burdens on their 
readers and have generated volumes of discourse and analysis. The Prakrit Gāthās have generated worlds of 
poetic meaning that are not literally present in the verses and which might be invisible to the uninitiated 
reader.
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literary bārahmāsā, the performances delight laborers as they forget the difficulties of the 

hard work they are engaged in. Now we know this song could be read to include feelings 

of pain and loneliness—thereby contrasting with the joyous image of “hundreds of voices 

singing in unison.”

The  bārahmāsā performance  elements  described  in  Mailā  ānchal are  of 

paramount importance to today's performance. The claim that bārahmāsā cause laborers 

to lose track of time and to find joy in hours of difficult rice-transplanting work was a 

claim I heard again and again. I also heard many singers express surprise at how odd the 

songs sounded when not performed in the field. When performers learned of my interest 

in song, they often wanted to sing for me. They would start a bārahmāsā, and then stop 

midway to comment on the utterly strange and new feeling of performing bārahmāsā in 

the village, instead of out in the field.

I.2. A Poet Describes the Field: Renu and Nagarjun Labor in the “Mailā Ānchal”

If Renu was singing when the 1973 photograph was taken (Photo 1), the poet 

Nagarjun would not necessarily have recognized the songs. Folksongs are very much tied 

to specific folklore regions. Although Nagarjun's native Darbhanga is only two districts 

west of Renu's Purnea, it falls within a different linguistic and folklore region.14 

14The Maithili language of Darbhanga is distinct from the language of Renu's village, even though the 
latter is often characterized as a variety of Maithili. As for folklore: my preliminary work in Bispi Village 
in Darbhanga district suggests that the song and drama traditions of the two areas are quite distinct, despite 
many obvious overlaps in genres.
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Renu and Nagarjun had been well acquainted for at least two decades before this 

meeting.15 Both authors were from Bihari villages, and both are known for their sensitive 

literary portrayals of north Indian village life.16 But their relationship was more political 

than literary. Both had been jailed for their anticolonial activities during the 1942 uprising 

against the British. Both were later active in J. P. Narayan’s “total revolution” (sampūrṇ  

krānti)—the grassroots movement that opposed Indira Gandhi and her Emergency rule 

from 1975-77. During that time, Renu and Nagarjun were jailed again, along with many 

other leaders of the opposition movement. As part of their protest, Nagarjun and Renu 

both returned their  government  honors.  Nagarjun returned his  1968 Sāhitya Akādemī 

Puraskār and Renu returned his Padma Śrī, one of India's highest civilian honors, which 

had been presented by Indira Gandhi herself (Photo 2).17

Nagarjun's visit  to Renu's village, including the singing and work in the field, 

must have been a pleasing diversion during this tumultuous time, just two years before 

the Emergency. The photograph can be dated so exactly, because Nagarjun wrote a poem 

to commemorate the experience. It describes the moment captured in the image: a joyous 

image of men sloshing in the mud, doing the work their ancestors must also have done. 

Nagarjun named the poem Mailā ānchal, which was as much an homage to Renu’s novel 

15See RR-5, 481-85 for a 1954 letter from Renu to Nagarjun that suggests they were quite close even at this 
early date.
16For a comparison of the works of Renu and Nagarjun, with a focus on their portrayals of Bihari village 
life and culture, see Uma Gagarani,  Upanyāskār Re u tathā Nāgārjun ke rachanā sansār kā tulanātmakṇ  
adhyayan (New Delhi: Bhāratīya Granth Niketan, 1998).
17Nagarjun also returned the cash prize that  accompanied his Sāhitya Akādemī  Puraskār.  This  was an 
especially  consequential  decision  for  him.  He  lived  the  final  decades  of  his  life  in  extreme  poverty, 
wandering India almost as an ascetic until his death in 1998, at his son's home in his native Khajasarai 
village, Darbhanga.
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as it was to the earth upon which he and Renu labored and sang as they transplanted the 

rice seedlings.

The phrase  mailā ānchal is notoriously difficult to translate.18 One meaning of 

ānchal  is “region” or “borderland.” Renu's Purnea district constitutes one such  ānchal. 

18Indira  Y.  Junghare,  “Problems  of  Translation:  Maila  Anchal in  English,”  Journal  of  South  Asian 
Literature XVII, no. 2 (1982): 126-27.
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Photo 2. Renu and Prime Minister Indira Gandhi, 1970. Reproduced with 
the permission of Latika Renu and the Phanishwarnath Renu Samāj Sevā 
Sansthān.



The second meaning refers to part of a woman’s clothing: the “border” end of her sari—

such as the  ānchal that “flutters in the breeze” in the  bārahmāsā discussed above.  A 

woman can wrap her little baby up in the  ānchal of her sari, giving the word multiple 

associations related to a loving mother’s protective embrace. Both definitions of the word 

inform each other; the “region” is seen as a protective mother. This region of Bihar is 

thereby likened to the ānchal of Mother India's sari.19 

 The word mailā, however, is not a pleasant adjective, at least not in isolation. It 

means “muddy,” “filthy,” and even “cruddy.” One can even use it to describe the quality 

of garbage-mixed water in the gutter on the side of a road. A description of the ānchal as 

filthy suggests that the backwardness, poverty, and corruption plaguing northeast Bihar 

are  a  stain  on  Mother  India's  own  sari.  In  an  interview  just  a  few  months  after 

transplanting  rice  with  Nagarjun,  Renu  bemoaned  the  country's  political  and  social 

problems, and of  his  native northeast  Bihar,  stated that  “the dirty  (mailā)  region has 

become dirtier still.”20

Despite  all  this,  the  mailā  ānchal also  has  positive  connotations.  The  words 

themselves  can  roll  lovingly  off  the  tongue—especially  for  one  familiar  with  Renu's 

work. The  mailā ānchal is the dusty, dirty, muddy, and even filthy region of northeast 

19For more on the Indian nation as mother goddess and how that goddess has been embodied in maps of 
India,  see  Sumathi Ramaswamy,  The Goddess and the Nation: Mapping Mother India (Durham: Duke 
University Press, 2010).
20“Mailā ānchal aur hī mailā ho gayā hai.” (The “mailā” region has become more “mailā”).  RR-4, 461. 
Also see  RR-4, 425 for discussion of a 1970 letter sent to Renu from J. P. Narayan, in which the latter used 
Renu’s own language to encourage his political involvement: “Despite twenty three years of independence, 
Mother India’s ānchal is still  mailā, and writers like you remain silent. Come to the village!” The charge 
was likely meant in some jest, as Renu was hardly silent. Among Hindi writers, he was one of the most 
politically active, and he was no stranger to the village, even after settling part-time in Patna. See RR-5, 251 
for Renu's cheerful response to J. P. Narayan's charge.
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Bihar. It is the dusty end of a woman’s sari. But as such, it is also a protective embrace, 

soiled by the earth's generative essence. The photograph of Renu and Nagarjun shows 

them laboring in this  mailā  ānchal,  and Nagarjun's poem makes clear the association 

between mud and joy. The mailā ānchal is to be praised and celebrated:

“]ला आqचल”

पsक-पxथuल कर-चरण eए चsदन-अनuaJपत
सबकी छJवयाq अsJकत, सबN dवर i SJपत
एक Xस` की काया पर पाqक थोपV
औराही N Pतm \ हम धान रोपV
मvल गsध की मJदर हवा \ मगन eए i
माq N उर पर, िशशu-सम eलJसत नगन eए i
सोनामाटी महक रही h रोम-रोम c
yoत कtसuम झरV i तuम पर नील bयोम c
कwषकपuz ^, तuम तो खuद ददl Jकसान हो
मuरलीधर N सात सuरm की सरस तान हो
ध[य जाWई ]ला आqचल, ध[य-ध[य तuम
सहज सलोZ तuम अपvवr, अनuपम, अन[य तuम21

“Mailā ānchal”
Our feet thick with mud, as smeared with sandalwood
Everyone's image is captured, their voices taped.
Smearing mud on each other's bodies,
We transplant rice in Aurahi’s fields.
Lost in the deep smell's intoxicating breeze,
On Ma’s breast, rejoicing as naked babies,
The golden soil exudes fragrance from every pore
White flowers cascade on you from the blue sky.

21Nagarjun, Nāgārjun rachanāvalī, vol. 2, edited by Shobhakant (New Delhi: Rajkamal Prakashan, 2003), 
77.
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I, a plowman’s son; you, the pitiful farmer,
You, the heart-filled notes of the flute-bearer.
Blessed magical mailā ānchal, you are blessed, blessed!
Ever-beauteous, you are unprecedented, unmatched, incomparable!

The  first  line  merges  the  juxtaposing  images  of  the  mailā  ānchal.  The  feet 

slurping  in  the  mud  are  likened  to  those  beautified  by  sandalwood  paste.  The  mud 

becomes one of the most beautiful things the region has to offer.
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Photo 3. Ropanī, Aurahi-Hingana, 1973. Nagarjun and Renu with Renu's son Pappu. Used 
with the permission of Latika Renu and the Phanishwarnath Renu Samāj Sevā Sansthān.



Nagarjun’s  second  two  lines  introduce  a  new  grammatical  subject:  “we.” 

Nagarjun  and  Renu  smear  mud  on  each  other’s  bodies.  Their  play  recalls  village 

celebrations during the Holī festival, when young men scoop up dusty earth, throw it in 

the air,  and rub it  on each other's skin. The poet then gives us the context.  They are 

transplanting rice seedlings in a village called Aurahi, and their connection to the earth 

transforms them into infants. The muddy field becomes the mother’s breast. The action of 

taking a rice seedling from the left hand, and plunging it wrist-deep into the mud with the 

right, is now the action of a little baby, rolling around on top of his mother and preparing 

to nurse. The earth exudes motherhood—rom-rom se—“from every fiber.” The splattering 

mud provides mother's nourishment from below. The rain pelting their backs provides it 

from above, as a waterfall of white flowers. 

Nagarjun defines himself as a k i akputraṛ ṣ —a rather stylized word meaning son of 

a farmer or plowman. Like Renu, Nagarjun was a wanderer. They both traveled much, 

but Nagarjun's travels took him further. It was in Sri Lanka in 1935 that he converted to 

Buddhism and became a monk, for example.22 Perhaps this  is why Nagarjun avoided 

directly calling himself a farmer, and left that designation for his friend—that is, he felt 

that this joyous field experience came at the invitation of a true farmer, a tragic farmer 

(khud  dardī  kisān).  This  was  Renu,  whom Nagarjun  described  as  the  very  notes  of 

Krishna’s flute, before ending with his powerful praise of the mailā ānchal.

“Flute-bearer” is another name for the god Krishna, and Nagarjun likens Renu 

here to the notes of his instrument. The reference is to Krishna’s youth, during which he 

22It was at this point that he adopted the name Nagarjun. His given name was Vaidyanath Mishra.
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sported in the rural area of his youth, charming the multitude of gopīs who fell in love 

with him the instant they heard the sound of the divine flute. The mud-play is therefore 

likened to Krishna’s divine and youthful play. 

The Krishna reference is one of the poem's two references to music. The other 

reference comes in the second line, which is a direct commentary on the unusual nature 

of  the scene.  Their  pictures  are  being taken,  and their  voices  are  being  recorded.23 I 

suspect  this  is  a  reference  to  the  reporters  who  were  likely  present  to  document 

Nagarjun's  visit  to  Aurahi-Hingana.  They took pictures  of  the  men in  the  field,  and 

recorded their voices as they sang. The poem is therefore a complete commentary on all 

aspects  of the scene,  an exploration of which has introduced the types of data  being 

considered in this  dissertation: 1) songs in Renu's  writing,  2) the twenty-first-century 

village performance repertory,  3) the concept of Renu singing his village's  songs and 

others' memories of his singing, and 4) the role of both content and context in creating 

meaning. The exploration has also raised another important issue: namely, the unusual 

nature  of  that  scene.  What  does  it  mean  that  this  farming  activity  necessitated 

photographic and audio documentation? I will return to this question after laying out the 

basic argument in this dissertation.

23The word for “recorded” used in the poem is  epitṭ . This is a Sanskritized modification of the English 
word  “tape.”  The  word  modifies  the  word  svar,  “voice,”  and  at  first  glance  appears  to  be  a  passive 
participle derived from Sanskrit—a common type of adjective in Hindi. This echoes the two previous such 
participles: anulopit and ankit, “smeared” and “marked or drawn.” 
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II. THE ARGUMENT

II.1. Renu as Performer

The hundreds of textual examples of song and performance in Renu's fiction and 

autobiographical works are a testament to his intimate familiarity with his region's song 

traditions.24 He described himself as having been “raised in folksong’s embrace”25 and 

later worked as a folklorist and ethnographer, traveling with a microphone to record and 

learn from the singers of his and neighboring regions.26 He had a lifelong relationship 

with certain genres,27 and he wrote of them in wonderful detail. 

But Renu was no passive listener, nor passive learner, nor passive reproducer of 

village  song. He  was  a  performer.  As  such,  he  took  an  active  role  in  his  folklore 

community. He described his own virtuosic childhood performances of epic poetry.28 He 

wrote of his ability to sing his village's songs, described the quality of his singing voice, 

and recounted the details of emotion-filled performances of his own.29 His friends in the 

city remember him returning from his village with stories of his involvement in song and 

dance.30 Performers in the village today discussed with me Renu's direct participation in 

24There are, for example, over one hundred songs in his first novel Mailā ānchal alone.
25RR-5, 476: “^ लोकगीतm की गोद \ पला fq ।”
26I was told in the village (by the singers Jainarayan Mandal and Thithar Das Mandal, as well as several 
others  who had similar  recollections)  that  Renu would take  microphones out  into the  fields  to  record 
laborers. For Renu's own description of recording a singer, see Ek lokgīt ke Vidyāpati, RR-1, 303-304. 
27For Renu's discussion of his early attempts to learn about the folk drama bidāpat nāch, see RR-4, 21-27.
28Pān ulekhḍ , RR-5, 173.
29RR-4, 270; RR-5, 32.
30Rambachan Ray, “Nā koī is pār hamārā,” in Re uṇ : Sansmaraṇ aur śraddhānjalī, ed. Rambhujavan Singh 
(Patna:  Navnītā Prakāśan, 1978),  240. Renu's friend Rambhujavan Singh, editor of the aforementioned 
volume and director of the Bihār Rās ़t ़rabhās ़ā Paris ़ad in Patna, also described to me similar memories of 
Renu returning from the  village  with  tales  of  singing  bārahmāsā  in  the  field,  as  well  as  tales  of  his 
involvement with village performance troupes.
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men's group genres—as a singer, drummer, and group director.31 There is evidence that 

some of Renu's poetic compositions absent from his known written works may exist in 

twenty-first-century village performance.32 Moreover, there are village singers who are 

more familiar with Renu's life as a singer than with any details of his life as a Hindi 

author.33 That is, for a few select individuals, Renu was a singer first and writer second. 

Even with women's song—which, at least in terms of participation, is often understood in 

scholarship as a world closed to men34—Renu described moments in which he actively 

encouraged women to  sing.35 So in  addition  to  being  deeply  moved by the  women's 

repertory,36 Renu also made their performances happen. He had a direct hand in shaping 

the life of his community's folklore as a singer and teacher. His influence is such that he 

has  become a  character  within  the twenty-first-century village  performance repertory, 

who,  in  addition  to  having  a  narrated  presence  in  today's  song,  also  has  a  physical 

presence represented by certain material objects essential to performance.

31See Chapter 4 for performers discussing the manner in which Renu worked with a bidāpat nāch group in 
Aurahi-Hingana Village.
32See the example presented in Chapter 3, section IV.5.b.
33Renu's published works are not readily available in the village, nor are they widely read there. Village 
performers who worked with Renu, but who have not read his works—either due to issues of literacy or to 
issues of book availability—are still often aware that Renu's writing contains songs from they village, and 
they are sometimes often aware of the specific songs in his writing. This particular interaction between oral 
tradition and writing will be explored further in Chapter 4.
34Studies  of  north  Indian  village  music  have  often  maintained  a  strict  boundary  between  men's  and 
women's genres, reflecting the strict gender boundaries in village culture. See, for example, Edward O. 
Henry, Chant the Names of God: Musical Culture in Bhojpuri-Speaking India (San Diego: San Diego State 
University Press, 1988).
35V ittchakra (ek)ṛ , RR-1, 97. 
36RR-4, 268- n77; RR-4, 119. These examples are discussed in detail in Chapter 6.
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Oral performance and composition are inseparable, so as a performer, Renu was 

necessarily a creator and composer of village song.37 This performative act includes his 

singing decades ago,  and it  also includes  his  fiction.  We can know something of the 

historical performances from their  description in his non-fiction writing and from the 

descriptions provided by his surviving fellow singers and dancers. We can also know 

something of them by considering his impact on the twenty-first-century performance 

scene. As for his fiction: just as Renu was no mere observer or memorizer of village 

song,  the  songs  in  his  writing  are  not  mere  reproductions  of  song  texts.  They  are 

performances.38 When viewed as such, it becomes worthwhile to consider Renu's identity 

as  performer  in  their  analysis,  and  also  to  include  a  consideration  of  his  village's 

performance  traditions.  It  is  from this  perspective  that  I  have  chosen  to  analyze  the 

multiple intersections—written, sung, and danced—between Renu, his writing, and the 

songs of his twenty-first-century village community.

Again I turn to the photograph of rice-transplantation in Aurahi-Hingana (Photo 

1). The poet Nagarjun looks to his left—a glance—and sees fellow laborers engaged in 

farming and engaged in music. He sees Renu, a pitiful farmer. He considers himself, a 

plowman's son. With Renu he now rejoices. They sing, and lose their bodies in the dance

—enchanted by the sound of the divine flute, infatuated with mother's milk and mud. 

37For the foundational text on the relation between composition and performance, see Albert Bates Lord, 
The  Singer  of  Tales (Cambridge,  MA:  Harvard  University  Press,  1960).  For  an  early  and  influential 
discussion of folklore as an emergent process, see Dan Ben-Amos, “Toward a Definition of Folklore in 
Context,” Journal of American Folklore 84 (1971): 3-15. The emergent quality of folklore in performance 
has been a primary concerns of folklore research in recent decades, and it will be discussed further below.
38A conflation of oral performance with a less-well-defined category of literary or written performance is 
problematic, of course. The latter category will be further defined below.
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The  farmer  and  the  plowman's  son:  how  much  should  these  categories  be 

questioned?  Performances  are  complex,  and  Renu's  performance  is  very  much  an 

“enactment  of  hybridity,”39 as  is  my study of  it.  Nagarjun's  poem—written at  such a 

politically uneasy time, though making no literal reference to that turmoil—seems also to 

be such an enactment. Of course, performers make conscious decisions in how to use the 

elements of their traditions.40 For Renu, these decisions include how he sang bārahmāsā 

in Aurahi-Hingana's fields with members of his community, and also how he deployed 

those same performance tools to create that song in his writing—decisions all informed 

by multiple aspects of his identity. 

These are areas that the disciplines of folklore, literature, and performance studies 

allow us  to  explore.  Nagarjun's  poem does  not  ask  a  more  basic  question  regarding 

Renu's  identity—why  was  Renu  a  performer?  Folklore  studies  in  India have  shown 

important connections between genre and region,  and between performer and genre.41 

Performers are often synonymous with the very instruments they play, the verses they 

sing, or their roles in drama and dance.42 For this study, just as I cannot know why Renu 

was a writer, I cannot know why he was a performer. Though I question the function of 

39The term is from Kirin Narayan, “How Native Is A 'Native' Anthropologist?” American Anthropologist 
95, no. 3 (1993): 671-86.
40Susan Wadley, “Choosing a Path: Performance Strategies in a North Indian Epic,” in Oral Epics in India, 
edited by Stuart  Blackburn, Peter Claus,  Joyce Flueckiger,  and Susan Wadley (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 1989), 75-101.
41Joyce Flueckiger,  Gender and Genre in the Folklore of Middle India (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 
1996).
42Stuart Blackburn, “Performance Studies,” in South Asian Folklore: An Encyclopedia, edited by Margaret 
Mills,  Peter  Claus  and  Sarah  Diamond (New York:  Routledge,  2003),  473.  See  also  the  film by  Zoe 
Sherinian, This Is a Music! Reclaiming an Untouchable Drum. (Oklahoma City, 2011), which demonstrates 
the intense and complicated connection between a group of Paraiyar drummers and the parai drums they 
play.
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performance and of  literature,  and question how and why those forms are  produced, 

received,  and understood, I do not challenge the basic identity of their  composers. If 

performance, performer, and composition are inseparable, so is the song and the farming 

activity that necessitates it, so is the song and the land that nourishes it, and so is the song 

and its singer. Another poet wrote:

O body swayed to music, O brightening glance,
How can we know the dancer from the dance?

W. B. Yeats, Among Schoolchildren, 63-64.

II.2. Reading Renu's Literature as Performance

If Renu was a performer, then there is something to be gained from considering 

his  writing as a  category of  performance.  His  writing inhabits  space,  geography,  and 

emotion—it inhabits the world; it is worldly—in the same way that live performances of 

village song inhabit the world. There is a tension here. The form and function of novels 

and of short stories are mightily different from the form and function of village songs. 

And yet Renu's writing is a remarkable blend of these divergent forms. With Renu, the 

private reader of a novel shares features with the public audience of village song. To draw 

on  Walter  Benjamin's  conception  of  “The  Storyteller”—Renu's  performed  identity  is 

comprised of the greedy and isolated novelist, who writes and reads alone, and also of the 

storyteller, who writes and performs within a web of shared experience, not alone, but in 

the company of the audience.43 Renu is kind to his readers. He writes in their company, 

even if the form of the final product, the novel, suggests an isolated distance between 

43Walter Benjamin, “The Storyteller,” in Illuminations (New York: Schoken Books, 1969).
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author and reader—hence the tension. More often than not, the reader of Renu's literature 

will not have access to details of performance traditions of Aurahi-Hingana, even if that 

reader might know something of north Indian village song in general. This dissertation 

aims to bridge this gap, by suggesting a  contrapuntal method of reading that maps the 

deeply complex world of village performance onto equally  complex forms of written 

literature.  The complexity  of  musical  counterpoint,  explains  Edward Said,  provides  a 

model for reading that fully explores the location of a text within the world. For Renu, 

that  world  must  include  the  living  village  performance  traditions  of  northeast  Bihar, 

including  those  of  the  twenty-first  century,  which  are  still  often  shaped  by  Renu's 

influence, and attention to which can still help to uncover the many contrapuntal layers of 

his writing.

II.3. On the Enactment of Hybridity: Posing in the Field

The world of reading, the world of Hindi novels, short stories, and autobiography

—the world of Hindi letters—is distinct from the world of village song. Renu is likewise 

distinct from his village. He is distinct from his fellow villagers who do not or cannot 

read his literature. And he is, in this respect, distinct even from his illiterate sisters who 

are nevertheless masters of the village women's repertory. Renu's writing set him apart. 

Renu's  second wife  Padma explained  to  me that  she  did  not  know what  was  in  her 

husband's books, and that he never told her. When staying in the village home, he would 

sit in his bungalow and write all night, and she would bring him tea and food (Photo 4). 

But she did not know what he was writing about. Yet despite these distinctions, Renu was 
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still a performer within the village song tradition. Renu's laboring the field is analogous 

to his singing village song. Even if I do not challenge his identity as a performer, I can 

still ask about how and why that identity was deployed. 

The photographs of Renu working in the rice field present a paradox. Everyday 

happenings of field labor do not usually get taped and photographed in such a way. This 

particular  scene  merited  documentation,  because  the  people  involved  made  it 
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Photo  4. Renu's  village  home.  Aurahi-Hingana,  2004.  This  bungalow  stands  on  the 
southwest side of the courtyard. During his time in the village, Renu was known to spend 
all night writing in this building. During my visits, it contained the room of Renu's eldest 
son. 



extraordinary. Even before he gained fame as an author, it would have been noteworthy 

for Renu to be found singing in the field. The traditional singers of bārahmāsā were the 

laborers who worked his family's fields, not the members of the powerful landowning 

family to which he belonged.

 Consider the individual holding a bag and umbrella, and smiling at the camera 

(Photo 1).  This man shouldn't be in the field at all. He is a poser. One simply cannot hold 

rice seedlings in one hand and plunge them into the mud with the other while holding all 

these items. His right hand is obscured. Perhaps it is holding a single seedling taken from 

Nagarjun's  bunch,  which  he  can  ceremoniously  plant  for  the  camera.  His  slacks  and 

button-down shirt barely need comment; his is not field attire. His umbrella is entirely out 

of place. Laborers let the rain fall down on their backs when transplanting rice seedlings. 

That's the whole point. The sound and feeling of the rain on your back is as integral to a 

bārahmāsā performance as are the texts and tunes of the songs. This man is probably not 

from the village, because a villager wearing such clothes would not wade into a flooded 

rice field without changing clothes first.  I suspect he arrived with Nagarjun. A driver, 

perhaps? He might even be one of the journalists documenting the event.

Now consider  another  individual  in  the  same photograph  (Photo  1):  the  man 

standing in the back, on the right side of the scene. As the only shirtless individual in the 

frame, he is the opposite of the cheerful poser with the umbrella. He is a laborer. As such, 

he is a potential performer of bārahmāsā, because it is the laborers, not landowners, who 

are the traditional performers of the genre. This laborer and two others are more visible in 

the background of another photograph from the same day (Photo 5). This image shows 
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the  traditional  role  for  a  landowner  during  the  rice  transplant.  He  is  expected  to 

participate in an opening ceremony of sorts. Someone from the landowning family plants 

the first few seedlings in the field before the laborers begin their work. Here, Nagarjun 

and  Renu  are  shown  engaged  in  this  ceremony,  as  they  ritually  mark  each  other's 

foreheads with mud from the field, as Nagarjun described in his poem.
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Photo 5. The commencement of the rice transplant, Aurahi-Hingana, 1973. Nagarjun and 
Renu mark each other with mud, as laborers watch on. Used with the permission of Latika 
Renu and the Phanishwarnath Renu Samāj Sevā Sansthān.



This ritual is important today, as shown in the photograph of Renu's grandson 

Mantu as he plants the first seedlings on his family's land in 2006 (Photo 6). Mantu did 

this after  placing  several  lit  incense  sticks  in  the field.  As with  the  scene  from four 

decades  earlier,  the  laborers  who  conduct  most  of  the  work  wait  and  watch.  After 

performing the ritual task, Mantu returned to the side of the field, where he and other 

members of his family watched the laborers. Mantu performed the customary role of the 
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Photo 6. Rice transplant, Aurahi Hingana, 2006. A group of women, the laborers, watch as 
Renu's grandson Mantu Ray transplants the first seedlings on his family's land. 



landowner. But unlike his grandson in 2006, Renu would linger in the field. He stayed, 

and he sang the repertory of the shirtless laborers. This puzzling act requires comment.

The argument for the performative aspect of Renu's writing is an argument against 

any suggestion that his songs represent mere reproductions or memorizations of song 

texts. An individual who reproduces memorized song texts would not be a full performer 

or participant in the village oral tradition. Printed song texts in collections of folklore are 

such reproductions. Songs in these printed texts are therefore not equal to the songs in 

Renu's  writing.  This  is  the  case  even  with  examples  in  folklore  collections  that  are 

textually identical to those in Renu's writing. A writer who reproduced such a memorized 

or fixed text in a novel would be no more a performer than “umbrella man” is a field 

laborer.  This is not to say that umbrella man cannot produce great work—work with 

village songs, even. He could copy songs, even sing them, and use them to great literary 

effect. But he will not be a performer of them. As a frequent umbrella man myself, who 

has worked and sung in the field (Photo 7), I have affection and sympathy for him, and I 

make no argument against him as an individual. 

Though Renu stayed in  the field,  it  does  not  make him equal  to  the shirtless 

laborers he worked and sang with. Unlike them, Renu was free to exit the field when he 

wanted to. He was distinct from the laborers because his concern was not only with the 

physical act of the rice transplant, but also with managing the economics of the process. 

Who would get paid and when? And Renu could also leave the village, living, as he did, 
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part of each year in Patna.44 So his decisions to linger in the field, and to sing with his 

villagers were based on choices. 

Renu's decision to document and collect, to act as a folklorist, also complicates 

the situation. He sometimes used the word  lokgīt—“folksong”—in his writing, and this 

also marks him as distinct from the village performance community. The word is known 

44Some of Renu's letters detail his anxiety over the financial situation, including the money needed by his 
son Venu, who was in charge of the fields and accounting when his father was in Patna. See RR-5, 621; 
629-30.
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Photo  7. “Posing.” I spend the day learning how to scrape weeds in a peanut field, just 
within the boundaries of the village, with Renu's grandson Shishupal Ray (crouching, just 
to my left) and a group of Santal laborers. Aurahi-Hingana, 2005.



by performers in the village, but never used as a category in local classification. The very 

use of the word suggests an outsider looking in. It suggests the view from the side of the 

field, from where the landowners watch the laborers working. Just as Renu combined the 

world of Hindi letters with that of village song, he also moved back and forth from within 

the  field  to  its  side.  He  was,  therefore,  engaged  in  what  Kirin  Narayan  calls  an 

“enactment  of  hybridity”—which  she  defines  as  “writing  that  depicts  authors  as 

minimally  bicultural  in  terms  of  belonging  simultaneously  to  the  world  of  engaged 

scholarship and the world of everyday life.”45 Renu's writing is an example of such an 

enactment, especially his complicated use of a written literary medium to present an oral 

tradition. But the literary form need not invalidate the idea that Renu was a performer, 

and not a poser.

III. BACKGROUND

III.1. Phanishwarnath Renu: Brief Biographical Sketch

Phanishwarnath Renu was born in 1921 to a family of farmers in a village named 

Aurahi-Hingana,  in  Purnea  district (now in  the  newly-formed  Araria  district),  in  the 

northeast corner of Bihar. His father,  Shilanath Mandal, was a landowner and a local 

leader in the struggle for Independence from the British. His mother, Panno Devi, was a 

gifted singer and well known in the community for her ability to lead women in songs 

from  the  village  repertory.  Shilanath’s  mother,  Renu’s  grandmother,  was  also  an 

45Kirin Narayan, “How Native Is a 'Native' Anthropologist?,” 672.
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exceptional singer.46 Renu was one of eight children; he had one older sister, four younger 

sisters, and two younger brothers.

Farming families such as Renu’s depend on the Kosi River for their livelihood, 

but the river is also infamous for its erratic course and annual flooding, which, because of 

attempts to dam and control the river, has wrought ecological devastation on the area.47 

On the other end of the spectrum, residents still struggle during times of drought. All this 

leads many to still describe the land as Renu did: in the grips of a type of paralysis.48 A 

well-known proverb equates travel to Purnea district with suicide:  Na zahar khāo, na 

mahur khāo; marnā hai to Pur iyā jāoṇ  (“Don’t bother with poison or toxins: If you want 

to die just head to Purnea”).49 

Such  stereotypes  could  account  for  the  relatively  scant  scholarship  on  Bihari 

music and folklore.  One musicologist,  in explaining his own inability to venture into 

Bihar in 2007 described “the extensive densely populated but backward parts of Bihar 

infested with dacoits (bandits), Maoist guerrillas, and militias of local warlords.”50 As for 

my own thoughts on the region: I would never dismiss Bihar's problems, which are real 

and often saddening. Groups of landless, oppressed, and certain minority individuals face 

46Renu's sisters Mahati and Manu Devi both discussed with me their mother's and grandmother's singing 
abilities.
47B.  N.  Jha,  Problems  of  Land  Utilization:  A  Case  Study  of  Kosi  Region (New  Delhi:  Classical 
Publications, 1980); J. Dayaram, M. Kumar, S. Sharma, and O. P. Chaturvedi, “Shisham Mortality in Bihar: 
Extent and Causes,” Indian Phytopathology 56, no. 4 (2003): 384-87.
48See the startling introduction to Renu's second novel  Partī  parikathā (RR-2,  311), where the narrator 
describes the land as barren and sterile, covered by dry sand left by the Kosi River: 

“धरती नहk, धरती की लाश, िजस पर कफन की तरह फ{ली eई i बालvचरm की पsिOतयाq ।”
“Not earth, but earth’s corpse, upon which lie rows of sand banks, just like a death shroud.”

49Ratneshwar Mishra, History of Purnea (Calcutta: India Book Exchange, 1978), 18.
50Peter Manuel, “Transnational Chowtal: Bhojpuri Folk Song from North India to the Caribbean, Fiji, and 
Beyond,” Asian Music 40, no. 2 (2009): 8.
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desperate circumstances, which has led to pockets of banditry and militia rule. But as far 

as personal safety, although I could describe one or two incidents and close calls, my 

experiences have been positive ones.51

Today Bihar  is  plagued  by  low literacy  rates,  though the  situation  was  much 

worse two generations ago, when most children did not go to school. But Shilanath’s was 

a powerful family and sent Renu to study at the nearby Simarbanī Madhya Vidyālaya. 

One of  his  teachers  wrote fondly of  meeting  the  nine-year-old Renu when Shilanath 

brought him to Simarbani to enroll.52 Renu later attended school in Forbesganj, the town 

ten miles north of the village, where one can still see his name written in the school 

records.  He also  received some education in  Viratnagar,  Nepal,  and apparently  spent 

almost  a  year  studying  at  Banaras  Hindu  University,  though  the  exact  nature  of  his 

studies there seems to be unknown.

Like his father, Renu became involved in India’s Independence struggle. He was 

an active participant in the 1942 Quit India movement, coordinating with other freedom 

fighters in efforts to tear up railway lines, destroy telegraph wires, and engage in other 

activities intended to force the British out of India. In these activities, too, music and 

performance were important to Renu. Later in his life, he recalled how patriotic songs of 

the 1930s and 40s inspired him and others to become agitators and freedom fighters.53 

51I have often been asked in Bihar about my thoughts on the common conception of Bihar as an inherently 
dangerous place. I remind whoever is asking that I felt comfortable bringing my mother with me on my 
second trip to Renu Gaon, and that has been considered a good response. I used the same fact as part of an 
extended, and eventually successful response to a U.S. funding agency that had raised queries about the 
issue of safety in Bihar.
52Ganesh Prasad Vishwas, “Ren ़u kā bachpan,” in Pha īśvarnāth Re u arthāt m idangiye kā marmṇ ṇ ṛ , edited 
by Bharat Yayavar (New Delhi: Van़ī Prakāśan, 1991), 40-41.
53RR-5, 32.
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Renu was jailed when he was as young as nine, because of his connection with a group of 

youths  from his  and surrounding villages,  who would  roam the  countryside  chanting 

slogans, singing patriotic songs, and engaging in revolutionary escapades.54

54For a description of such gangs, as well as for a discussion of revolutionary activity in 1940s Bihar, see 
Vinita Damodaran, “Azad Dastas and Dacoit Gangs: The Congress and Underground Activity in Bihar, 
1942-44,” Modern Asian Studies 26, no. 3 (1992): 417-50.
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Photo 8. Renu's village family, at the verandah of the family home, Aurahi-Hingana, shortly 
after Renu's death in 1977.  From left to right: Renu's grandson Nilu (held in his mother's 
arms), Renu's daughter-in-law Veena Ray, Renu's sons Aparjit (“Appu”) and Dakshineshwar, 
(“Pappu”), Renu's second wife Padma Devi, Renu's daughter Wahida, Renu's eldest son (and 
Veena's husband) Padam Parag (“Venu”), and Renu's daughter Annpurna. (Renu's daughters 
Kavita, Navnita, and Nivedita, who were married at this time, are not pictured.) From the 
photo album of Navnita Sinha. Used with her permission and the permission of the 
Phanishwarnath Renu Samāj Sevā Sansthān.



Renu participated directly in the 1950 democratic revolution in Nepal. Later, as 

described in the above section regarding his relationship with Nagarjun, he became active 

in J. P. Narayan's movement opposing Indira Gandhi’s declaration of Emergency rule. 

Indira  Gandhi  had  him  jailed  for  antigovernment  activities  in  1976.  This  had  a 

detrimental  effect  on  his  health,  which  had  been  poor  throughout  his  life,  and  was 

deteriorating in the 1970s. He died while undergoing surgery at Patna Memorial Hospital 

in 1977.

Renu married three times. His first wife Sulekh Devi died tragically young. They 

had one daughter. He married his second wife Padma in 1949, and she raised their seven 

children—four daughters and three sons—in the village (Photo 8). Renu had a second 

residence in the city, Patna.  There he shared an apartment with his third wife Latika, 

whom he married in 1952. He and Latika had no children of their own. Latika passed 

away in 2011. Renu spent most of his adult life between these two locations, spending 

part of the year with Padma and his family in the village, Aurahi-Hingana, and the other 

part of the year in Patna with Latika.

III.2. Renu's Literary Output

Renu  was  unique  among  early  post-independence  Hindi  writers,  in  that  his 

portrayals of rural life stood out against the dominant literature of the urban middle class. 

He developed his own literary language that celebrated the wide linguistic diversity of his 

homeland.55 His  literary  turn  back  toward  the  village  and  rustic  areas  of  his  native 

55Kathryn Hansen, “Renu's Regionalism: Language and Form,”  The Journal of Asian Studies 40, no. 2 
(1981): 273-94.
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northeastern Bihar resulted in his 1954 novel Mailā ānchal, which quickly became one of 

the  most  celebrated  novels  in  Hindi  literature,  often  named  in  the  same  breath  as 

Premchand's Godān. 

Renu  is  known  for  initiating  the  regional—ānchalik—movement  in  Indian 

literature, the origins of which are often traced to his introduction to Mailā ānchal, where 

he clearly stated, “This is Mailā ānchal, a regional novel.”56 We have already encountered 

the multiple meanings of the word ānchal in the analysis of Nagarjun's poem, and much 

of that sentiment is transferred to the adjective ānchalik. Renu later claimed that he did 

not intend his term to be descriptive of an entire literary genre.57 But, as Kathryn Hansen 

has demonstrated, the designation gave Hindi literary critics a new category within which 

to  place  Renu's  unconventional  work—unconventional,  in  that  it  seemed  to  defy 

categorization. Hindi critics' definition of the regional novel was based on the novel's 

perceived unusual features. The regional novel was understood as one that takes the total 

life  of  a  particular  area,  a  village,  as  its  primary  subject  matter.  Further,  like  Mailā  

ānchal, the regional novel was defined as having no central character, as well as a plot 

that appears to move without a clear narrative path.58

56यह h ']ला आqचल', एक आsचिलक उप[यास । RR-2, 22.
57RR-5, 279.
58Kathryn  Hansen,  “Phanishwarnath  Renu:  The  Integration  of  Rural  and  Urban  Consciousness  in  the 
Modern Hindi  Novel” (Ph.D.  thesis,  University  of California,  1978),  1-19. Also see Hansen's  “Renu's 
Regionalism” for a discussion of how  Renu’s nonconformist use of the Hindi language, which startled 
many of his readers, also proved more problematic for Hindi critics, who found difficulty placing this type 
of  language use into the  definition of  “regionalism” beyond the  obvious nod  toward  the  inclusion  of 
regional dialect. For an introduction to Hindi regional literature, see Indu Prakash Pandey,  Regionalism in 
Hindi Novels (Wiesbaden: Franz Steiner Verlag, 1974).  For a representative Hindi critic's discussion of 
Renu's place within regionalism, see  Jogendra Sinha Varma,  Pha iśvarnath Re u kā kathā sāhityaṇ ṇ , New 
Delhi: Riṣabhacharan Jain evam Santati, 1986), 56-85.
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Languages  in  north India change character  from district  to  district,  even from 

village to village. The language of Renu's native Purnea district is called Angika by some 

linguists,59 while others refer to it as an eastern version of Maithili. Few of Renu's urban, 

middle-class readers would be comfortable or familiar with that language. Although Renu 

did write some pieces in the local language, the great majority of his output was in Hindi. 

But it was not a standard Hindi, especially in his early village-centered works. Hansen 

has  shown how Renu experimented with  the limits  of  the language,  devising  a  style 

intended to represent the speech of his village community while still keeping his writing 

accessible to his non-village audience. He infused a refined Hindi style with elements of 

village language as a way to draw his readers into his village world.60

The word  ānchalik (“regional”) suggests that India might be divided into many 

separate regions, ānchals, which would each have their own specific traditions, cultures, 

and languages ready to be written up as regional novels by writers from each individual 

region. Renu's writing became a model for Indian writers who aimed to represent their 

country’s  village landscape,  and  his  work instigated  a  flurry of  literary  activity,  with 

many  authors  turning  to  their  own  ānchals  and  writing  fiction  based  on  their  local 

languages, local songs, and local stories, and which included various ethnographic details 

about individual regions and villages.61

59Paramanand Pandey, Angikā bhā āṣ  (Patna: Paramāśram, 1985).
60For a detailed discussion of Renu's use of language, see Kathryn Hansen, “Renu's Regionalism.” For a 
striking comparison, see  J. O. J. Nwachukwu-Agbada, “Tradition and Innovation in the Igbo Novels of 
Tony Ubesie,”  Research in African Literatures 28, no. 1 (1997): 124-33, in which  Nwachukwu-Agbada 
analyzes  the  Igbo  fiction  of  Tony  Ubesie.  He  documents  Ubesie's  very  similar  (and  sometimes  non-
standard) adoption of English words into the Igbo language, and also the way this Nigerian author uses 
language to address his Igbo audience directly.
61See, for example, Ramdarash Mishra's novel Pānī ke prāchīr (New Delhi: Vān ़ī Prakāśan, 1986), which is 
discussed in the following chapter. Mishra's novel closely follows Renu's Mailā ānchal in several aspects of 
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Many of Renu’s works were published after he passed away in 1977. The task of 

compiling and editing his writing was taken up by Bharat Yayavar, who began at Renu’s 

apartment in Rajendra Nagar, where Renu’s widow Latika gave him access to many of 

her husband’s papers, journals, and notes. Yayavar has been editing these materials and 

bringing them out under various titles over the past three decades. In 1995 he completed 

his edition of the five-volume Re u rachanāvalīṇ , Renu’s collected works.62 Each volume 

is between five and six hundred pages long, and together they contain most everything 

Renu is known to have written. A brief overview of their contents will give a sense of 

Renu’s literary output.

Volume One contains seventy-three short stories. These include many of Renu's 

most-loved works. The stories are arranged in chronological order, beginning with his 

first published story  Ba  bābāṭ , about a village's sacred banyan tree. This village theme 

prevailed in most of his stories written from the 1940s to the 1960s. His 1956 story Tīsrī  

kasam is probably the most famous in the collection, owing to the 1966 film based on it 

(Renu also wrote the screenplay for the award-winning film). This story follows a bullock 

cart driver as he takes a famous nau ankīṭ  actress to the fair in Forbesganj where she will 

perform. 

Volume  Two  contains  Renu’s  two  most  famous  novels:  Mailā  ānchal,  first 

published  in  1954, and  Partī  parikathā,  which  was  published  two  years  later.  Both 

form and content. For an English-language survey and introduction to Hindi regional authors, see Indu 
Prakash Pandey,  Regionalism in Hindi Novels. A recent and representative discussion of Hindi regional 
novels can be found in Bhagvata Svarupa, Nāgārjun ke upanyāsõ mẽ ānchalik tattva (Kanpur: Chandraloka 
Prakāśan, 2008).
62All examples from Renu's literature discussed in this dissertation cite their location within these volumes.
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concern the happenings of a village in northeast Bihar,  though the overall  outlook of 

Partī parikathā  is somewhat darker than the one presented in  Mailā ānchal. With their 

intense focus on an individual village locale and their extraordinary level of ethnographic 

detail, both novels are considered by Hindi critics to be exemplars of the regional novel.

The four shorter novels and unfinished works contained in Volume Three of the 

Re u rachanāvalīṇ  demonstrate the breadth of Renu’s subject matter. With Pal ū bābū roṭ ḍ, 

Renu left the village scene to explore political and economic issues of a kasbā, a town. 

His novel Julūs concerns a community of Bengali refugees who have settled in a village 

in Purnea district,63 while  Kalank mukti addresses concerns of the Indian urban middle 

class, and the role of democracy in newly Independent India.

Volume  Four  contains  Renu's  “Reportage”—his  nonfiction  writing  on  many 

topics, much of it autobiographical in nature. This includes his  Nepal krānti kathā, his 

first-hand  account  of  his  time  as  a  participant  in  the  1950  Nepali  prodemocracy 

revolution, and also assorted essays on the politics, life, and culture of Bihar. Volume 

Five contains more nonfiction pieces, including writings on political and literary topics, 

and several  autobiographical  sketches,  many of  which had already been published in 

various literary magazines. This volume also includes a handful of plays, satirical works, 

and all of the poetry Renu is known to have written down, as well as fifty-eight letters 

between Renu and other writers, political leaders, various acquaintances in Purnea, and 

members  of  his  family.  Yayavar  categorizes  some  of  the  items  in  this  volume  as 

“unfinished.”  Recognizing  the  potential  value  in  even the  smallest  pieces  of  writing, 

63The residents of the Bengali community in Aurahi-Hingana village community with whom I spoke are 
well aware that Renu wrote such a novel, and insist it is about their quarter of the village.
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Yayavar included unfinished diary pages and the contents of some scraps of paper that he 

found in Renu and Latika’s apartment in Rajendra Nagar, Patna (Photo 9).

III.3. Introduction to The Twenty-First-Century Village Song Repertory

Village songs are a prominent feature of Renu's writings, and it was those songs 

that brought me to the village. During my investigation of the song and performance 

tradition of Renu Gaon, I often heard people lament that many types of songs from earlier 
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Photo  9.  Renu's third wife,  Latika, looks at some of her late husband's papers. Rajendra 
Nagar, Patna, 2008.



times have disappeared.  I have already discussed the  bārahmāsā genre—songs of the 

“twelve months” performed for the rice transplant. Elderly villagers who remembered the 

1940s and 50s described scenes in which “hundreds” of laborers working in the rainy 

fields  would  sing  bārahmāsā all  day.  These  descriptions  match  the  descriptions  of 

bārahmāsā  performances in Renu's writing, and I believe they are accurate. Bārahmāsā 

are sometimes performed today, but much less often than during Renu's time. Even so, 

many  singers—including  younger  singers  in  their  forties—could  sing  bārahmāsā for 

hours outside of their authentic rice-field context, as I discovered when word of my study 

spread, and men volunteered to sing for me within the village. So, while bārahmāsā seem 

to be exiting the current repertory, they are still very much known.

This seemed to be the case for many of the song genres in Renu's writing. While 

not obviously current in the twenty-first-century performance repertory, many types of 

song seemed present  in  village performance memory.  Many genres  present  in  Renu's 

writing  seem to  have  completely  vanished from the  twenty-first-century  performance 

tradition, even though performers may still remember and discuss them when asked. One 

such example is a men's genre called  sāvitrī nāch which is mentioned briefly twice in 

Renu's fiction.64 There are no groups left today who perform this genre, though I did meet 

one Renu Gaon performer who was part of a sāvitrī nāch troupe during his childhood. He 

offered to sing some of the verses for me, and I found that one of those verses was very 

similar to the verse included in  Mailā  ānchal.  A related genre called  bidāpat nāch is 

performed very rarely today, and, to my knowledge, only by a single remaining group.65 

64Partī parikathā, RR-2, 637, and Mailā ānchal, RR-2, 153.
65This genre is discussed in Chapter 4.
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As far as I have been able to determine, all of the song genres that appear in 

Renu's fiction are known of in Renu Gaon—even those no longer performed. Although 

my research included work in villages throughout Purnea, Araria, and Katihar districts 

(the three modern districts that comprise the larger Purnea district of Renu's time), I was 

based in Renu Gaon, and my routine inquiries therefore focused on members of Renu's 

ma alṇḍ  caste, and on the specific location of Renu Gaon and the surrounding quarters of 

Aurahi-Hingana. I did not have easy access to every type of performance found in Renu's 

fiction, because his folklore knowledge extended well beyond this small community, and 

also included genres of traveling musicians and mendicants from other areas. Some of his 

fictional villages—based on the folklore contained within them—seem to be located in 

other  areas  of  Purnea.  For  example,  I  asked several  performers  about  the  ballads  of 

Surangā  Sadābrij66 and  Mahuā  Ghaṭvārin67 that feature prominently in two of Renu's 

works, and while several performers had heard of them, I found no one who could give 

details  about  those traditions.  This does not  mean that  these traditions  exist  nowhere 

today; it may simply mean that they were never local to Renu Gaon.68 Indeed the story of 

Mahuā Ghaṭvārin, as well as many of the stories and songs in Renu's second novel Partī  

parikathā, is associated with the  ghā sṭ  on the Kosi River, which does not run through 

Renu Gaon. I suspect that time working at the location of those  ghā s  ṭ would provide 

much more data to consider alongside Renu's literature.

66Mailā ānchal, RR-2, 68-72.
67Tīsrī kasam, RR-1, 148-50.
68See Ek lok gīt ke Vidyāpati, RR-1, 303-08, for Renu's discussion of traveling to Saharsa district with a 
tape recorder in order to document the bidāpat nāch tradition.
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The nationalist and patriotic songs included in  Mailā ānchal do not seem to be 

much  performed.  This  is  unsurprising,  since  they  were  very  much  tied  to  the 

independence  movement.  There  are  a  few  exceptions,  such  as  the  jogī āṛ  in  Mailā  

ānchal.69 Jogīṛā are performed by men during the Holī  festival,  and the genre is still 

popular across north India and in overseas Indian communities.70 I heard the particular 

jogī āṛ  verse in Mailā ānchal several times during each of my visits during Holī. Indeed, 

performers explain that Renu himself composed those exact lines, and that they learned 

them directly from him in performance.

Other men's genres represented in Renu's writing that are still performed include 

phaguā,  chaitī,  nirguṇ,  bārahmāsā,  and songs included in the more general category of 

bhajan. I was able to record and witness many performances of each. These included 

recordings “in context,” such as recordings of bārahmāsā made while transplanting rice 

seedlings in rainy, muddy fields, and also “out of context,” when I asked performers to 

sing especially for me.

The most commonly performed women's genre is biyāh ke gīt—“wedding songs” 

(Photo 10). These include a variety of songs describing the thoughts of various family 

members during the wedding, as well as songs on devotional topics. In every wedding I 

attended, there were at least some moments during which women sang. But, indications 

suggest that these songs, too, were much more prevalent in weddings during Renu's time. 

During several of the weddings I attended, the rituals of kanyā dān and sindūr dān passed 

69Mailā ānchal, RR-2,133-34.
70Kevin Miller,  “A Community of Sentiment:  Indo-Fijian Music and Identity Discourse in Fiji  and Its 
Diaspora” (Ph.D. Dissertation, UCLA, 2008), 233-35.
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without  a  single  woman singing—to the  dismay of  some older  women present,  who 

lamented that these central rituals would never have taken place without women's song in 

earlier times,.

Other women's songs in Renu's writing include sāmā chakevā  and sāvan-bhādõ. 

Both are still performed today, as is the dance-drama called jā -ja inṭ ṭṭ , which is popular 

across north Bihar. In Renu's writing, and in his village, jā -ja in ṭ ṭṭ is a genre exclusive to 
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Photo 10. Renu's daughter,  Nivedita (front right) leads neighborhood women in biyāh ke 
gīt during the wedding of her nephew. Aurahi-Hingana, 2005.



women, in which they perform the roles of both the male and female characters. Indeed, 

in  Mailā  ānchal the narrator explains that men are not permitted to witness it at all.71 

Women in Renu Gaon still occasionally gather to perform jā -ja inṭ ṭṭ  drama at night during 

the rainy season.  I  was fortunate to  witness  a  single performance,  which began with 

calmer sāvan-bhādo songs before the women began the more boisterous drama.72

IV. DISSERTATION OUTLINE

The next chapter is concerned with the methodology that has shaped this project, 

as  well  as a review of the scholarship that informs and justifies my approach,  which 

utilizes fieldwork and literary analysis to understand elements of the twenty-first-century 

Renu  Gaon  song  repertory,  and  also  the  performative  aspects  of  Renu's  literature. 

Naturally the section designated as a “literature review” will also address methodological 

concerns, as will the concluding section on methodology continue to explore relevant 

scholarship.

Chapter 3, “North Indian Village Song and the World: Sampling Indian Literature 

and the Global Field,” aims to situate Renu within a larger literary and folklore world 

through a consideration of several Hindi authors who have included village song in their 

work.  I  structure the analysis  around a discussion of  the worldly quality  of  texts,  as 

71Mailā ānchal,  RR-2,  187:  “Men have absolutely no permission to see  jā -ja in.  ṭ ṭṭ If it is discovered that 
someone even watched it from hiding, then it would be a matter for the village council the following day!” 
(“मदn को 'जाट-जJTन YखZ का एकदम हक नहk h । यJद यह मालvम हो गया Jक Jकसी Z िछपकर भी Yखा h तो Xस` ही Jदन 
पsचायत \ चली जाएगी बात !”) 
72My recording of the extremely energetic performance, as well as my memories of it, has so far proven 
very difficult to decipher, though I can report that many elements closely resemble the performance in 
Mailā ānchal.
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defined by Edward Said.73 I ask how songs situate these texts within the world. I compare 

Renu with authors who have used village songs from the Bhojpuri region of north India 

(as well as from overseas Indian communities) in their literature, and I consider those 

usages alongside examples corresponding to performances that I have documented during 

research in India, as well as in Mauritius and Trinidad. All the literary examples benefit 

from a  performance-centered  analysis,  but  Renu's  alone  seem to  be  informed by  the 

sensibilities of a performer. The example from Renu's novel Mailā ānchal demonstrates 

the type of worldliness exhibited by village songs in performance, and the song, once 

reflected back through the novel, reveals the novel to be a literary representation of that 

whole performance world.

In Chapter 4, “The Death of Bidāpat,” I analyze a single genre of village drama 

called  bidāpat nāch. Given Renu's importance within today's performance tradition, an 

analysis of bidāpat nāch is incomplete without consideration of his contribution. Renu's 

literary representation of bidāpat is just one aspect of his involvement with the genre. He 

has become a character in contemporary village performance, and consideration of his 

writing reveals much about how that situation came to be. In performance, a clown, a 

drummer, and a cross-dressing dancer bring the divine stories of Krishna down to earth, 

even  as  Renu's  status  is  elevated  and  equated  with  the  fifteenth-century  poet-saint 

Vidyapati. Today's performance tradition involves contradictory rejections and embraces 

of  bidāpat  nāch,  revealing  deep  elements  of  the  performance  world  that  shape  the 

structure of Renu's writing on the topic.

73Edward Said, The World, the Text, and the Critic (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1983).
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Chapter  5,  “Shiv and Krishna in  Renu Village,”  takes a  performance-centered 

approach to Renu's writing, focusing on the method advocated by Richard Bauman.74 I 

suggest one way the performance structure of Renu's village may have influenced the 

narrative structure of his fiction and go on to propose a connection between Renu's own 

life story and that same narrative structure.  All  this demonstrates the multiple factors 

affecting  Renu's  song choices,  and,  in  particular,  how his  detailed  knowledge  of  his 

village's performance tradition may have shaped the overall narrative structure in one of 

his texts.

Chapter 6,  “Sāvan Bhādõ:  Renu's Lifelong Relationship with a Song from the 

Women's  Repertory,”  concerns  a  village  song  that  repeatedly  brought  Renu  to  tears 

throughout his life. I  trace these tears though his literature and through the field, and 

attempt a literary analysis to determine their ultimate source. The source in both field and 

text seem to be the same, even while that source remains unstated and unquestioned in 

both.

Chapter 7, “Raspriyā, A Reader's Guide,” takes a reader-centered approach to one 

of Renu's song-filled stories, to determine what a performance-centered reading might 

look like to a reader who lacks access to ethnographic data from Aurahi-Hingana. I draw 

on  the  conclusions  of  the  proceeding  chapters  to  develop  a  method  of  reading  that 

prioritizes the voice, the place, and the special meaning of village songs in Hindi fiction. 

That is, I suggest a method of reading that could reconcile the worldliness of songs in 

performance with that of songs in fiction.  In the final chapter,  I  recast several of the 

74Richard Bauman, Verbal Art as Performance (Prospect Heights, IL: Waveland Press, 1977).
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themes in the dissertation in light of literary criticism alone,  in order to consider the 

implications of literary and ethnographic representations of the field.
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CHAPTER 2: THE STUDY OF FOLKLORE, LITERATURE, AND 
PERFORMANCE

I. INTRODUCTION

Attention to the issues of performance and folklore in Renu's writing and village 

requires an engagement with many distinction-blurring traditions—including genres that 

combine oral and written traditions, genres that draw on written literary poems as well as 

improvised banter, songs performed in a folk style whose texts are modeled after written 

poetry,  newly-composed  songs  that  imitate  older  performance  traditions,  village 

traditions  that  have been heavily  influenced by a  single literary figure (Renu,  in  this 

case), and, of course, the problematic notions of folklore and folklore-in-literature. 

All texts in this study are not the same. The song lyrics printed in Renu's writings, 

for example, are different from the transcription of a song I witnessed performed in Renu 

Gaon.  And  this  section  will  present  some  of  the  ways  these  distinctions  have  been 

understood in scholarship on performance and literature. My methodology must account 

for the literary, ethnographic, and performance aspects of the project, and provide a way 

to  synthesize  them into  a  text  that  accounts  both  for  Renu’s  literary  genius  and  the 

ongoing  genius—of  which  Renu is  also  a  part—that  constitutes  the  village  text  and 

performance tradition.  
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II. ON CULTURE

II.1. Inside and Outside Perspectives

In Renu Gaon, I am an outsider. When I am spotted working with laborers in a 

field, it is an item of discussion, as are my baths at the hand pump on the path in front of 

the Renu family home. In terms of Renu's literature, being an outsider is not a terrible 

disadvantage. Many middle-class Hindi readers are also outsiders to the village culture 

and songs that Renu presents in his works, but there is no denying that I might lack the 

collective memory of a village “past” that some readers find evoked in Renu's  work. 

(Whether or not that past ever existed is another question.) In terms of the village itself, 

being an outsider has benefits in terms of physical access (as an outsider and foreigner, I 

am treated as a perpetual guest), but obvious drawbacks in terms of understanding.

The question of insider and outsider perspectives has been a primary concern in 

fields that employ ethnography, and especially in areas of the world such as South Asia 

that have been subject to outside rule and intensive outside study. A. K. Ramanujan, an 

object of his own study and a product of India and the West, writes: “In a largely non-

literate culture,  everyone,  poor,  rich,  high caste,  professor, pundit,  or ignoramus—has 

inside  him or  her  a  large  non-literate  subcontinent.”1 But  how should  we define  this 

internal  subcontinent,  and what Indian is  native enough to  possess one? Narayan has 

commented on her own status as someone considered inside the Indian tradition. But 

“how  native,”  she  asks,  “is  the  native  anthropologist?”2 In  her  book  on  storytelling 

1A. K. Ramanujan, “Who Needs Folklore?,” in The Collected Essays of A.K. Ramanujan, edited by Vinay 
Dharwadker (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1999), 533.
2Kirin Narayan, “How Native Is A 'Native' Anthropologist?,”  American Anthropologist 95, no. 3 (1993): 
671-86.
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traditions in Hinduism, she presents herself as someone constantly learning, and who is 

no expert in the presence of her teacher.3

Narayan argues the need for consideration of a wide spectrum when considering 

who is  native to  a  tradition.  With regard to  ethnographic writing,  she  finds  personal 

narrative to be the best way to expose the writers’ strengths and weaknesses, and that a 

primary focus of the narrative should detail the relation between the researcher and the 

research  subjects.  Any  ethnographic  activity,  she  argues,  must  be  an  “enactment  of 

hybridity” that  accounts for the everyday lives of scholars,  as  well  as their  scholarly 

lives.4 We find a fine example of such scholarship in the work of the anthropologist Ann 

Gold,  who has worked in the same area of Rajasthan for over two decades,  and has 

developed a strong relationship with the village Ghatiyali in which she has worked. Her 

book  on  Rajasthani  pilgrimage  traditions  is,  she  explains,  a  “joint  performance”  by 

Ghatiyalians and herself, in both her roles as “Dr. Gold” and Ann-sister, “Ann-Bai.”5 In 

her translation and transcription of a Rajasthani bard’s oral epic performance, she also 

presents herself in several roles: an American woman in Rajasthan, with her own infant’s 

cries being added to field recordings; a mother back in America reading the bard’s stories 

to that child; and as a scholar in constant dialogue with her assistant Bhoju Ram Gujar, 

who traveled to upstate New York to work on the final stages of the project.6 In her work 

3Kirin  Narayan, Storytellers,  Saints,  and  Scoundrels:  Folk  Narrative  in  Hindu  Religious  Teaching 
(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1989).
4Kirin Narayan, “How Native is a Native Anthropologist?,” 672.
5Ann  Grodzins  Gold,  Fruitful  Journeys:  The  Ways  of  Rajasthani  Pilgrims (Berkeley:  University  of 
California Press, 1988), xii.
6Ann Grodzins Gold, A Carnival of Parting: The Tales of King Bharthari and King Gopi Chand as Sung  
and Told by Madhu Natisar Nath of Ghatiyali Rajasthan (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1992).
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on the oral history of Rajasthan, she begins with an extended  discussion of her place, 

personality,  and power in  the  field.  Even her  scholarly  self  is  presented  as  split  and 

confused: is she researching the environment, stories, nature, farming, or history?7 We 

learn that she is no longer “Ann-sister” but now “Ann-aunt,” and that only at this point in 

her academic career did she experience the feeling of acceptance into an Indian village 

family that seems to be such a staple in other anthropological accounts of village India.8 

These multiple persona necessarily affect her material and how she presents it.

Taking my lead from these ethnographic works and discussions, I attempt to place 

myself in the field. I traveled to Bihar and spent months working in Renu Gaon. But, of 

course, I will never be an insider; I can only present material as I have learned it and as I 

understand it. Following Narayan, I understand the presentation to be an enactment of 

hybridity that takes into account my outsider status, as well as my growing understanding 

of Renu Gaon. The growing understanding is an understanding of culture. I explore this 

category in the following section, because this dissertation is primarily concerned with 

instances of culture's expression.

II.2. Song and Literature in Culture, and as Culture

My work in Renu Gaon is predicated on the notion that literature, music,  and 

performance  are  all  expressions  of  culture.  The  definition  of  culture  is  frequently 

revisited, and rightly so. Despite the revisions, most aspects of E. B. Tylor's nineteenth-

century  definition  are  integral  to  these  definitions  of  later  generations,  especially  his 
7Ann Grodzins  Gold  and  Bhoju  Ram Gujar,  In  the  Times  of  Trees  and  Sorrows:  Nature,  Power,  and  
Memory in Rajasthan (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2002), 33-37.
8Gold, In the Time of Trees and Sorrows, 38.
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emphasis  on human behavior.  He called culture “that  complex whole which includes 

knowledge, belief, art, morals, law, custom, and any other capacities or habits acquired 

by man as a member of society.”9 One of those behaviors, of course, is music.

In  The Anthropology of Music, Alan Merriam advocates the study of “music in 

culture,” and states that “music sound is the result of human behavioral processes that are 

shaped by  the  values,  attitudes,  and  beliefs  of  the  people  who comprise  a  particular 

culture.”10 It  is  impossible,  argued Merriam,  to  completely  study music  without  also 

studying music in relation to its cultural context. He later even suggested the possibility 

of studying “music as culture.”11

Following  also  on  Geertz's  definition  of  culture  as  “an  ensemble  of  texts, 

themselves  ensembles,  which the anthropologist  strains to  read over  the shoulders  of 

those to whom they properly belong,”12 I treat both literature and music as expressions of 

culture that are performed in ensemble. I therefore follow Merriam and Geertz's directive 

to  study and understand them within  a  larger  cultural  ensemble  of  texts.  I  treat  this 

directive as related to Edward Said's call for the study of not only texts, but also the 

9E. B. Tylor, Primitive Culture (London: J. Murray, 1871), 1.
10Alan P. Merriam, The Anthropology of Music (Evanston, IL: Northwestern University Press, 1964), 6-7. 
Also see Merriam's “Ethnomusicology: Discussion and Definition of the Field,” Ethnomusicology 4 (1960): 
107-14.
11See Alan P. Merriam, “Definitions of 'Comparative Musicology' and 'Ethnomusicology': An Historical-
Theoretical Perspective,”  Ethnomusicology 21, no. 2 (1977): 204,  where he cites his own “unpublished 
thoughts” on the definition of ethnomusicology.
12Clifford Geertz, The Interpretation of Cultures (New York: Basic Books, Inc., 1973), 452.
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world in which texts are produced and consumed.13 And I use ethnography as a way to 

investigate and describe the relation between culture, text, and the world.

Culture, however, is not equal to the world. And the words culture,  text, fiction,  

and  ethnography  have  all  been  understood  as  problematic  categories  with  undefined 

boundaries. David Moore argues for parallel losses in anthropology and literary studies. 

“Literature,”  in  literary  studies  at  least,  is  as  unstable  a  construct  as  “culture”  is  in 

anthropology today.14 Likewise, “fiction” has been replaced by the “text.” Culture, as an 

object of anthropological analysis, has likewise been replaced by a type of fiction—a 

consequence of fiction’s intertwining with ethnography.15 We now accept that tools of 

fiction can be effective in conveying culture and experience in ethnography,16 or  that 

fiction is capable of capturing the spirit of ethnography.17 We keep alert to the possibility 

of using fictions that are presented to us in the field,18 and acknowledge the growing body 

of  writings  by  anthropologists  who  also  write  fiction  and  have  commented  on  the 

13A citation of any of Said's work would be appropriate here, including, of course his game-changing study 
Orientalism (New York: Vintage Books, 1991), as well as his studies The World, the Text, and the Critic  
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1983) and  Culture and Imperialism (New York: Random House, 
1993).
14David Chioni Moore, “Anthropology Is Dead, Long Live Anthro(a)Pology: Poststructuralism, Literary 
Studies,  and Anthropology's 'Nervous Present',”  Journal of Anthropological Research 50, no. 4 (1994): 
345-65.
15James  Clifford,  “Introduction:  Partial  Truths,”  in  Writing  Culture:  The  Poetics  and  Politics  of  
Ethnography, edited by James Clifford and George E. Marcus, 1-26 (Berkeley: University of California 
Press, 1986).
16Robert  Rinehart,  “Fictional  Methods in  Ethnography:  Believability,  Specks of  Glass,  and Chekhov,” 
Qualitative Inquiry 4, no. 2 (1998): 200-24.
17Constance Caroline Relihan, Cosmographical Glasses: Geographic Discourse, Gender, and Elizabethan 
Fiction (Kent, OH: Kent State University Press, 2004).
18Tullio Maranhão and Bernhard Steck, eds, Translation and Ethnography: The Anthropological Challenge 
of Intercultural Understanding (Tuscon: University of Arizona Press, 2003) and Tobias Hecht, “A Case for 
Ethnographic Fiction,” Anthropology News 48, no. 2 (2007): 17-18.
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different strategies in the two.19 Many forms are now available to ethnographers as they 

aim to represent culture in textual form, that is, to present a textual construction of the 

field.20 However, while ethnography may aim to represent culture as understood by the 

ethnographer,  it  in  fact  builds  first  upon  its  relationship  with  other  texts—fiction  or 

otherwise.21 Bakhtin writes,  “After all,  the boundaries between fiction and nonfiction, 

between literature and nonliterature and so forth are not laid up in heaven.”22

III. ON PERFORMANCE

III.1. Fiction and Ethnography

Renu defined  Mailā ānchal as a “regional novel” (ānchalik upanyās), providing 

Hindi critics with a way of understanding his writing. The term shares many traits with 

what  has  recently  been  called  the  “ethnographic  novel”—itself  a  highly  problematic 

category, but one that is gaining currency even as it loses analytical specificity.23 Tallman 

posits  the ethnographer,  “who describes a culture from without,” against the novelist, 

“who is capable of creating a vision of a culture from within.”24 Renu seemed capable of 

19For multiple approaches to the use of fiction in ethnography and on the similar strategies used by writers 
of  fiction  and  ethnography,  see  Margery  Wolf,  A  Thrice-Told  Tale:  Feminism,  Postmodernism,  and  
Ethnographic Responsibility (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1992); Kirin Narayan, “Ethnography and 
Fiction: Where Is the Border?,”  Anthropology and Humanism 24, no. 2 (1999):  134-47; and Katherine 
Frank, “'The Management of Hunger:' Using Fiction in Writing Anthropology,” Qualitative Inquiry 6, no. 4 
(2000): 474-88.
20See Paul Atkinson, Understanding Ethnographic Texts (Newbury Park, CA: Sage Publications, 1992).
21Stephen Tyler, “Ethnography, Intertextuality and the End of Description,” American Journal of Semiotics 
3, no. 4 (1985): 83-98.
22M. M. Bakhtin, The Dialogic Imagination, translated by Caryl Emerson and Michael Holquist (Austin: 
University of Texas Press, 1991), 33.
23Janet Tallman, “The Ethnographic Novel: Finding the Insider's Voice,” in  Between Anthropology and 
Literature: Interdisciplinary Discourses,  edited by Rose De Angelis, 11-22 (London: Routledge, 2002); 
Thomas Lyons, “The Ethnographic Novel and Ethnography in Colonial Algeria,” Modern Philology 100, 
no. 4 (2003): 576-95.
24Tallman, “The Ethnographic Novel,” 20.
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both;  one  could  say  Renu's  fiction  presents,  in  addition  to  the  fictional  setting  and 

characters, his “personal self” as well as his “ethnographic self.”25

Renu's personal self includes his identity as a performer: his “performing self.” 

His hybrid nature as insider and outsider, or as field laborer and landowner, is analogous 

to his complex identity as performer and ethnographer. Performing and writing are not 

identical  activities,  as  discussed  by  Deborah  Wong,  who writes  of  her  own multiple 

affiliations  with  Japanese  taiko  drumming  in  the  United  States.  She  discusses  the 

possibility of writing as both a performer and as a musicologist at the same time, and 

notes  several  difficulties  arising  from  her  dual  identity  as  both  performer  and 

ethnographer. The person who plays music is not the same person who writes:

I opened by writing as a taiko player because that's what I am. Everything I said is 
true, and the way I said it was really how I think about San Jose Taiko and that 
piece. I wanted you to read my pleasure in watching  this performance by  this  
group, and I wanted to convey how playing taiko and watching taiko are intensely 
interrelated  for  taiko  players.  Or  rather,  I'm  asking  you  to  trust  me  as  a 
representative taiko player, though that's theoretically risky in all kinds of ways.26

In considering Renu as a performer, it must be acknowledged that his performing 

self and his writing self are not the same. And yet I trust his identity as a performer of his 

village's song repertory—even if, as discussed in Chapter 1, he may not be an entirely 

representative village performer. As Wong suggests in the discussion of her own identity, 

there is “theoretical risk” in placing such trust in Renu's identity as a performer, and with 
25In terms of ethnographic identity, the dichotomy is described by Edward M. Bruner, “Introduction: The 
Ethnographic Self and the Personal Self,” in  Anthropology and Literature, edited by Paul Benson, 1-26 
(University of Illinois Press, 1993).
26Deborah  Wong,  “Moving:  From  Performance  to  Performative  Ethnography  and  Back  Again,”  in 
Shadows in the Field: New Perspectives for Fieldwork in Ethnomusicology, edited by Gregory F. Barz and 
Timothy J. Cooley (New York: Oxford University Press, 2008), 77.
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reading that identity into his fiction. But reading is rarely an innocent activity,27 and there 

are always risks involved.

III.2. Fiction as Performance
In his introduction to  The Performance of Reading, Peter Kivy notes that while 

the distinction between performing arts (such as music) and the nonperforming arts (such 

as a painting) may be obvious, literature, however, is “a mixed bag”: You can buy tickets 

to a performance of Hamlet, but not to your own silent reading of the same work.28 Kivy's 

focus  on  the  performative  elements  of  the  reading  process,  demonstrates  that  the 

distinction between literature and performance is not as well defined as often assumed. 

Just as the boundaries between fiction, nonfiction, and ethnography have recently been 

broken down, it has been increasingly assumed that there is no boundary between fiction 

and performance, that fiction is a category of performance.29

It is hardly surprising, then, that ethnography has also been viewed as a type of 

performance. Performing in the field, as well as the performance of the field have all 

been  considered  elements  of  ethnographic  practice  and  ethnographic  writing,30 and 

27Jonathan Culler, “Literary Competence,” in Reader-Response Criticism: From Formalism to Post-
Structuralism, edited by Jane P. Tompkins (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1980), 116.
28Peter  Kivy,  The  Performance  of  Reading:  An Essay  in  the  Philosophy  of  Literature (Malden,  MA: 
Blackwell Publishing, 2006), 1.
29See,  for example,  Jacques Rancière,  “Notes on Minnelli's  Poetics,”  in  Vincente Minnelli:  The Art  of  
Entertainment, edited by Joe McElhaney (Detroit: Wayne State University Press, 2009). In discussing the 
role of “performance and fiction” in the dream-like cinema works of Minnelli, Rancière takes, as a basic 
assumption, that fiction is a kind of performance: “In another sense, the meeting of dream and reality is the 
gap between fiction and performance. There is no doubt, of course,  that fiction is ever anything but a 
performance” (398).
30 Joni L. Jones, “Performance and Ethnography, Performing Ethnography, Performance Ethnography,” in 
The Sage Handbook of Performance Studies, edited by D. Soyini Madison and Judith Hamera (Thousand 
Oaks, CA: Sage, 2006), 339-47.
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scholars  have  also  turned  to  the  possibility  of  performing  ethnographic  writing.31 

Denzing's thoughts on the effect of performance ethnography describes how the text, as a 

performance,  completes  a bridge between audience and performer.  In viewing Renu's 

writing as performance, I understand it to achieve a similar outcome:

In the moment of performance, these texts  have the potential to overcome the 
biases of a positivist, ocular, visual epistemology. They undo the gazing eye of the 
modernist ethnographer, bringing audiences and performers into a jointly felt and 
shared field of experience.32

Abrahams,  as  an  introduction  to  his  discussion  of  literature  and  folklore  as 

performance,  also  focuses  on  the  interaction  and  communication  between  groups  of 

individuals:

Performance, as I will use the term here, is a demonstration of culture, one of the 
products  of  men getting  together  with  other  men and working  out  expressive 
means of operating together. To do this, the group stylizes their interactions, often 
by introducing symbolic objects and movements into their encounters so they may 
more economically coordinate their activities.33

For Abrahams, therefore, literature is performance, because it involves a process 

by which “energies of the performer must be matched in great part by the responsive 

energies of the audience.” In this way, he finds that performance, including literature, 

becomes an “act of love”—including moments of “foreplay,” “wooing,” and “climax.”34 

31D. Soyini Madison, Critical Ethnography: Method, Ethics, and Performance (Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage, 
2005), 181-200.
32Norman K. Denzin, Performance Ethnography: Critical Pedagogy and the Politics of Culture (Thousand 
Oaks, CA: Sage, 2003), 37.
33Roger D. Abrahams, “Folklore and Literature as Performance,”  Journal of the Folklore Institute 9, no. 
2/3 (1972): 75.
34Abrahams, “Folklore and Literature as Performance,” 81. 
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The statements  are  predictive of  another  celebration of  writing and reading as  erotic 

performance: Roland Barthes's The Pleasure of the Text, published a year later.35 

The discussion of fiction and performance, however, becomes more complicated 

in  a  study such  as  this  one,  which  is  partly  concerned  with  the  relation  of  song  to 

literature. Songs are traditionally considered a type of performance, whereas literature is 

not. The notion of literature as performance naturally raises questions about the role of 

writing and composition. This is a primary concern of Jerzy Kutnik's seductively titled 

book, The Novel as Performance. Kutnik defines performance as aspects of “a work that 

consists in an activity or action which does not aim to represent anything outside itself.” 

He aims to identify the performative process that sparked its creation. He explains that 

there are three aspects to such written works that can be classified as performative acts:

Such a work (1) has an indeterminate and playful character (no preset meaning or 
premeditation; no direction of development; a reliance on chance, invention, and 
improvisation; an  alogical structure or intentional purposelessness); (2) focuses 
attention on the physical properties of the medium (since the medium is often the 
sole object of the action performed, the emphasis is on the materials used or on 
the physical aspects of production with subject matter reduced to the minimum); 
and (3) has an open form (invites the audience's collaboration in making the work 
complete).36

This third element, regarding the audience's participation in completing a work, is 

related to the “shared field of experience” that defines performance ethnography,37 and 

the “expressive means of operating together” that can define both folklore and literature 

35Roland Barthes,  The Pleasure of the Text, translated by Richard Howard (New York: Hill and Wang, 
1975). Originally published in French as Le Plaisir du Texte (1973).
36Jerzy  Kutnik,  The Novel  as  Performance:  The Fiction of  Ronald  Sukenick  and Raymond Federman 
(Carbondale and Edwardsville: Southern Illinois University Press, 1986), 229.
37Denzin, Performance Ethnography, 37.
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as categories of performance.38 Such a statement regarding audience collaboration is the 

underpinning of reader-response critical theory,39 as well as the aspects of performance 

analysis  that  share  traits  with  reader-oriented  critical  analysis.  That  is,  it  is  not 

controversial to acknowledge that an audience collaborates in the production of a text's 

meaning, and this issue has been explored from a succession of disciplinary angles.

But parts one and two of Kutnik's definition are more problematic. While it may, 

for example, be possible to determine indeterminate and playful aspects of a work, one 

cannot help but wonder how a reader could determine the improvisational aspect of a 

literary work. As for the oxymoronic quality of “intentional purposelessness,” as well as 

the illogical and irrational—these are understood as defining qualities of the New Fiction 

that Kutnik analyzes. The shift from an analysis of medium over content is a result of a 

performance-centered approach. Although his definition of the “novel as performance” 

includes the audience's collaboration as a basic component, Kutnik's focus lies more on 

the  creative  and  compositional  process—on  that  irrational  aspect  of  a  literary 

performance in which an audience cannot easily participate.

Kutnik's  primary  subject  is  the  work  of  the  innovative  twentieth-century 

American  writer  Ronald  Sukenick.  A  reading  of  Sukenick's  own  literary  criticism 

provides an explanation for Kutnik's focus on the act of writing as performance. Sukenick 

understands  fiction  and narrative  to  be  a  “field  of  action.”40 Modern  works  “signify 

38Abrahams, “Folklore and Literature as Performance,” 75.
39Jane P. Tompkins, ed.,  Reader-Response Criticism: From Formalism to Post-Structuralism (Baltimore: 
Johns Hopkins University Press, 1980).
40Ronald Sukenick, “Twelve Digressions toward a Study of Composition,” New Literary History 6, no. 2 
(1975): 435.
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consciousness of themselves as forms in process of being worked out,”41 and this working 

out involves a “flow of energy”:

If fiction may be considered an activity, however, it does make sense to talk about 
what that activity is and how it generates the work. Such discussion may provide 
at  least  a  running  definition—one  always  running  to  keep  up  with  the 
development of the art. As an activity, fiction first of all involves a flow of energy. 
This is a factor that seems insufficiently recognized and it might be interesting to 
reconsider the novel in its terms.42

Sukenick argues for a “generative theory of fiction” that focuses on the process of 

composition, in which the structure of the work, as opposed to its content, is understood 

to be a primary way that the piece conveys information. “Just as one cannot say that a 

piece of music is 'about' its melody, one should not say that a piece of fiction is 'about' its 

subject matter.”43 

This  theory  of  fiction  provides  a  bridge  among  literature,  folklore,  and 

performance. The previous three decades have witnessed a shift in folklore studies from 

an  analysis  of  content  (the  subject  matter)  to  issues  of  structure,  composition,  and 

context. I turn to those issues now, with an introductory discussion of the problematic 

term “folk,” as is used in the words folklore and folksong.

41Sukenick, “Twelve Digressions,” 430.
42Sukenick, “Twelve Digressions,” 435.
43Sukenick, “Twelve Digressions,” 433-34.
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IV. ON FOLKLORE

IV.1. Defining the Folk, and the Colonial Legacy of Folklore Studies

      The unique nature of Renu’s  work and of his  village performance community 

requires an examination of debates regarding the term folk, especially as understood in 

the words  folklore  and  folksong, the meanings of which have been much argued in the 

overlapping fields of literature, folklore, ethnomusicology, and anthropology. More recent 

terminology relating to orality—oral tradition, oral literature, and oral poetry—far from 

closing the book on these debates, has served to extend the arguments into new realms. 

The  words  traditional and  village,  sometimes  used  to  replace  aspects  of  the  above 

terminology (as in “village song”), are equally problematic. There is much at stake with 

the  definitions  of  these  terms.  Considering  how  the  study  of  folklore  has  been 

manipulated and misused in various political contexts, and considering how the study of 

folklore in India developed as a part of the imperial project, debates over the usefulness 

and appropriateness of these terms cannot be dismissed. 

Dundes defines “folk” as “any group whatsoever that shares at least one common 

factor.”44 Folklore would therefore be considered unlimited in its scope, although this  has 

rarely been the case. In India, folklore has often, if incorrectly, been associated with a 

part of culture that is rural, illiterate, and unchanging. Folklore, of course, is constantly 

changing, literacy and folklore are not mutually exclusive categories, and folklore also 

exists  in  urban contexts.  Colonial  collectors  of  folklore had to  make use of  assorted 

omissions,  fabrications,  and  tricks  to  keep  folklore  in  line  with  this  predetermined 

44Alan Dundes, The Study of Folklore (Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice Hall, 1965), 2.
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definition.  Some  of  these  assumptions  still  find  their  way  into  today’s  scholarship. 

Presentation of folk material is necessarily mediated by several factors; primary among 

them are the realities of textual representation, power relationships between informant 

and scholar, and the politics of performance.

Elliott Oring argues that colonial folklore collections are “whimsically quaint at 

best, vulgar errors at worst, and the description and study of these customs were in fact 

preliminaries  in  a  program  of  annihilation.”45 Indeed,  much  of  the  colonial  folklore 

endeavor finds its justification in the aims of colonialism itself. Such is the case with 

Temple's 1886 explanation of the significance of his folklore collection: “We foreigners 

cannot hope to understand them rightly unless we deeply study them, and it  must be 

remembered  that  close  acquaintance  and a  right  understanding  begets  sympathy,  and 

sympathy begets good government.”46 The knowledge of folklore and religion,  of the 

practices, beliefs, and superstitions of the Indian people, was seen to have a direct impact 

on governance and control. Folklore was the window into the minds and thoughts of the 

colonized, who were often assumed to have little conscious control or choice over their 

actions.47

Naithani identifies an important distinction between colonial research of Indian 

folklore and the national scholarship of European folklorists.  The colonial scholarship 

45Elliott Oring, “Anti Anti-'Folklore',” The Journal of American Folklore 111, no. 441 (1998): 331.
46Richard Carnac Temple,  The Legends of the Panjab, Vols 1-3 (Patiala, Language Department, Punjab), 
cited in Gloria Goodwin Raheja, “The Erasure of Everyday Life in Colonial Ethnography,” in  Everyday 
Life in South Asia,  edited by Diane P. Mines and Sarah Lamb (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 
2002), 201.
47Proverbs and songs that highlighted violence, in particular, were often cited to demonstrate the inherent 
danger of certain peasant groups and provided the justification for increased control over them. See Raheja, 
“The Erasure of Everyday Life,” 208-10.
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had  a  unique  international  quality  born  of  a  “mutual  opposition  between  the 

nationalism(s)  of  the  folklore  collectors  and  the  folk.”48 The  oppositional  attitude, 

Narayan argues, was adopted by some native Indian scholars, who collected the folklore 

of their own country.49 But even as we distinguish the development of Indian folklore 

study with that of Europe, we must also acknowledge that the study of folklore in general 

developed in tandem with the study of Indian material.50 As the field of Indian folklore 

developed, collectors were under increasing pressure to collect previously undocumented 

materials, and to ensure that they were free from so-called foreign influence.51 Despite 

their desperate claims to a rigorous authenticity, colonial folklorists were likely to alter 

the material they collected.52 This process was often duplicated, if not emulated, by an 

educated, urban Indian elite, who themselves constituted the majority of contributors to 

journals such as Indian Antiquary.53

Has the study of folklore managed to free itself from its colonial origins? Naithani 

argues that it  has not:  “In a certain sense,  the history of Indian folklore research has 

remained colonial, even at the end of the twentieth century. It has done so because it has 

not questioned the colonial perspective and methodology.”54 She argues for a history that 

48Sadhana  Naithani,  In  Quest  of  Indian  Folktales:  Pandit  Ram  Gharib  Chaube  and  William  Crooke  
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2002), 54.
49Kirin  Narayan,  “Banana  Republics  and  V.  I.  Degrees:  Rethinking  Indian  Folklore  in  a  Postcolonial 
World,” Asian Folklore Studies 52 (1993): 177-204.
50For a duscussion of the influence of Indian folklore on the development of European nationalist folklore 
projects, see Blackburn and Ramanujan’s introduction to Another Harmony: New Essays on the Folklore of  
India (Delhi: Oxford University Press, 1986). 
51Narayan, “Banana Republics,” 183.
52Raheja, “Erasure of Everyday Life.”
53Sumanta  Banerjee,  “Marginalization of  Women's  Popular  Culture  in  Nineteenth-Century  Bengal,”  in 
Recasting Women: Essays in Indian Colonial History, edited by Kumkum Sangari and Sudesh Vaid, 127-79 
(New Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers University Press, 1990) and Narayan, “Banana Republics,” 185.
54Naithani, In Quest of Indian Folktales, 38.
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contextualizes nineteenth-century folklore collection within the realities of colonialism. 

In particular, she wants to identify and analyze silences, of which there are many in the 

colonial record. A primary gap she identifies concerns the “native assistants” who are 

barely acknowledged.  But these assistants  could not have been only passive conduits 

whose ideas conveniently matched those of colonial investigators.55 Their attitudes and 

thoughts affected the experiences of all involved. Such deficiencies are not limited, of 

course, to colonial scholarship, and are still concerns of modern scholars.56 Contemporary 

Indian  scholarship  sometimes  duplicates  colonial  assumptions  and creates  even more 

“People of India” projects,57 just as western scholars have been accused of carrying out 

projects that are actually relics from the colonial era.58

2.IV.1.a. Example: Marginalization and Recovery of Folklore in Hindi Fiction

The great Hindi author Premchand (1880-1936), though nationalist in orientation 

and an advocate for Indian self-rule, was not free from such assumptions with regard to 

folklore. He was born in Lamhi Village, just outside of Varanasi in eastern Uttar Pradesh. 

His novel Godān had a great influence on much of the Hindi literature that followed its 

publication, and is often referred to as the greatest modern Hindi novel. (Renu’s  Mailā  

ānchal is often called the second greatest.) The two authors are often compared, because 

55Naithani, In Quest of Indian Folktales, 52.
56See Bruno Nettl,  The Study of Ethnomusicology: Twenty-Nine Issues and Concepts (Urbana: University 
of Illinois Press, 1983), 291-92. Nettl describes earlier ethnographies that do not give due consideration to 
the role of musical informants: “[w]e are often not told who sang a transcribed song, with the implications 
that any member of a tribe or village would have sung or told the same.”
57Laura Dudley Jenkins, “Another 'People of India' Project: Colonial and National Anthropology,”  The 
Journal of Asian Studies 62, no. 4 (2003): 1143-70.
58Narayan, “Banana Republics.”
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both shared a focus on the lives of India’s peasant  classes.  But while Renu’s village 

writing is a celebration of village life, Premchand, with his spotlight on the corruption, 

misery, and oppression of India’s subaltern classes, tended to focus on villagers’ struggles

—even as he simultaneously conveyed a romantic image of village communities as the 

“sole  bastion  of  humanity  in  the  face  of  industrialization  and  consequent  social 

erosion.”59 Premchand’s  writing,  with  its  intended  aim  of  uplifting  society’s  moral 

standing,  is  often  didactic.  Renu’s  writing,  with  its  multiple  layers  of  intersecting 

meaning, could never be so described. 

Premchand’s views on village folklore provide quite a contrast to Renu’s. Inge 

Orr  argues  that  when  Premchand  included  folkloric  elements,  his  main  goal  was  to 

demonstrate  and  expose  village  backwardness  and  oppression.  Premchand’s  aim  of 

improving society through literature influenced his view of folklore as the repository of 

outdated and backward customs and beliefs that needed to be changed.60  That is, Orr 

finds that Premchand generally only engaged the village with the intent to demonstrate its 

limitations—a  rather  limiting  view  of  of  Premchand's  remarkable  and  layered 

representations of village culture.

Consider  Premchand’s  view  of  verbally  abusive  language,  which  is  itself  the 

hallmark of many village performance traditions in north India:61

59Geetanjali  Pandey, “Premchand and the Peasantry:  Constrained Radicalism,”  Economic and Political  
Weekly 18, no. 26 (1983): 1149.
60Inge C. Orr, “Premchand's Use of Folklore in His Short Stories,” Asian Folklore Studies 36, no. 1 (1977): 
31-56.
61For  a  discussion  of  gālī  in  nineteenth-century  Bengal,  see  Sumanta  Banerjee,  “Marginalization  of 
Women's Popular Culture in Nineteenth-Century Bengal,” in Recasting Women: Essays in Indian Colonial  
History,  edited by Kumkum Sangari  and Sudesh Vaid (New Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers University Press, 
1990). For Rajasthan, see chapter two of Gloria Goodwin Raheja and Ann Grodzins Gold,  Listen to the 
Heron's Words: Reimagining Gender and Kinship in North India (Berkeley: University of California Press, 
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Every nation's particular manner of speech reveals its moral state. If seen from 
this point of view, Hindustan would appear at the very bottom of all the nations in 
the  world.  While  a  gravitas  and purity  of  speech expresses  the  greatness  and 
moral purity of a nation,  foul language is  sure proof of moral darkness and a 
nation’s decline. All the dirty words that leave our mouths would scarcely ever 
leave the mouths of any civilized people. But obscenities fly from our mouths 
with such abandon, one would think their appearance in our mouths as something 
essential. It is only we that just dodge the blow and restrain ourselves when we 
hear from each other's mouths the dirtiest obscenities about mothers, sisters, and 
daughters, and—indeed—many times we do not even feel we have suffered an 
insult. A man from any other country would respond to such abusive language 
with a sword or pistol, but we hear abuse many times more foul and filthy and just 
let it go in one ear and fly out the other. Neither mother, sister, wife, nor brother is 
spared from our verbal abuse. With our tainted tongues we continually taint these 
immaculate relationships.62

He continues with a condemnation of various song traditions:

In our country, verbal abuse isn’t just presented in prose, but also in poetry. We 
sing verbal abuses, and on happy occasions at that. If verbal abuses are sung on 
occasions of sorrow, perhaps the explanation could be given that we are cursing 
the unjust sky and ungrateful fate. But singing verbal abuses at happy occasions is 
a strange thing. Sure, in these verbal abuses, the nastiness and bloodthirstiness, 
and the things that sadden the heart, which happen in verbal abuses at times of 
anger, aren’t there. Even so, every single word of these songs fills the heart with 
dirty ideas and dirty feelings.  The explanation for this, apart from this, what else 
can be done so that our sensual nature becomes happy at hearing overflowing 
verbal  abuses.  The  groom’s  party  arrives  at  the  house  and  is  welcomed  with 
verbal abuses, and people consider it part of hospitable treatment, but as soon as it 
is time to eat, people wash their hands, and sit to eat the food and rice, then a hail 
of abuses falls from every direction. And not just any old verbal abuses, but the 
worst kind that would have the devil bursting out of hell if he heard them.63

1994). For Madhya Pradesh, see Doranne Jacobson, “Songs of Social Distance,” Journal of South Asian 
Literature xi, nos. 1-2 (1975): 45-59. For Uttar Pradesh see Edward O. Henry,  Chant the Names of God 
(San Diego: San Diego State University Press, 1988), 25-62. For women's  gālī after a men's Ramayana 
session in Varanasi, see Philip Lutgendorf, The Life of a Text: Performing the Rāmcaritmānas of Tulsidas 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1991), 77-78.
62Premchand, “Gāliyā̃,” in Premchand ke vichār, edited by Jagmohan Singh Ravat (New Delhi: Prakāśan 
Sansthān, 2003), 148.
63Premchand, “Gāliyā̃,” 150.
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The tradition of verbal abuse to which Premchand refers is  a much-loved one 

dating  back  centuries.64 But  though  he  seemed  aware  of  the  humor  in  the  tradition, 

Premchand was also subject to nineteenth-century efforts to marginalize these traditions. 

Premchand could never have a character speak verbal abuse, and certainly never sing one

—not if that character were meant to be held up as any sort of role model. In this respect, 

Premchand was subject to a Victorian sterilization of Indian culture.65 Premchand was 

perhaps correct in his notion that obscenities would cause India to be viewed badly in the 

outside world. Considering how European studies of Indian folklore, of Indian tradition, 

and of Indian villages were often part  of a larger process justifying imperialism, it is 

difficult to find fault with Premchand’s conclusions, even if we might be disappointed in 

his refusal to engage these traditions on a deeper level. And yet, how seriously should we 

understand Premchand's  condemnation of obscenity to be? He seems to take pride in 

Indian obscenities global ranking, which would shame, he imagines, even the the most 

foul-mouthed  sailors  of  England's  ports.  His  descriptions  of  women's  obscenity,  in 

particular,  are  conducted  with  great  humor  and  sensitivity  to  the  tratition.  More 

importantly, they demonstrate a great familiarity with that tradition.

64As attested to by the following verse from the Braj poet  Vr ़nd’s 1704  Nīti-satsaī,  included in Rupert 
Snell’s Braj Bhā ā Readerṣ . A literal translation might read as follows: “When said with proper regard for 
the appropriate time, even the unpleasant can seem pleasing, such as when everyone is delighted by the 
verbal abuses at weddings”:

फीकी पx नीकी लगx, कKहए समय KबचाKर ।
सब को मन हरKषत करx Vयv Kबबाह e गाKर ।।
Nasty seems nice, said at the right time,
As curses at weddings jolly our minds.

65See Banerjee, “Marginalization of Women's Popular Culture,” and Raheja, “The Erasure of Everyday 
Life.”
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Five  decades  later,  Renu’s  all-embracing  approach  to  village  song  and 

unapologetic  acknowledgment  of  colorful  language  provides  a  contrast.  In  his 

introduction to Mailā ānchal, he made it clear that he intended to show a certain beauty 

in less-than-beautiful elements of his village’s culture, and this includes the portrayal of 

rough language.

इसc फ}ल भी r,  श~ल भी,  ध~ल भी q,  ग|लाब भी,  कीचड़ भी q,  चzदन भी,  स|zदरता भी q, 
क{fपता भी—e Kकसी m दामन बचाकर Kनकल नहt पाया । 

कथा की सारी अUछाइयu और ब|राइयu Q साथ साKहZय की दहलीज पर आ खड़ा oआ py; 
पता नहt अUछा Kकया या ब|रा । जो भी हो, अपनी Kनlा c कमी महस~स नहt करता ।66

There  are  flowers  here,  but  also  thorns;  dust  but  also  roses;  mud  but  also 
sandalwood; beauty but also ugliness—I could not be released from any of these. 

I stand at literature's doorstep with all the good and bad qualities of this story; I 
don't know if I have done right or wrong. Whatever the outcome, I feel firm in my 
faith.67

66Mailā ānchal, RR-2, 22.
67See Rahi Masum Raza's introduction to his 1974 novel  Os kī būnd (New Delhi: Rājkamal Prakāśan, 
2004), 7, in which he gives a spirited defense of the explicit language in his previous novel Ādhā gā̃v:

bg पा� यKद गीता बोiT तो e गीता Q kलोक िलख~yगा । और वह गािलयाy बRT तो e अवkय उनकी गािलयाy भी 
िलख~yगा । e कोई नाजी साKहZयकार नहt py Kक अप^ उप_यास Q शहरu पर अपना oSम चलाऊy और हर पा� को 
एक शaदकोश थमाकर oSम \ [y Kक जो एक शaद भी अपनी तरफ m बोh तो गोली मार [yगा । कोई बड़ा-ब~ढ़ा 
यह बताए Kक जहाy bg पा� गाली बकY r, वहाy e गािलयाy हटाकर Sया िलख~y । डॉट डॉट-डॉट ? . . . यKद आप^ 
कभी गाली स|नी ही न हो तो आप यह उप_यास न पKढ़ए । e आपको बjश करवाना नहt चाहता ।
If my characters speak from the  Gītā, then I will write verses from the  Gītā. And if they blurt out 
obscenities, then I will surely write their obscenities. I’m not some stuck up author who would impose 
my own orders on my novel's cities, who give each character a dictionary and force him to use it, who 
would declare that I will shoot anyone who speaks even one word in their own way. If some elders 
want me to delete the obscenities, then what would they have me write? “Dot, dot, dot?” . . .  If you 
have never heard an obscenity before, then don’t read this novel. I wouldn't want to make you blush.
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IV.2. Defining Folksong
Hindi is one of many world languages that has imported the notion of “folksong.” 

The Hindi term  lokgīt  is a direct translation of the English. Village performers do not 

generally use the term lokgīt, instead referring to their songs by specific genres: devī gīt 

(songs  for  the  goddess),  bārahmāsā  (songs  describing  the  twelve  months),  bhajan 

(devotional  songs),  and  many more.  Even so,  both  Renu and his  fictional  characters 

occasionally use the term lokgīt:

“ . . . अब आप सKवता\वी m एक dKथली लोकगीत स|Kनए !”68

“ . . . Now listen to a Maithili folksong from Savita Devi!” 

“जी हाy,  e नKदयu Q घाटu Q नाम,  घाटu Q आसपास Q अzचल c `चिलत लोकगीत,  कथा, 
कहावत . . .”69

“Yes,  the  names  river  ghā sṭ :  the  folksongs,  stories,  and  sayings  of  the  areas 
around the ghā sṭ  . . .”

Kकसनलाल को लोकगीत की पzिSतयाy याद आयt ।70

Kisanlal remembered the lines of a folksong.

And in  the  introduction  to  Kavi  Re u kaheṇ ,  his  collection  of  poetry,  Renu describes 

himself as a product of folksongs:

e लोकगीतu की गोद c पला py । इसीिलए हर मौसम c bg मन Q को^ c उस ऋत| Q 
लोकगीत ग~yजY रहY r । e कहt भी py−इन लोकगीतu की nम�Kत-]वKनयाy म|झw अप^ गाyव 
c−क{छ �ण Q िलए पoyचा \ती r ।71

68Mailā ānchal, RR-2, 67. Ellipsis in original.
69Partī parikathā, RR-2, 342. Ellipsis in original.
70Kāk charit, RR-1, 370.
71RR-5, 476.
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I  was raised in  the embrace of folksongs.  Therefore,  during every season, the 
corners of my mind ring with that season's folksongs. Wherever I may be—these 
sweet-sounding  memories  of  folksongs  transport  me  to  my  village  for  a  few 
moments.

        These  four  examples  suggest  that  Renu  did  not  simply  use  the  term  lokgīt,  

“folksong,” without any critical attention to its meaning. The first, from Renu’s novel 

Mailā ānchal, is from an All-India Radio broadcast. Since the 1940s, the Government of 

India has been actively recording and broadcasting “traditional” music in an effort both to 

preserve  and  to  appease  the  demand  for  such  recordings  in  urban  society.72 In  that 

context, “folksong” would suggest a generalized urban conception of village or “peasant” 

art forms. The fictional character who speaks the second example, from Renu’s novel 

Partī parikathā, is a graduate student doing research on the village folklore of northeast 

Bihar.  For  that  student,  “folksong,”  brought  from  an  academic  setting  remains  a 

significant category of analysis, even if not a term used within the village community. In 

the third example, from one of Renu’s short stories, a character experiences the memory 

of a song. This use of the word “folksong” is related to the All-India Radio usage, in 

which folksongs are understood to convey something traditional—understood to mean 

something passed down from previous generations, something that involves memory and 

evokes the feelings of the past. This is how Renu used the term “folksong” to explain his 

72See John A. Lent, “Grassroots Renaissance: Folk Media in Third World Nations,”  Folklore 91, no. 1 
(1980): 81-82; and Nazir A. Jairazbhoy, “Music in Western Rajasthan: Stability and Change,” Yearbook of  
the  International  Folk  Music  Council 9  (1977):  50-66.  For  a  recent  discussion  of  how  commercial 
recordings of folk music can, in turn, affect village performance, see Stefan Fiol, “From Folk to Popular 
and Back: Musical Feedback between Studio Recordings and Festival Dance-Songs in Uttarakhand, North 
India,”  Asian Music 42, no. 1 (2011): 24-53. Also see the chapter on “Marketing the 'folk'” in Rustom 
Bharucha,  Rajasthan, an Oral History: Conversations with Komal Kothari (New Delhi: Penguin Books, 
2003), 266-88.
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personal connection to his village’s performances in the autobiographical fourth example. 

Though he spent much of his  adult  life in the city,  the memory of certain folksongs 

would, in his words, “transport” him to his village.

A cursory  survey  of  ethnomusicology  publications  from the  last  two  decades 

show that both “folklore” and especially “folksong” are now mostly used in a similar 

historical context, to refer to the particular brand of nationalist collection activities of the 

nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, and rarely used to describe what was once called 

“primitive music.”73 One often-used alternative for the latter is “traditional”—this even 

though Ruth Finnegan, arguing from a different field, makes a clear case for the many 

problems with the term.74 The current aversion to the word “folksong” is also shared by 

anthropologists and historians of India, who often use it to refer to the relation of folklore 

to the imperializing agenda.75

In her 1951 essay on “Reflections on Authenticity in Folk Music,” the celebrated 

English  dancer  and  folksong  collector  Maud  Karpeles,  founder  in  1947  of  the 

International  Folk  Music  Council  (in  1981  renamed  the  International  Council  for 

Traditional Music), attempted a definition of folk music: “In discussing the problem we 

must pre-suppose that there is such a thing as folk music: that it does exist as a specific 

genre,  in  spite  of  the  incidence  of  border-line  cases,  because  otherwise  there  is  no 

73See Bruno Nettl, Music in Primitive Culture (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press), 1956.
74Ruth  Finnegan,  Oral  Poetry:  Its  Nature,  Significance,  and  Social  Context  (Cambridge:  Cambridge 
University Press, 1977).
75See Laura Dudley Jenkins, “Another 'People of India' Project: Colonial and National Anthropology,” The 
Journal of Asian Studies 62, no. 4 (2003): 1143-70; Sadhana Naithani, “The Colonizer Folklorist,” Journal 
of Folklore Research 34 (1997): 1-14; and also In Quest of Indian Folktales: Pandit Ram Gharib Chaube  
and William Crooke (Bloomington:  Indiana University  Press),  2002. As shown above,  one  refreshing 
exception is Kirin Narayan, who has engaged in the project of “rethinking Indian folklore” and does not 
shy away from the term “folklore.”
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problem to discuss.”76 Today’s scholars of India, who have, and with good reasons, often 

declared nonexistent the objects of their own study (such as “caste,” “Hinduism,” “the 

village”), might find such a statement refreshing. Karpeles’s primary goal was to tackle 

the then-current issue of authenticity, by taking on purists who would refuse authenticity 

to any folksong with a hint of modern or newly composed elements. She considered the 

state  of  folk  music  as  being  acted  on  by  three  factors,  which  each  presupposes  an 

underlying unwritten tradition: continuity, creativity, and selection. The first factor relates 

to the nature of the preservation of the music tradition, the second to the possibility of 

change, and the third to the process by which those changes are accepted or rejected by a 

community.77 She concluded that the issue of authenticity relies on a subjective analysis:

I think that the ultimate test should be based on artistic grounds. The purest folk 
music is that which has been submitted to the crucible of tradition, and which 
emerges as a complete artistic unity. If the modern ingredients in folk music do 
not stand out as misfits but merge with the older elements so that together they 
make a satisfying whole, then I think that we can be confident that this music has 
as much claim to authenticity as the music produced by the peasants of some 
isolated region who have had no contact with modern ways of life.78

I  agree  with  Karpeles’s  conclusion  that  considerations  of  artistic  unity  trump 

concerns  of  authenticity.  With  Renu's  work  in  particular  the  question  of  authenticity 

becomes a very muddy one. Just as his village's folklore made its way into his writing, 

Renu  also  had  a  great  impact  on  the  field.  His  very  name  is  invoked  in  certain 

performances, and several singers claim that they learned their material from him. An 

76Maud Karpeles, “Some Reflections of Authenticity in Folk Music,”  Journal of the International Folk  
Music Council 3 (1951): 11.
77Also see Maud Karpeles, “Definition of Folk Music,” International Folk Music Journal 7 (1955): 6-7.
78Karpeles, “Some Reflections,” 14.
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insistence  on  authenticity  over  artistic  unity  would  remove  these  instances  from the 

folklorist's object of study.

IV.3. Folksong and Oral Tradition
It  has  often  been  assumed  that  folksong  must  necessarily  be  part  of  an  oral 

tradition. The focus on written versus oral traditions has been the topic of much debate 

regarding the question of authenticity and is particularly relevant to a study of Renu, 

Renu's village, and village song. How does Renu's obvious literacy and written versions 

of folksongs affect the understanding of these items as part of an oral tradition?

Albert  Lord’s  The  Singer  of  Tales,  the  groundbreaking  synthesis  of  his  and 

Milman Parry’s work on oral-formulaic composition, makes a clear distinction between 

oral  and  written traditions.79 Their  aim was to  prove the  original  oral  foundation for 

Homer’s epics. In doing so, they also identified the epic compositional process, which is 

emergent  and located within the act  of  performance.  One result  of  their  work was a 

reexamination of  various textual  traditions  that  could now be shown to have an oral 

origin, owing to the various oral-formulaic phrases contained within them. We were then 

left with oral “literalists” and the “folklorists,” explains Elaine Lawless. The literalists try 

and  determine  the  extent  of  orality  in  their  manuscripts  by  looking  for  fixed  forms 

indicative of oral-formulaic composition, while the folklorists look for variation, not rigid 

formulas, as a defining characteristic of folklore. “The key to oral tradition for the oral 

literalist is fixity; the key for the folklorists is variation within a tradition.”80

79Albert Bates Lord, The Singer of Tales (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1960).
80Elaine J.  Lawless,  “Oral  'Character'  And 'Literary'  Art:  A Call  for  a  New Reciprocity between Oral 
Literature and Folklore,” Western Folklore 44, no. 2 (1985): 84.
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This dichotomy bears restatement, because it demonstrates the confusion that a 

consideration of orality has gifted to literary studies and also demonstrates the type of 

complexity involved with an author such as Renu, who made use of oral tradition in his 

writing. If a folklorist in the field, in Renu’s village, were looking for evidence of a lively 

folk  tradition,  the  primary  evidence  would  be  variation  between  performances  and 

variation over time. But if a second folklorist were following Lord’s model to look at 

Renu’s literature for evidence of that tradition, the evidence would consist of fixed and 

unchanging forms.

This tension arises from Lord’s definition of oral tradition, which allows no room 

for writing. He argues that the two processes are mutually incompatible, and that there 

can be no “transitional text,” created by a single individual combining a written and a true 

oral technique.81 Even memorization has no place in Lord’s theory, because memorization 

implies an underlying fixed text; for him composition and true oral composition are one 

and the same thing. Finnegan finds this definition makes no room for many global oral 

traditions that do rely on writing and memorization to some extent. “Indeed,” she writes,

when one realizes that oral forms can perfectly coexist and interact with written 
ones and can flourish in cultures characterized by lesser or greater degrees of 
literacy it becomes obvious that there is no reason why some oral literary forms 
should not also exist in cultures with high or even universal literacy.82

Ramanujan  similarly  states  that  written  and oral  traditions  are  not  necessarily 

opposite;  they  “interpenetrate  each  other  and  combine  in  various  ways.”  Instead  of 

81Lord, Singer of Tales, 128-30.
82Finnegan, Oral Poetry, 58.
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focusing on this single opposition, Ramanujan proposes three separate ones, which he 

eventually dismisses and dissolves: classical versus folk, written versus spoken, and fixed 

versus fluid. He then dismantles them by showing how spoken texts can be fixed, and 

classical texts can be fluid.83 

India  abounds  with  such  examples,84 and  Renu is  certainly  one  of  them.  The 

discussion of fixed and fluid texts is a crucial one to the present study, and it speaks to 

Renu's place within the song tradition of his village. One of the primary questions here 

concerns  how  Renu  came  into  possession  of  his  village  song  knowledge.  Hansen 

postulates that he learned songs “by rote,” suggesting that his listening ability made that 

possible:

Renu, as a member of the rural community with a particularly keen ear, learned 
these  songs  by rote  from his  fellow villagers.  The songs  which  appear  in  his 
pages,  therefore,  owe nothing  to  the  printed  songbooks,  but  rather  have  been 
drawn  from  Renu's  own  rich  personal  treasury,  build  up  over  a  lifetime  of 
listening.85

But while writing and literacy are, of course, defining aspects of Renu's identity, I 

also  understand  Renu  as  a  participant  in  the  village  song  tradition.  He  was  less  in 

83A. K. Ramanujan, “Who Needs Folklore?,” in The Collected Essays of A.K. Ramanujan, edited by Vinay 
Dharwadker (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1999).
84For a reconsideration of the Parry-Lord theory with regard to an Indian performance tradition that is oral, 
improvised,  but  also  contains  a  memorized  text,  see  John  D.  Smith,  “The  Singer  or  the  Song?  A 
Reassessment  of  Lord's  'Oral  Theory',”  Man 12,  no.  1  (1977):  141-53.  For  a  discussion  of  birahā 
performances  from  the  Varanasi  area,  which  often  draw  from  local  newspaper  accounts,  and  whose 
performers often work from short, written outlines of their narrative, see Scott Marcus, “The Rise of a Folk 
Music Genre:  Biraha,” in  Culture and Power in Banaras: Community, Performance, and Environment,  
1800-1980, edited by Sandra B. Freitag, 93-113 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1989); and Ian 
A.  Woolford,  “Understanding  'Rape  in  the  Hospital':  Cross-Genre  Analysis  of  Bhojpuri  Folk  Songs,” 
SAGAR 13 (2004): 69-90.
85Hansen, “Song and Structure in Renu's Fiction,” Journal of South Asian Literature XVII, no. 2 (1982), 
153.
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possession of hundreds of  memorized song texts,  and more a  participant in  the song 

tradition. He was therefore able to draw on that expertise to perform. That tradition is 

emergent, not dependent; fluid, not fixed; performed, not memorized. The discussion of 

literature and fiction as performance provides part of the justification for viewing Renu's 

literature  and  songs  within  the  same  emergent  and  performative  framework.  The 

remaining justification comes from Renu's self-identification as a performer and from 

others' identification of him as such.

IV.4. The Study of Folklore in Literature
To date, the study of folklore in literature has not taken such performative issues 

as its primary focus. Instead the focus has remained on issues of folklore identification, 

and on the literary function served by individual authors' use of folklore. Chief among the 

issues of folklore identification is the question of how one determines that a section of 

text in a piece of literature is “folklore.”

Although the two subjects and fields have been called “rival siblings,”86  the study 

of folklore has been closely tied to that literature, and the issue of folklore in literature 

has also been a much-debated topic. Abrahams argues that this placement of folklore 

within  the  academic  category  of  literature  pressures  folklorists  to  say  more  about 

literature than they may be actually be able to, in an attempt to find ways to make their 

field relevant to their literature colleagues. Abrahams is quite critical in this regard. He 

86Bruce A. Rosenberg, Folklore and Literature: Rival Siblings (Knoxville: University of Tennessee Press, 
1991).
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finds that sub-par folklore scholarship has resulted from the folklorist's  need to prove 

folklore's literary worth within the academy.87

As part of a 1950s symposium on folklore in American literature, Richard Dorson 

focused on the issue of folklore authenticity. Folklore authenticity was one of Dorson's 

primary concerns during his influential career. He was distressed by the propagation of 

newly composed tales passing off as authentic folklore and then being marketed to the 

American public. He called such fabrications “fakelore,” and was wary of readers being 

misled by any such items in literary works.88 This is especially problematic when, as 

discussed by Timothy Evans, the use of folklore is often understood by readers to provide 

texts  with  a  certain  authenticity:  “While  writers  may  incorporate  oral,  customary,  or 

material traditions to provide color, texture, or structure in their literary works, folklore 

also imbues those texts with authenticity.”89 

Dorson's concern was that inauthentic folklore was being used and read in such a 

way,  so  he  proposed  definitions  of  true  folklore  and  sought  ways  to  identify  it  in 

literature. The claim that a particular author details a specific region or particular ethnic 

group, for example,  was not enough proof of that author's use of real folklore.90 The 

concern is with the validity of the elements of the folklore: “Is this folklore authentic?” 

87Abrahams, “Folklore and Literature as Performance,” 83.
88For Dorson's discussion of what he termed “fakelore” and its prevalence in American culture, see his 
book  Folklore  and  Fakelore:  Essays  toward  a  Discipline  of  Folk  Studies (Cambridge,  MA:  Harvard 
University Press, 1976).
89Timothy H. Evans, “A Last Defense against the Dark: Folklore, Horror, and the Uses of Tradition in the 
Works of H. P. Lovecraft,” Journal of Folklore Research 42, no. 1 (2005): 99.
90Richard M. Dorson, “Folklore in Literature, a Symposium: 2. The Identification of Folklore in American 
Literature,” The Journal of American Folklore 70, no. 275 (1957): 2.
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Dorson provides  three  ways to  determine  the  relationship  between a piece  of 

literature  and  a  particular  folk  tradition.  The  first  is  biographical  information  that 

demonstrates an author’s involvement with a community’s folklore. The second is the 

evidence of the “alleged folklore” within the written text itself. This internal evidence 

could  include  the  skill  with  which  the  author  presents  the  folklore,  including 

ethnographic  information  suggesting  the  folklore  is  “authentic.”  Last,  there  must  be 

“corroborative evidence” demonstrating that the item in the literature is actually a piece 

of folklore that has an independent life. That could include independent collections of 

folklore or evidence from other pieces of literature.91 Although authenticity as defined by 

Dorson is not one of my primary concerns, I do use all three elements of this method in 

this dissertation's analysis.

In a response to this framework, Daniel Hoffman notes that Dorson’s definition of 

folklore-in-literature might be too strict. It prevents the critic from making claims about 

the  larger  roles  folklore  might  play  in  literature,  because,  he  argues,  the  so-called 

authentic elements of folklore could not possibly be found in mainstream literary works. 

That is, there could be no consideration of “good” fiction, and only analysis of fiction 

from “the backwaters of the main streams of literary culture.”92 (His assumption that only 

inferior literature actually draws on authentic folklore should be challenged, of course, 

and  I  will  do  so  more  directly  in  Chapter  3.)  This  debate  on  folklore  in  American 

literature played out at the same time “regional” literature was just finding its feet in 

91Dorson, “Folklore in Literature,” 5-8.
92Daniel G. Hoffman, “Folklore in Literature, a Symposium: Notes toward a Theory of Interpretation,” The 
Journal of American Folklore 70, no. 275 (1957): 15.
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India, owing to Renu’s two first novels, which floated through the backwaters of Bihar 

and sailed into the mainstreams of Indian literary consciousness immediately on their 

publication. There was no mainstream American counterpart, hence the concern of the 

US folklorists, some of whom apparently questioned the literary merit of literature that 

incorporated folk elements.

Fifteen years later,  Roger  Abrahams took up the issue of  what  he termed the 

“lore-in-lit” approach. He was unusually critical of scholars whom he felt were practicing 

the  approach  and  rather  boldly  stated  that  it  was  not  yet  producing  satisfactory 

scholarship. While I find these criticisms to be unduly harsh, they are nevertheless worth 

examining, because Abraham's concerns regarding the synthesis of  folklore and literary 

criticism bear directly on my study:

If the folklorist or the critic encounters problems in dealing with his materials as 
static phenomena, the problems are considerably compounded when the folklorist 
tries his hand at literary criticism, or the critic uses folklore devices as part of his 
argument. Though the process of creativity is not essentially different in oral and 
written literatures, there are certain performance features which are very different 
and it is precisely these traits which tend to be emphasized by the folklorist or the 
critic in considering the relationship between folklore and literature.93

“The objective of the ‘lore-in-lit’ approach” Abrahams continues, “is essentially 

one of glossing—using one’s folkloric knowledge to illuminate content or formal features 

of a work of art.”94 Again, his analysis seems unduly critical; he seems to hold in disdain 

both “regional” writers and also the folklorists who, unable to step out of their folklore 

comfort zones, choose to embrace them:

93Abrahams, “Folklore and Literature as Performance,” 81-82.
94Abrahams, “Folklore and Literature as Performance,” 82.
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The  stock  in  trade  of  the  lore-in-lit  people  has  been  those  writers  who  have 
overtly and continually drawn upon traditional peasant beliefs and customs as a 
means of establishing tone and setting. These writers are primarily those we call 
“regional,” that is, ones who ground their literary productions firmly in the soil of 
some specific geographical section or locale, representing this in terms of local 
dialectal  features,  or  in  descriptions  of  quaint  manners,  customs,  and  beliefs. 
Naturally these writers are the ones which the literary folklorists would take to 
their bosom, since there are so many surface features of these works which are 
familiar to them. Though it seems obvious enough, seldom have I seen a lore-in-
lit study attempt to show why a writer has been drawn to the use of folklore, and 
what literary effect he was able to achieve by its use, other than to provide the 
quaint setting.95

These sentiments are later echoed by Hemenway, who adds that once literary uses 

of folklore are properly studied, it will lead to a better appreciation of oral traditions, 

perhaps on their own terms:

Folkloristics  has  revealed  that  performance  esthetics  grow  from  imaginative 
techniques  that  may  be  universal  in  the  art-making,  tradition-communicating 
mind, but there has been very little research about how these esthetics are adapted 
by the literary artist, or received by a literary audience. This should be a major 
direction  for  our  interdisciplinary  efforts:  needless  to  say,  one  result  of  such 
research will be the discovery by the 'highbrow critics' that oral art is of an equal 
esthetic complexity with written art.96

Alan  Dundes  argues  that  a  dichotomy  between  literary  folklorists  and 

anthropological  folklorists,  who  each  have  different  methodologies,  has  created  an 

unnecessary split in studies of literature in folklore. The discipline of folklore, he argues, 

has  its  own  toolbox  that  is  perfectly  usable  in  either  of  these  contexts.  The  entire 

endeavor should be molded by the two most important tools in that box: interpretation 

95Abrahams, “Folklore and Literature as Performance,” 84-85.
96Robert Hemenway, “Folklore and Literature: A Comment,”Journal of the Folklore Institute 14, no. 3 
(1977): 199.
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and identification.97 Dundes finds that many analyses of folklore in literature proceed 

without a proper identification. That is, the first stage is too often conducted carelessly, 

incorrectly,  or  is  simply  skipped.98 Likewise,  Dundes  suggests  that  an  anthropologist 

might be more prone to misidentification with regard to an element of folklore in culture, 

without the tools of the discipline of folklore.99

Despite all these attempts to map a method for identifying and studying folklore 

within literature, there is no simple way to determine the source of folklore material and 

how an  author  became familiar  with  it.100 Consider,  for  example,  Jackson-Houlston's 

study  of  folksong  in  nineteenth-century  British  literature,  which  aims  to  use  written 

literature to  reconstruct  some of  that  oral  tradition of  the  times,  while  also trying to 

determine the role that nineteenth-century British folksong had on the authors that used 

it.101 Jackson-Houlston is  interested in the folk sources of these literary texts, but the 

methods  of  reconstructing  that  relationship  are  limited.  Even  with  more  modern 

examples, some obvious steps to determine the relations between oral and written literary 

traditions are not taken. In the introduction to their recent collection of essays on “Re-

Situating Folklore,” Frank de Caro and Rosan Jordan note that “living writers rarely have 

97Alan Dundes, “The Study of Folklore in Literature and Culture: Identification and Interpretation,”  The 
Journal of American Folklore 78, no. 308 (1965): 136-42.
98Dundes, “The Study of Folklore in Literature,” 137-39. Dundes offers his own analysis of folklore in 
Joyce’s Ulysses, for example, and finds that all scholarly interpretations of a particular riddle posed by a 
character have been flawed. Though critics have made many attempts to track the riddle down in various 
folklore compendiums, Dundes finds their efforts unsuccessful and he then proceeds to dismantle their 
literary  interpretations.  He  finds  that  the  failure  to  properly  identify  folklore  leads  to  a  diminished 
understanding of Joyce’s novel.
99Dundes, “The Study of Folklore in Literature,” 139-41.
100Daniel R. Barnes, “Toward the Establishment of Principles for the Study of Folklore and Literature,” 
Southern Folklore Quarterly 43 (1979).
101C. M. Jackson-Houlston,  Ballads, Songs and Snatches: The Appropriation of Folk Song and Popular  
Culture in British Nineteenth-Century Realist Prose (Aldershot: Ashgate, 1999).
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even been asked about their uses of folk material,” and that it is notoriously difficult to 

retrieve that information.102 

This is one area where the contribution of a performance-centered approach to 

Renu is most clear. The song traditions that influenced him are still available for study, 

even though, of course, they are in a constant state of change. Renu is part of that change. 

Though no longer present  as a literary author,  Renu's  presence is  still  felt  within the 

village performance community, and a study of that community can reveal details about 

Renu's use of folk material. In addition, I was fortunate to work with some of the very 

individuals with whom Renu sang (such as performers who claim him as a teacher or 

contemporary), and with individuals he heard singing (such as his sisters, whose song 

performances he wrote about). This analysis therefore provides more than the “glossing” 

that fails to impress Abrahams.

2.IV.4.a. Example: Scholarship on Folklore in Nigerian Literature

Some of the most extensive research regarding the study of folklore in literature 

and between oral and written forms has come from scholarship on African traditions, as 

well as on Black traditions in the New World.103 Regarding the African examples, the 

extended attention to folklore in literature arises from the scholarly consensus that the 

African example constitutes something unique—that the relatively recent introduction of 

102Frank de Caro and Rosan Augusta Jordan, “On Literary and Artistic Uses of Folklore: An Introduction,” 
in  Re-Situating Folklore: Folk Contexts and Twentieth-Century Literature and Art  (Knoxville: University 
of Tennessee Press, 2004), 13.
103For two recent works on folklore in New World Black literature, see David G. Nicholls, Conjuring the 
Folk: Forms of Modernity in African America (Ann Arbor: The University of Michigan Press, 2000) and 
Chiji Akọma, Folklore in New World Black Fiction: Writing and Oral Traditional Aesthetics (Columbus: 
The Ohio State University Press, 2007).
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written tradition into what was otherwise an entirely oral culture requires that written 

literature  to  be  understood  differently.  This  presents  the  possibility  of  an  interesting 

comparison to India, which, as Ramanujan explained, has been both literate and oral for 

centuries.

Much of the African scholarship takes the novel to be a genre foreign to Africa, 

and therefore focuses on the ways that African writers have modified its form for their 

own setting. The adaptations are often understood as a balancing act between tradition 

and modernity, or between repetition and originality. So in his study of the Igbo novels of 

Tony Ubesie, Nwachukwu-Agbada considers the word “tradition” to refer to the Igbo oral 

traditions that Ubesie draws from, while “innovation” refers to the author's personal style, 

the  manner  by  which  he  developed  a  written  literary  style  from  them.104 Such 

formulations are backed up by what African novelists have said of their own work. When 

the celebrated Nigerian novelist Chinua Achebe spoke about the oral basis of his fiction, 

scholars of both literature and folklore took note. He stated:

There are many sources that a writer uses. I cannot even name all the sources I 
use. . . Most are oral. There are people in my village today who can claim aspects 
of my work because it is their story. My parents can claim part of it. But what is 
even more important is our tradition, the Igbo tradition, which can claim 90% of 
it, because that is the tradition that created the framework in which this sort of 
thing can happen.105

104J. O. J. Nwachukwu-Agbada, “Tradition and Innovation in the Igbo Novels of Tony Ubesie,” Research 
in African Literatures 28, no. 1 (1997): 124-33.
105J.  O.  J.  Nwachukwu-Agbada,  “A Conversation  with  Chinua Achebe,”  Commonwealth:  Essays  and 
Studies 13,  no.  1 (1990).  Achebe is  one of the most  celebrated African novelists,  best  known for  his 
English-language “African Trilogy,” which brought him worldwide fame. The trilogy comprises the novels 
Things Fall Apart (1958), No Longer at Ease (1960), and Arrow of God (1964).
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Whether or not the characterization is correct, when one of the most celebrated 

African authors declares almost all of his literary output to belong to tradition and not to 

his own originality, it is no wonder that scholarship on African literature has focused on 

this  oral  framework.  Nwachukwu-Agbada declares  the  oral  identity  to  be of  primary 

importance: “The Nigerian writer  is  first  and foremost a member of a community in 

which  the  use of  oral  tradition  is,  even as  I  write,  still  a  way of  life.”106 Emmanuel 

Obiechina, likewise, finds that folklore in African fiction is intended to convey the “habit 

of  orality  in  life,”  and  further  that  “[t]he  African  novel  is  not  a  sole  product  of  an 

individual consciousness (even though the novelist is a conscious individual artist), but is 

mediated by communal consciousness and impulses arising from group sensibility.”107 

Nigerian writers have been well aware of this dichotomy, but do not necessarily 

use tradition only to evoke images of an idyllic past (as has, for example, been described 

as  an  effect  of  the  regional  literature  produced  in  Hindi).  In  his  analysis  of  Nkem 

Nwankwo's 1964 novel Danda, Thomas J. Lynn finds that the folktales recounted by the 

title  character  demonstrate  the  character's  ambivalence  to  the  culture  of  his  pre-

independence Igbo village as well as an ambivalence toward so-called modern culture.108

Such a portrayal of ambivalence suggests a literary use of folklore that aims to 

keep  the  literary  experience  grounded  in  the  realities  of  life,  which  is  inherently 

106J. O. J. Nwachukwu-Agbada, “Nigerian Literature and Oral Tradition,” in Goatskin Bags and Wisdom: 
New Critical Perspectives on African Literature, edited by Ernest N. Emenyonu (Trenton, NJ: Africa World 
Press, 2000), 68.
107Emmanuel Obiechina, “Narrative Proverbs in the African Novel,”  Research in African Literatures 24, 
no. 4 (1993): 125. The same could, of course, be argued for most any tradition of writing and fiction.
108 Thomas J. Lynn, “Tricksters Don't Walk the Dogma: Nkem Nwankwo's 'Danda',” College Literature 32, 
no. 3 (2005): 1-20.
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ambivalent. Indeed, if one goal of Nigerian fiction is to convey a realistic portrayal of 

African society, Nigerian fiction must therefore convey this sense of orality, not to evoke 

the  past  or  tradition,  but,  as  Obiechina  explains,  to  describe  the  realities  of  lived 

experience:

For example, it is impossible to ignore orality in a form that prides itself on a life-
like portrayal of reality when exploring the life and experience of people more 
than seventy per cent of whom at any given moment live within traditional oral 
societies throughout the varied contexts of precolonial, colonial, and postcolonial 
history,  who  have  continued  to  sustain  traditional  solidarities  and  to  espouse 
values, beliefs, and attitudes conditioned and nourished by the oral tradition. Even 
those of them caught up in the modern, urban, industrial-technological sector are 
not infrequently in contact with their traditional rural roots and thus are not totally 
divorced from a  sense of  their  own traditions.  The oral  traditional  impulse is 
therefore strong in the modern African novel, which embodies these experiences, 
especially because the writers themselves are a product of both the oral tradition 
and literature education.109

What might the Nigerian example tell us about literature of other cultures? In her 

study of  folklore in  Achebe's  literature,  Mary Ellen Lewis begins with a  provocative 

statement regarding the possible information about the history of the development of 

written literature that could be inferred through a study of modern African literature:

Nowhere perhaps is the examination of the relationships of folklore and literature 
more immediately promising than in the literatures of Africa, for the development 
of written forms there must have relied and build to some extent on extant cultural 
forms,  styles,  contents—though  extracultural  influences  cannot  be  denied. 
Essentially, the rise of African literatures offers a unique, accelerated model of the 
development of a written literature which, if studied in detail, might give some 
valuable  hints  concerning  similar  developmental  processes  in  earlier  times,  in 
other cultures.110 

109Emmanuel Obiechina, “Narrative Proverbs in the African Novel.”  Research in African Literatures 24, 
no. 4 (1993): 124.
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The suggestion that a study of the development of African written literature could 

tell anything about such development in earlier cultures is extremely questionable, and 

should be quickly dismissed.111 I will suggest nothing of the like for the Indian example. 

But the very notion of using the African example to explore the early history of writing in 

other  cultures  demonstrates  the  immense  emphasis  that  has  been  placed  on  the  oral 

component of African writing. Such a question would be difficult to ask in the Indian 

context—a setting with oral and written traditions dating back centuries. While there is 

much to learn about the relationship between oral and written traditions in India, it would 

not be appropriate to look to an author such as Renu for any clues to the development of 

written literature, either in India or elsewhere.

Lewis does not explore the suggestion herself, and instead focuses on an analysis 

of Achebe and folklore. She looks at one oft-cited folktale within Arrow of God in order 

to  determine  its  function  within  the  novel's  narrative.112 Ultimately  she  finds  that 

disciplinary divisions  between literature and folklore are  not valid,  and that literature 

110Mary Ellen B. Lewis, “Beyond Content in the Analysis of Folklore in Literature: Chinua Achebe's 
'Arrow of God',” Research in African Literatures 7, no. 1 (1976): 44.
111This kind of suggestion, often called the theory of “contemporary ancestry,” has plagued the field of 
biology as well as the fields of foklore and literature. From the field of folklore it was, in fact, dismissed as 
early  as  1946,  by Melville  J.  Herskovits  in  his  essay  “Folklore  after  a  Hundred Years:  A Problem in 
Redefinition,” The Journal of American Folklore 59, no. 232 (1946): 97, where he stated, “[t]o regard the 
'savage' as our 'contemporary ancestor,' and except where we are able to establish an historic relationship to 
equate the customs or beliefs of nonliterate folk, or the institutionalized expressions of these beliefs with 
habits that existed in the past of our own society, we know to be a futile exercise.”
112The numerous literary analyses of this single folktale within a Nigerian novel makes the comparatively 
small amount of scholarship on folklore in Hindi literature seem insufficient in comparison. For various 
interpretations of this story see Charles Nnolim, “The Form and Function of the Folk tradition in Achebe's 
Novels,” in Approaches to the African Novel: Essays in Analysis (London: Saros International Publishers, 
1992), especially pages 4-6; Nwachukwu-Agbada, “Nigerian Literature and Oral Tradition,” 71-72; Viney 
Kirpal, “The Structure of the Modern Nigerian Novel and the National Consciousness,”  Modern Fiction 
Studies 34,  no.  1  (1988):  45-46;  and  also Olakunle  George,  “The Narrative  of  Conversion in  Chinua 
Achebe's Arrow of God,” Comparative Literature Studies 42, no. 4 (2005): 354-57.
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reveals the workings of culture that folklorists are charged with studying. Further, she 

finds that an analysis of this episode,  this  story within a story—rich in ethnographic, 

personal, and emotional detail—could even indicate a need for a whole new approach to 

fieldwork:

In a variety of ways Achebe's episode is, if ethnographically accurate, an ideal 
field report, revealing far more nuances of feeling and reaction, of complexity in 
conscious and unconscious behavior than usual field reports; it might well serve 
as a model—and a warning: to present totally viable and accurate field reports 
necessitates  a  more extensive  familiarity  with  a  culture and environment  than 
folklorists especially, but also anthropologists, are likely to have unless, in the 
Regional European Ethnology pattern, they are co-cultural (as is Achebe) with the 
culture they study.113

This observation and warning reflects continuing concerns over the question of 

insider and outsider perspectives on the study of culture. When the special language of 

fiction stands as evidence of deficiencies in folkloristic reports, fiction becomes more 

than a source for folklore research. It becomes a model for that research.

This dichotomy—between oral tradition and literate education and upbringing—

explains the scholarly attempts to determine the relation between tradition and innovation 

in Nigerian literature. The question has to do with the role of the individual in artistic and 

literary  production.  Although  the  study  of  folklore  and  performance  has,  in  recent 

decades, emphasized the role of the individual, it is difficult to identify that individual 

when authors such as Achebe disavow ownership of their own work. That is, it makes 

sense  to  take  this  disavowal  seriously,  even  if  one  ultimately  finds  the  individual 

performer or writer to actually play a much greater role.

113Lewis, “Beyond Content,” 48.
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Kalu Ogbaa's study of Achebe's literature is particularly relevant to my project.114 

Seeing Igbo culture as the foundation for Achebe's writing, Ogbaa takes knowledge of 

that  culture  as  a  prerequisite  for  understanding  Achebe's  writing.  Ogbaa begins  each 

chapter by explaining a cultural element of Igbo culture—such as folksong, or ritual—

then  uses  that  as  a  lens  through  which  to  read  corresponding  aspects  of  Achebe's 

literature.  The latter  half  of  Ogbaa's  book,  which  deals  with  proverbs,  language use, 

folksongs, and stories, is informed by Ogbaa's field research, and also shows his own 

roots in the tradition. It becomes an insider's guide to the culture of Achebe's works that 

combines ethnographic study with literary analysis.

I  have  devoted  space  to  a  description  of  scholarship  on  Nigerian  literature, 

because I am fascinated by the assumptions made in that scholarship—primarily 1) the 

assumption  that  Nigerian  authors  are  not  only  products  of  an  oral  culture,  but 

participants in that culture, and 2) that orality must therefore be considered in an analysis 

of their  literary works.  This survey has been limited to literature relating to the Igbo 

traditions of Nigeria alone, but similar assumptions are made in scholarship of literature 

from other regions of the continent. 

Such assumptions have not generally been the rule in studies of folklore in Indian 

literature,  where  the  focus  has  been  on  literary  considerations.  When  orality  and 

performance have been addressed, they are often considered secondary to those literary 

considerations.115 Scholarship on Renu is no exception in this regard.

114Kalu Ogbaa, Gods, Oracles, and Divination: Folkways in Chinua Achebe's Novels (Trenton, NJ: Africa 
World Press, 1992). 
115With the example of A. K. Ramanujan's entire corpus as an obvious exception.
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2.IV.4.b. Example: Previous Scholarship on Folklore in Renu's Literature

Since the use of village folklore and song is considered a hallmark of the regional 

style, the topic of Renu’s use of village song has also attracted critical attention. Most of 

that  work falls  under  this  category  of  the study of  folklore  in  literature.  Hansen has 

conducted a close analysis  of the use of song in  Mailā  ānchal and several of Renu’s 

stories, demonstrating how the songs enhance narrative structure, as well as the reader’s 

experience.116 This is part of her larger argument regarding Renu’s sophisticated use of 

song, language,  and narrative to  suggest a  unification of  village and city,  of old and 

new.117 Pandey has also analyzed the narrative function of songs and folklore in  Mailā  

ānchal,  including  the  way  Renu  used  these  items  to  create  an  authentic  rural 

atmosphere.118 Both Hansen and Pandey argue that while the examples of folklore and 

folksong in Renu’s works can give much insight into village culture, those examples also 

serve important literary functions; their inclusion is based on important literary decisions, 

and at times constitute and even drive the narrative itself. Tivari's analysis of the role of 

women in Renu’s novels and short stories addresses each of Renu’s works in succession, 

and her choice of topic leads  her  to recognize Renu’s  remarkable use of  songs  from 

village women’s genres. She identifies many such examples and considers how the songs 

express and enhance the feelings of the characters involved.119 More recently, Ramdarash 

116Kathryn Hansen, “Song and Structure in Renu's Fiction,”  Journal of South Asian Literature 17, no. 2 
(1982): 153-62.
117Hansen, “Phanishwarnath Renu: The Integration of Rural and Urban Consciousness in the Modern Hindi 
Novel” (Ph.D. thesis, University of California, Berkeley, 1978).
118Indu Prakash Pandey, “Folk Elements in  Maila Anchal,”  Journal of South Asian Literature 17, no. 2 
(1982): 137-47.
119Alpana Tivari, Re u kī nārī s i iṇ ṛ ṣṭ  (New Delhi: Rādhākṛṣṇa, 1994).
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Mishra has analyzed Renu’s use of song in Mailā ānchal, and demonstrated the manner 

in which Renu uses song to highlight both the pain and the joy of village life.120

The presence of village songs in Renu's literature presents several problems for 

the reader. Hansen notes that many Hindi readers would be able to understand the basic 

concepts  in  Renu's  songs,  even  without  being  familiar  with  his  specific  folklore 

community: “The folk songs of North India all bear common cultural messages and draw 

upon shared symbols and conventions so that, despite a linguistic barrier, their import can 

be easily guessed by one from another area.”121 The verses in Renu's  writing are not 

limited to this type of song. He also includes examples of patriotic and nationalist songs, 

samples of poetry from modern Hindi poets, and also verses from the pre-modern Hindi 

tradition. Hansen singles out these medieval songs, such as those of the poets Vidyapati 

and  Kabir,  as  requiring  specialized  knowledge  that  not  all  of  Renu's  readers  would 

necessarily  possess:  “Renu perhaps  does  not  demand more in  this  respect  than other 

modern  Hindi  authors  who  utilize  literary  allusions  in  their  work,  but  he  certainly 

presumes a high degree of education and fluency in the languages and dialects on the 

periphery of Hindi.”122

This  notion  of  “languages  on  the  periphery”  is  a  defining  characteristic  of 

Hansen's approach to Renu's literature. She argues that Renu, through sophisticated uses 

of language, script, dialect, song, and narrative structure, brings his Hindi reader to that 

120Ramdarash Mishra, “'Mailā ānchal' mẽ lok-gīt kī sarjanātmakatā,” Pari ad-Patrikāṣ  41, nos. 2-3 (2001): 
39-44.
121Hansen, “Phanishwarnath Renu: The Integration of Rural and Urban Consciousness in the Modern Hindi 
Novel,” 149.
122Hansen, “Phanishwarnath Renu: The Integration of Rural and Urban Consciousness in the Modern Hindi 
Novel,” 151.
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periphery. His reader is familiar with this place, which, as a journey to the village, might 

feel like a journey into the past. But, Hansen argues, Renu's project was not aimed at 

nostalgia for the past alone, but at creating a unification of past and present, village and 

city.  In  doing this,  Renu demonstrates  the relevance of both,  and the complementary 

availability of both worlds in the lives of his urban readers. Hansen describes this as the 

“creative  integration  of  the  writer's  inherited  and  acquired  cultures.”123 Song  is  an 

important element of Renu's achievement in this regard.

Hansen is primarily concerned with Renu's achievement as a Hindi literary figure. 

So,  while  acknowledging  that  some  readers  may  bring  knowledge  of  village  song 

performance to bear on their reading of lyrics in Renu's texts, she is primarily concerned 

with their literary function within the text.  “A song,” she writes, “cannot make claims to 

literary worth solely on the basis of being composed by anonymous 'folk.' Such judgment 

of songs, their merits and defects, is, indeed, far from Renu's purpose in incorporating 

them into his fiction.”124 

I will further discuss what it might mean to ponder a folksong's claim to literary 

worth in Chapter 7. Here I mention that, while the practice of judging the literary merit of 

a song's lyrics could certainly fall under the activity of literary criticism (and therefore be 

a possible activity of Renu), I agree with Hansen's claim that this was not Renu's primary 

concern as a Hindi author. In his identity as folklorist and ethnographer, Renu seems also 

to have refrained from such judgments as a matter of practice—subscribing to what is 

123Kathryn Hansen,  “Phanishwarnath Renu:  The Integration of  Rural  and Urban Consciousness  in  the 
Modern Hindi Novel,” 16.
124Hansen, “Song and Structure,” 154. 
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now a basic assumption in the field of ethnomusicology, where “value judgments are not 

the fashion,”125 owing to the belief that music is a basic expression of culture. (In any 

case,  this  is  a basic  assumption of my study of these traditions.)  In his  identity as a 

performer and participant in his village's song tradition, however, Renu often judged the 

merits and defects of performance, as evidenced by the anecdotes I have heard from his 

fellow musicians telling of Renu's correcting “bad” drumming, for example, or by his 

desire for his village's bidāpat nāch group to have new costumes and instruments. That 

is, such judgements are basic activities of village performers.

Hansen takes it as a given that songs have a direct relation to village culture, but 

does not take relation as her primary subject, because she finds Renu's use of songs to go 

“beyond” the representation of cultural heritage:

No doubt the songs do articulate the voice of the village people and represent their 
cultural heritage, but their function in the prose narrative goes beyond this. The 
songs,  in  fact,  are  part  of  a  major  structural  pattern  in  Renu's  fiction.  They 
represent one important means by which Renu brings the shape and feeling of 
traditional literature into his fictional medium.126

My own focus on music in culture and on texts in the world leads me to the first 

part of Hansen's statement. Renu, as both writer and performer, was an individual in the 

world. Hansen's suggestion that songs in his writing might be able to articulate the voice 

of an entire people and culture should not be quickly dismissed—hence my desire to 

explore how the songs of Renu Gaon function in such a way.

125Helen Myers, “Introduction.” In  Ethnomusicology: Historical and Regional Studies,  edited by Helen 
Myers  (London:  The  Macmillan  Press  Ltd.,  1993),  11.  Also  see  Bruno  Nettl,  The  Study  of  
Ethnomusicology, 303-14, for a discussion of value judgments in ethnomusicology.
126Hansen, “Song and Structure,” 154. 
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V. SUMMARIZING THE SCHOLARLY PRECEDENT FOR A PERFORMATIVE STUDY OF RENU IN HIS 
VILLAGE: SEVEN JUSTIFICATIONS

To  date,  there  has  been  little  attention  in  anthropological  or  musicological 

scholarship  to  the  particulars  of  village  performances  in  northeast  Bihar,  and  no 

consideration  of  how detailed  first-hand  knowledge  of  those  traditions  might  alter  a 

reading of Renu's literature. And, to my knowledge, there has been no exploration of the 

impact Renu had on his own village performance community.

I am certainly not the first person with experience living in north Indian villages 

to study Renu. There are many students and scholars of literature in Purnea, Araria, and 

Katihar districts in northeast Bihar who read and write about Renu, as evidenced by the 

monthly Partī-Palār literary magazine published in Araria, the district where Renu Gaon 

is  located.  One  of  Renu's  contemporaries,  Ramdarash  Mishra,  who  wrote  the  above 

mentioned  study  of  songs  in  Mailā  ānchal,  is  himself  originally  from  a  village  in 

Gorakhpur, and from his writing alone, we can see that he has detailed knowledge of the 

folklore traditions of the village communities in eastern Uttar Pradesh.127 But none of 

these  works  have  taken a  careful  look at  the  literature  and the  field,  and  none have 

considered Renu's impact on the field.

But  there  is  precedent  for  such  an  interdisciplinary  study,  even  if  I  have 

synthesized it from more than one field:

1. The study of folklore is inherently interdisciplinary. It draws on ethnography as 

both method and theory, and finds itself situated within the disciplines of either 

127Ramdarash Mishra, Pānī ke prāchīr (New Delhi: Vāṇī Prakāśan, 1986). An analysis of village song in 
this novel will be undertaken in Chapter 3.
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anthropology or literature. The precedent from the study of folklore comes from 

that field's emphasis on context, on performance, and on local explanation and 

metafolklore; it comes from the field's more recent insistence on folklore as an 

emergent process rather than a collection of static texts.

2. This project addresses several questions in the study of folklore-in-literature—

which is either a subset of literary studies, or of the field of folklore itself. How 

did Renu learn the songs that play such an important role in his literature? What 

interpretative information would a reader have once in possession of information 

from the field? 

3. This project, while not musicological in its orientation, still takes as justification 

the  ethnomusicological  insistence  on  music  as  an  expression  of  culture,  and 

extends that privilege to literature.

4. As  such,  I  draw  on  the  notion  of  literature  and  fiction  as  performance—a 

formulation  that  has  been  argued  from  more  than  one  discipline—to  subject 

Renu's village and texts to a performance-centered approach.

5. The field of performance studies has strong roots in literary theory, and the two 

fields share many common features. 

6. As  with  folklore,  I  understand  the  study  of  literature  to  be  inherently 

interdisciplinary. Texts are a part of culture and a part of the world, and I read 

them as such. This necessitates taking both the text and the world as the object of 

analysis.
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7. And it is, therefore, from the field of literature that this project, ultimately, draws 

its justification. Renu's texts are infused with the sensibilities of a performer, and I 

am  interested  in  how  an  exploration  of  those  sensibilities  enriches  an 

understanding of both text and field. 

I admit that I do not know of any study of Indian subject matter that combines 

ethnographic and literary methods to examine a body of written and sung material in the 

way I propose here. Part of this could be attributed to Renu's unusual example. But in an 

area of the globe so steeped in both written and oral traditions, Renu cannot be unique. 

And I hope that the performative outlook of this  dissertation might prove helpful for 

others reading, singing, and performing texts in India and elsewhere.

VI. WORKING IN RENU VILLAGE: ADDITIONAL ISSUES OF METHODOLOGY

VI.1. Answering the Question, “Why Come to this Village?”

At various times, my project has proved puzzling to both scholars of literature and 

also to residents of Renu Gaon. Both groups have, at various points, asked, why do you 

need to go to the village? The concerns of the first group are an ongoing issue in this 

dissertation. I will briefly address the concerns of the village residents here, because their 

concerns were effectively the same, but were more easily addressed. 

During my second trip to Renu Gaon, several residents expressed surprised that I 

had returned. I was told stories of earlier scholars from various countries who had visited. 

These  foreigners  had  trouble  with  words  that  no  dictionaries  could  define,  and  they 
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arrived  with  word  lists—“Typed!”  exclaimed  a  group  of  elderly  gentlemen  at  the 

crossroads, who were wondering where my list was. These stories presented the village 

as the last stop on a translation journey, which would only be undertaken after all other 

options had been exhausted.

This narrative made perfect sense to the villagers who described it. Many take 

great pride in their local vocabulary and with local words that appear in no dictionaries. 

Most villagers are aware of what these words are and imagine them as unrecognizable to 

a city-dwelling or bookish Hindi speaker. Even though most residents of Renu Gaon have 

not read Renu's literature, they have a sense that his writing describes their village and 

must therefore contain their special language. So it seems appropriate to them that a Renu 

scholar,  and  especially  a  translator,  would  need  to  come  to  the  village  to  learn  the 

meaning of those words.

But I take the village as a starting point, not a last stop. It took little explanation to 

convince people in the village that this also made sense. In the early visits, I explained 

my presence with a half-truth—that in order to understand Renu's writing, I thought it 

essential to learn more about the village. Such a statement was always appreciated and 

considered correct, but I often stumbled when sharp thinkers asked, “and what have you 

learned about the village and about us?” If people were appreciative of that statement, 

they  were  delighted  when I  focused  my explanation  on  song and  performance.  This 

explanation required no justification at all.  When I first asked Renu's son Venu about 

bidāpat nāch, his first response was to state that bidāpat nāch is part of his father Renu's 
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identity, if not equal to it: “Bidāpat?. . . This is my father.” (Bidāpat . . . ī hamar bābū jī  

chhe).

VI.2. First Attempt: Recording Songs in Premchand's Village
The idea of conducting folklore research in the village of a Hindi author was one I 

had briefly tried out before turning to Renu and his region. I had spent some time in the 

birth home of the “Father of Modern Hindi Literature,” Munshi Premchand (1880-1936). 

His birth village, Lamhi, is in the region of eastern Uttar Pradesh where I was working. It 

is not difficult to reach, because it is now practically absorbed into expanding Varanasi 

city.128 During Premchand’s birthday celebrations in late July, the village attracts many 

visitors,  and hosts  multiple  events  related to  the famous  author.  Cultural  and literary 

organizations  display  various  Premchand-related  papers  and  materials.  Theater 

organizations and educational groups also write and produce plays based on Premchand’s 

many short stories, and they perform them on the village rāmlīlā grounds. July is the time 

of  year  when  kajalī—a  genre  of  rainy  season  song—is  performed  in  eastern  Uttar 

Pradesh, and well-known Varanasi performers make their way to Lamhi to give  kajalī  

performances  in  celebration  of  Premchand's  birthday.  But  on  an  ordinary  day—after 

viewing the small statue of Premchand and finding someone with the key to the vacant 

and poorly kept house in which the author was born—there is perhaps not much for the 

literature scholar to do in Lamhi.

I spent several days seeking out performers of various village song repertories in 

Lamhi to add to the material I had recorded from other villages in the area. My focus was 
128Indeed, when the American Institute of Indian Studies Hindi program was housed in Varanasi, they 
sometimes organized student field trips to Lamhi.
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on songs in Bhojpuri, a language closely related to Hindi. Older village residents in this 

region often speak Bhojpuri exclusively, while younger people, who tend to have more 

education,  are  fluent  in  both  Bhojpuri  and  Hindi.  Most  of  the  songs  I  recorded  in 

Premchand’s village were in Hindi. At the time I attributed this to a certain “newness” of 

the Lamhi songs, assuming the Bhojpuri repertory to be an older one.

Other than the Premchand-themed events and the new Hindi theater productions 

that appeared once yearly in Lamhi, I had trouble finding a direct connection between 

Premchand’s  village  and  Premchand’s  literature.  What  new  information  about 

Premchand’s literature could fieldwork in these villages reveal? And what could reading 

Premchand tell me about this particular village, as opposed to any other village in the 

Bhojpuri region? Or any other village in north India, even? The Lamhi songs I recorded, 

in particular, did not seem to be pointing toward Premchand in any significant way. So I 

set aside the idea of reading Hindi literature as part of a methodology to analyze village 

folklore, and left alone the idea of using folklore to help with the reading of literature.

VI.3. Getting to Renu Village

The idea to travel to Renu's Village came in the fall of 2004 while I was studying 

at the American Institute of Indian Studies Hindi Program in Jaipur. At the time I was 

involved with the research on village songs in eastern Uttar Pradesh. I thought that since 

Renu's writing contained so many examples of village song, that it might provide a new 

perspective on those traditions. 
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The  Hindi  faculty  enjoyed  reading  Mailā  ānchal with  me.  The  chapter  that 

described the dance-drama bidāpat nāch provoked their strongest reaction. I heard them 

quote  bidāpat  lines to each other, and they would call on each other during my tuition 

sessions  to  try  and determine  the  meaning of  some of  the  obscure  language.  We all 

marveled  at  the  bidāpat clown’s  wonderful  humor.  We  all  felt  we  were  learning 

something about Renu’s village. That was the week I stated my intention to go to the 

village to see if bidāpat nāch was still performed. This made everyone laugh and call me 

Bidāpat Boy. 

At the time, I had no contacts in the area or in the family, so I began by taking the 

train  from Delhi  to  Patna.  Had I  known that  Renu's  wife  Latika,  or  that  one  of  his 

daughters and her family lived in Patna, I would have contacted them. In Patna, I found 

my way to  the  bus  station  and inquired  about  travel  to  Purnea.  I  learned that  a  bus 

departed that evening and would arrive around lunchtime the next day. So after a day of 

exploring the city, I boarded that bus. It was less comfortable than the five-hour ride from 

Jaipur  to  Delhi  (a  trip  directly  on  the  tourist  circuit),  but  was  hardly  the  most 

uncomfortable overnight bus ride I have taken in India. Once I arrived in the Purnea 

district town, I found a hotel and asked around until I found someone who knew how I 

should proceed from there. I learned that I should take the Katihar-Jogbani train north, 

past Araria, to a town named Simraha. If I did not make progress soon, I would have to 

turn around.

But  when  I  arrived  at  the  Purnea  station  the  next  morning,  it  was  very  was 

crowded,  and  I  gave  up  on  my own ticket-purchasing  or  train-locating  abilities,  and 
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presented myself at the office of a station official and asked for assistance. The official 

arranged for my ticket, treated me to tea, and—since the train was considerably delayed

—took me to  his  house near  the  station  to  meet  his  family.  When the  train  actually 

arrived at the station, he sat me in the guard’s carriage at the back of the train. It was 

luxuriously spacious compared to the other crowed carriages that I rode on later trips. 

The trip took several hours, and it was wonderful to view the Bihari countryside from the 
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guard’s carriage in silence. I was somewhat disappointed to lose that view and silence 

when we arrived at Simraha station, mostly because I knew I would now have to act. The 

day was passing, and there are no hotels in Simraha. 

I knew from Renu's writing that I was close—that I could even walk to the village 

if I knew the way. I asked around, and it was clear that, unlike most people I asked in 
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Purnea, people in Simraha knew exactly where Renu’s village was. This was the first 

time I  heard  the  village  called  Renu Gaon—“Renu Village”—as  opposed to  “Renu's 

Village.” I was shown the statue of Renu in the center of town (Photo 11), and then taken 

to a place to sit. I began to feel a bit lost, and even panicked, as I sat and drank the tea 

that Manoj the barber brought me. I  did not know who would be in the village,  and 

wondered what I would say to them. I did not know that Renu’s wife Padma and his three 

sons still lived at the family home. And I did not know that Manoj, who was now chatting 

with me, was close with Renu's family and had already sent for someone to collect me. I 

cannot remember exactly who it was who picked me up in Simraha, and drove me out of 

town, along the path, and through the fields to Renu Gaon (Photo 12). When we arrived 

at the family home, one of Renu's grandsons, Fantu, was the first to greet me. He soon 

jumped into a pond behind the house, caught a fish with his bare hands, and his mother 

cooked up the first of many delicious Bihari meals I had with their family.

VI.4. Participant Observation

I  employed  participant  observation  as  the  primary  technique  for  gathering 

information in the field. Participant observation has been defined as a “method in which a 

researcher takes part in the daily activities, rituals, interactions, and events of a group of 

people as one of the means of learning the explicit and tacit aspects of their life routines 

and their  culture.”129 It  has  generally  been considered a  prerequisite  for  ethnographic 

129Kathleen Musante DeWalt and Billie R. DeWalt,  Participant Observation: A Guide for Fieldworkers 
(Walnut Creek, CA: Altamira Press, 2002), 1.
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work  and  is  the  foundation  for  research  in  anthropology,  the  social  sciences,  and 

increasingly in folklore.

Renu’s wife and children invited me to stay in their home and participate in their 

lives. Every activity was an occasion for learning new information: meals, travel to and 

from  town  and  between  villages,  pre-sunset  discussions  at  the  village  crossroads, 

religious, musical, and theatrical events, and hospital visits (twice for the very ill, once 

for  the  birth  of  Renu’s  great  grandson).  Community  members  invited  me  to  farm 

alongside them in the fields as they taught me the songs that accompany the work. I 

accepted  invitations  to  teach  classes  at  the  village  primary  school,  and  enjoyed  that 

opportunity to demonstrate my appreciation for the community’s hospitality and support.

2.VI.4.a. Performances in and out of Context

Given the attention in folklore and musicology to the importance of performance 

context, I was eager to observe music during festivals, rituals, or field labor, and was very 

happy  when  these  opportunities  presented  themselves.  But,  of  course,  my  presence 

necessarily altered the nature of each performance. As I was a continual guest, villagers 

made allowances for me that could not be made for anyone else. One obvious example 

would be the performance of jā -ja in ṭ ṭṭ that I observed. Traditionally, men are not allowed 

to  observe  this  women's  genre, at  least  not  as  closely  as  I  was  allowed to.  But  my 

presence necessarily altered the performance in many ways. As I worked closely with 

performers, they invited me to sit with them, either to record or to sing (Photo 13). My 
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presence altered the performance context, and it is therefore difficult to claim that the 

performances I witnessed were “authentic.”130 

In an effort to find authentic performances of bārahmāsā in the rainy rice field, I 

spent two summers in the village during the rainy season when the transplant takes place. 

Bihar suffered a drought during the first rainy season visit, ruining the timetable for rice 

130For a collection of essays exploring the many ways that the researcher interacts with and affects the 
musical field, see Gregory Barz and Timothy J. Cooley, eds. Shadows in the Field: New Perspectives for  
Fieldwork in Ethnomusicology, 2nd ed. (New York: Oxford University Press, 2008).
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transplantation. There was simply no opportunity for song. A year later, I spent more than 

a week wandering the rainy fields until I finally heard bārahmāsā performed in the field. 

That felt like a wonderful find for me, but it was terrible for my recording equipment. I 

was walking in the exterior, holding my camera and microphone bag under my umbrella, 

and I heard bārahmāsā from about a mile away. I recognized the sound from the times I 

had recorded them out of context. I walked in the direction of the singing, squelching 

through  the  flooded  fields,  greeting  other  laborers  as  I  went.  Eventually  I  found 

Kirpanand Mandal, an expert singer of Vidyapati's verses leading a group of laborers in 

bārahmāsā as they worked. This was no easy performance to record, and I should not 

have tried. Despite my attempts to shield the equipment, there was no stopping the rain 

flying up from below, as it splashed off the flooded field. My microphone and digital 

audio  tape  recorder  were  destroyed  beyond  repair,  and  that  set  of  recordings  is 

unplayable. 

This  experience  made  me  feel  less  wary  of  recording  songs  outside  of  their 

intended performance context.  Several artists  in the region have organized music and 

dance performances specifically for me to document. Given the number of genres that are 

performed very rarely today, if ever, it  was also necessary to request performances of 

those genres. 

During my earlier research in eastern Uttar Pradesh, I was based in a village just 

south  of  Varanasi,  though  I  also  traveled  to  surrounding  districts.  My Uttar  Pradesh 

Bhojpuri recordings consist of over one hundred sixty hours of recordings from villages 

around  Varanasi  and  Jaunpur,  which  includes  well  over  five  hundred  recordings  of 
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individual village songs—recorded both in their ritual contexts, and also in performances 

that I arranged—as well as interviews about those songs. This collection, which I briefly 

discuss in Chapter 3, differs in both character and scope from my collection of Renu 

Gaon  materials.  The  differences  in  character  stem  first  from  the  very  different 

performance styles and genres unique to each region, and the very different languages of 

each region—Bhojpuri and Hindi being the languages prominent in the Uttar Pradesh 

collection,  whereas the Bihar  material  is  primarily  in  the local  language of northeast 

Bihar, an eastern version of Maithili sometimes called “Angika” by linguists,131 though 

more often referred to by speakers of the language as “local” (sthānīya or k etrīyaṣ , or by 

the English word  local).  My Bihar  collection also contains some material  in  Bangla, 

Nepali,  and Santali.  With regard to character, one of the greatest differences with the 

Bihar collection is its apparent focus: much of the material pertains to Renu. That focus is 

as much Renu’s doing as my own. Certain aspects of performance traditions of his village

—especially the men's genres with which he took an active role—are very much shaped 

by actions as a performer, teacher, and folklorist. Since he included examples of so many 

village genres in his work, it was impossible not to make a note on my field tapes when 

one such correspondence occurred.

2.VI.4.b. Conversations and Interviews

As a participant observer, I was constantly engaged in conversation. In addition I 

also  conducted  semi-structured  interviews  with  many  individuals.  These  interviews 

131Paramanand Pandey, A gikā Bhā āṅ ṣ  (Patna: Paramāśrama, 1985).
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would  often  blend  all  three  types  identified  by  Madison  in  her  volume  on  Critical  

Ethnography:   oral history, personal narrative, and topical interview.132 I rarely left the 

Renu  family  home without  my  camera,  microphone,  and  digital  audio  recorder  (and 

regretted it when I left those items at home). During initial interviews with an informant, 

I would begin with open-ended questions and allow the interviewees to elaborate on what 

seemed important to them. On repeat interviews, I tended to ask more directed questions 

that arose from my review of the previous material.  All  interviews and conversations 

were conducted in a mix of Hindi and local dialect, depending on the languages known 

by the interviewee. My growing comprehension of the local village dialect allowed me to 

get by without aid when talking to people of an older generation who speak little or no 

Hindi. 

2.VI.4.c. Reading Renu’s Text in the Field

At first I was reluctant to quote or read passages from Renu’s novels to informants 

in the village. My reluctance stemmed from a fear that the physical presence of a book, or 

the surprise at hearing me quote lines would negatively affect informants’ responses—

that  the  authority  generally  given  to  Renu’s  text  would  prevent  people  from  giving 

individual and possibly nonstandard responses. I was especially cautious when working 

with singers who performed songs found in Renu’s novels. I did not want performers to 

think that I was comparing their versions unfavorably to those in the literature.133 I later 

132D. Soyini  Madison,  Critical  Ethnography:  Method,  Ethics,  and Performance (Thousand Oaks,  CA: 
SAGE, 2005), 26.
133Gary  Alan  Fine,  “Ten  Lies  of  Ethnography:  Moral  Dilemmas  of  Field  Research,”  Journal  of  
Contemporary Ethnography 22, no. 3 (1993): 267-94.
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found this to be an unnecessary fear. Renu’s text has a special meaning in this field, and 

informants welcomed it into our discussions and enjoyed the comparisons.  

VI.5. Reading Fictional Geography and History: Answering the Question, “Why 
Go to that Village?”

What is the relationship between the village landscapes in Renu's fiction and the 

actual  villages,  towns,  and  countryside  of  Purnea?  During  my  first  visit,  not  really 

knowing  how  to  proceed  at  first,  I  asked  questions  of  a  historical  nature  regarding 

specific details in Renu's writing. “Is there an English lady's gravestone like the one in 

Mailā  ānchal?”  I  asked.  “Are  there  any  freedom  fighters  who  remember  the  1942 

anticolonial movement?” “How does the village caste structure compare to that depicted 

in Renu's writing?” Such questions reveal desire to locate the “reality” of the village in 

Renu's  writing,  as  well  as a  desire  to  compare the twenty-first-century village to  the 

village in 1942 and 1947—the time period in his first novel. 

But this type of comparison is not a goal of the present study. I understand Renu's 

novels and stories as literature and as fiction. I do not treat them as authentic historical 

documents, so I make no claim to know the village of the 1940s from reading  Mailā  

ānchal, even though that history is crucial to the creation of that novel. In the same way, I 

do not approach the song performances in Renu's writing as transcriptions of historical 

performances. When I compare items from the twenty-first-century village repertory to a 

comparable item in  Mailā  ānchal,  the primary comparison is  not  historical.  I  do not 

compare  today's  performances  with  those  of  seven  decades  ago.  Reading  and 

performance both involve an audience that participates in the creation of meaning. The 
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active audience for the performance of Renu's fiction is located in the present. When I 

make  these  comparisons  I  am  comparing  two  contemporary  performances  first  and 

foremost, and any historical considerations are secondary.

Similar problems arise with considerations of place and geography. Is Renu Gaon 

the village in Renu's fiction?  Or is his fictional village entirely that—a fiction? The name 

of the village in  Mailā ānchal is Maryganj, and there is an actual location with such a 

name. It lies within a town called Raniganj, west of Renu Gaon. But this should not be 

taken to be the actual village in the novel. In one interview, Renu was asked about the 

topic, and he made it clear that his fictional village is not the Maryganj located on a map:

There is more than one Raniganj in the area, and in order to avoid confusion in 
postal  addresses, the post office of Raniganj was given the name of Maryganj 
after the queen Mary. . . The story of Maryganj in my novel is imaginary.134

In  fact,  since it  lies  within a town, I  found the real-life  Maryganj  to bear  very little 

resemblance to the fictional village—although the villages surrounding the town certainly 

do, as does Renu's own Aurahi-Hingana. 

Even so, many residents of Maryganj today are insistent that theirs is the village 

in Renu's novel, just as many insist that Renu based each of his fictional characters on 

real-life individuals.135 In her discussion of Renu's fictional landscapes, Hansen suggests 

that these apparent  local  references are intended as “decoys” for gullible  readers and 

134From an interview with Renu, as presented in Indu Prakash Pandey, “Folk Elements in Maila Anchal,” 
Journal of South Asian Literature 17, no. 2 (1982): 138.
135For  a  discussion  of  one  such  character,  see  Jayshankar,  “'Partī  parikathā'  ke  pātra  'Lutto  Bābū'  se 
Jayśankar kī bātchīt,” in Pha īśwarnāth Re u: arthāt m idangiye kā marmṇ ṇ ṛ , edited by Bharat Yayavar, 287-
90 (New Delhi: Vaṇī Prakāśan, 1991).
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critics who might rush to their maps to find the real-life locations and rush to the villages 

to find the real-life characters:

Towns such as Forbesganj, Kaṭihār, and Champānagar can be visited today, while 
Maryganj and Parānpur are located only in Renu's novels (although eager critics 
take pains to discover the “real” villages that served as models for them, just as 
they  inevitably  search  for  the  individuals  in  an  author's  life  who inspired  his 
leading characters). Local references abound in Renu's works, but it seems Renu 
often uses them to decoy the gullible reader.136

The inclusion of such local details, argues Hansen, is not the defining feature of 

Renu's literature, and should be considered secondary to Renu's wonderful creation of 

fictional village and rural landscapes that speak directly to the heart of his middle-class 

urban reader. This heartfelt landscape produced by reading Renu's writing is a very real 

phenomenon described by many of Renu's readers.137 Hansen argues that the middle-class 

reader does not need first-hand and personal knowledge of villages in northeast Bihar to 

experience this awakening, which another critic has termed “awakened rustics.”138 That 

is, the reader need not transplant rice in a field outside the village during the months of 

sāvan and bhādõ to be delighted by the descriptions of bārahmāsā song; the reader need 

not attend a  panchāyat  meeting lit by a petromax lamp's light to be drawn into Renu's 

story Panchlait; the reader need not stand in the stunning wide open mailā ānchal to be 

struck by the arresting opening paragraphs of  Partī parikathā; and the reader need not 

136Kathryn Hansen, “Dimensions of a Rural Landscape: Renu's Purnea District,”  Journal of South Asian 
Literature 25, no. 1 (1990): 18.
137As supported through my informal surveys of Hindi literature students at the University of Jaipur and 
Patna University, as well as listening to many unprovoked statements to this effect from other admirers of 
Renu's writing.
138Neelam Raisinghani, “Awakened Rustics in Renu's Maila Anchal,” in Narrative of the Village: Centre of  
the Periphery, edited by Jasbir Jain, 186-94. Jaipur: Rawat Publications, 2006.
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travel by bullock cart along Hiraman's route to Forbesganj to appreciate that character's 

naivety and subsequent awakening. If such experiences—all of which are products of a 

methodology  based  in  participant  observation—have  been  important  to  me,  it  is  not 

because I find them essential to understanding Renu's writing, but because I find them to 

fit so well within the heartfelt landscape, albeit a fictional landscape, produced by reading 

Renu.

So  why  go to  the  village?  The  scholarly  precedent  for  embarking  on  such  a 

journey has  been introduced in  this  chapter,  with a consideration of  the folklore and 

literature nexus in which Renu is situated allows the consideration of questions that have 

often gone unanswered in  studies of folklore in  literature.  In  the next  chapter,  I  will 

address the question in light of a foundational assumption in postcolonial  theory: the 

argument that texts are deeply rooted in the world that creates them, and that criticism of 

those  texts  must  incorporate  consideration  of  that  world.  I  conclude  this  chapter  by 

addressing the notion of the gullible reader who rushes to the map to find the locations in 

Renu's fiction, because—by the same argument—one could claim that there is no literary 

justification to seek out versions of the songs in Renu's writing, even if one could hear 

and see them performed by some of the very same individuals with whom Renu sang.

Even if Renu did intend names of recognizable Purnea towns to be decoys for his 

urban readers, his songs are not decoys, nor has the folklorist who travels to his village to 

record them been duped. They cannot be decoys, because as literary decoys they would 

fail. Many of Renu's readers would know little of Purnea village song tradition. While 

that reader could turn to a physical map and locate Aurahi-Hingana, Katihar, and the like, 
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there is no song map to which that reader could turn. That reader may not know, for 

example, that  bidāpat nāch  as it appears in Renu's novel was not performed either in 

eastern Darbhanga district or in the southern part of Purnea during Renu's lifetime. Or 

that reader may not know that aspects of the women's song repertory in Renu's novels are 

specific  to  eastern Bihar.  That  reader  may not  know that  the totality  of  village  song 

presented in Renu's work points not to a fictional location, but to a very real folklore 

region that is centered on Renu Gaon, and nowhere else. Such elements have been taken 

to be defining characteristics of the regional novel, so the reader may assume all this, 

even if the reader could not know it. The place names in Renu's fiction may correspond to 

actual  geographical  locations,  but  I  accept  that,  as  fiction,  they  might  not  be  those 

locations.  But  I  do  understand  the  folklore  region  described  in  Renu's  fiction  to 

correspond to the actual folklore region in his region of Purnea. To the charge that this 

might represent a certain gullibility on my part, I respond by citing Renu's identity as a 

performer. When Renu sang bārahmāsā with Nagarjun in the rice field, that performance 

was not meant to mislead. It represented an actual part of his identity. My methodology is 

based on an assumption that the identity is real, and that the songs in his writing represent 

similar, genuine performances.
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CHAPTER 3: NORTH INDIAN VILLAGE SONG AND THE 
WORLD: SAMPLING INDIAN LITERATURE AND THE GLOBAL 

FIELD

I. INTRODUCTION: GEOGRAPHICAL NOTATION AND CONTRAPUNTAL READING

Taken  together,  the  songs  in  Phanishwarnath  Renu's  writing  point  to  a  single 

location in the world: an area of Purnea district centered on a quarter of Aurahi-Hingana 

named Renu Gaon. The songs of Renu Gaon become a window on that world, but they 

are also windows on many more. This chapter presents examples of several Indian writers 

who have used north Indian village song in their literature and presents an analysis of 

ways village songs can open those windows. As I am interested in the relation between 

field  and  text,  I  limit  the  literary  examples  of  song  to  those  for  which  I  have  also 

personally documented examples from the field.

In  addition  to  Renu,  I  present  material  from  two  contemporary  authors, 

Ramdarash Mishra (born 1924) and Rahi Masum Raza (1927-1992), and also material 

from the work of Amitav Ghosh (born 1956). The Hindi authors Mishra and Raza both 

grew up in villages in eastern Uttar Pradesh. Alongside Renu's, their  works are often 

considered examples of regional literature—ānchalik sāhitya—because they are seen to 

describe and present the total village life of eastern Uttar Pradesh. Ghosh grew up in 

Calcutta. He earned his Ph.D. in anthropology at  Oxford after conducting research in 

Egypt, and is best known for his writing in English. He has been described as a “citizen 

of the world,”1 and his writing cannot be considered regional by any stretch. All three 

1See his citation for an honorary doctorate at the City University of New York: http://www.qc.cuny.edu/
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authors  have at  times made literary use of  Bhojpuri  song from (or originating from) 

villages  in  eastern  Uttar  Pradesh,  so this  chapter  contains  a  literary  tour  of  Bhojpuri 

village song, with a final comparative stop in Renu's northeastern Bihar.

In  this  respect,  the  comparisons  in  this  chapter  begin  addressing  my  own 

influence in the field as ethnographer and collector of folklore. I arrived in Renu Gaon 

having read Renu's  literature,  and wondering about  the relation between the fictional 

performance  community  he  created  and  any actual  performances  I  might  be  able  to 

witness. There were certainly many times I made active attempts to locate singers who 

knew specific items. But I located the literary examples from the novels of Mishra, Raza, 

and Ghosh well after I heard corresponding examples in the field. I did not have these 

novels  in  hand  or  mind  when  I  was  in  the  field,  so  I  did  not  actively  seek  out 

performances of the specific songs those contained within them.

Regional or not, each of these authors has produced worldly texts. The case for 

the worldly nature of texts was made by Edward Said in 1983, as part of his reaction to 

traditions of criticism that separate texts from the social, political, and historical realities 

in which they are produced and consumed:  

My position is that texts are worldly, to some degree they are events, and, even 
when they appear  to deny it,  they are nevertheless a part  of the social  world, 
human life, and of course the historical moments in which they are located and 
interpreted.2 

registrar/graduation/commencement/Documents/Dr.%20Ghosh%27s%20Citation/Dr.%20Ghosh%20Citatio
n.pdf
2Said, The World, the Text, and the Critic, 4.
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This  passage  is  so  often  cited,  because  what  follows  has  become  a  basic 

assumption of postcolonial analysis: Said's sustained argument that worldly texts require 

worldly  criticism,  that  the  critic  must  take  both  the  text  and  the  world  as  subject. 

Formalist and structuralist techniques that do not take these networks of affiliation into 

account, argues Said, fall short of worldly criticism. Formalism falls short,  because it 

often ignores social context and realities; structuralism falls short because it often loses 

sight of authorial intention. These are assumptions behind my approach to Renu, to song 

in Renu's literature, and to the life of song with Renu. I consider the songs in both the 

world and also the text, because I have been taught that criticism must acknowledge the 

environments that shape texts, and the way that texts shape the world. Criticism must 

acknowledge an author's and text's connection to culture, to society, to other texts, and to 

history. 

These networks of affiliation can date back centuries, as shown by the beautiful 

opening example in The World, the Text, and the Critic. Said quotes the twelfth-century 

Augustine mystic, Hugo of St. Victor Abbey in Paris, who rarely left the abbey, but was 

nevertheless a citizen of the world:

The man who finds his homeland sweet is still a tender beginner; he to whom 
every soil is as his native one is already strong; but he is perfect to whom the 
entire world is as a foreign land.3

Hugo has kind words for the man in any of these three stages. Were I to place 

Renu in this progression, I would designate him as both the beginner and the foreigner. 

3Said, The World, the Text, and the Critic, 7.
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He is the infant of Nagarjun's poem, a tender farmer frolicking and singing in the field. 

But he is also a foreigner to the village, whose performances are an enactment of grief 

motivated by a loss. That loss will be taken up in Chapter 6. Here it will be enough to say 

that Renu does not have the “spiritual detachment” that Said sees permeating Hugo's 

worldly outlook, even if, like Hugo and Said both, Renu was an individual in perpetual 

exile. Yet Renu's text is worldly, and the songs must contribute to that quality.

In  Culture  and  Imperialism, Said  advocates  an  attention  to  “geographical 

notation.” That notation includes the “authority of the European observer” and also the 

“hierarchy of spaces by which the metropolitan centre and, gradually, the metropolitan 

economy are seen as dependent upon an overseer system of territorial control, economic 

exploitation,  and  a  socio-cultural  vision.”4 Said's  concern  here is  with texts  from the 

Western canon. He argues that the spatial dimension of these works is too often ignored. 

That  dimension  involves  the  “territories,  lands,  geographical  domains,  the  actual 

geographical underpinnings of the imperial, and also the cultural contest.”5 

Said  showcases  the  importance  of  geographical  notation  with  his  postcolonial 

reading of Jane Austen's 1814 novel Mansfield Park. He reminds us that the mansion at 

Mansfield is dependent on a colonial plantation in Antigua, and is therefore at the “centre 

of an arc of interests and concerns spanning the hemisphere, two major seas, and four 

continents.”6 The  existence  of  the  colonial  plantation  is  “absolutely  crucial  to  the 

action.”7 But the plantation's position on the narrative periphery has caused its existence, 

4Said, Culture and Imperialism, 69.
5Said, Culture and Imperialism, 93.
6Said, Culture and Imperialism, 101.
7Said, Culture and Imperialism, 106.
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and other aspects of geographical notation, to remain only on the periphery of critical 

analysis of Austen's novel.

Said  proposes  a  “contrapuntal”  method  of  reading  that  exposes  the  spatial 

dimensions  of  this  and  other  texts.  His  concern  in  Culture  and  Imperialism is  with 

Western classics and their reliance on colonial territories. He desires a way to read them, 

instead of dismissing them as Chinua Achebe does in his critique of Conrad's  Heart of  

Darkness.8 In order to see, for example, the “connection between coronation rituals in 

England and the Indian durbars of the later nineteenth century,” Said argues for a reading 

that adopts a contrapuntal perspective, and allows the critic to understand the text within 

the world that shaped it.9 

Counterpoint is less a description or quality of literature (as one would use the 

word to describe the interdependent voices of a Bach fugue) and more of a process and 

theory  of  reading.  The metaphor  only takes  the critic  so far.  While  Western  musical 

counterpoint leads to “concert and order,”10 a text,  when subjected to the contrapuntal 

reading advocated by Said,  might not result  in a harmonious whole.  Further,  musical 

counterpoint  implies  a  set  of  rules  that  a  composer  draws  on  to  create,  but  Said  is 

resistant to the dominance of any theory in textual interpretation. A contrapuntal reading 

involves a search for fractures, for gaps, for resistance, and for exclusions:

8Put simply, Achebe argues that the racist and inhuman portrayals of Africans in Conrad's novel render the 
work irrelevant.  Chinua Achebe, “An Image of Africa,” The Massachusetts Review 18, no. 4 (1977): 782-
94. 
9Said, Culture and Imperialism, 36.
10Said, Culture and Imperialism, 59-60.
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Kipling's India, in Kim, has a quality of permanence and inevitability that belongs 
not just to that wonderful novel, but to British India, its history, administrators, 
and  apologists  and,  no  less  important,  to  the  India  fought  for  by  Indian 
nationalists as their country to be won back. By giving an account of this series of 
pressures and counter-pressures in Kipling's India, we understand the process of 
imperialism  itself  as  the  great  work  of  art  engages  them,  and  of  later  anti-
imperialist resistance. In reading a text, one must open it out both to what went 
into it and to what its author excluded.11

The call for a contrapuntal reading that takes account of a text's geographical notation is 

an extension of Said's 1983 call for worldly criticism. Counterpoint is a tool with which 

to identify worldliness. 

In what way is a village song worldly, and how might that song's presence within 

a  novel  indicate  worldliness? Said  finds  some texts  more worldly  than others,  so an 

exploration of these questions requires a text that is undisputedly worldly. Renu's would 

suffice, of course, but since one aim of this chapter is to compare, I have chosen to begin 

with the recent novel Sea of Poppies by Amitav Ghosh.12

II. AMITAV GHOSH'S WORLDLY TEXT: POSTCOLONIAL FOLKSONG AS A WINDOW TO THE 
WORLD

Amitav Ghosh's novel  Sea of Poppies was well received and was shortlisted for 

the 2008 Booker Prize. The story opens in the opium fields of eastern Uttar Pradesh, at 

the famous opium factory in nineteenth century Ghazipur. A woman named Deeti flees 

her in-laws with the man who saved her from forced immolation on her husband's funeral 

pyre. The two enter into indentured servitude and are placed on the  Ibis—the ship that 

will take them to Mauritius, then a British colony, where they will work the sugar cane 
11Said, Culture and Imperialism, 67.
12Amitav Ghosh, Sea of Poppies (New York and New Delhi: Viking, 2008).
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plantations.  Theirs  is  but  one  of  several  narratives  that  meet  on  the  ship,  narratives 

concerning other Indians, the American captain, a Portuguese heroine, and more. Ghosh's 

is a worldly text; it is not only a product of that world, but it also shapes it. 

The novel is informed by Ghosh's research on the time period, on the history of 

opium production, and on the British system of indentured labor. This was the nineteenth-

century scheme that brought Indian villagers from the Gangetic plains to the islands of 

Trinidad, Fiji, and Mauritius, in a process that some at the time called little better than the 

abolished  system  of  slavery  it  replaced.13 Even  so,  many  Indian  peasants  made  the 

journey,  and  they  brought  their  songs  with  them.  Ghosh  spent  time  in  Mauritius 

researching the archives at the Mahatma Gandhi Institute in Port Louis and interviewing 

descendants of the original coolies, known as “girmitiyas.” And, though there are few 

ships comparable to the nineteenth-century vessels upon which he could travel, Ghosh 

did spend some time on a large boat with “an old English sea dog with a parrot on his 

shoulder.”14

Sea of Poppies includes eight songs, presented in romanized Bhojpuri along with 

Ghosh's own translations. The songs are important to the work; the first individual that 

Ghosh thanks in his acknowledgments is Sir George Grierson, for his late nineteenth-

century articles on Bhojpuri folksong. In addition to Grierson, he cites three other sources 

for the songs in his text: Edward Henry's Chant the Names of God: Music and Culture in  

Bhojpuri-Speaking India, Sarita Boodhoo's Bhojpuri Traditions in Mauritius, and Helen 

13Hugh Tinker, A New System of Slavery (London: Oxford University Press, 1974).
14“Amitav  Ghosh's  sentiments  behind  Sea  of  Poppies”  (An  interview  with  Amitav  Ghosh), 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4SvsY4Q06jM.
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Myers's  work, Music  of  Hindu  Trinidad.  These  are  telling  choices.  The  works  on 

twentieth-century Mauritius and Trinidad have the potential  to be reliable sources for 

music of the nineteenth-century Gangetic plain, because both island locations are home 

(along with Fiji) to substantial Bhojpuri communities descended from nineteenth-century 

indentured servants. There are marginal survivals of older Bhojpuri forms in the island 

nations of Fiji, Mauritius, and Trinidad and Tobago.15 Grierson, of course, presents texts 

of the nineteenth-century material directly.

I claim that reading and fieldwork make good companions with the case of Renu, 

song, and Purnea. I make the same claim with the case of Amitav Ghosh, song, and the 

locations listed above, but admit that the two situations are far from the same. That is, it 

might seem odd to take Sea of Poppies as  the inspiration to embark on fieldwork in 

eastern Uttar  Pradesh,  and on the Indian Ocean Island of Mauritius,  and in  Trinidad, 

located  in  the  far-flung  Caribbean  Sea;  odd  to  view  Ghosh's  novel  as  a  unifying 

framework and justification for considering songs from these disparate locations. Since 

Ghosh cites scholarly works as sources, as opposed to direct performance knowledge, 

wouldn't a look at those sources be enough? Those texts were his sources, after all, and 

not the field.

15In both Trinidad and Fiji, for example, I have seen musicians play the dantāl—an instrument made from 
a long metal rod which is struck by a smaller U-shaped one. The instrument no longer exists in north India, 
where it seems to have been replaced by jhāl and manjīrā. Peter Manuel has tracked down a few mentions 
of the instrument in Indian scholarly texts and has interviewed informants in Varanasi who remember them 
from decades ago, as mentioned in his essay “Transnational Chowtal: Bhojpuri Folk Song from North India 
to the Caribbean, Fiji, and Beyond,”  Asian Music 40, no. 2 (2009):  22, note 17. See also his book,  East  
Indian  Music  in  the  West  Indies:  Tan-Singing,  Chutney,  and  the  Making  of  Indo-Caribbean  Culture  
(Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 2000), 37-39. For more on the  dantāl in Fiji, see Kevin Miller, “A 
Community  of  Sentiment:  Indo-Fijian  Music  and  Identity  Discourse  in  Fiji  and  Its  Diaspora”  (Ph.D. 
Dissertation, UCLA, 2008), 186-88.
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But Ghosh's novel is shaped not just by texts, but also by the world. That world 

includes all the processes leading to the appearances of these exact songs in his novel. 

Those  processes  include  nineteenth-  and  twentieth-century  performances,  various 

interactions between local singers and foreign scholars, and the ongoing winds of musical 

change. More than anything else, perhaps, the processes involve songs that matter. A tally 

of the Bhojpuri populations of these island nations, and of the folklore region of eastern 

Uttar Pradesh from where Ghosh selected these songs, suggests that over the past one 

hundred and fifty years any one of these songs, in performance, has mattered to hundreds 

of thousands, even millions of people. This history is part of what compelled Ghosh to 

include the songs, and it is part of the geographical notation of his text. A contrapuntal 

reading of Sea of Poppies can take this history into account, including the history of the 

scholarly  texts  that  informed  Ghosh's  work,  and  including  the  recent  history  of  the 

populations of these island colonies who brought Bhojpuri village song sāt samundar pār

—across the seven seas. 

A contrapuntal reading need not remove the reader from the text. Said's insistence 

that texts are a part of the world demonstrates that the worldly critic can study the world 

without traveling it; the world is already a part of the text. Even so, my own interest in 

village performance leads me to an investigation of the nonfictional locations where those 

performances  can  take  place.  Such  an  inquiry  is  not  disallowed  by  Said's  worldly 

criticism, but it does require a turn both to the field and also to Ghosh's scholarly sources. 

That turn will lead to the suggestion that the songs in Ghosh's novel are temporally and 

spatially out of place; they have shifted. The shift is more than might be allowed by the 
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decades intervening between the early nineteenth- and twentieth-century performances 

that compelled Ghosh to recreate them in his novel. My exploration of this mismatch is 

not intended as a criticism of his literature or scholarship (though his strong prose would 

withstand any such criticism from the fields of folklore or musicology). Instead, I submit 

the mismatches as products of the text's worldliness. 

Having spent part of my childhood in Trinidad, and having conducted research on 

village song in eastern Uttar Pradesh and in Mauritius,16 I am familiar with the Bhojpuri 

song repertory of the three musical locations in Ghosh's novel. But while song is one 

defining  feature  of  Renu's  life  and  literature,  it  does  not  define  Ghosh's  work.  I  am 

therefore wary of taking apart  Sea of Poppies song by song and source by source.  One 

example from each location will suffice.

II.1. Location One: Varanasi, India
Near the beginning of  Sea of Poppies,  Deeti recalls her own wedding and the 

journey to her husband's home. She made the journey by boat, taking the river upstream. 

The ladyfolk who accompanied her sang on a sensual theme common to the region's 

erotic song tradition: “Oh friends, my love's a-grinding . . .” The next paragraph describes 

Deeti's memory of reaching the riverbank and being carried to her husband's household in 

a nalki, a bridal palanquin. Song still features:

The music had accompanied her as she was carried, in a nalki, from the riverbank 
to the threshold of her new home; veiled in her sari, she had seen nothing of the 
house as she went to the garlanded marital bed, but her nostrils had been filled 
with the smell of fresh thatch. The songs had grown increasingly suggestive while 

16Ian Woolford,  “Bhojpuri Wedding Songs in Mauritius: Continuity and Change in an Overseas Indian 
Community” (BA thesis, Music Department, Cornell University, 2001), and “Bhojpuri Songs from North 
India: A Cross-Genre Analysis” (MA thesis, The University of Texas, 2004).
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she sat  waiting for her  husband, and her  neck and shoulders had tightened in 
anticipation of the grip that would push her prone on the bed. Her sisters had said: 
Make it hard for him the first time or he'll  give you no peace later;  fight and 
scratch and don't let him touch your breasts.

Ág mor lágal ba
Aré sagari badaniyá . . .

Tas-mas choli karái
Barhalá jobanawá

I'm on fire
My body burns . . .

My choli strains
Against my waking breasts . . .

When the door opened to admit Hukam Singh, she was sitting coiled on 
the bed, fully prepared for an assault.17

The reader is prepared for an assault from Hukam Singh's, in no small part by the 

song and Ghosh's beautiful translation. When the assault fails to happen, the reader is 

therefore shocked. Deeti's new husband instead enters the room and presents his box of 

opium. She learns that her husband is an addict—an afeemkhor—and that his true wife is 

his opium pipe. The moment her sisters prepared her for does not come, because her 

husband is an impotent lump. 

The song, therefore, seems to set up a frustrated expectation, as well as possibly 

contribute a feel of ethnographic authenticity to the scene.18 This type of analysis would 

not qualify as a contrapuntal reading, because it does not take the novel's geographical 

notation  into  account.  A  contrapuntal  reading  would  address  the  passage's  spatial 

dimension, even including the localized performances that ultimately shape the novel.

17Ghosh, Sea of Poppies, 32.
18For the use of folklore to add authenticity to fiction, see Timothy Evans, “A Last Defense against the 
Dark: Folklore, Horror, and the Uses of Tradition in the Works of H. P. Lovecraft,”  Journal of Folklore 
Research 42, no. 1 (2005): 99.
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Ghosh's textual source for this song is Henry's study of Bhojpuri music in eastern 

Uttar Pradesh. The song is an example from the song genre called pūrvī, and Ghosh uses 

two of the eleven lines in Henry's text. Henry is conflicted, though, as to whether this 

song should be properly categorized as a pūrvī.  Typical  pūrvī  lyrics focus on love in 

separation,  but  this  song  describes  a  face-to-face  conversation  between  lovers.  The 

refrain  presented  in  Henry's  text  is  “jawan  jawan  kahī  piyā  mānab  sab 

bachaniyā”—“Whatever you say, my love, I'll  do what you want.” And the last  lines 

seem unambiguous—“Unbutton the buttons, lover, take pleasure./Just remove my nose 

ring and slowly kiss me.”19

Henry categorizes pūrvī as a kind of “entertainment music”, as opposed to music 

associated with ritual, music associated with seasonal agricultural work, or the music of 

“unpaid specialists and mendicants.” While any of these types may have entertainment 

value, pūrvī are performed primarily for entertainment. At the time Henry recorded this 

song, the only venue for this type of music during a wedding was for the entertainment of 

the men of the  barāt—the groom's wedding party. In eastern Uttar Pradesh, the  barāt 

traditionally travels to the bride's village during the day and stays there overnight. When 

the groom enters the courtyard of the bride's family to participate in the wedding rituals 

19Henry,  Chant the Names of God: Musical Culture in Bhojpuri-Speaking India (San Diego: San Diego 
State University Press, 1988), 209. I initially wondered at the possibility that these lyrics could somehow 
still describe a scene of love in separation. Might the woman be stating what she would say if her beloved 
were present? Or perhaps, as with the Bihari bārahmāsā described at the beginning of Chapter 1, it could 
be a piece of dialogue not between two lovers, but between two sisters-in-law—one teasing the other over 
the husband's absence. But the song's complete lyrics do not seem to allow for such an understanding. 
Henry describes the text as “explicitly sexual” and reveals that one of his informants called it lewd and 
indecent (aślīl), thereby making it an anomalous pūrvī. The song was performed by Sarasati Devi, at a 
Thakur wedding in a village northwest of Varanasi, and she delivered the song with a “twinkle in her eye” 
(Edward  Henry,  personal  communication).  This  all  suggests  that  the lyrics,  unambiguously,  describe  a 
romantic scene between two lovers.
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that continue into the night, many men of the barāt  stay outside in the field—hence the 

need  for  entertainment.  When  Henry  collected  this  pūrvī,  the  entertainment  was 

exclusively live. Today, Bollywood films projected onto large sheets hung from the trees 

are also a common option.

Pūrvī are accompanied by a harmonium and a  holakḍ . Henry reports the singer 

can be either a female dancer, called a ra īṇḍ , or a female-impersonator, called a lau āṇḍ .20 

Both words have charged meaning. Ra īṇḍ  is often defined as prostitute, and lau ā  ṇḍ can 

refer to an effeminate or homosexual man. In an attempt to construct the history of the 

genre, Henry pieces together evidence that suggests that  pūrvī  may have solidified as a 

genre sometime between the 1920s and 1940s. He cites studies of Bhojpuri music in the 

Caribbean, none of which identify pūrvī in the New World, as evidence that the genre did 

not exist under that name during the period of nineteenth-century indentured labor. That 

is, pūrvī may not have existed during the period portrayed in Ghosh's novel. This is not to 

question the historical accuracy of Ghosh's text; song texts such as these certainly existed 

before this postulated date for the formulation of the  pūrvī  genre in the early twentieth 

century, even if their appearance in this exact genre did not.21 

In constructing this history, Henry tries to make sense of this anomalous, amorous 

song within a genre that emphasizes the pained separation of lovers. He presents a theory 

of  “genre  entropy,”  which  he  explains  as  the  “degradation  of  organization  within  a 

genre.” He suggests that specialist musicians can enliven their performances by taking 

20Henry, Chant the Names of God, 208.  
21Henry also emphasizes that the themes common to the  pūrvī genre long predate the appearance of the 
genre itself: “The Pūrvī in Bhojpurī-Speaking India: Structure and Flux in a Disappearing Genre,” Asian 
Music 37, no. 2 (2006): 3-6.
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text and tunes from other  genres,  and incorporating into other genres,  changing their 

nature without  changing their  name.22 So while  Henry aims to  identify  the  historical 

essence of what defines the pūrvī genre, he also takes care to recognize that these genres 

are not external classifications that limit the scope of performance. Rather, they are fluid 

designations that can be reworked by performers to multiple artistic ends. Performers 

who  are  hired  to  entertain  are  more  concerned  with  entertaining  than  they  are  with 

preserving  the  already  ambiguous  boundaries  of  genre  classification.  In  the  case  of 

keeping a raucous group of groomsmen occupied, entertainment might mean inserting 

sexually suggestive lyrics into a genre that does not normally accommodate them.

At more recent weddings in villages around Varanasi, I found that songs of this 

amorous type are increasingly common during live performances for the barāt.  At one 

such performance at a wedding near Varanasi, the female performer sang these following 

lyrics many times during the night (Photo 14). It was requested again and again by the 

men of the barāt, who were camped out in a field just on the edge of the village. 

नया-नया माल बा ।
दाढ़ी nिमसाल बा ।
ज�� चाहा, व�� आज e�गा ।
ओ ल�ड� राजा चTक� मार !

Here's some nice new “stuff”
With an incomparable beard
I'll give whatever you want today,
Oh Big Boy beat me with your knife. 

22Edward O. Henry, “Folk Song Genres and Their Melodies in India: Music Use and Genre Process,” 
Asian Music 31, no. 2 (2000): 101.
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As with the pūrvī from Henry's collection, the speaker addresses her lover directly 

and  says  she  will  do  “whatever  he  wants.”  Her  lover  is  young  (his  beard  is  newly 

developed),  and  in  the  fourth line  she  calls  him her  lau e  rājāṇḍ .  This  is  an unusual 

combination of words. A more common meaning of  rājā is “prince,” while  lau ā  ṇḍ can 

refer to a young or effeminate man, or also more generally to the male genitalia. While 

this song was not identified by the performers as a pūrvī, the text is similar to the pūrvī  
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dance at a wedding in Banpurwa Village, Varanasi, 2003. Photo by the author.



lyrics from Henry's  collection—the song that Ghosh included in  Sea of Poppies.  The 

performance contexts  for  both  songs  was the same,  as  they were both  performed by 

women in villages near Varanasi as entertainment for men of the barāt as they waited in 

the bride's village. I heard the “new stuff” song performed at a time when the pūrvī genre 

had almost disappeared.23 As traditional  pūrvī lyrics gave way to others considered to 

have more entertainment value, the tunes, too, may have been replaced. What remains are 

songs through which women tease their male audiences with songs of female desire.

The scene from the Varanasi village field is not the one depicted in Ghosh's novel. 

The fictional scene has the bride Deeti traveling on the river by boat to her husband's 

home.  This  is  her  gaunā—the  bride's  ritual  “departure”  from her  birth  home  to  her 

married home. The women seem to accompany her, singing as they go. The scene implies 

that the song is part of the women's song repertory—one of many songs that women sing 

in  the company of  other  women.  In  truth,  such women's  songs  are  distinct  from the 

Bhojpuri genres such as pūrvī that Henry places in the category of entertainment music. 

If read literally, and strictly from the perspective of folklore, the scene lacks authenticity. 

Women  accompanying  the  bride  on  this  journey  would  sing  traditional  songs  of  the 

bride's sorrowful departure, not songs of the bride's sexual desire. 

But a literal and strictly folkloric reading of this scene would be a misreading. 

Ghosh's aim is not to present a repetition of experience. Rather, he intends to refashion it. 

The scene is presented as Deeti's  memory, not as part of the present narrative. So the 

scene must  be read as a story within a story.  Regardless of what  songs women may 

23See  Henry's  essay  “The  Pūrvī  in  Bhojpurī-Speaking  India,”  in  which  he  describes  the  genre  as 
“disappearing.” 
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actually sing as a bride makes this journey, this character's memory is triggered by the 

recollection of her fear  and apprehension juxtaposed with the reality of her impotent 

husband. The reader should not insist that her memory of the songs performed during her 

gaunā relate directly to the village performance tradition from which the novel's author 

selected the song lyrics. 

II.2. Location Two: Goodlands, Mauritius

In  Sea of Poppies,  Deeti  also sings  herself—as the reader  learns  in  this  early 

scene, in which the low caste Kalua takes her in his cart,  after her husband loses his 

position at the opium factory:

On the way home, in Kalua's cart, with her husband's head in her lap and her 
daughter's fingers in her hand, she had eyes neither for Ghazipur's forty-pillared 
palace nor for its memorial to the departed Laat-Sahib. Her thoughts were now all 
for the future and how they would manage without her husband's monthly pay. In 
thinking of this, the light dimmed in her eyes; even though nightfall was still a 
couple of hours away, she felt as if she were already enveloped in darkness. As if 
by habit she began to chant the prayer-song for the end of the day:

Sãjh bhailé
Sãjha ghar ghar ghumé
Ke mora sãjh 
manayo ji

Twilight whispers
at every door:
it's time
to mark my coming24

The  song  is  taken  from  Sarita  Boodhoo's volume on  Bhojpuri  culture  in 

Mauritius: Maurīśas kī Bhojpurī paramparāẽ. As part of his research for Sea of Poppies, 

24Ghosh, Sea of Poppies, Chapter 3, 99.
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Ghosh spent time in Mauritius with members of the Bhojpuri community—descendants 

of the indentured servants who began arriving there after the 1835 abolition of slavery in 

the British empire.  Those original laborers were brought on ships like the  Ibis  of his 

novel, under the British system of indentured labor, heralded at the time as an unending 

source of cheap workers. 

When I asked Ghosh about his motivation to include village song lyrics in his 

novel,  he  cited his  experience  witnessing  the  important  role  of  song in  the Bhojpuri 

community of this tiny Indian Ocean island nation.25 Mauritius has a lively song repertory 

today, and most Mauritius Bhojpuri songs are directly related to, if not obviously versions 

of songs still performed in villages of eastern Uttar Pradesh and western Bihar. Some 

Mauritius songs seem to be marginal survivals from the nineteenth century, while others 

are  lively  adaptations  to  the  Mauritius  Creole  community—with  French  l'auto's  and 

l'avions in place of Bhojpuri and Hindi ghorā and hāthī.26 

In the above quoted passage, Deeti sings what is known in Mauritius and north 

India as a sandhyā gīt—a song for the evening. This song is one of the most important in 

Mauritius today. I have heard it performed in the north and the south of the island, and 

always  performed  during  the  Friday  evening  rituals  that  mark  the  beginning  of  the 

weekend-long Hindu wedding rituals.  During this  session of singing,  called  gīt  gāvai 

25Amitav Ghosh, personal communication.
26For a survey of the Mauritius Bhojpuri repertory, see  Suchita Ramdin,  Sanskār manjarī: Maurīśas ke  
Bhojpurī  sanskār  gīt (Moka,  Mauritius:  Mahatma  Gandhi  Institute,  1989).  For  English  translations  of 
Mauritius wedding songs, see Sarita Boodhoo,  Kanya Dan: The Whys of Hindu Marriage Rituals (Port-
Louis, Mauritius: Mauritius Bhojpuri Institute, 1993).
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(“song singing”), neighborhood women are invited to sing in the home where a wedding 

is taking place. 

The community performance takes place in a front room of the house. Family 

members take cardboard and tape it on the floor, from wall to wall. This protects the 

floor, and creates a more pleasing surface for the barefooted women to dance on. Before 

the singing starts, the women perform the nād pūjā—the worship of the sound (Photo 15). 

The mother of the bride or groom bows to the  holak  ḍ drum, and makes an offering of 

Mauritius rupees. She is then given fresh sindūr in the parting of her hair, and the singers 

direct her to apply sindūr to the holakḍ ; a betel nut is placed on a betel leaf on top of the 

drum, and a small piece of camphor is lit on the leaf. Pounded ginger mixed with sugar is 

first presented to all the singers before they begin the first set of four or five songs. These 

are the sandhyā gīt—probably the best-known items in the Mauritius Bhojpuri repertory. 

They are performed without instrumental accompaniment, and most all women present in 

the front room will participate in the performance. In the songs, sandhyā is understood to 

be the goddess of morning and evening—the boundary between the times of the day. She 

is asked to leave her home at the bank of the river, and to come reside within the house. 

As shown in the following excerpt from a  sandhyā  gīt  I heard performed by women 

during a wedding in the northern Mauritius town of Goodlands,  the song is concerned 

with how to worship the goddess in order to better welcome her into the house where the 

wedding is taking place:

सा�झ भईx 
स�झा घw-घw घ�िमला हो
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Rही मोw स�झा मनाइ

अपi महिलया � ब�िलला अपन बाबा
हम xब� स�झा दरसान
बJह� R fब� माता सोi R �सहासन
अचरा पसाJर ग�ण गा�उ

Evening falls
Evening travels from house to house
Who will appease my evening goddess?

My father calls from within my house
I will take the holy vision of Evening
I will give Mother a golden throne to sit on
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Photo 15. Sandhyā pūjā. Goodlands, Mauritius, 1999. Bimla Devi pays respect to the drum at 
the wedding of her son. Photo by the author.



Spread your ānchal and sing her praises.

The  first  three  lines  are  the  same  as  those  included  in  Ghosh's  novel  (and 

therefore  also  the  same  as  the  version  in  Boodhoo's  folksong  collection).  The 

correspondence  is  not  surprising,  because,  as  compared  with  other  songs  from  the 

Mauritius Bhojpuri repertory, the lyrics for this sandhyā gīt are strikingly consistent from 

performance to performance in multiple locations across the island. 

The song continues. Other family members call from within the house. They offer 

the Evening Goddess pure water, the best food, a cooling fan, a beautiful bed, milk and 

pudding, and finally promise to perform a fire sacrifice (ghiuvā ke humiyā̃) in her honor. 

The particular performance I cite above concluded with an invocation to Tulsidas:

त�लसीदास बल� आस चरन R हो आस चरन R
त�Jह R चरन िचतलाव

With great hope for the blessings flowing from Tulsidas's feet
I bring my mind to your feet.

There is a generally fixed progression for the songs performed during gīt gavai. 

After the sandhyā gīt, the women perform a series of songs about the divine relationship 

between Shiv and Gauri. Towards the conclusion of those songs, family women offer the 

singers pounded ginger with sugar, cardamom and cloves, and various snacks. At this 

point, the number of singers may be reduced to five or six though the room is still filled 

with others who participate by listening and socializing. After songs for the gods and 

goddesses,  family  women  enter  the  room  with  small  cups  of  whiskey  to  offer  the 
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performers. These women invariably refuse the alcohol at first, only accepting it after 

being forced to. Then they begin singing lively jhūmar, accompanied by the holakḍ  and 

the lotā (a small brass pot played with played with spoons). The women dance together in 

a circular pattern,  in a style reminiscent of women's dance from north India but also 

influenced by the Sega performance style unique to Mauritius.

At this point, only a handful of expert performers continue singing. One of them 

may have been  especially  hired to  lead the  performance well  past  midnight.  But  the 

sandhyā  gīt performed at  the evening's  beginning required no such expertise.  All  the 

women in the room participate, reinforcing what Kevin Miller  calls  a “community of 

sentiment.”27 Ghosh was moved by the strength of this community, which he witnessed 

firsthand during his time in Mauritius.28 This musical community did not exist during the 

time period in  Sea of Poppies, and Ghosh therefore does not attempt to transplant the 

twenty-first-century Mauritius performances into his novel. Instead, the song stands in as 

a prediction. The character, a peasant woman from north India, thinks of her own future, 

and she sings a song. That song is one of the strongest symbols of a community that she 

will never know, but within which, as a performer and creator of song, she is essentially a 

participant.

27Miller “A Community of Sentiment: Indo-Fijian Music and Identity Discourse in Fiji and Its Diaspora” 
(Ph.D. dissertation, UCLA, 2008).
28Amitav Ghosh, personal communication.
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II.3. Location Three: Cacandee Road, Felicity, Trinidad

Another example of song in  Sea of Poppies occurs on the  Ibis, the ship that is 

intended to take the characters across the Indian Ocean toward Mauritius. Unlike the 

examples  of  Bhojpuri  song presented  above—which the  reader  experiences  from the 

perspective  of  someone within  the  performance community—the  song on  the Ibis is 

presented from an outsider's perspective, when the captain hears and critiques the song 

through a mouthful of food:

But in spite of the plenitude of food and drink, there was less conviviality in the 
cuddy than there was around the chuldan, where, from time to time, the migrants 
could even be heard singing a few snatches of song.

Májha dhára mé hai bera merá
Kripá kará ásrai hai tera

My raft's adrift in the current
Your mercy is my only refuge . . .

'Damned  coolies,'  muttered  the  Captain,  through  a  mouthful  of  lamb. 
'Bloody Doomsday couldn't put a stop to their caterwauling.'29

From  the  words  “mercy”  and  “refuge”  the  English  reader  might  correctly 

understand the song to be on a spiritual theme, and also understand the song's content to 

be directly related to the predicament of the peasants in the ship. They have, after all, left 

their homes and taken to the ocean. So the peasants' somber song contrasts—comically, 

even—with the captain's commentary. As for the likelihood of peasant music taking place 

on such a ship, it is known that performances did happen. While visiting the Mahatma 

29Ghosh, Sea of Poppies, Chapter 17, 374.
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Gandhi Institute in Mauritius, Ghosh would have been able to view several displays of 

actual musical instruments brought by the nineteenth-century girmitiyas on ships like the 

Ibis, as well as read officers accounts that describe shipboard performances. We know 

from 1858 the diary of Captain E. Swinton of the Trinidad-bound Salsette that the coolies 

were “very musical.” His wife Jane Swinton found that the coolies' music and “native 

dances” were “very useful in keeping up a good state of health,” and she participated in 

them herself.30 

I read Sea of Poppies with a growing appreciation for its global reach, and for the 

astonishing way that village song keys the novel to the world. The songs—several of 

them familiar to me from my fieldwork in India and elsewhere—each provided jolts of 

recognition. But this shipboard example was different, because the song was familiar to 

me not from my fieldwork, but from my childhood. I learned it as a student in Felicity 

Hindu Primary School on Cacandee Road in Felicity Trinidad. Cacandee Road was also 

Ghosh's  source  for  the  song,  though  indirectly.  He  cites  the  book  Music  of  Hindu 

Trinidad by Helen Myers, who is my mother.31 I accompanied her to Trinidad several 

times in the 1980s and 90s, and on a longer trip I was left for several months with Maati 

Rohit and her husband Mesho, who was a teacher at the primary school. 

In her book, Myers presents a version of the song that she recorded at the Divine 

Life Society Temple on Cacandee Road, and Ghosh quotes two lines from the fourth and 

final verse. The bhajan was popular in several Felicity temples in the early 1990s and I 

30Myers, Music of Hindu Trinidad: Songs from the India Diaspora (Chicago: The University of Chicago 
Press, 1998), 9-12.
31Ghosh,  Sea of Poppies, 515. For Myers's presentation and analysis of the  bhajan, see  Music of Hindu 
Trinidad, 306-09, and track 20 on the accompanying CD.
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remember it performed at both The Divine Life Society and the Shri Shankar Mandir. It is 

also apparently still popular in the twenty-first century repertory.32 

My strongest  memories  of  this  bhajan,  though,  are  from school,  and  similar 

memories must also be shared by many others in Trinidad today. With its opening request 

for knowledge, the bhajan is especially appropriate for young students:

hey jagata pitaa bhagawaana, hame do gyaana,
tu ishwara pyaaraa, duniyaa me eka sahaaraa . . .

Oh, father of the world, beloved Lord, give us knowledge,
You are the dear Lord, our only support in the world . . .33

Our  performances  in  the  school  were  structured  much  like  the  temple 

performances documented by Myers. Every performance, either in the temple or in the 

school, was a teaching tool, in which constant refrains served as self-teaching elements. 

Such a structure was important in the Trinidad Indian community that was fast losing 

knowledge of Hindi and Bhojpuri languages.34 This performance structure allowed even 

groups of young children with limited knowledge of Hindi to sing entire philosophical 

songs in that language. 

These Cacandee Road performances were the source for the  bhajan  in Ghosh's 

novel.  The  temporal  and  spatial  shifts  that  appeared  when  comparing  the  literary 

32See “Bhajans 3 - West Indian Connection  (Powered by CubeCart)” www.wiconline.com/65/cat_65.html. 
Accessed June 1, 2011.
33Myers,  Music of  Hindu Trinidad,  307.  When Myers  conducted her  fieldwork in  the 1970s and 80s, 
Bhojpuri  and  Hindi  were  still  spoken  by  some  in  Trinidad,  but  Devanagari  script  rarely  used.  This 
transliteration is according to local orthography. The translation is by Rupert Snell.
34For a discussion of the disappearance of Bhojpuri and Hindi in Trinidad in the 1980s, see Peggy Mohan 
and Paul Zador, “Discontinuity in a Life Cycle: The Death of Trinidad Bhojpuri,”  Language 62, no. 2 
(1986): 291-319.
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examples with the performed examples from Mauritius and eastern Uttar Pradesh become 

even more pronounced with this example from Trinidad. The experience of shipboard 

“snatch of song” hardly seems comparable to the sunrise performances at the Divine Life 

Society or to the daily bhajan drills at the Felicity Primary school. Even so, the fictional 

world is dependent on those real-world performances. And literature, with its ability to 

open doors, opens them back toward that world.

II.4. Visions of Postcolonial Folksong in Colonial India
In terms of ethnographic authenticity, the question of the role of printed folklore 

collections and folklore scholarship suggests some interesting scenarios. If a folklorist 

were to analyze the songs in Ghosh's novel, but missed Ghosh's scholarly citations, that 

folklorist might not realize the analysis involved engagement with the scholarly work 

from which Ghosh drew his material. That folklorist would, in effect, be carrying out a 

communication with another scholar, and that communication would be mediated by a 

work  of  fiction.  Without  additional  information  from  either  the  field  or  from  those 

scholarly  sources,  that  folklorist  might  not  realize  that  Ghosh's  text  does  not  present 

accurate scenes of song performance. 

Is  there  anything  we  can  say  about  Ghosh's  use  of  these  songs,  other  than 

commenting on the literary function they seem to serve in each scene—that is, on the first 

song's creating of a frustrated expectation, on the Evening Song's reflection of Deeti's 

own thoughts of the future, and on the shipboard  bhajan's narrative connection to the 

ocean? Keeping in mind De Caro and Jordan's observation that “living writers rarely have 
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even been asked about their uses of folk material,”35 I asked Ghosh about his use of song. 

His was a writer's response. He began by stating he could not provide an exact reason, 

but then added that “it just felt right,” and he added that he may have been influenced by 

seeing firsthand the importance of these songs in Mauritius “girmitiya life.”36 

At the beginning of the novel, Deeti views an apparition of a ship, with large 

white sails. She has never seen such a thing in her life. The reader knows of the Ibis in 

her future, and may suspect this to be the beginning of the kind of magically realistic 

journey that has come to characterize much Indian writing in English. But the novel turns 

into something else. Each song in the novel becomes like Deeti's vision of the white-

sailed ship: harbingers of performances to come in farflung locations across the world. 

Deeti  possesses  the  knowledge  that  will  inform the  pūrvī  genre,  whose  genesis  lies 

somewhere during the 1930s, and by the end of the twentieth century was giving way to 

new performance forms. She has the knowledge that informs the evening performances in 

Mauritius—with the smashed ginger and sugar, the cardamom and cloves, the rum and 

the dancing. The shipboard group performances likewise predict the Bhojpuri traditions 

in the New World. The novel is a postcolonial tour of colonial India, and its songs are 

visions of a postcolonial identity yet to be formed. All exist within the thoughts of a 

nineteenth-century peasant, who is part of the network of associations that contribute to 

the worldliness of this text. Her songs tell this story.

35Frank de Caro and Rosan Augusta Jordan, “On Literary and Artistic Uses of Folklore: An Introduction.” 
In Re-Situating Folklore: Folk Contexts and Twentieth-Century Literature and Art, edited by Frank de Caro 
and Rosan Augusta Jordan (Knoxville: The University of Tennessee Press, 2004), 13.
36Amitav Ghosh, personal communication.
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A contrapuntal reading of songs in  Sea of Poppies cannot ignore imperialism. 

Such a  reading,  writes  Said,  remains  aware  “both  of  the  metropolitan  history that  is 

narrated  and  of  those  other  histories  against  which  (and  together  with  which)  the 

dominating discourse acts.”37 In his postcolonial  analysis of Austen's  Mansfield Park, 

Said insists that the novel must be read alongside the Caribbean history that informs the 

novel. The novel depends on that history, even if it is not about it. This kind of reading 

“must take account of both processes, that of imperialism and that of resistance to it.”38 

Sea  of  Poppies  is  not  primarily  about  any of  the  scholarly  texts  from which  Ghosh 

selected  musical  examples,  nor  is  it  about  the  processes  that  produced  those  texts, 

including  the  postcolonial  anxieties  that  underpin  anthropological  and 

ethnomusicological work of the late twentieth century. But it is nevertheless dependent 

on those texts and anxieties. The unusual postcolonial circumstance that would find me, 

as a young British schoolboy, overseas and learning Hindi bhajan from members of the 

Bhojpuri  community  of  a  former  British  colony,  and  the  processes  that  connect  that 

experience to the scholarly text that informed Ghosh's novel (my mother was eager, after 

all, to record me when I returned to my family, and my spontaneous performances must 

have strengthened her conviction that this repertory was of fundamental importance to the 

Trinidad Bhojpuri community)—cannot be the subject of this dissertation. Nor should I 

dwell for long on the effect of these experiences on me as a reader. Instead, I can restate 

the global reach implied by the songs in Ghosh's text, while also highlighting that for 

anyone within the performance communities that produce these songs, each sung instance 

37Edward W. Said, Culture and Imperialism (New York: Random House, 1993), 59.
38Said, Culture and Imperialism, 79.
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may evoke deep feelings of recognition.  It  might  also be appropriate  to  consider  the 

personal anecdote as a metaphor for my role, not as a reader, but as an ethnographer, who 

cannot escape my role shaping the object of study, especially in terms of performance at 

which I was present, and about which I write.

III. WORLDLY FOLKSONG AS “SIMPLE AND DIRECT”: THE PLAIN HISTORICAL AFFILIATION

III.1. Degrees of Worldliness and the Repetition of Experience

All  worldly texts  are  not the same; Said finds some to  be more worldly than 

others. In his reading of Mansfield Park, Said uses a musical example to demonstrate the 

distinction:

A lesser work wears its historical affiliation more plainly; its worldliness is simple 
and direct,  the way a jingoistic  ditty during the Mahdist  uprising or the 1857 
Indian Rebellion connects directly to the situation and constituency that coined it. 
Mansfield Park encodes experiences and does not simply repeat them.39

 Although Amitav Ghosh selected songs from scholarly sources, the song lyrics in 

Sea of Poppies are not repetitions of those scholarly texts. Instead, taken together, they 

encode a new type of experience, as uncovered by a contrapuntal reading that considers 

their  place  in  the  world  and  in  history.  But  Said's  statement  about  jingoistic  ditties 

suggests  that  worldliness  comes  in  degrees,  and  therefore  that  worldliness  does  not 

automatically  equal  greatness.  When considered  within this  framework,  some literary 

uses  of  song  in  Ghosh's  novel  appear  direct  and  even  simple.  The  content  of  the 

39Said, Culture and Imperialism, 116.
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shipboard bhajan,  for  example,  suggests  a  direct  and  uncomplicated  commentary 

regarding the ocean upon which the performers find themselves. 

But  there  is  a  crucial  distinction  between  village  song  texts  in  a  novel  (a 

specialized text that reaches relatively few individuals) and the songs as they exist in the 

world (in performance, in discussion, and in memory—where they matter to many more 

individuals).  Although one could categorize Ghosh's individual literary uses of certain 

songs as direct (even if his final literary product is not), similar declarations about the 

simplicity  and  directness  of  songs  in  the  world  require  scrutiny.  Said  was  an 

accomplished  musician  and  music  critic  with  a  deep  understanding  of  music  within 

culture,  so why did he call Mansfield  Park great while  declaring certain  songs to be 

“lesser works” in the same breath?40 

Those lesser works, Said explains, only “repeat” experience, rather than “encode” 

it. Repetition is fundamental to human experience, and Said's discussions of repetition 

underpin much of his work on music, culture, and literature. In The World, the Text, and 

the  Critic,  for  example,  he builds  on the  writings  of  the eighteenth-century historian 

Giambattista Vico to describe a model of history, of literary truth, and of the production 

of meaning. Vico envisioned human history as analogous to biological processes; history 

develops through procreation and elaboration, a process that produces a struggle between 

generations.

40Said's writing on music includes  On Late Style: Music and Literature against the Grain  (New York: 
Random House, 2006) and his posthumously published collection of essays Music at the Limits (New York: 
Columbia University Press, 2008).
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For intentionally, in an unmediated and wholly natural way, filiation gives rise not 
only to conflict but is driven by a desire to exterminate what has been engendered, 
the abandonment of offspring. Unintentionally, however, the opposite takes place: 
marriage as an institution is established, offspring and parents become bound by 
it.41

Harold Bloom, also concerned with ways to distinguish between “weak poets” 

and “strong poets,” conceptualizes literature as a revolt against the great literary fathers. 

Those who merely imitate and repeat those before them are lesser than those who engage 

in  a  fruitful  “misreading”  of  their  precursors:  “[S]trong  poets  make  that  history  by 

misreading one another,  so as to clear imaginative space for themselves.” Misreading 

results  in better poetry and deprives the precursor of its parental  power.  Strong poets 

“have the persistence to wrestle with their strong precursors, even to the death.”42 Just as 

Bloom  sees  conflict—a  generational  conflict  in  which  the  offspring  desires  to 

disempower their forbearers—Vico sees history as a filial process and a similar struggle.43 

The differences between repeating and rebelling, or imitating and wrestling may 

seem clear, but when Said discusses music of indisputable greatness, repetition emerges 

as  a  significant  factor.  Indeed,  when  he  discusses  Bach's  astonishing  contrapuntal 

creativity, Said highlights the importance of repetition: “Invention is therefore a form of 

creative repetition and reliving.”44 In another essay, he highlights the multidimensional 

and transformative aspects of Bach's counterpoint:

41Said, The World, The Text, and The Critic, 118
42Harold Bloom, The Anxiety of Influence: A Theory of Poetry (London: Oxford University Press, 1973), 5.
43Said, The World, The Text, and The Critic, 117-19.
44Said, On Late Style, 128.
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For the essence of counterpoint is simultaneity of voices, preternatural control of 
resources, apparently endless inventiveness. In counterpoint a melody is always in 
the process of being repeated by one or another voice: the result is horizontal, 
rather than vertical, music. Any series of notes is thus capable of an infinite set of 
transformations, as the series (or melody or subject) is taken up first by one voice 
then by another, the voices always continuing to sound against, as well as with, all 
the others.45

So just as there are degrees of worldliness, there are also degrees of repetition—a 

distinction made by the philosopher Gilles Deleuze in his Difference and Repetition. The 

first is a “bare material repetition,” which would be found in Said's simple and directly 

worldly example. The second is an almost mystical brand of repetition that is hidden 

within the first type: “The first  repetition is  repetition of the Same, explained by the 

identity of the concept or representation; the second includes difference, and includes 

itself  in  the  alterity  of  the  Idea.”46 Deleuze  continues  with  an  extended  series  of 

oppositional terms and phrases to describe the two types of repetitions.  The first,  for 

example, is “static,” while the second is “dynamic.” It is this second type that produces 

Said's encoding of experience.

A regional novel, which aims to exactly present—to repeat, even—the details of a 

specific geographical area must, it seems, rely primarily on Deleuze's “repetition of the 

Same.” This is one reason why Daniel Hoffman concludes that the study of authentic 

folklore in literature disallows the analysis of “good” fiction. Hoffman concludes that 

“authentic” folklore, as narrowly defined by Richard Dorson and like-minded folklorists, 

could  only  be found in  fiction  from “the  backwaters  of  the main  streams of  literary 

45Said, Music at the Limits, 5.
46Gilles Deleuze,  Difference and Repetition, translated by Paul Patton (New York: Columbia University 
Press, 1994), 24; 27.
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culture.”47 Sea  of  Poppies is  therefore  disallowed  from the  folklorist's  study.  It  is  a 

mainstream text, even if it dips in backwater. Some of its repetitions may be simple, but 

they are not repetitions of experience. Its worldliness is not simple, and its geographical 

notation  suggests  no  point  on  the  map  (no  mere  geographical  repetition).  The  very 

elements that contribute to its worldliness are what limit its scope as an object of folkloric 

analysis.

All of this presents a problem for so-called regional literature, especially as I aim 

to read it in this dissertation. By claiming a special and even direct relationship between 

Renu's literature and the geographical landscapes of northeast Bihar, and by claiming a 

direct relation between the performance traditions of Renu Gaon and Renu's writing, it 

would seem I am making a case for Renu's writing as exhibiting the kind of direct and 

simple worldliness that Said finds characteristic of lesser works. 

Is  regional literature really so direct,  and does an investigation of the relation 

between village performance and Hindi literature suggest simple and direct relationships 

between those two activities? With these questions in mind, I move to the next step of 

this  literary tour  of Bhojpuri  village song:  the 1986 Hindi  novel  Pānī  ke  prāchīr by 

Ramdarash Mishra. Like the situational song that fails to impress Said, Mishra's work 

appears  to  wear  its  worldliness  more  plainly.  This  is  because  as  a  self-consciously 

regional author, Mishra intentionally employs simple and direct affiliations with history, 

geography,  and  performance.  Said  is  concerned  with  criticism and  assessing  literary 

47Daniel G. Hoffman, “Folklore in Literature, a Symposium: Notes toward a Theory of Interpretation,” The 
Journal of American Folklore 70, no. 275 (1957): 15. For Dorson's definition of authentic folklore, see his 
Folklore and Fakelore: Essays toward a Discipline of Folk Studies (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 
1976).
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merit,  as well as with rescuing certain imperially tainted works from the postcolonial 

dustbin. But his use of the word “simple” is difficult to apply here. Mishra's novel has 

been considered a great work by those who read it as a direct window to eastern Uttar 

Pradesh—that is, it is considered great for its simple and direct worldliness.

III.2. A Goddess Song From Ramdarash Mishra's Pānī ke Prāchīr

Ramdarash Mishra, now retired professor of Hindi at the University of Delhi, was 

born in 1924 in Gorakhpur district, in the middle of the Bhojpuri region of eastern Uttar 

Pradesh. Much of Mishra’s writing deals with this region of his birth. His novel Pānī ke  

prāchīr is indebted to Renu in terms of style, his use of village song, his inclusion of 

nationalist  chants  and  slogans,  and  his  similar  unconventional  uses  of  Hindi  and 

Devanagari script to recreate the sounds of village life. The novel’s timeframe progresses 

with  the  seasons,  and  the  specific  festivals  and  related  songs  for  each  season  are 

highlighted.  Consider  the  following passage from the novel,  which describes  the last 

night of Navratri, when the air rings with the sounds of song and festivities, and no one 

can sleep:

. . . रात का Jपछला पहर गीत � थरथरा रहा �—
JनJबया R डJरया मइया झ�xली �हडोलवा
Jक झ�िल-झ�िल ना
मइया मोJर गा{ली गीJतया Jक
झ�िल-झ�िल ना ।
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लगता �, सचम�च सामi R kड़ पर भवानी झ�ला झ�ल रही � । रात समाmत होती � 
। लाल-लाल स�रज Jनकलता � ।48

. . . The last part of the night shakes with song—
On the branch of the neem tree, Mother swings
Swings, she swings.
My Mother is singing songs
As she swings and swings.

It seems as if the goddess Bhavani is truly swinging from the nearby trees. 
Night is over. The blazing red sun appears.

During the rainy season, it is customary to hang swings from tree branches. In the 

region of eastern Uttar  Pradesh from which this  song originates, women often sing a 

genre of song called kajarī as they sit on their swings. In the song, “my mother” refers to 

the  goddess.  Mishra’s  literary use of  the song seems intended to  amplify the  night’s 

mood; the imagery in the song is reflected in the activities of the night. The goddess 

swings in both the song’s realm and in the world before our eyes. When morning finally 

arrives, and the song-filled sleepless night is over, the plot progresses, leaving both the 

festival and the song behind.

The reader has good reason to suspect this is a “traditional” song, a “folk” or 

“village” song, and is inclined, therefore, to further differentiate this text from other parts 

of the novel. That is, these particular words are somehow of a different character than 

those that surround it. Unlike Ghosh, Mishra does not indicate the source for the songs in 

his novel. For this analysis I will begin by proceeding along the lines laid out by Dorson, 

and as refined by Dundes, as described in the previous chapter. 

48Ramdarash Mishra, Pānī ke prāchīr (New Delhi: Vān ़ī Prakāśana, 1986), 37-38.
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It is certainly possible that Mishra used no written source for these lyrics, but 

Dorson's primary question would still have been one of authenticity: namely, “is this an 

authentic piece of folklore?”49 This question of authenticity is considered dated today, in 

no small part because of the acknowledgment of the emergent and changing nature of 

folklore and performance. Even so, the process one might use to begin addressing the 

question can still reveal important information.  

There is little additional in-text material with which to analyze this example from 

Mishra’s novel, but the folklorist is allowed some additional references that an average 

reader may not have. These include published collections of folklore and even first-hand 

knowledge of the performance traditions informing the textual presentations in the novel. 

A search  through the  library  and through published  collections  of  Bhojpuri  folksong 

reveals that this is, indeed, an item in the twentieth century Bhojpuri repertory. Versions 

of the song appear in several collections, attesting to this particular song's popularity.50 

These “full” published versions tell a longer story. The mother, who is a goddess, swings 

from the branch of the neem tree. She asks the gardener lady for a drink, but the gardener 

cannot  oblige,  because  she  holds  the  mother’s  baby  in  her  lap.  Different  versions 

elaborate on the mother’s thirst, and the gardener’s efforts to appease her. 

As was the case with Ghosh's Sea of Poppies, Mishra does not seem to be using 

the  song  in  a  way  that  draws  on  that  additional  narrative  material.  Both  authors 

selectively excerpted song lines that speak directly to the scenes in which they appear. 

49Dorson, “Folklore in Literature,” 2.
50Versions appear in Edward O. Henry, Chant the Names of God, 86; Chandramani Singh, Marriage Songs 
from Bhojpuri Region, (Jaipur: Champa Lal Ranka & Co., 1979), 42-43; and Vidyanivas Mishra,  Vāchik 
kavitā Bhojpurī (New Delhi: Bharatiya Jyanapith, 1999), 25-26.
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Likewise, Mishra's engagement with the song does not seem to illuminate the reading of 

those folklore collections. The presence of this song in published collections does, at least 

to some extent, speak to the issue of authenticity, in that we have evidence that the song 

is part of the performance tradition in the Bhojpuri region. The following turn to the field 

will explore the place of this song in Bhojpuri culture, thereby presenting another glimpse 

of the musical world that Mishra recreates in his novel.

III.3. The Goddess Song in the Field: Serwanipur and Banpurwa Villages
Leaving aside, for now, the problem of how to determine if one song is the same 

as another, I will report on some performances of this song in eastern Uttar Pradesh. This 

song appears more often than any other song in my collection; I have recorded versions 

on at least eight different occasions. One version was from Serwanipur village, an hour or 

two west of Varanasi. I traveled there to visit the home of a group of low-caste leather 

worker  kurkuriyā  drummers, who I had been following through various villages in the 

district as they performed at weddings during the hot early summer months. After I spent 

some time with the drummers, gathering information about specific drumming patterns 

and  tuning  systems  (information  that  was  near  impossible  to  get  during  the  hectic 

weddings  during  which  they  normally  performed),  I  learned  that  the  mother  of  the 

group’s  joker—Tulsi  Bansu’s  mother—was  a skilled  singer  herself.  She  gathered  her 

daughters-in-law and they sang well into the evening (Photo 16). 

Many  of  their  songs  were  gālī—women's  verbally  abusive  wedding  songs, 

popular across north India, that delight singers and listeners alike. But the first was a devī  

gīt, a devotional song praising the goddess, in which the goddess was swinging on the 
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branch of a neem tree. I did not ask for this song in particular, but I did suggest they 

begin with a  devī gīt, as I often do when I work with women singers.51 The text of the 

song should be recognizable as related to the verse in Mishra’s Pānī ke prāchīr, if not as 

an actual version of the same song:

JनJबया की डJरया मइया झ�ल�अबा हो की झ�ल लगना�
झ�लत-झ�लत मइया लगिलJन JपअJसया
क�� R जल अचबाबउ हमरी ललना� हो की ग�Jदया हमw ना�
बाJहJन गनपJत बलकबा हो की ग�Jदया हमw ना�
बलक स�तावउ मािलJन सोi R खट�लवा

हो की भ�इया� लोट� ना�
जौ मोई मािलJन ओ भ�इया� लोट� जइए

हो उठइ xव� ना�
अपi सोi R अचरबा हो उठइw xब� ना�

Mother hangs from the branch of the neem tree, and is swinging.
And while she swings she gets thirsty.
How can I give you water to drink when my son is in my lap?
Sister, little Ganesh is in my lap.
Gardener-lady, put the child down in a golden cot.

And he will fall to the earth.
Gardener-lady, if he falls to the earth.

Then I will pick him up.
In my golden ānchal, I will pick him up.

Tulsi Bansu’s mother and her daughters-in-law continued the song. The goddess 

still feels thirsty, and she agrees to take the little baby, her future devotee, into her own 
51Most any village singer is familiar with her community’s  devī gīt repertory and is comfortable singing 
within it. My request for a devī gīt is always understood, and is seen as appropriate. The appropriateness of 
the request  seems to help offset  an unusual social  interaction: a younger male asking an older village 
woman to sing. Not that it is necessarily difficult for men to speak with women; there are many socially 
acceptable ways for men, even those from outside the village or the country, to speak with women, both 
younger and older, both in pardah and out. But I can’t think of any time I’ve seen a man ask a woman to 
“sing.” The devī gīt request has often helped ease the situation past that strangeness.
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protective embrace, thus freeing the gardener to offer the goddess water from the Ganga 

and  Jamuna  rivers.  The  song  ends  with  the  declaration  that  the  gardener’s  future 

generations, including the little Ganesh baby, are thereby blessed and given the goddess’s 

permanent protection. Many of these details are also included in the versions published in 

collections of Bhojpuri village song.

“This is a devī gīt,” Tulsi Bansu’s mother confirmed, when I asked about the type 

of song. When I asked about its performance context, her son, the joker, jumped in to 

explain. He may have felt left out, because the conversation had turned away from his 
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Photo 16. Tulsi Bansu's mother (second from right) leads the daughters-in-law of her 
house in a devī gīt. Serwanipur Village, Varanasi, 2004.



group's  kurkuriyā drumming. “It is for before the wedding,” he said. “Then they sing 

these wedding songs.”

“And we will  sing for any type of worship,”  his  mother  added.  “If  we go to 

worship Bābā, we must sing a song like this.”

As simple as these explanations might appear, they constitute what Alan Dundes 

calls “metafolklore”—that is, the indigenous ideas about folklore. Dundes defines this as 

an essential part of folklore research. “Folklorists,” he says, “must actively seek to elicit 

the  meaning  of  folklore  from the  folk.”52 He notes  the  importance  of  distinguishing 

between use and meaning.53 The comments of the performers here speak to both. “It’s for 

the wedding” refers to use. “This is a devī gīt” speaks to the song’s meaning, by defining 

the song within a specific genre. 

Even these brief comments have provided information that we do not have from 

the song text alone. While they may not bring an analysis of the literary version of the 

song into new or global realms, they do serve to deepen the local analysis of the song. 

This song is considered very important, and men and women of all generations can often 

comment on its significance and performance context. With her emphasis on the need for 

such a song as a way to invoke Baba, or the goddess, Tulsi Bansu's mother focused on the 

ritual elements of performance. In Mishra's literary version, the song seems to have an 

identifiable effect on the world in which it is sung. The goddess who speaks in the song 

seems to be actually present, swinging, in the nighttime air—as represented by the sound 

that reverberates even after the singing has finished. The performance of this devī gīt is 

52Alan Dundes, “Metafolklore and Oral Literary Criticism,” The Monist 50, no. 4 (1966): 507.
53Dundes, “Metafolklore and Oral Literary Criticism,” 506.
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also sometimes understood to have an effect in the physical world, as performers describe 

the tangible ways the goddess responds to such a song. 

As for the remainder of the metafolklore (what Tulsi Bansu's mother said about 

the song) it mostly involved restatement of the song's themes and narrative content—that 

is, the “meaning” part of Dundes’ use and meaning dichotomy.54 Other information, such 

as  the  significance  of  the  neem  tree  (it  has  a  strong  association  with  the  goddess, 

especially relating to her ability to “cool”), the reason for the swinging (the goddess is 

worshiped  more  frequently  during  the  monsoon,  when girls  set  up  swings  from tree 

branches),  the nature of  the  goddess'  blessing (she also has  the  ability  to  curse),  the 

importance  of  the  golden  ānchal,  and  many  more  cultural,  musical,  and  intertextual 

elements emerge after extended discussions with performers and analysis of this song in 

relation to others.

I  heard  another  version  of  this  goddess  song  during  a  wedding  in  Banpurwa 

Village, just south of Varanasi. This version of the song could plausibly support Dundes’s 

statement that a reader analyzing folklore in literature could miss important facts when 

ethnographic data from the field is not taken into account.55 I witnessed the performance 

during the  ma ikorṭṭ  ceremony during a wedding. During the  ma ikor  ṭṭ ritual in eastern 

Uttar  Pradesh,  the  family  women  leave  the  wedding  tent  at  the  bride  or  groom’s 

54The narrative summaries and restatements that emerge when I ask a more general “What is in this song?” 
are  far  from useless.  Given  the  difficult  language issues  for  someone like  myself,  still  learning these 
Bhojpuri and Maithili dialects, the spoken prose restatements of song narratives provided by performers are 
invaluable for  my understanding.  This is  still  true when performers  speak no Hindi and provide their 
analysis in village language alone, as is often the case, especially with older performers. Spoken language 
is always easier to understand than sung language.
55Alan Dundes, “The Study of Folklore in Literature:  Identification and Interpretation,”  The Journal of  
American Folklore 78, no. 308 (1965): 139-41.
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courtyard, and walk to a field some distance from the home. There they use a hoe to dig 

up a piece of earth, which they bring back for use in certain rituals. The ceremony takes 

place at dusk. As the sun begins to set, the women often dance and joke, sing abusive 

gālī,  often  while  making  suggestive  motions  with  the  hoe.  During  this  Banpurwa 

wedding, I walked with the women to the digging site, as did a young boy who was 

instructed to beat on a little drum as they processed.

Adult men are not generally permitted to accompany the women for this ritual. I 

have only seen this rule broken when a videographer has been hired by the family to 

record the wedding, in which case, he is sometimes expected to come to film a minute or 

two of dancing. My recording equipment and the promise of photo and video copies, 

coupled with my extreme outsider status, often allowed me some access to rituals such as 

these.

As they neared the earth-digging location, Nirmala Devi, one of the village’s most 

talented singers, led them in the song to the goddess. Hers was a longer version of the 

song,  which  included  many  of  the  details  included  in  the  versions  in  the  published 

collections of Bhojpuri folksong. The goddess swings from a branch of the neem tree, but 

her thirst cannot be quenched. How can the gardener lady give her water with the little 

boy in her lap? She lays the baby in the golden cot and then offers the goddess water in a 

metal pot. The goddess promises eternal satisfaction for her and her little boy. The boy 

will be an adult twelve years from now, at which time he will be able to fulfill his service 

to the goddess.
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As the women dug the hoe into  the  earth,  they  stopped singing  and crowded 

around the small pit. One of the younger women, a sister who had returned from her own 

married home for this,  her brother's  wedding,  interjected a new line into the goddess 

song, chanting—

म]ी खन गयी म]ी खनबा w
बीछी मारा लई जीजी R भोJथहन बाw

The soil is dug! The soil is dug!
The scorpion’s sting! The sister’s vagina!

The sister’s new verse caused many laughs. She then yelled at the little boy with 

the drum to take the bundle of earth: “Grab the soil!” It was his job to carry it back to the 

house where it would be used to construct the hariś, the portion of the wedding canopy 

where the gods reside. The women then resumed singing the devī gīt, detailing the little 

boy in the goddess’s lap, protected by her golden ānchal.

I  provide this material about a single song to give a suggestion of the type of 

tradition Mishra could be drawing on when using the song in Pānī ke prāchīr. His novel, 

written  in  standard  Hindi  for  an  educated  audience,  is  not  directed  at  the  folklore 

community from which this particular devī gīt originates. This is not to say that members 

of that community cannot read Mishra's novel, but that the Hindi audience includes many 

readers (from elsewhere in north India, for example) who would not be familiar with this 

particular song or tradition. That reader would not likely think to bring in these elements 

of fertility or obscenity that were present in the version I recorded during the Banpurwa 
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ma ikorṭṭ  ceremony. Without knowledge of that performance tradition, not even the critic 

or folklorist would think to compare the boy in Mishra's literary version of the song with 

an out-of-rhythm bare-foot drummer boy carrying a bundle of fertile soil on his head. No 

such little boy appears in the novel. And there is not necessarily any compelling reason to 

read one there. This is not to say that knowledge of the village performance tradition adds 

nothing  to  Mishra's  fictional  representation  of  that  tradition.  If  nothing  else,  that 

knowledge does seem to add some depth to the reading by confirming the continued 

importance of that particular song in people's lives. As such, it also certainly addresses 

the question of “authenticity,” even if we cannot independently verify Mishra's original 

source for the song.

III.4. The Fictional Song as Repetition of Experience

This single instance of a village song from Mishra's  Pānī ke prāchīr, along with 

the  consideration  of  the  performance  of  that  song  in  twenty-first-century  village 

communities  allows  only  speculative  comments  on  the  relation  between  fictional 

performance and ethnographic field. I will restate two observations here, before exploring 

additional examples in the remaining sections of this chapter. 

First,  in terms of literary function,  Mishra's use of this  song is  similar to any 

individual example from Ghosh's novel. This is true, even though the two authors may 

have very difference personal understandings of those songs, as well as different types of 

sources, and even though the totality of songs in  Sea of Poppies does not seem to be 
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functioning in the same way as they do in Mishra's novel (nor the works of Renu, as will 

be discussed below).

Second, while it may be claimed that the worldliness of regional literature relies 

on  a  more  direct  form of  repetition  than  is  characteristic  of  a  novel  such as  Sea of 

Poppies,  there  is  no  simple  or  direct  way  to  describe  a  song  with  respect  to  its 

performance  tradition.  Even  the  simplest  sounding  explanations  of  performance 

traditions, such as those provided by Tulsi Bansu's mother, suggest a complex system of 

meaning.  A song's  meaning  is  dependent  on  context—which  includes  performance 

context, ritual context, and the unique agendas and ideas of individual performers. If a 

fictional version of a song seems to represent a single instance of repetition, either a 

direct instance or a complexly encoded instance, it should still be acknowledged that it 

would be rare to find a related village song to be similarly direct in performance. A critic 

might declare Mishra's novel to be a direct repetition of experience, but, with respect to 

performance at least, there is no single experience available to be repeated.

IV. “DEPARTURE SONGS” FROM UTTAR PRADESH AND BIHAR: FICTION AND THE FIELD 

The previous section provided an analysis of a devī gīt from Ramdarash Mishra's 

novel Pānī ke prāchīr, using information from performances of that song in the field to 

extend the analysis. In this section I consider women's songs performed for the  gaunā 

ritual. The gaunā is the bride's departure from her parents' home and the songs for this 

ritual are known as bidāī gīt, literally “songs for the departure.”
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I will present  bidāī gīt  from two Hindi novels. The first is Rahi Masum Raza’s 

1978 novel Ka arā bī ārjūṭ . The second is another example from Mishra's Pānī ke prāchīr. 

Again,  both  authors  are  originally  from  the  same  Bhojpuri  region  of  eastern  Uttar 

Pradesh, and I will be considering the songs in their novels alongside a performance I 

witnessed from that region. The songs are essentially the “same” song, inasmuch as such 

a statement is ever possible to make. The section will be followed by an analysis of a 

related song from Renu's novel Mailā ānchal, and the role it plays in that novel's overall 

plot and structure.

The  gaunā  ceremony can take place several years after  the wedding.  In Renu 

Gaon, it was often glossed for me, in English, as the “second marriage,” because the 

“first” marriage does not actually involve the departure of the young bride. In some parts 

of  north India there is  a  ceremony called  ronā,  literally  “crying,”  when the daughter 

makes that permanent move,56 hence the North Indian proverb, “crying when she’s born, 

and crying when she goes away.”57 The tradition is even mentioned by name in Dass’s 

nineteenth-century account of “the nuptial ceremonies of the Hindoos”—there defined as 

the “second departure,” because it follows the bride’s return from a preliminary short stay 

in her husband’s home:

At the time of being removed from her parent’s family, it is customary for the 
young bride to cry on account of the separation. While she is crying, her parents, 
especially  the  mother  and  other  women  of  the  family,  are  speaking  to  her 

56Susan Wadley,  Wife,  Mother,  Widow: Exploring Women's  Lives  in Northern India (Chronicle Books, 
2008), 161.
57Gloria Goodwin Raheja, “Crying When She's Born, and Crying When She Goes Away: Marriage and the 
Idiom of the Gift  in Pahansu Song Performance,” in  From the Margins of Hindu Marriage,  edited by 
Lindsey Harlan and Paul B. Courtright, 19-59 (New York: Oxford University Press, 1995).
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consoling words, such as, “you need not be uneasy, we will soon have you back to 
us,” &c; and ask the bridegroom and his friends to be kind to her and keep her 
comfortable.  Sometimes  when  she  has  to  go  a  long  distance,  and  cannot,  in 
consequence, expect to see her parents and other relations very often, this crying 
is sincere but oftener, it is a mere custom that is observed.58

This nineteenth century description is quite similar to the fictional scenes present 

in Hindi novels, as will be discussed in the following sections.

IV.1. A Departure Song from Rahi Masum Raza's Kaṭarā bī Ārjū
Renu is often compared with one of his contemporary Hindi authors, Rahi Masum 

Raza, because both are understood to often have written in the “regional” style.59 Raza 

gained faim for writing the script for B. R. Chopra’s televised Mahābhārata, and also for 

his acclaimed 1966 novel, Ādhā gā̃v, which tells the story of a Shia Muslim family in a 

Ghazipur village in eastern Uttar Pradesh.

Raza's 1978 novel  Ka arā bī ārjū  ṭ is set in a section (ka arāṭ ) of Allahabad, and 

deals with the effects of the twenty-one-month “Emergency” declared by Indira Gandhi 

beginning in 1975. As with his earlier novel  Ādhā gā̃v, and in fitting with the regional 

style,  Raza  includes  Bhojpuri  songs  at  crucial  moments.  When the  daughter  Billo  is 

married and leaves her parents’ home, her family women begin to cry, as is customary on 

this ritual occasion. As they cry, they also sing a bidāī gīt that tells of the bride's brother 

grasping the palanquin that is taking her to another “country,” her husband's home:

58Baboo Ishuree Dass, Domestic Manners and Customs of the Hindoos of Northern India, or More Strictly  
Speaking, of the North West Provinces of India (Varanasi: Medical Hall Press, 1860), 183-184. Available 
from Google Books: books.google.com.
59For a discussion of regional aspects of Ādhā gā̃v, see Indu Prakash Pandey, Regionalism in Hindi Novels, 
(Wiesbaden: Franz Steiner Verlag, 1974), 123-55.
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दमड़ी का �न�र मह�ग भइल बाबा,
च�नरी भइल अनमोल ।
एही w �न�रवा R कारन w बाबा,
छ�ड़yय� r fस त�हार ।
डोिलया का बा�स पकड़� रोt� बीरन भ�या
बJहना मोरी eर fसी भई, परfसी भई ।60

The sindūr has become expensive, Papa,
The chunarī cloth has become priceless.
Because of that sindūr, Papa,
I am leaving your country.
Brave brother cries and grasps the palanquin’s bamboo,
My sister is going to a far country, and has become a foreigner.

The song lyrics conclude, but the narrative continues with a description of the 

song's effect on the characters, as they contemplate the meaning of “priceless” in this 

context. The narrative suggests that the chunarī, the cloth that has been given to the bride, 

has become a symbol of all she has to leave behind, even though the original meaning of 

the song might have considered the chunarī as something precious she brings with her:

जब यह गाना बना होगा तो “अनमोल” का मतलब क�छ और रहा होगा । पर अब 
“अनमोल” का मतलब स�खा, फीका और nदद� “अनमोल” ही �—च�नरी वाक़ई ब�त मह�गी 
हो गयी �—तमाम औरa रो रही थ� और गा रही थ� और fश61 eyहा बना �आ था और 
Jबyलो dyहन और वह Jबyलो को अपi घर x जा रहा था—अपi नt घर । वह अपनी नयी 
िज़jदगी अपi नt घर � श�v करना चाह` c ।62

When this song was made, “priceless” must have had a different meaning. But 
now the meaning of “priceless” is really a dry, faded, and unfeeling “priceless.” 
The cloth has truly become expensive. All the women were crying and singing, 

60Raza, Ka arā bī ārjūṭ , 76-77.
61“Deś” is the actual name of the character.
62Raza, Ka arā bī ārjūṭ , 77.
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and Desh had become the groom and Billo the bride. And he was taking her to his 
home—to her new home. They wanted to start their new life from his new home.

    The bride, Billo, then takes her steps away from her home. She is surrounded by 

her family women, who are sad to see her go. They tell her to “call if she is scared.” In 

addition  to  lending  ethnographic  authority  to  the  passage,  the  song  also  shows  an 

engagement  between  the  characters’  thoughts  and  the  song  they  are  singing,  an 

engagement that the narrator explicitly details. The sung imagery of the brother grasping 

his sister's bridal palanquin is a mirror for the emotions experienced by the characters in 

the  scene.  The  narrative  following  the  song  demonstrates  that  the  characters  are 

responding directly to the song’s content. The song here seems to be serving one of the 

functions that Hansen identifies for songs in Renu’s fiction, in which “songs reflect and 

comment upon the surrounding story material, focusing attention upon it, intensifying the 

mood, and at times providing ironic commentary to it.”63

Also, the reader may wonder if this fictional scene tells much about the song's 

actual  performance  context—perhaps  more  than  might  be  available  from a  standard 

ethnographic account, since, as Lewis suggests in her discussion of folklore in Nigerian 

literature, writers of fiction may be better positioned to explore “nuances of feeling and 

reaction,  of  complexity  in  conscious  and  unconscious  behavior”  than  might  not  be 

customarily available in field reports of folklorists and anthropologists.64 So the reader 

would assume that this literary function of the song—to amplify, mirror, and to express 

63Hansen, “Song and Structure in Renu's Fiction,” 154.
64Lewis, Mary Ellen B, “Beyond Content in the Analysis of Folklore in Literature: Chinua Achebe's 'Arrow 
of God',” Research in African Literatures 7, no. 1 (1976): 48.
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the emotions of the characters—might be equal to the function the song has in an actual 

performance context. 

To return to  Dundes’s  issues  of identification and interpretation:  how might  a 

folklorist identify a piece of authentic folklore in literature, and what is at stake in making 

that identification? In terms of a general reader of a novel, perhaps it wouldn’t matter if 

the folklore were authentic or not. Depending on the nature of the novel, the reader would 

assume this song—“the sindūr has become expensive”—to be a piece of regional folklore 

and understand it as such. But this is not enough for the folklorist, who would need to 

search  other  sources  to  determine  the  nature  of  the  song.  If  no  other  sources  could 

corroborate whether the song was genuine, as opposed to a new creation of the novel's 

author, the folklorist could look for clues elsewhere in the text or within the author’s 

biography. So in looking at this bridal-departure song in Raza’s Ka arā bī ārjūṭ , we could 

seek out other details that show Raza’s involvement or knowledge of local traditions. In 

addition to the attention Raza gives to performative aspects of this song, other sections of 

the  novel  (the  section  that  describes  the  Holī  festival,  for  example)  include  similar 

ethnographic  details.  The author’s  biographical  data—primarily  his  being  raised  in  a 

village community—might also support the song as an authentic piece of folklore. We 

would also look at Raza’s other works (his novel Ādhā gā̃v, for instance), and marvel at 

the ethnographic detail  provided there: more evidence for this bridal-departure song’s 

authenticity.

Identification necessitates a fair amount of interpretation. The search for in-text 

ethnographic data has suggested several functions of the song in the text, and has allowed 
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speculation on what the song’s function might be in an actual performance context. We 

could  call  the  process  of  identification  complete  and  now  dig  deeper  with  an 

interpretation.  We  could  consider  what  the  role  of  the  in-text  meta-analysis  (the 

characters’ commentary) of the song plays and ask exactly whose voice presents that 

analysis; is it that of the author? the narrator? We could attempt a deeper textual analysis 

of the song and see if it yields any patterns that present themselves anywhere else in the 

novel. We could compare it with other uses of songs by this same author. Or we could 

continue with the process of identification, perhaps by trying to identify the source of the 

song. At the moment, I will present for comparison an example of this same song in 

Mishra's  Pānī ke prāchīr, after which I will present the song as I saw it performed in a 

single instance during a wedding in eastern Uttar Pradesh.

IV.2. A Departure Song from Ramdarash Mishra's Pānī ke Prāchīr
Let us return to the item in Raza’s novel (“the chunarī has become expensive” . . . 

“brother grasps the palanquin and cries”). Having read the scene containing the departure 

song in Raza's Ka arā bī ārjūṭ , the folklorist, perhaps thinking of song variants and issues 

of authenticity, might look for more material with which to analyze this song. Mishra’s 

Pānī ke prāchīr, which was written a decade after Raza's novel, and which contained our 

first example of the song for the mother goddess, also contains a version of this departure 

song. 

In this example the bride's father (a character named Niru) speaks. But he claims 

to feel happiness for his daughter. Although she is leaving, he is relieved at fulfilling the 

important duty of performing her marriage. His apparent feeling of contentment contrasts 
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with the sentiment expressed in the song performed by the family women. As with the 

women's song in Raza's novel, which describes the sorrow of the bride's natal family, the 

song here also describes the bride's family as distraught as they attempt to block the 

bride's departure. The father's family members do not believe him when he declares his 

happiness, and they urge him not to look in the direction of his departing daughter, lest he 

find the scene unbearable:

“नह�-नह�, ri ठीक ही कहा था, वह स�खी र�, यही oरा स�ख � । अब r नह� 
तड़प��गा ! हा�, r ख�श �� ।”

बहw बब�या रो{, भीतरा \ भ�या रो{
डोिलया क बा�स धइx भ�या रो{
बJहनी पराई भइली . . . ।

“आह ! स�hया जा रही � । नीv, त�sहारी mयारी स�hया Jबदा हो रही � । पागल त� 
ख�श � . . . ख�श � !” “हा�-हा�, ख�श ��, ख�श ��”—वह जा रही �, उसकी आ�U� � बरसात झर 
रही �, मत fख नीv उधर, `रा स�यम ट�ट जाtगा ।65

No-no, I said it right  . . . May she live in happiness. This is my happiness. 
Now I won't be agitated. Yes, I am happy!

Outside father cries, and inside brother cries.
Brother cries and grasps the palanquin’s bamboo.
Sister now belongs to another.

“Oh! Sandhya66 is going. Niru, your beloved Sandhya is departing. And 
you're happy, you madman . . . happy!”—She is going, tears are pouring from her 
eyes, don't look that way, Niru. You might lose your composure.

Mishra includes only three lines of this song. Each of the narrative elements in 

those  three  lines  is  present  also  present  in  the  bidāī  gīt in  Raza's  novel:  1)  Crying 

65Mishra, Pānī ke prāchīr, 182.
66Another name for Billo, the bride.
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members of the bride's natal family, 2) a member of the bride's natal family grasping the 

wedding palanquin (the brother, in both cases), and 3) a statement about the bride now 

belonging to another family or “country.” This song, therefore, looks very similar to the 

departure song in Raza’s novel, and would likely be described by performers from in 

these traditions as the “same” song.

Mishra’s narrative continues with a description of the scene in which all of the 

family members cry in desperation as they watch their sister and daughter leave. The 

song magnifies the sorrow of certain characters while also highlighting an irony—that 

being  the  atypical  reaction  of  the  bride's  father.  In  just  a  few  short  lines,  Mishra 

demonstrates  the  multiple  meanings  a  song  might  have  for  those  involved  in  its 

performance. As an active listener and participant in the ritual situation, the father Niru 

must be considered a member of this performance community, even if he cannot sing this 

particular  song.  Again,  there  can  be  no  direct  and  simple  repetition  of  experience, 

because,  in  the  case  of  performance,  there  is  no  single  experience  to  repeat.  Mishra 

presents a struggle between the song's literal meaning and the actual emotions of the 

fictional characters. The following analysis of the song in the field will suggest that such 

struggle is a feature of performance. 

IV.3. The Departure Song: Considerations from the Field
I  recorded  a  version  of  this  departure  song during  a  wedding in  a  village  in 

Jaunpur district in eastern Uttar Pradesh, just on the western edge of the Bhojpuri region, 

thereby confirming that this song is indeed part of a living performance tradition. The 
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bride’s young girlfriends sang at  the home of the bride,  on the morning of her ritual 

departure:

�न�रवा मह�ग भईला बाबा हो
च�नरी भईल अनमोल
�न�रवा R कारन हो बाबा हो
छ�ड़ली r fस त�हार
भाई \ रोबली डोिलया R धइx हो
भउजी का कJठन कwज 

The sindūr has now become costly, father.
The chunarī scarf has become priceless.
Because of the sindūr, father—
I am leaving your country.
Grasping the palanquin's bamboo, brave brother cries.
Brother's wife (bhaujī) has a cruel heart.

The song continued with a listing of the items that the bride’s parents give her. All 

of these items are described as precious and priceless, except for the final item, given by 

her bhaujī,67 her brother's wife. In folklore traditions, bhaujī is traditionally jealous of her 

husband's sister, and therefore has an interest in seeing her leave. The song tells of her 

glee in seeing her sister-in-law married into another home, and this was the aspect of the 

song highlighted by many women I discussed it with. When I asked Nirmala Devi (whom 

we have already met with her performance of the goddess song—“Mother is swinging”) 

about  this  song's  meaning,  she  began  by  repeating  the  line  about  the  brother's  wife 

(bhaujī): “The brother's wife has a cruel heart.” When I asked for further elaboration she 

explained as follows: “This is how it is.  Bhaujī  has a cruel heart. And she says, ‘Look, 

67This kinship term is interchangeable with bhābhī.
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there goes my husband’s sister. She is leaving.’” I asked if brother's wife is sad, and was 

told that she is not. When I asked about the reality of such a situation—“Does this really 

happen?”—Nirmala and the other women laughed.

Many  village  songs  elaborate  on  the  rivalry  between  these  two  women,  a 

husband’s sister and his wife—the infamous nanad-bhaujī relationship. The basis for the 

rivalry is the tension as they fight for the loyalty of the man caught in between. Many 

songs about this conflict are also performed in Renu Gaon. In real life, sisters-in-law 

often bond and become great  friends,  and then they laugh when singing these songs 

together,  just  as Nirmala and her family women laughed when I asked her about the 

possibility of a woman gleefully watching her sobbing sister-in-law depart.

Except  for  this  detail  regarding  the  cruel  sister-in-law,  everything  about  the 

performance I recorded in Jaunpur and all of the interpretative comments I documented 

from singers support what we already know about the song from its appearance in Pānī  

ke prāchīr and Ka arā bī ārjūṭ . We know why the family members feel sorrow, we know 

why they grasp the bride to stop her from leaving, and we know why she values the items 

that her parents give her. The extra detail in the performance I recorded—regarding the 

tension between the two sisters-in-law—is significant on its own terms. But this detail is 

not present in Raza or Mishra’s novels, and does not easily aid in our literary analysis of 

their  work,  other  than  in  the  “glossing”  manner  that  Abrahams  belittles.68 In  fact,  I 

suspect that the authors may have known of the portion of the song about the cruel sister-

in-law, but intentionally left it out, because it would complicate both literary scenes if 

68Abrahams, “Folklore and Literature,” 82.
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included. Both scenes require all the women to be crying, leaving no room for a cruel 

sister-in-law. In Mishra's novel, especially, the uncharacteristic satisfied emotion of the 

bride's  father—which  contrasts  with  the  sorrowful  father  in  the  song—would  not  be 

enhanced by a sulking sister-in-law. It would instead be confused; there is room for only 

one atypical and ironic reaction. Had Mishra included that line of the song, it would have 

required more explanation than the plot allowed. There is only room for one character, 

the father, whose emotions contrast with the primary feelings of sorrow conveyed by the 

song. 

IV.4. Ramdarash Mishra's Source for the Departure Song
We know the exact sources that Amitav Ghosh used for the song texts in Sea of 

Poppies. As a historian and scholarly observer, Ghosh is perhaps not a direct participant 

in those performance traditions. Nevertheless, from his brief comments regarding those 

song selections, we know something of the emotional impact that performances of those 

songs  in  Mauritius  had  on  him.  Ramdarash  Mishra,  Rahi  Masum  Raza,  and 

Phanishwarnath Renu each write of villages in their homeland, and are therefore at least 

indirect  participants  in  the  song  traditions  described  in  their  fiction,  if  not  direct 

participants. Absent any evidence to the contrary, it would be reasonable to assume that 

each author  writes  from a position of  personal  experience and firsthand performance 

knowledge. 

In his 1984 autobiography Ramdarash Mishra describes his firsthand performance 

knowledge of the women's departure song. He heard it often as a child, and its sentiment 
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had a profound and immediate effect on him. These personal experiences must have been 

part of what motivated him to include a performance of the same song in Pānī ke prāchīr:

नारी-यातना की अन�भ�Jत i म�झ� क�छ ऐसा झकझोरा था Jक nटी की Jवदाई का गीत 
स�न`-स�न` r रोi लगता था । अपi पास-पड़ोस p जब शादी R गीत उठ` c तो r 
च�पचाप कह� पड़ा-पड़ा स�नता रहता था और जब

सातव� भ�वJरया ए बाबा
हम नाह� रहली त�हार

ज�सी प�िTतय� आती थ�, ow आ�स� झरतi लग` c । oरी बहन या और अिभशmत औरa oरी 
आ�ख� R सामi आ जाती थ� । Jकसी की nटी Jवदा हो रही � । भीतर म� रो रही �, बाहर 
Jपता रो र� �, डोली का ब�स पकड़� भइया रो र� �—लड़की पराई हो रही � ।

भीतw \ मइया रो{
बहw बबइया रो{
डोिलया क ब�स धइx भइया रो{
बJहनी पराई भइली

ri Jवदा होती लड़Jकय� का और उनR पJरवार-जन� का कuण S दन fखा था, 
उसR lवाह p पड़कर रोया था । लोकगीत उठकर उसी दद� को छ� x` c और दद� 
झनझनाकर बह चलता था ।69

The feeling  of  women's  sorrow shook me so strongly  that  whenever  I 
heard a daughter's  departure song I  would begin to  cry.  When wedding songs 
arose around my neighborhood, then I would stand somewhere quietly and listen, 
and when lines such these came

I am in deep distress, Oh Papa.
I will not remain as yours.

my tears began to flow. My sister and other cursed women came before my eyes. 
Someone's daughter is departing. Inside mother is crying. Outside father is crying. 
Grasping  the  bamboo  of  the  palanquin,  brother  is  crying.  The  girlfriends  are 
crying. The girl is leaving for another.

Inside, mother cries.
Outside father cries.
Brother cries and grasps the palanquin’s bamboo.
Sister now belongs to another.

69Ramdarash Mishra, from “Jahā̃ maĩ kha ā hū̃ṛ ,” Sahachar hai samaya (New Delhi: Kitābghar, 1991), 85. 
(The piece was originally published in 1984.) 
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I  saw  the  pathetic  weeping  of  the  departing  girls  and  of  their  family 
members, and fell in its current and cried. The folksongs arose and touched that 
pain, and the pain reverberated and flowed on.

I found that many men from villages in Bihar and eastern Uttar Pradesh describe 

similar memories of women's song from their childhood. It is not difficult to find other 

similar  published  firsthand  accounts,  such  as  the  musicologist  Laxmi  Tewari's 

recollections  of  singers  in  his  Kanpur  hometown,70 Narayana  Rao's  memory  of  his 

mother's Ramayana songs,71 and Renu's own memories of family women singing during 

his childhood72

One  theme  that  emerges  from  these  narratives  concerns  the  male  listener's 

experience of sorrow upon hearing the female singer's expression of the same. Indeed, as 

explained by Coralynn Davis in her studies of Maithili folklore, women's oral narratives 

often elaborate on this very theme of men who overhear women's expression of sorrow. 

But while mens' biographical narratives, such as Mishra's presented above, often leave 

the men standing helpless as they listen to women's sorrowful songs, the oral narratives 

studied by Davis conclude with the man taking action.73

70Laxmi Ganesh Tewari, “Folk Music of India: Uttar Pradesh” (PhD, Wesleyan University, 1974), 63.
71Velcheru Narayana Rao, “A  Ramayana  of Their  Own: Women's Oral  Tradition in Telugu,” in  Many 
Ramayanas: The Diversity of a Narrative Tradition in South Asia, edited by Paula Richman (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 1991).
72RR 4, 269-270. This passage will be discussed in greater detail in Chapter 6.
73Coralynn V. Davis, “'Listen, Rama's Wife!': Maithil Women's Perspectives and Practices in the Festival of 
Sāmā  Cakevā,”  Asian Folklore Studies 64, no. 1 (2005): 1-38; “Talking Tools, Suffering Servants, and 
Defecating Men: The Power of Storytelling in Maithil Women's Tales,” The Journal of American Folklore 
122, no. 485 (2009): 267-96.
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IV.5. The Departure Theme in Phanishwarnath Renu's Mailā Ānchal: Reading 
Contrapuntally

Since Renu's northeast Bihar and Mishra and Raza's eastern Uttar Pradesh are 

separate linguistic and folklore regions, it would rarely be appropriate to call a village 

song from one area the “same” as a song from the other. Nevertheless, the village song 

repertories across north India share many of the same narrative features,74 and Renu's 

novel Mailā ānchal does contain one song that shares many of the traits of the Bhojpuri 

bidāī  gīt  discussed  in  the  previous  sections.  Given  these  similarities,  it  provides  an 

opportunity  to  compare  Renu's  literary  use  of  village  song  with  that  of  two  of  his 

contemporary Hindi authors. 

It  will  be  possible  to  categorize aspects  of  Renu's  literary use of  the  song as 

simple  and  direct;  Mailā  ānchal—its  songs,  especially—exhibits  a  worldliness  that 

situates the text directly in northeast Bihar. As is the case with the examples from Mishra 

and Raza,  Renu's  fictional  performance of the departure song is  a  faithful  and direct 

rendering of actual performances from his region. This sets the songs in these novels 

apart from those in Ghosh's  Sea of Poppies, which are not accurate renderings from a 

folkloric perspective. But, as might be the case with Ghosh's use of song, Renu's literary 

use of the departure song also seems to encode experience (one of Said's criteria for a 

“great” work) in addition to repeat it (his defining characteristic of a “lesser” work). Renu 

achieves this through an extended and complicated use of this song's many narrative and 

symbolic aspects. The distinction between direct and indirect worldliness, therefore, loses 

74For  a  comparative  study  of  folklore  from  Rajasthan  and  Uttar  Pradesh  which  demonstrates  some 
similarities across north Indian oral tradition, see Sahab Lal Srivastava,  Folk Culture and Oral Tradition 
(New Delhi: Abhinav Publications, 1974).
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analytic  value—for Renu's  text  exhibits  both.  The same is  true  of  the songs  in  their 

authentic performance context.

2.IV.5.a. The Departure Song in Mailā Ānchal

The song in question from Mailā ānchal is categorized as a samdāun—a type of 

song performed at moments of departure. In Renu Gaon, women describe samdāun as a 

type of song performed particularly for the bride's departure during the gaunā ceremony. 

They also refer to these songs as bidāī gīt, which is the same name given to this genre in 

Uttar Pradesh and elsewhere in north India. Indeed, the Kalyā ī koś  ṇ Maithili dictionary 

defines samdāun as a kind of song for the occasion of sending a daughter to her in-laws, 

through which certain advice is  given to her.75 In that wedding context,  samdāun  are 

performed by the women of the bride's village community in scenes much like those 

described by Raza and Mishra in their novels. 

The Kalyā ī koś  ṇ dictionary does not include in its definition the second context 

for  samdāun songs—that being the context of a funeral.  In that context,  samdāun are 

performed by men. The texts of these songs, though literally about brides departing from 

their  birth  homes  and  traveling  to  the  homes  of  their  husbands,  are  understood 

metaphorically when performed in a funerary context.  The bride leaving her home is 

likened to the soul leaving its body. The bride being carried in the wedding palanquin is 

understood to also be a corpse being carried to the cremation ground. The journey to the 

75“nटीR� सास�र Jबदा करबाक काल गएबाक गीत जाJहo सामJयक उपfश र�त अिछ ।” Govind  Jha,  ed,  Kalyā īṇ  
koś, (Darbhanga: Mahārājādhirāj Kāmeśvar Sinha Kalyān ़ī Foundation, 1999), 615.
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married  home  and  the  journey  to  the  cremation  ground  both  happen  on  a  bamboo 

palanquin—a olī, ḍ or oliyā—ḍ hence the vocabulary shared by songs for both occasions.

Renu's  samdāun  song  occurs  toward  the  end  of  the  novel.  Gandhi  has  been 

assassinated, and the village community arranges a local funeral procession, even making 

a funeral palanquin to represent Gandhi's own corpse. The ritual causes an outpouring of 

grief in the community. As the procession moves through the village, the kīrtan singers 

begin the song, causing everyone to cry:

गा�व R भकJतया लोग� i समदाउन श�v Jकया । समदाउन की पहली कड़ी i सबR 
रोए� को कलपा Jदया, सबR Jदल गsहड़ उठ� और आ�U� छलछला आइ� ।

आ� w का�चJह बा�स R खाट w खटोलना
आख�र म��ज R w � डोर !
हा� w मोरी w ए ए ए हा� आ� आ� रामा रामा !
चार समाजी िमली डोिलया उठाओल
लई चलाल जम�ना की ओर !
हा� w मोरी w ए... !

अब कोई अपi को नह� स�भाल सकता � । सब फफक-फफककर रो पड़` � । ज�ल�स 
आV को बढ़ रहा � । धीw-धीw सभी ज�ल�स p आकर िमल जा` �, रो` �ए चल` � । ब�ढ़� 
रो` �, बYX रो` �; जवान रो र� �, औरa रो रही � ।... सकलदीप की जवान ब� 
दहलीज � fखती � । उसR ओठ का�प र� � । रह-रहकर ओठ थरथरा` � और अ�त p वह 
अपi को स�भाल नह� सकती � । वह दौड़ती � ज�ल�स R पीZ । Uलावान�सह िचyला` �, 
“कJनया�, कJनया� !... ऐ कJनया� !”

हा� आ� w गोड़ तोरा लाग� हम भ�या w कहJरवा �
घड़ी भर डोली Jबलमाव !
माई \ रोवय...
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... मा� रो रही � । भारथमाता76 रो रही � ।77

The Village devotees began the departure song. The first verse of the song 
drew out cries of lament from everyone; their hearts tore and eyes watered.

Ah!—a cot of fresh green bamboo
And rope of newly-cut grass
Ah!—My Lord! Rama! Rama!
Four companions lift that palanquin together
And take it toward the Jamuna

Now no one can control his or her feelings. Everyone bursts into tears. 
The procession advances. Slowly everyone comes and joins the procession, crying 
as they walk. The elderly are crying, the babies are crying, the children are crying, 
the  women  are  crying.  Sakaldip's  young  daughter-in-law  watches  from  the 
doorstep.  Her  lips  are  quivering.  Again  and  again  her  lips  tremble,  and  she 
ultimately cannot restrain herself. She runs after the procession. Khelavan Singh 
shouts, “Young bride, young bride!  Oh young bride!”78

Ah!—I grasp your feet, O brothers!
Stop the palanquin for a moment
Mother is crying . . .

. . . Ma is crying. Mother India is crying.

If this song text were read in isolation, the only clue that it was intended for a 

funeral setting rather than for a wedding would be the reference to the Jamuna river—

significant here, because it is the river in Delhi were Gandhi's last rites were performed. 

76Renu uses a nonstandard spelling. The standard spelling is भारतमाता.
77Mailā ānchal, RR-2, 285. All ellipses are in the original.
78Kaniyā̃. The standard Hindi word  kanyā refers specifically to a young unmarried or virgin girl, hence 
kanyā dān (“the gift of a daughter”)—the portion of the wedding rites in which the daughter is given in 
marriage. But in the local language of Renu Gaon the word kaniyā̃  more often refers to a young married 
woman. A husband can, for example, refer to his new wife as his kaniyā̃−hence the term being applied to a 
daughter-in-law of the village in this passage from Mailā ānchal. See  RR-2, 26, where Renu provides a 
footnote,  defining  kaniyā̃ as  “bride” (dulhin)  at  the word's  first  appearance in  Mailā  ānchal.  Also see 
Govind Jha, ed,  Kalyā ī Kośṇ , 99, where  kaniyā̃  is defined as  putohu,  viśe tah nabkīṣ , “a daughter-in-law, 
especially a newly-married one,” in addition to the more standard Hindi definitions of  vadhū and  be īṭ , 
“bride” and “daughter,” which are also listed.
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Were this song performed by women at a wedding, this word would likely be replaced 

with  “husband’s  home”  (sasurāl).  The  husband's  home  would  still  be  appropriate 

destination for the palanquin in the funerary context, because the literal destination of the 

husband's home is understood as a metaphor for death in samdāun and related genres.

In  the  prose  narrative  following  the  song,  Sakaldip's  daughter-in-law  cannot 

contain her sorrow as she watches the procession pass, and she runs after them. Sakaldip 

is one of the men carrying the funeral palanquin. Neither is a primary character in the 

novel, and this is the first time either has been mentioned. This daughter-in-law's entry 

into  the  scene  seems to  highlight  the ambiguous nature  of  the song text.  The reader 

knows the song is performed as part of a mourning for Gandhi's death, but the young 

woman  running  after  the  procession,  and  the  calls  of  “Kaniyā̃,  kaniyā̃,”—“Young 

woman,” or even “Young bride, young bride!”—reinforces the marital associations of this 

song. The samdāun genre, also referred to as bidāī in Renu Gaon, belongs as much in the 

wedding repertory as it does in the funeral repertory.

The examples of  bidāī gīt  in Raza and Mishra's novels also describe someone 

grasping the feet of a palanquin bearer and asking him to stop. In those cases, it is the 

bride's brother who makes the plea, as he watches his daughter depart. This is not the case 

with the  samdāun in  Renu's  novel.  Here,  it  is  the bride who cries  out.  She asks her 

brother, who is one of her palanquin bearers, to stop, because she has looked behind and 

seen her mother crying. Again within this particular performance context, the literal bride 

is understood as a metaphor for the soul, or the body at death.
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I have not heard this particular song in performance in Renu Gaon. I did ask one 

singer, Jainarayan Mandal, about it during one of our conversations about songs from the 

nirguṇ genre—one of his performance specialties.  Nirgu  ṇ are a type of devotional song 

popular  in  North  India  that  emphasize  worship  of  a  formless  god,  and stresses  non-

attachment to worldly possessions.79 The use of the bride's departure from her parent's 

home at marriage as a metaphor for the soul's departure from the body at death is one of 

the most common themes in  nirguṇ bhajan. As with the  samdāun  song performed for 

Gandhi's  death  in  Mailā  ānchal,  nirguṇ texts  have  a  literal  meaning  as  well  as  a 

metaphorical  one,  and  performers  of  nirguṇ in  Renu  Gaon  identify  both  of  these 

meanings when discussing the content of nirgu  ṇ songs.80 

I recited the final three lines for Jainarayan: “I grasp your feet, O brothers!/ Stop 

the palanquin for a moment/ Mother is crying.” In his brief remarks, Jainarayan described 

it as a bidāī gīt, a women's song for the bride's departure: “When she goes, she is happy, 

thinking ‘Now I am going to my husband’s home!’ But then she stops the driver and says, 

‘Now let me say goodbye to my mother. Let me say goodbye to my brother. And then I 

can go.’ . . . That is when they cry.”81

79See  Edward  O.  Henry's  essays  “Jogis and  Nirgun  Bhajans in  Bhojpuri-Speaking  India:  Intra-Genre 
Heterogeneity,  Adaptation, and Functional Shift,”  Ethnomusicology 35,  no.  2 (1991):  221-42; and also 
“The Vitality of the Nirgun Bhajan: Sampling the Contemporary Tradition,” in  Bhakti Religion in North 
India: Community Identity and Political Action, edited by David N. Lorenzen, 231-50 (Albany: SUNY, 
1995).
80See Ram Prashad Mandal's explanation of the nirgu  bhajanṇ  that concludes Renu's story Raspriyā (RR-1, 
135) in Chapter 4, section IV.1.
81At present, I do not have a have a well-defined indigenous explanation for the samdāun song in Mailā  
ānchal in terms of its use in the context of death and cremation rites. That would require a more detailed 
analysis of genres performed for those rites, as well as those performed for the gaunā ritual, so as to better 
situate that song within a larger performance system. 
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Jainarayan's explanation is reminiscent of a verse by the fifteenth-century poet 

Kabir, whose  nirgu  ṇ verses are popular and performed across north India, including in 

Renu  Gaon.  The  verse  uses  some of  the  identical  language  and  draws  on  the  same 

imagery found in the departure songs from Uttar Pradesh and Bihar. In Kabir's verse the 

bride, her friends and family, the bridal palanquin, and the bazaar are all to be understood 

as metaphors:

आयौ Jदन गौi क� हो, मन होत �लास ।
डोिलया उठा{ बीजा बनवा� हो, जह� कोई न हमार ॥
पइया� तोरी लाग� कहरवा हो, डोली धर िछन बार ।
िमल xव� सिखया स�िलन हो, िमल� क�ल पJरवार ॥
दास कबीर ग�व Jनरग�न हो, साधो कJर x Jबचार ।
नरम-गरम सौदा कJर ल� हो, आV हाट ना बजार ॥82

The departure day has arrived, and the mind is gladdened.
The palanquin is carried to the threatening forest, where I know no one.
I grasp your feet, palanquin-bearer; set down the palanquin for a moment.
And I will speak with my girlfriends and my family.
Das Kabir, free from attachment, sings; think well, Sadhus:
Buy what you need now, for there is no market or bazaar ahead.

I  heard  several  women's  songs  that  included  the  trope  of  a  dangerous  forest 

located between the married and natal home, making a woman's journey between the two 

homes  either  dangerous  or  impossible.  That  forest  is  present  in  Kabir's  verse  as  a 

metaphor for the fear and apprehension of death. The “bride” who speaks in the verse 

makes the same request of her palanquin bearers that we have already encountered in the 

82Ali Sardar Jafri, ed. Kabīr bānī (New Delhi: Rajkamal Prakashan Pvt. Ltd., 1998), 90.
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songs analyzed in this section; she is terrified and begs her carriers to stop and let her 

meet one more time with the family she left behind.

This type of metaphor seems to be informing some of Renu's literary decisions in 

Mailā ānchal. The image of a bride stopping at a forest on the way to her married home 

first  appears  in  the  novel's  second  chapter,  in  which  the  narrator  gives  a  general 

introduction to the village. The opening lines describe a bride who is departing her birth 

home with her husband. She is literally a “bride who has just departed her birth home,” a 

gaunā karke naī dulhin. But she is not crying: she has said goodbye to her parents, her 

brothers and sisters, and now she looks forward, and she is happy with her husband. 

Rather  than  the  bamboo  palanquin  of  the  departure  songs,  this  bride  rides  with  her 

husband in a bullock cart. They stop at a forest. The request to stop is not made by the 

panicking bride, or by her desperate kin who cannot bear to see her depart. Rather, her 

husband makes the request of their cart driver, so that he can show her ruins of an earlier 

and fantastic age. The forest is not threatening or treacherous, and the ruins in the forest 

are a source of pride, not fear. The scene provides the introduction to the history and life 

of the village:

प��णया िजx p ऐ� ब�त-� गा�व और क�n �, जो आज भी अपi नाम� पर नील� साहब� 
का बोझ ढो र� � । वीरान ज�गल� और qदान� p नील कोठी R ख�डहर राही-बटोJहय� को 
आज भी नीलय�ग की भ�ली �ई कहाJनया� याद Jदला f` � ।... गौना करR नई dलJहन R 
साथ घर लौटता �आ नौजवान अपi गाड़ीवान � कहता �—"जरा यहा� गाड़ी धीw-धीw 
हा�कना, कJनया सा�ब की कोठो fUगी ।... यही � मक� साहब की कोठी ।... वहा� � नील 
महi का हौज !”
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नई dलJहन ओहार R पf� को हटाकर, घ��घट को जरा पीZ िखसकाकर झा�कती �—झरnर R 
घi ज�गल� R बीच इ�ट-पbथर� का ढ�र ! कोठी कहा� � ?

ey� का Xहरा गव� � भर जाता �—अथ�त् हमाw गा�व R पास सा�ब की कोठी थी; यहा� 
सा�ब-oम रह` c ।83

Even today, there are many villages and towns in Purnea District whose names are 
laden with the memory of the indigo sahabs. The indigo residency ruins in the 
desolate jungles and fields remind today’s wayfarers and travelers of the forgotten 
stories of the indigo age. Young men returning to their homes, along with their 
brides on their way to their in-laws house, say to the cart-driver, “Slow down the 
cart a bit here. My bride will take a look at the house. . . This is Mckay Sahab’s 
house. . . There’s the indigo churning tank!”

The new bride pushes aside the curtain of the cart and peers out from behind her 
veil—piles  of  bricks  in  the  middle  of  the  thick  jujube  jungle!  Where  is  the 
residence?

The groom’s face fills with pride—this means that the sahab’s house was near our 
village; the sahab and memsahab lived here.

The  forest  often  appears  a  dangerous  place  in  village  songs  for  the  bride's 

departure, and also in the nirguṇ pieces that use that departure as a metaphor either for 

death or for a mystical union with the divine. This early passage from Mailā ānchal also 

has the bride's journey interrupted at a forest, but there is nothing threatening about that 

forest; it is a moment of happiness, and the old ruins in the forest become a source of 

pride.

The imagery of a bride stopping at a forest while traveling to her married home 

appears one more time in Mailā ānchal. The young girl named Kamali reads a passage 

83Mailā ānchal, RR-2, 26. Ellipses in original.
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from Bankim Chandra Chattopadhyay’s Indirā.84 Kamali's mother finds her in tears, and 

asks her why she is crying. Kamali responds that the plight of the fictional heroine makes 

her cry: 

मा�, इस Jकताब की इ�Jदरा R िलए रो रही �� ।... nचारी पहx-पहल सस�राल जा रही थी, 
डोली पर चढ़R । मन p Jकतi मनस�n बा�धकर dलJहन इ�Jदरा सस�राल जा रही थी । एक 
प�राi तालाब R Jकनाw डोली uकी । वह पोखर Jबज�वन-Jबज�ख�ड ज�� एक ज�गल R पास ही 
था । ब�त ख�Jनया� जगह थी । इसीिलए साथ p Jसपाही लोग c । xJकन, इ�Jदरा को डक�त 
लोग डोली सJहत उठाकर x गए ।85

“Mother, I am crying for the Indira in this book. The poor girl was going to her 
husband’s home for the first time, riding on a palanquin. How many ambitions the 
bride  Indira  held  in  her  mind  as  she  travelled  to  her  husband’s  home!  The 
palanquin stopped at an ancient pond. That pond was right next to a jungle like 
the Bijuvan-Bijukhand. It was a very dangerous place, so there were soldiers with 
her. But Indira was stolen away in the palanquin by dacoits.” 

Later,  it  is  the same character  Kamali  who announces  Gandhi’s  assassination, 

after she had heard the news on the radio:

“बाबा !... गा�धी जी माw गए !” कमली अ�दर ह{ली � ही पगली की तरह िचyलाती �
—“गा�धी जी... !”86

“Papa! . . . Gandhi ji has been killed!” Kamali screams like a crazy woman from 
inside the house—“Gandhi ji . . .!”

84Bankim's novel was first published as a short story in 1873 and rewritten as a short novel in 1893. Kamali 
presumably had a Hindi version of the Bengali text.
85Mailā ānchal, RR-2, 266. Ellipsis in original.
86Mailā ānchal, RR-2, 282. Ellipses in original.
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Given the similarities of Indira's plight in the novel being read by Kamali to the 

narrative content of the  samdāun  song that Renu's characters sing at the ceremony for 

Gandhi's death, and especially given that the same Kamali delivers the news of Gandhi's 

assassination—her sorrow at reading of Indira's plight could be understood as a portent of 

Gandhi's impending assassination. And the images of the departing bridal palanquin in 

the samdāun song recall the two earlier moments where the same imagery is used in the 

novel.  This  would  suggest  that  Renu's  literary  use  of  the  samdāun  song  is  more 

complicated  than  the  comparable  songs  (the  bidāī  gīt)  in  Mishra  and Raza's  novels. 

Mishra and Raza draw on the imagery in the song to  either  amplify or highlight  the 

emotions of the characters involved in the respective scenes. The narrative content of 

each song—that of a bride leaving her natal family—is understood to be the same as the 

narrative content of the prose sections in which the songs are placed.

While the song in Renu's novel also serves these functions, it  also does more. 

Renu highlights the ambiguous nature of the song text. While the context is a funerary 

one, suggesting that the song should only be understood on a metaphorical level, Renu 

also highlights the literal, marital meaning of the song, by introducing a distraught young 

girl,  who runs  after  the  procession,  and  who is  addressed  as  kaniyā̃,  “young bride,” 

thereby linking the songs to the other instances in the novel where related imagery has 

been introduced.
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2.IV.5.b. Renu's Departure Song as Signifying the Death of India

The narrator's prose following the samdāun song, demonstrates another function 

of the song in Renu's novel. Renu expands the meaning of the song's final line (“Mother 

is crying”), with the introduction of Bhāratmātā, “Mother India.” The mother crying in 

the song is now also understood to represent the Indian nation: “Ma is crying. Mother 

India is crying.” 

The  image  of  the  Indian  nation  as  mother,  which  still  figures  importantly  in 

current imaginings of India,87 was popularized by the Bengali writer Bankim Chandra 

Chatterjee’s 1882 novel Anandmath—the first popular literary work to combine the idea 

of a Hindu mother goddess with the political conception of India.88 One of the opening 

verses of that novel—Vande mātaram—is a strong statement of the nation as a mother 

goddess, and has attained the status of India’s unofficial national anthem. 

In  Mailā  ānchal,  the  novel  Kamali  reads  is  by  this  same  Bengali  author, 

strengthening the connection between the tears she experiences while reading that novel 

and the tears she will eventually share with the entire village after Gandhi's death. The 

funeral scene suggests that the nation has lost an essential part—Independence. Kamali's 

tears become those of the entire nation's people.

87Lise McKean, “Bharat Mata:  Mother India and Her Militant  Matriots,” in  Devi: Goddesses of India, 
edited by John Stratton Hawley and Donna Marie Wulff (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1996), 
150-80.
88Meenakshi  Mukherjee,  “Anandamath:  A Political  Myth,”  Economic and Political  Weekly 17,  no.  22 
(1982):  903-05; Tanika Sarkar,  “Nationalist Iconography: The Image of Women in Nineteenth Century 
Bengali Literature,” Economic and Political Weekly 22, no. 47 (1987): 2011-15; Charu Gupta. “The Icon of 
Mother  in  Late  Colonial  North  India:  'Bharat  Mata',  'Matri  Bhasha'  and  'Gau  Mata',”  Economic  and 
Political Weekly 36, no. 45 ( 2001): 4291-99. For more on the Indian nation as mother goddess and how 
that goddess has been embodied in maps of India, see Sumathi Ramaswamy, The Goddess and the Nation:  
Mapping Mother India (Durham: Duke University Press, 2010).
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Earlier  in  the  novel,  the  villagers  stage  a  parade  fashioned  after  a  wedding 

ceremony  between  Mother  India  and  Independence,  to  celebrate  India's  1947 

Independence. A newly-composed patriotic wedding song is performed for this occasion. 

“Independence”  rides  on  a  bamboo  palanquin,  a  olīḍ ,  the  traditional  mode  of 

transportation  for  a  bride  as  she  departs  her  birth  home  for  her  husband’s. 

“Independence” is wed to “Mother India,” who is represented by a statue seated on an 

elephant. These elements of the procession are also described in the patriotic song:

यह नया स�राजी कीत�न Jकसi जोड़ा � ? वाह ! एकदम ताजा माल � । स�नो, स�नो !
कJथ \ चJढ़t आtल
भारथमाता89

कJथ \ चढ़ल स�राज
चल� सखी fखन को !
कJथ \ चJढ़t आtल
बीर जमाJहर
कJथ पर ग�धी90 महराज । चल� सखी...
हाथी चढ़ल आ{ भारथमाता
डोली p ब�ठल स�राज ! चल� सखी fखन को
घोड़ा चJढ़t आt बीर जमाJहर
प�दल ग�धी महराज । चल� सखी fखन को !91

Who composed this new Independence song? Wow! Some real great stuff. Hear, 
hear!

What does she arrive on,
    Mother India?

On what does Independence ride?
Friends, let’s go and see!
What does he arrive on

89Again, the nonstandard spelling.
90The spelling Gandhī, instead of Gāndhī, presumably represents a local pronunciation of the name.
91Mailā ānchal, RR-2, 225. Ellipsis in original.
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    Brave Jawahar?
What does Gandhi Maharaj ride on?
Friends, let’s go . . .
Mother India arrives on an elephant
Independence; seated in a palanquin
Brave Jawahar arrives by horse
Gandhi Maharaj, by foot.
Friends, let’s go and see.

Even  at  this  time  of  celebration,  there  are  signs  of  problems  to  come.  The 

wedding procession—along with  cries  of  “Victory  to  Mahatma Gandhi!”  “Victory  to 

Jawaharlal!” “Long live Jaiprakash!”—is interrupted by a socialist agitator who begins a 

rival chant:

यह आजादी झ�ठी � ।
fश की जनता भ�खी � ।92

Freedom’s just a big fat lie,
The nation's people starve and die.

In  his  analysis  of  nationalist  consciousness  in  Renu’s  works,  Ramdev  Prasad 

identifies this particular slogan as one of Renu’s own compositions (“Yah nārā svayam 

upanyāskār re u kā hai.ṇ ”) He continues, describing what he sees as Renu's despair over 

India's problems, the problem of hunger, in particular:

92Mailā ānchal, RR-2, 226.
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आजाद भारत R स�खद भJव~य का सपना wण� का ट�ट गया । लोग अिश�ा, अ�ान, 
जाJतवाद, स�lदाJयकता, vJढ़वाJदता R अ�धकार � W�त � । . . . wण� की रा}�ीय Xतना 
असीम कuणा � आपzाJवत हो उठती � Jक सब रोग� � जड़ � भ�ख ।93

Renu's dream for a happy future for Independent India was destroyed. The people 
are  trapped  in  the  blindness  of  lack  of  education,  ignorance,  caste-prejudice, 
communalism, and adherence to tradition. . . . Renu's national consciousness was 
drenched  in  endless  compassion,  that  hunger  was  the  source  of  all  these 
afflictions. 

It is precisely these sorts of turns in Renu’s writing that have lead some literary 

critics  to  question  how  the  “regional”  label  should  be  applied  to  Renu's  works.  In 

discussing Renu’s use of nationalist verses in his writing, Bharat Yayavar writes,

wण� इन कJवताआ� � nहद lभाJवत c । ’qला आ�चल’ की रचना का आधार �—'भारत 
माता’ जो गा�व p Jनवास करती �, उसका qला आ�चल ध�ल � भरा �आ |यामल � जो Uत� 
p फ�ला �आ � । . . . । इसीिलए कहा जाता � Jक wण� िजतi आ�चिलक �, उतi ही राि}�य 
। wण� की आ�चिलकता या ���ीयता उनकी सीमा नह�, शिTत �, िजसR gारा { रा}�ीय-
अ�तर�}�ीय l|न� � ज�झ` � ।94

Renu was deeply affected by these poems. The basis of Mailā ānchal’s formation
—“Mother India,” who dwells in the village, her Mailā ānchal is darkened, filled 
with the dust that is spread out in the fields. . . . Therefore it is said that however 
regional Renu is, he is equally national. Renu’s regionalism and localism are not 
his limitation, they are his strength, through which he engaged with national and 
international questions.

.

Here, “Mother India” is a reference to the poem “Bhāratmātā Grāmvāsinī" by the 

twentieth-century poet Sumitranandan Pant (1900-1977). In the poem, Pant defined India 
93Ramdev Prasad, “Reṇu kī rachanāõ mẽ rāṣṭrīya chetanā,” Pari ad-Patrikāṣ  47, no. 1-4 (2009): 76.
94Bharat Yayavar, “Bhāratmātā kā mailā ānchal,” in Mailā ānchal: vād-vivād aur samvād, edited by Bharat 
Yayavar (Hariyana: Ādhār Prakāśan, Pvt., Ltd., 2006), 224.
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in terms of its villages, outlining a strong Gandhian statement of India’s soul dwelling in 

those  villages.  The  poem—which  describes  Mother  India's  beautiful,  verdant  mailā  

ānchal rolling over the fields—was the source of the title for Renu's Mailā ānchal,95 and 

it plays an important role in the novel. Mother India is imagined as a daughter of the 

village.  During  Independence  celebrations,  she  is  imagined  as  a  goddess  wedded  to 

Independence who arrives, as a bride, on a palanquin. Gandhi's death is equal to the death 

of this Independence bride,  as signified in the  samdāun song for Gandhi's funeral,  in 

which the bridal palanquin becomes the bier for a corpse. Mother India, and therefore the 

village, has become widowed.

Renu was involved in political activity, both local and national. While his writing 

only  seldom  displayed  his  political  leanings  clearly,  there  is  evidence  he  may  have 

combined his political  views with his  identity as a performer.  One evening,  as I was 

recording  Ram  Prashad  and  his  group  in  Renu  Gaon,  Renu's  son  Venu  asked  the 

performers about a song that his father had composed. The song concerned the topic of 

Gandhi's death. Venu and the performers spent some time discussing its content before 

Ram Prashad was comfortable singing it. Even then, his group only managed a few lines, 

before stopping to  discuss it  some more,  in  order  to remember the lyrics.  The song, 

therefore, did not seem current in the repertory.

The opening lines of the song described Gandhi's death as the death of the entire 

nation, and describe India's first prime minister as not doing what is needed to protect 

that nation and its people:

95RR-4, 461.
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गा�धी R मरल
मरल fस का
iहv रोk Jपयाज

Gandhi's death
Is the nation's death
Nehru sows onions

Though I know of no way to verify their claim, Renu's son and the performers 

were quite clear in their  belief  that this  was Renu's  composition,  and described other 

songs by Renu on similar topics. Wherever this verse comes from, it expresses the same 

sentiment  as  Gandhi's  funeral  scene  Mailā  ānchal.  More  than  anything  else,  this 

complicates the question of “authenticity” of the folklore in Renu's literature. The very 

notion of authenticity become problematic at best, useless at worst, when we consider 

that some of the songs in the contemporary performance tradition of Renu Gaon may 

actually be compositions of Renu himself.

2.IV.5.c. Multiple Repetitions in Mailā Ānchal: Departure and Return

 Though  it  is  difficult  to  determine  the  influence  of  an  individual  from past 

generations on village performance traditions,  the following chapters will  take up the 

topic when the evidence warrants an inquiry. The very notion that Renu may have primed 

his village performance community with material that could shed light on his literary 

motivations  is  indicative  of  the  complex relation between Renu,  his  writing,  and  the 

contemporary performance traditions of his village. In this regard, this exploration of a 
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single song—the departure song—in Mailā ānchal has suggested a significant difference 

between Renu and his contemporaries.

Even without the information from today's Renu Gaon performances, this isolated 

analysis of a theme from Mailā ānchal demonstrates how Renu's use of village song may 

set  him  apart  from  other  Indian  authors  who  made  literary  use  of  similar  musical 

material.  Renu made use of a funeral song that builds on the familiar  metaphor of a 

bride’s departure, complete with the grasping of the bridal palanquin. One of the song's 

literary functions is related to its performance function—to highlight and elaborate on the 

feelings of the participants involved. This function is a local one: local to the page and 

also to the village. 

This could be described as an example of Said's “simple and direct” worldliness

—a clear repetition of experience. But Renu also uses this local song to connect to other 

moments of the novel and also to connect his fictional village to a larger world. These 

functions occur simultaneously. The reader encounters the departure song having already 

read moments of departure that occur earlier in the novel; the song is therefore also a 

repetition  of  those  instances.  Each  repetition  prepares  the  reader  for  the  next.  Each 

instance of the departure theme becomes like a series of notes in musical counterpoint. 

Again, in describing Bach's genius, Said writes that “[a]ny series of notes is thus capable 

of an infinite set of transformations, as the series (or melody or subject) is taken up first 

by one voice then by another, the voices always continuing to sound against, as well as 

with, all the others.”96 The reader of Renu's departure song is confronted not only with 

96Said, Music at the Limits, 5.
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the “vertical” text, constituted of the immediate realities of such a performance, but that 

reader is also confronted with the “horizontal” text, which includes all previous instances 

of  repetition.  The  song  is,  to  use  Deleuze's  terms,  both  a  “static”  and  a  “dynamic” 

repetition.97

V. CONCLUSION: ENGLISH, HINDI, AND NORTH INDIAN VILLAGE SONG

This chapter has cross-referenced my recorded collection of Bhojpuri village song 

with fiction by Indian authors who have made literary use of songs from that tradition. 

The focus on a text's worldliness—as uncovered by a contrapuntal reading with attention 

to geographical notation—is a natural outcome of my own interest in the life of texts in 

the physical world and the relation of literature such as Renu's to the physical locations 

that appear to shape them. 

The consideration of worldliness also led to a discussion of “greater” and “lesser” 

works—because  Said  understands  worldliness  to  be  a  function  of  greatness.  If  this 

discussion betrayed my own uneasiness with passing such judgment, it is because of my 

inclination to see literature and performance as expressions of culture, and the subsequent 

realization that statements about the first two phenomena therefore also concern the third. 

But the uneasiness is also caused by issues of language and identity. Ghosh writes in 

English while the regional authors write in Hindi. How do these languages the shape the 

production and reception of village song material in their texts?

97Deleuze, Difference and Repetition, 27.
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Indian writing in English has often been understood in conflict with writing in 

vernacular  Indian  languages.  The  very  phrases  used  to  describe  “Indian  writing  in 

English”  or  “Anglophone  Indian  writing”  demonstrate  the  conflict,  because,  as 

Meenakshi  Mukherjee  argues,  no  one  calls  a  Marathi  novelist  an  “Indian  writer  in 

Marathi”  nor  does  anyone write  on the  “Indianness” of  Marathi  novels.  Only Indian 

writing in English is subjected to such designations and questioning, all of which betray a 

deep anxiety about the use of English.98 The anxiety became a topic of much discussion 

after  the  publication  of  Salman  Rushdie's  anthology  of  twentieth-century  Indian 

literature. In his introduction, Rushdie claims he was surprised when he realized that only 

a  single  piece  of  non-English  writing  made  the  final  cut  for  inclusion,  but  he  then 

explains the conclusion that should be taken from the lack of non-English material in the 

anthology:

This is it: the prose writing—both fiction and non-fiction—created in this period 
by  Indian  writers  working  in  English,  is  proving  to  be  a  stronger  and  more 
important body of work than most of what has been produced in the 16 “official 
languages” of India, the so-called “vernacular languages,” during the same time; 
and, indeed, this new, and still burgeoning, “Indo-Anglian” literature represents 
perhaps the most valuable contribution India has yet made to the world of books.99

This passage may actually have done more good than harm to regional literature 

in India's many languages, because it has encouraged many to speak in defense of India's 

98Meenakshi Mukherjee, “The Anxiety of Indianness: Our Novels in English,”  Economic and Political  
Weekly 28, no. 48 (1993): 2607.
99Salman  Rushdie,  “Introduction,”  in  Mirrorwork:  50  Years  of  Indian  Writing,  1947-1997,  edited  by 
Salman Rushdie and Elizabeth West (New York: Holt, 1997), viii.
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regional literatures. Critics have suggested that Rushdie is ignorant,100 self-serving,101 and 

described his statement as an example of cultural imperialism.102 But, as Mullaney notes, 

Rushdie is responding to critics who question the validity of Indian writing in English.103 

This decades-old criticism levied against Anglophone Indian literature was explored as 

recently as 1981 by G. S. Balarama Gupta who argued for the “worth” of Indian writing 

in English, defending it against those who claimed it to have no worth, because English—

as a foreign tongue—could not possibly express native Indian sensibility.104 

Indian sensibility is expressed in English every second, of course—in literature, in 

cinema,  in  the  streets,  and elsewhere.  But  I  have  argued in  this  chapter  that  Amitav 

Ghosh's English novel does not faithfully duplicate aspects of the Bhojpuri song tradition

—at least not to the extent that it is duplicated in the novels of Renu, Mishra, and Raza. 

My fear is that this comparison could be seen as contributing to the idea that English 

cannot express Indianness. This is not my intent, and it is why I have chosen to focus on 

issues of performance rather than issues of language.

While this focus cannot completely avoid the debate over language use, I hope it 

at least brings my discussion more in line with G. N. Devy's conception of Indian literary 

history. Devy argues that a false Indian literary history has been constructed that creates 

100Harish  Trivedi,  “From  Bollywood  to  Hollywood:  The  Globalization  of  Hindi  Cinema,”  in  The 
Postcolonial and the Global, edited by Revathi Krishnaswamy and John Charles Hawley (Minneapolis: 
The University of Minnesota Press, 2008), 207.
101James Annesley, Fictions of Globalization (London: Continuum, 2006), 131.
102Ismail  S.  Talib,  The Language of  Postcolonial  Literatures:  An Introduction (New York:  Routledge, 
2002), 90.
103Julie  Mullaney,  Arundhati  Roy's  the God of  Small  Things:  A Reader's  Guide (London: Continuum, 
2002), 19
104G. S. Balarama Gupta, “Indian Writing in English: Is There Any Worth in It?,” Journal of South Asian 
Literature 16, no. 2 (1981): 173-80.
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criticism divided into three traditions: the mārga (Sanskrit), the  deshī (vernacular), and 

the videshī (western). “Traditionally, the mārga traditions established literary criteria and 

aesthetic  values  for  elitist  literature.  Deshī  designated  rustic  and  vulgar  literary 

expressions.”105 The  videshī  would  include  English-language  writing  such  as  that  of 

Amitav Ghosh. But Devy finds these divisions to be unrealistic and suggests that these 

divisions produce much of the anxiety seen in debates over language use in India: “A 

recovery of the memory of native literary traditions will reduce the anxiety about the 

absence of theory. What Indian literatures need at present is a realistic historiography and 

not so much a theoretical discussion.”106

A contrapuntal  reading  focused  on  performance  suggests  an  alternate  way  of 

understanding the histories that lead the presence of village songs in these very different 

examples of literature. The process also addressed a primary concern of what Abrahams 

calls  the  “lore-in-lit”  group  of  folklorists:  how  to  identify  and  determine  the 

“authenticity” of elements of folklore in a piece of literature. As the field of folklore has 

developed, such questions have rightfully been seen as less useful, since they leave little 

room neither for processes of change nor for the central component of composition—

performance. The final example from Phanishwarnath Renu—who made use of so-called 

authentic  folklore  in  his  fiction,  but  who  was  also  a  creative  participant  in  village 

performance—is partly intended to demonstrate the limits of the search for authenticity in 

this kind of material.

105G.  N.  Devy,   After  Amnesia:  Tradition  and  Change  in  Indian  Literary  Criticism (Bombay:  Orient 
Longman, 1992), 81. 
106Devy,  After Amnesia, 192.
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In both fiction and in performance, each of these songs represents an instance of 

repetition—hence their connection to the world. In oral performance especially, repetition 

is paramount. It is the language by which the performance conveys meaning, and this 

language is often based on what Said calls simple and direct repetition. The songs are 

dependent on direct relations to place and history. But in performance, through multiple 

repetitions,  what  appears  simple  and  direct  becomes  anything  but.  This  aspect  of 

performance, I suggest, is the quality that Renu was able to recreate in his fiction. 
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CHAPTER 4: THE DEATH OF BIDĀPAT, A VILLAGE 
PERFORMANCE GENRE

I. INTRODUCTION: MEETING THE BIDĀPAT PERFORMERS

When  I  arrived  in  Renu  Gaon,  one  of  the  first  questions  I  asked  about  was 

bidāpat nāch—“Is there  bidāpat nāch  here?” The answer, I was told, was “yes,” but it 

could just have easily been “no,” because this village dance drama, which features in an 

energetic and comical chapter of Phanishwarnath Renu’s novel Mailā ānchal,1 is, to the 

best  of  my knowledge,  now only performed by a  single  remaining  group—and only 

rarely by them. 

For some, Renu's identity is very much intertwined with  bidāpat nāch, and the 

analysis of the genre in this chapter will deepen the picture of Renu's involvement with 

his  village  performance  community.  The  analysis  will  also  address  certain  issues  of 

politics  and power,  in  that  bidāpat  nāch performances  are  very much a political  act. 

Renu's characters use performances to critique those who oppress them—the landowners, 

the  village  council—even  while  those  in  power  also  derive  great  pleasure  from the 

performances.  When I  turn  to  a  performance that  I  witnessed  in  Renu Gaon,  it  will 

become clear that bidāpat nāch is not a genre frozen in time. Although the melodies and 

the texts may not have changed since Renu's time, the world that  bidāpat inhabits has 

changed, providing new ways for bidāpat nāch performances to convey meaning.

I met the members of the bidāpat nāch group during my first visit, when Renu’s 

eldest son Venu arranged a performance for me. He called Ram Prashad, Thithar Das, 

1Mailā ānchal, RR-2, 83-94.
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and Jainarayan Mandal to the Renu family home and they performed a sampling of many 

village song genres:  bārahmāsā,  laganī,  chait,  nirguṇ,  phaguā, and also  bidāpat nāch. 

The bidāpat nāch, I was told, was incomplete, as it lacked essential elements. The singers 

were there, as was their drummer, and their  jhāl and kartāl (small cymbal) players, but 

that was not enough.

“We need the na uāṭ ,” they told me, referring to the word for dancer. I knew about 

the dancer from Renu’s novel.  I  had read of the dancing boy’s graceful and ladylike 
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Photo  17. The bidāpat  nāch interpretative  trio:  Sanjay  Kumar,  the  na uā  ṭ (left),  Ram 
Prashad, the mulgain (center), and Thithar Das, the bik āṭ  (right).



entrance. He had amazed the crowd with his spinning and turning, his sari blossoming 

out as he did.

Ram  Prashad,  the  group's mulgain (director),  pointed  at  Sanjay,  one  of  the 

younger members of his group. “He is the dancer.”

Thithar  Das spoke.  He was in his  eighties  and was the oldest  member of the 

group. “And we need the bik āṭ ,” he said, referring to the clown. 

This local word is not one that many Hindi speakers know, and Renu provides a 

rare footnote to explain its meaning when it appears in his novel.2 There he glosses bik āṭ  

with the Hindi (and Sanskrit) word vidū aka,ṣ  which reminds the reader that the bidāpat 

clown is part of a much larger tradition of clowning in Indian performance, dating back 

to Sanskrit drama.

“Comedy, comedy!” someone from outside the group added in English, in case I 

didn’t understand the local word.

“So Sanjay is the dancer,” I said. “But who is the clown?”

“Me, of course.” Thithar replied.

This made everyone laugh. I had only just arrived in Renu Gaon, but the very 

thought  that  I  didn't  know  that  Thithar  was  the  village's  beloved  elderly  joker  was 

considered comical. Thithar's comedy is an important element of Renu Gaon culture; his 

compositions have been part of Renu Gaon discourse for decades. Even in the absence of 

bidāpat  nāch performances,  bidāpat  nāch is  a  part  of  everyday discourse.  As I  will 

2Mailā ānchal, RR-2, 87.
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demonstrate  in  this  chapter,  many  members  of  the  community,  not  only  performers, 

participate in this discourse.

II. BIDĀPAT NĀCH IN RENU'S WRITING

II.1. Situating the Genre

From Renu’s novel alone, a reader can determine much about bidāpat nāch. Nāch 

is a standard Hindi word for “dance.”  Bidāpat is derived from the name Vidyapati, a 

fifteenth-century poet who lived in Darbhanga district,  west of Renu's Purnea district. 

Vidyapati is most famous for his verses in praise of the Hindu deity Krishna, which have 

found their  way via various routes into performance traditions of twenty-first-century 

Bihar where they are sung in a variety of devotional contexts.

The  performers  in  the  novel,  who  sing  those  verses  and  inject  their  own 

commentary,  make no explicit  reference to the poet Vidyapati.  The connection is not 

necessarily clear to the reader until Vidyapati’s identity is raised by one of the novel's 

protagonists: Doctor Prashant, a village outsider, who has come from the city to work on 

a  malaria  treatment.  Prashant,  who  commissions  the  performance,  asks  about  the 

connection  to  the  fifteenth-century  poet  while  he  contemplates  the  performance’s 

meaning. Doctor Prashant has questions about the author of the drama. He understands 

that Vidyapati wrote the verses, but asks, “Who wrote the clown’s part?” Prashant's lack 

of  knowledge  makes  clear  his  position  as  a  village  outsider.  The  villagers  laugh  at 

Prashant’s question and tell him that the clown is the composer of his own part.3

3For similar questions posed by outsiders about other Krishna performance traditions, see John Hawley, At 
Play  with Krishna: Pilgrimage Dramas  from Brindavan (Delhi:  Motilal  Banarsidass,  1992) xii,  where 
Hawley states  that  when witnessing the  rāslīlā drama tradition of  Braj,  “[o]ne  question that  outsiders 
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The bidāpat nāch performance in Mailā ānchal contains one of Vidyapati’s verses 

detailing an interaction between the god Krishna and his  beloved Radha.  The divine 

scene is acted out with great energy. The cross-dressing dancer wows the crowd with his 

spinning, the joker delights the crowd with his satire and explicit comedy. There is no 

necessary  contradiction  in  such  a  combination  of  divine  and comic  elements  in  that 

performance. There are, for example, many opportunities for explicit jokes and content in 

rāmlīlā,  the annual ritual dramatizations of the story of the god Ram. The stories of 

Krishna’s youth and his divine exploits with the maidens of Brindavan are especially 

welcoming to seemingly paradoxical displays of comedy, play, and divinity in the rāslīlā 

of Brindavan,4 and elements of comedy in Krishna performance is often a crucial key for 

devotees as they relate their own lives to the life of Krishna.5 Much has been written 

about  the festival  of Holī,  and especially  on the way participants  in  this  festival  use 

recollection of Krishna’s divine exploits as an opportunity to invert social hierarchy.6 And 

immediately ask—who wrote these plays?—does not occur to anyone in Braj. These are not individual 
compositions, but a collective form in which Krishna makes himself available to those who love him.” By 
having Prashant ask such a question of the villagers, Prashant is likewise positioned as an outsider.
4See Hawley, At Play With Krishna, 70, where, in one of many memorable passages, Hawley describes the 
scene  before  one  rāslīlā performance,  during  which  he  was  splashed  with  flying  yogurt,  flung 
“indiscriminately in a wild abandon of joy,” resulting in a large yogurt pot upside down over his head. For a 
collection of essays exploring the relationship between divine and comic elements in South Asia, see Selva 
J.  Raj and Corinne G. Dempsey, ed,  Sacred Play:  Ritual  Levity  and Humor in South Asian Religions 
(Albany, NY: SUNY Press, 2010).
5For a discussion of how women may relate their own lives to the stories of Krishna, and how they use 
comedy to do so, see Tracy Pintchman, “Friendship, Humor, Levity, and Love in a Hindu Women's Ritual 
Tradition,” in Sacred Play: Ritual Levity and Humor in South Asian Religions, edited by Selva J. Raj and 
Corinne G. Dempsey, 91-108 (Albany, NY: SUNY Press, 2010).
6A. Whitney Sanford, “Don't Take It Badly, It's Holi: Ritual Levity, Society, and Agriculture,” in Sacred 
Play: Ritual Levity and Humor in South Asian Religions, edited by Selva J. Raj and Corinne G. Dempsey, 
37-56 (Albany, NY: SUNY Press,  2010); Ann Grodzins Gold, “From Demon Aunt to Gorgeous Bride: 
Women Portray Female Power in a North Indian Festival Cycle,” in Invented Identities: The Interplay of  
Gender, Religion and Politics in India, edited by Julia Leslie and Mary McGee, 203-30 (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2000); and Lawrence Cohen, “Holi in Banaras and the Mahaland of Modernity,” GLQ 2, 
no.  4 (1995):  399-424. All  of these works on Holī  refer  to  McKim Marriott’s  celebrated,  playful,  and 
ethnographically  imaginative  essay  on  the  topic, “The Feast  of  Love,”  in  Krishna: Myths,  Rites,  and 
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the  role  of  the  clown in  bidāpat  nāch draws  on  an  Indian-wide  connection  between 

Krishna and clowning.7 

So,  bidāpat nāch  falls within a wider constellation of Indian performance that 

plays on the juxtaposition of divine and worldly elements. It also falls within what was 

once  a  more  diverse  nāch tradition  in  Bihar.  Other  types  of  nāch use  the  same 

performance configuration of a drummer, a dancer, and a clown. There are brief mentions 

of a dance drama called sāvitrī nāch in Mailā ānchal and Partī parikathā, for example.8 

This genre is similar in performance style to bidāpat nāch, though it draws on the stories 

of  Savitri  and  Satyavan,  but  it  is  no  longer  performed  in  Renu  Gaon,  or—to  my 

knowledge—in any of the surrounding areas. I have heard reference to others (lau āṇḍ  

nāch, and na uā nāchṭ ). In the first half of the twentieth century, bidāpat nāch was much 

more  popular  and  could  be  found  in  several  villages  in  the  Kosi  River  region  of 

northeastern Bihar.9 Chaudhury suggests that these types of dance troupes were common 

until about the 1950s, but had all but died out in the 1970s.10

As far as I have been able to tell from my work in northeast Bihar, bidāpat nāch 

is now only performed among Renu’s community in his own village, though its name is 

Attitudes, edited by M. Singer, 200-12 (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1966).
7For a description of a Yakshagana performance in Mysore state that begins with a clown and two actors 
dressed as Krishna, who perform a ritual sanctification of the performance space before the drama begins, 
see Farley Richmond, “Some Religious Aspects of Indian Traditional Theatre,” The Drama Review: TDR 
15, no. 2 (1971): 124-125.
8Partī parikathā, RR-2, 637, and Mailā ānchal, RR-2, 153.
9In addition to Renu's writings on  bidāpat nāch, see  Shyam Parmar,  Folk Music and Mass Media  (New 
Delhi: Communication Publications, 1977), 84, and J. C. Mathur, Drama in Rural India (New York: Asia 
Pub. House, 1964), 21. For a description of bidāpat nāch as a “religious folk dance” and a list of  six more 
of dances of this type, see Hari Uppal, “Folk Dances of Bihar,” in Bihar in Folklore Study, edited by L. P. 
Vidyarthi and Pandit Ganesh Chaupey (Calcutta: Indian Publications, 1971), 109.
10P. C. Roy Chaudhuri, Folklore of Bihar (New Delhi: National Book Trust, 1976), 151.
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still familiar,  to some at least,  in Araria,  Purnea, and Katihar districts.11 It was never 

performed as far east  as Patna, where Renu made his home for part  of the year. But 

Renu’s friends in the city heard details of his village life, often while sitting at the India 

Coffee House, where Renu held daily court with literary and political figures during the 

decade preceding his death. They would have heard him discuss his village's crops, the 

problems with local politics, and the news of his village family. And they would also 

have learned about the mulgain,  the na uā,  ṭ and the bik ā—ṭ the key players in a  bidāpat  

performance.  Perhaps they would have chuckled at  that very local word for clown—

bik āṭ , which seems unknown outside of this region. Renu told them about the  bidāpat  

group he was involved with, and maybe even mentioned Jainarayan, Ram Prashad, and 

Thithar, the surviving members of his group who were introduced at the beginning of this 

chapter. Renu’s friend Rambachan Ray wrote shortly after Renu’s death: 

}ण� नह� र�, मन यह मानn को त�यार नह� होता । जो लोग उo� जानe � उनT नह� रहn 
की सचाई पर भी सहसा यकीन नह� करe । लगता � इस बार भी वह गा�व गए �—फसल 
की कटती कराn और पाट की बोअनी हो जाn पर बरसात � पह~ पटना लौट आए�X । Nफर 
िम¨� को पटसन की अलग-अलग Nक�w, उसT स��वाद साग, Nहलसा मछली � ~कर कोसी 
कछार की ब�Nढ़या आ�धी 'Nबदापद' नाच तक का हाल बताए�X । काफी हाउस त�र�त गा�व-ग�ध 
� स�वाNसत हो जाएगा ।12

Renu is no more. My mind is not ready for this. People who know him cannot 
immediately accept the fact of his passing. It seems as if he has just gone again to 
the village to cut the crops and will return after sowing the fields.  Then he will 
tell his friends everything: from reports of the many varieties of jute, the delicious 
greens, and the hilsa fish, to the state of the Kosi region's old and blind 'Bidāpad'  

11The Purnea district of Renu's time is today divided into these three districts.
12Rambachan Ray, “Nā koī is pār hamārā,” in Re uṇ : Sansmaraṇ aur śraddhānjalī, edited by Rambhujavan 
Sinha (Patna: Navnita Prakasan, 1978), 240.
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nāch.13 The  coffee  house  would  immediately  take  on  that  rustic  smell  of  the 
village.

Renu wrote four pieces that deal exclusively with bidāpat. In 1945 he published 

an essay on bidāpat nāch in the weekly Viśvamitra magazine. He presents this piece as a 

nonfiction work, and it includes a transcription of an actual performance along with his 

commentary.14 Much of that same performance appears word-for-word in his novel Mailā  

ānchal, published almost ten years later. His 1955 short story “Raspriyā” concerns an 

aging  bidāpat drummer and his search for a new dancer.15 And finally, there is Renu’s 

1968 piece  Ek lok gīt ke vidyāpati—a fictional account of the origin of  bidāpat nāch 

embedded within an ethnographic account of his work with a locally famous  bidāpat  

performer, Janak Das, a resident of Saharsa district east of  Purnea.16

II.2. Bidāpat Nāch in Renu's Mailā Ānchal

The first half of Mailā ānchal takes place in the politically tumultuous period just 

before India's Independence in 1947. Renu traces a loosely threaded series of narrative 

events as he takes us through a year in the village. The novel's bidāpat nāch performance 

comes at a point of high tension: the yearly opening of the village threshing ground, 

which  is  the enclosed  area  where  farmers  bring  their  crops  for  repeated  beating  and 

threshing to separate out the grain. Pairs of yoked bullocks do the work by trampling the 

13This spelling is in the original Hindi and reflects another variant pronunciation—in addition to vidyāpati  
nāch, vidāpat nāch, vidāpad nāch, bidyāpati nāch, and bidāpat nāch. The final variant is the pronunciation 
used almost exclusively in Renu Gaon.
14RR-4, 1-27.
15Raspriyā, RR-1, 126-36.
16Ek lok gīt ke Vidyāpati, RR-1, 303-08.
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crops. The farmers do not own the land on which they labor, and threshing is the time 

they calculate and pay back debts to their landlord—who also conveniently owns the 

threshing ground. This is a time of heightened emotion, when farmers find themselves 

sinking further and further in debt as they take out new loans to buy more grain. The 

chapter opens with the news that the threshing ground is about to open.  Sumaritdas, who 

has been given the name “betār” (“wireless”), because of his tendency to deliver news 

better than a radio, delivers that and another significant piece of information: Baldev, a 

local farmer-turned-political-leader will be distributing coupons for clothing and food. 

During this time of rationing, the government administered all such provisions.  

Renu sets the performance against its social stigma. Who has arrived to watch? 

Which  high-caste  people  have  stayed  away,  and  what  excuse  have  they  given?  The 

dancer is the son of one of the Brahmin characters, so the father of course stays away, lest 

he  witness  his  son’s  low-class  performance.  The clown is  the  star  of  the  show.  His 

continual interrogation of the drummer is the course of primary entertainment:

“ओ… ! होय ! नायक जी !”
Nबकटा आया । भीड़ w ह�सी की पहली लहर Wल जाती �—स�कड़� म�Vत �दय� की 

ह�सी !… पायल की झनकार !
म��ह पर कािलख-च¡ना पोतकर, फटा-प�राना पाजामा पहनकर लोकायदास Nबकटा 

बन गया � । वह जoमजात Nबकटा � । भगवान n उ� Nबकटा ही बनाT tजा � । ऊपर का 
आ�ठ N¨भ�जाकार कटा � । सामn T दा�त हvशा Nनक~ रहe � और शीतला माई n एक 
आ�ख ~ ली � । बात गढ़n w उ�ताद � ।

“ओ ! होय ! हो नायक जी !”
“Vया � ?”
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“अ}, यह फत�ग-फत�ग Vया बज रहा � ?”
“अ}, म£द�ग बज रहा � । यह करताल �, यह झाल � ।”
“सो तो समझा । यह ध�ड़ग ध�ड़ग, गनपतग�गा Vया बजाe � ?”
“नाच होगा नाच, Nव©ापNत नाच ।
“ओ, हम समझ� Nक 'लीलामी' का ढोल बोल रहा � ।"
… Nधन ताक Nधoना, Nधन ताक Nधoना !17

“Oh . . . ! Hey! Mister Director!”
The clown arrives. The first wave of laughter sweeps through the crowd—

the laughter of a thousand hearts set free! Jingling ankle bells!
His face smeared with soot, wearing tattered old pants—Laukaya Das has 

become the clown. He’s a congenital clown. God made him exactly as a clown 
and sent him here. His upper lip is split into three. Those teeth are always sticking 
out, and the Goddess Sitala Mother has taken one of his eyes. He’s a master at 
twisting words.

“Oh!  Hey! Oh Mister Director!”
“What is it?”
“Hey, what’s this boom-ba-boom that’s playing?”
“What! That’s the  m idang  ṛ drum playing. These are the  kartāl  cymbals. 

These are the jhāl cymbals.”
“Yes, I get that, but what’s all this ring-ga-ring that's playing?
“Dance, It’s a dance! vidyāpati nāch!”
“Oh, and here was me thinking it was the drumming for an auction.”
. . . dhina taaka dhinnaa, dhina taaka dhinnaa !18

When the singers continue with a devotional hymn to the goddess Saraswati the 

clown interrupts, mocking their decision to worship the goddess. He tells them to instead 

focus their devotion toward the food that sustains them and toward the landlord who 

rules over them:

“अ} हो नायक जी ! यह आप लोग Nकसका ब�दना कर र� � ?”

17Mailā ānchal, RR-2, 87. Ellipses in original.
18These syllables represent the drumming patterns of the m idang ṛ drum.
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“हा-हा ! हा ! हा-हा-हा !…  ह�सी की iसरी, ~Nकन ह�की लहर ।
“rक फ !19 स�नe नह� हो, सरोसती माता का ब�दना � !”
“यह स�र�स� स�रती… स�र… स�रस�सती माता को त�म jखा � ?… हमको त�म rक फ 

कहe हो ? rक फ तो त�म ख�द हो । अ}, सर�सती का ब�दना तो पढ़ल पिoनत लोग करता 
� ।”

… हा ! हा ! हा-हा !… भीड़ w िखलिखलाहट ।
“तो हम लोग Nकसको ब�j�X ?”
“ऊ�ह, त�म खा�टी चलानी घी हो, िजस चलानी घी की प¡ड़ी भ�डारा w �ई थी िजसको 

खाकर हमारा pट दस Nदन खराब रहा था ।… Nबना Nकसी िमलावट T त�म भी खा�टी rक फ 
माल¡म होe हो । इतना भी नह� जानe ? स�नो ! जरा बजाn कहो—Nधनक Nधoना, NतरNकट 
Nधoना !”

“अ} दाल ब�दो, भात ब�दो, साग ब�दो बथ�आ !
“यह तो �आ क]ची, सरकार ! अब जरा पVकी स�Nनए—
“अ} च¡ड़ा ब�दो, भ¡जा ब�दो, रोटी ब�दो मड�आ !”
… हा ! हा ! हा !… हा ! हा !…

“अब फल vवा, सरकार”
“अ} ग�लर ब�दो, ड¡मर ब�दो और ब�दो अ��आ !”

हा ! हा ! हा !… स�कड़ो िखलिखलाहट !
“हल ब�दो, ब�ल ब�दो और ब�दो गइआ !

“… अब सब� बड़ा भगवान !
Nबकटा म��ह बनाता � ।

“चताक पटपट दड़त Nसर पर भागत बाप T भ¡तवा ।
सब� बNढ़ T तोह} ब�दो मािलक बाब¡क ज¡तवा !”

Nबकटा Wलावन T प�र T सलमसाही ज¡e को qणाम करता � ।

19An abbreviated pronunciation of bevakūf. 
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डाVटर सा�ब तो अचरज � ग�म हो गए �; एकदम खो गए � नाच w ।… इस बार 

नाच जvगा । आिखर यह सब प�रानी चीज �, Vय� भाई !… सब बात तो ठीक ही कहता 
� ।20

“Man, you’re a real idiot!”
“Hey, hey Mister Director! Who are you guys worshipping here?”
“Ha-ha! Ha! Ha-ha-ha!” . . . The second round of laughs, this time a light 

ripple.
“Idiot! Aren’t you listening? We’re worshiping Mother Sarosati!”21

“So this Surassu-surati . . .  su . . .Surasassati Mother? You’ve seen her? . . . 
And you’re calling me an idiot? You’re the real idiot. Only well-educated pandits 
worship Mother Sarassati.”

. . . Ha! Ha! Ha-ha! . . . Giggling in the crowd.
“Then who should we worship?”
“Urgh, you’re completely rotten oil. The kind of rotten oil those bread-cakes 

were fried in for the last big get-together. Gave me stomach trouble for ten days. 
Without any doubt, you are a complete fool. You don’t even know this much? 
Look! Play it out: Dhinaka dhinna, tirakita dhinna!

“Oh, lentils be praised, 
rice be praised, 
veggies be praised, 
leafy greens!

“That was the raw stuff, Your Honor! Now listen to something cooked—
“Roast rice be praised, 
roast veggies be praised, 
our bread be praised, 
millet beans!

. . . Ha!  Ha!  Ha! . . . Ha!  Ha! . . .
“Now fruit and dried fruit, Your Honor!

“Oh dates be praised, 
figs be praised, 
and praise the raisin!

Ha! Ha! Ha! . . . Thousands of laughs!
“The plough be praised, 
The cow be praised, 
and praise the oxen!

“And now the highest god!”
The clown makes a face.

20Mailā ānchal, RR-2, 87-88. All ellipses in original.
21Sarosati is a local pronunciation of “Saraswati”—the Hindu goddess of music and knowledge who is 
often invoked at the beginning of musical performances containing devotional elements.
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Wham-baam, thank-you-maam, 
slam my father’s ghost.

Bruise, use—the Boss Man’s shoes, 
we choose your praise the most!

The clown bows to the shoes on Khelavan’s feet.
The doctor is absorbed in wonder—completely lost in the dance! This time 

the dance really will come together. After all, this is the old stuff, for sure! . . . 
Everything he says is spot on.

I was surprised to find this particular song from about whom to worship and the 

concluding verse about the landlord’s shoes included in Tejnarayan Lal's collection of 

Maithili folksongs.22 The texts in Renu's novel and Lal's collection are virtually identical. 

I  was  surprised because these songs  are  supposedly  individual  to  each clown.  When 

Doctor Prashant asks about the authorship of the clown’s verses, it is explained that they 

are composed by the clown himself. It is possible that Lal and Renu had the same source 

for their material: Janak Das, who directed the Renu Gaon bidāpat group during Renu's 

lifetime, and who was Thithar Das’s guru. But I think it more likely that Lal—whose 

collection was published six years after Mailā ānchal—used Renu’s novel as a source for 

some of the folksongs in his collection.

With this passage, the connection to devotional Krishna traditions is made clear. 

The fictional clown’s song (“lentils be praised . . .”) is a direct reference to a famous 

episode  from  Krishna’s  youth.  Krishna  convinced  the  farmers  of  Braj  to  stop  their 

worship of Lord Indra, the god of rain, and to worship the land around them instead. The 

land,  argued  Krishna,  mattered  much  more  than  the  distant  Indra.  When  Indra  sent 

22Tejnarayan Lal, Maithilī lokgītõ kā adhyayan (Allahabad: Hindī Sāhitya Sammelan, 1962), 317. For this 
and eight other correspondences to songs in Mailā ānchal within Bihar folksong collections, see Hansen, 
Phanishwarnath Renu: The Integration of Rural and Urban Consciousness, 286-287 n.4.
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torrents  of  rain  in  anger,  Krishna  lifted  mount  Govardhan  over  the  area  to  protect 

everyone, and he thereby defeated Indra. This highlights the irony in the clown’s satirical 

worship of the landlord. 

These particular song lines are not known by performers in Renu Gaon. I recited 

the verse a few times and no one recognized it. Ram Prashad, the bidāpat nāch director, 

immediately wanted to know where I had heard the line.  He suggested that he could 

“learn” the piece and then perform it, demonstrating one of the many ways that my own 

inquiries could shape the village's folklore scene. Thithar Das, the Renu Gaon joker, was 

less concerned when I asked him about this verse: “Sure,” he told me. “That's what a 

clown does. It's a joke.”

The  clown in  Renu’s  novel  uses  his  frightening  appearance  to  great  comedic 

effect. He is, after all, supposed to be playing the role of the beautiful Lord Krishna. And 

within such joking, he inserts criticism of corruption in the rationing system. He pretends 

to faint, prompting the director to feign concern:

Nबकटा म¡�छत होकर Nगर पड़ता �—“अ} बाप !”
“अ} Vया �आ ?”
“अ} बाप !”
“अ} ! बोलो भी तो ? Vया �आ ?”
“अ]छा नायक जी, एक बात बताइए । ज�दी बताइए । आ�मान का चान यNद 

धरती पर उतर आया � तो धरती T चान को ऊपर जाना पड़�गा ?”
“अ} धरती पर भी कह� चान होता � ?”
“स�Nनए जरा इसकी बोली ! इसीिलए न कहा था Nक खा�टी चलानी घी हो । अजी 

हमारी एक ही Nबजली बgी खराब �, त�zहारी Vया दोन� खराब � ?… आजकल }लगाड़ी w 
स�नe � Nक बgी नह� जलती । पह~ Nब~कोट तब तो Nब~क मारTट ।” … हा ! हा ! हा ! 
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हा !… साला कNटहार नानी T यहा� बराबर जाता � । }लगाड़ी की भी गलती Nनकालता 
� । अ�ग-भ�ग आदमी सारी hNनया को अ�ग-भ�ग jखता � । स�नो Vया कहता �, धरती का 
चान Nकसको बनाता � ?

“अ} भक�आ नायक जी, धरती का चान अपनी छतीस� क�ला T साथ त�zहा} सामn 
खड़ा �, च�Nधया गए हो Vया ? जरा छbम ल�ट जलाकर jखो ।”

… हा ! हा ! हा ! हा !… साला अलबg बात बनाता � !23

The clown faints and falls down: “Oh my god!”
“What? What's the matter?”
“Oh my god!”
“What!  Say something! What's the matter?”
“All right, Mister Director,” replies the clown. “Explain this to me. And 

fast. Since the sky’s Moon has come down to Earth, won’t the Earth’s Moon have 
to head up there?”

“What? Where’s there a Moon on the Earth!”
“Now listen to what he’s saying! This is why I called you rotten oil. Just 

one  of  my electric  lights  is  bad,  sir.  Are  both  of  yours  bad?  I’ve  heard  that 
nowadays the lights in the trains don’t work. First blackout, then blackmarket. . . . 
Ha! Ha! Ha! Ha! . . . This bastard goes directly to his grandmother’s place in 
Katihar.  He even finds fault  with the train.  Deformed men can see the whole 
world deformed. Listen to what he’s saying: Who is this Moon of the Earth?

“Look Mister stupid Director! The Moon of the Earth with its thirty-six 
beams is standing right next to you. You dazzled or what? Light up the sixth 
light24 and have a look.”

. . . Ha!  Ha! Ha!  Ha! . . .  The bastard sure is making up some good stuff!

So far we have encountered not even a hint of Vidyapati's centuries-old verses 

from  which  bidāpat  nāch takes  its  name.  The  entrance  of  the  dancer,  the  young 

gentleman who plays the part of Krishna’s beloved gopī  Radha, is signaled by the first 

Vidyapati  line  in  Renu’s  chapter.  First  the  dancer  bows  to  the  drum,  then  the  other 

23Mailā ānchal, RR-2, 89-90. All ellipses in original.
24One literal translation of the local word for a petromax lamp— panchlait—is “fifth light.”  The “sixth” 
light is a comical reference to that literal translation.
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instruments, and finally he touches the feet of the bidāpat director, in a show of respect, 

while the singers present the verse:

आ� ~ल पर�श परम स�क�मारी �,
ह�स गमन Nबरखामान hलारी � ।25

Taking her entrance, lovely and young,
The swan-stepped darling of Birkhaman.26

II.3. Reading the Novel Contrapuntally with Today's Performers: Ethnographic 
and Literary Intersections

I interrupt the  bidāpat narrative in  Mailā ānchal to discuss this couplet, and to 

consider  its  contrapuntal  resonance  in  Renu  Gaon,  and  also  in  my  own  attempt  to 

understand bidāpat nāch. I first heard this verse performed by Ram Prashad (the director) 

and Thithar Das (the clown) when Renu’s son called them to the family home, and they 

and their group performed a sampling of village song genres for my benefit.

There was no electricity, and it was nighttime, so the first questions I asked of 

these performers elicited answers from the darkness. I asked about their guru. Thithar 

said his name was Janak Das—the same Janak Das, I later  realized,  that Renu wrote 

about in his 1968 essay.27 Thithar then explained that he and his brother ran away from 

25Mailā ānchal, RR-2, 88.
26“Birkhāmān” is a local pronunciation of the name of Radha's father, Vr ़is ़abhānu. In Renu Gaon bidāpat 
nāch performances, I heard the name pronounced as “Birkhamān” and more commonly as “Birkhabhān.” I 
do not believe I ever heard a performer pronounce the name “Birkhāmān,” as is found in this example from 
Renu's novel, though I cannot say with certainty, because it is difficult to pick up on such distinctions 
between long and short vowels in fast-paced dialogue between the bidāpat actors. It is even more difficult 
to determine these distinctions with the sung portions of performances,  because vowels (both long and 
short) may be either shortened or greatly lengthened depending on various musical considerations. Also see 
RR-4,  23, where Renu reproduces this same verse,  though gives the spelling  Vr ़is ़abhān. This is a fifth 
variation on the spelling and pronunciation of the name, and another that I have not heard in Renu Gaon.
27RR-1, 303-08.
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their  parents  to  stay  with  Janak  Das  some sixty-five  years  earlier—Thithar  to  study 

clowning, and his brother to study dancing.  

Ram Prashad also spoke of Janak Das,  and explained that  he too had been a 

member of Janak's group. But then he pointed to the picture of Renu that hangs on the 

outside of the mud wall of the family home. “He was my guru.”

This surprised me. My knowledge of Renu came only from published material, so 

I knew nothing of his life as a performer. I was confused, and asked for an explanation.

Ram Prashad explained further: “He would call us here to this verandah, and tell 

us how to sing. He played the m idang ṛ drum and he would listen to us play, and say 'Yes, 

play it like this' or 'No, don't play like that.'”

I  still  had only an incomplete picture of what  bidāpat was; the description in 

Mailā  ānchal is  confusing  without  understanding  all  the  players  and  the  interaction 

between the fifteenth-century text and modern clowning and joking. The news that Renu 

was an active participant in and shaper of the tradition seemed to complicate it further. 

Ram Prashad continued with more helpful information about the subject matter of the 

genre.

“Bidāpat is  about  that  time when Radha and Krishna enacted  rās,  the sacred 

dance, in Brindavan.”

“Why, here in Bihar, do you sing about something that happened so far away?” I 

asked,  still  speaking  into  the  darkness,  somewhat  grabbing  at  straws,  and  feeling 

awkward.
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“You have come here because of Renu, and to see bidāpat.  Why have you come 

from so far away?” Ram Prashad replied quickly, shutting down the ill-advised line of 

questioning with a smile. When I began asking more questions, Ram Prashad cut me off 

with a statement I heard him say many more times over the next several years. “Once you 

see it and hear it, you'll understand.”

Their non-staged version of bidāpat began with the verse describing the dancer’s 

entrance,  even  though  the  dancer  was  not  actually  dancing  that  night:  “Taking  her 
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entrance,  lovely  and  young;  The  swan-stepped  darling  of  Birkhabhān.”  Thithar  then 

interrupted the singing, feigning confusion over the meaning of the line. This is one of 

his  primary  responsibilities  as  a  clown.  He  is  expected  to  coax  the  director  into 

explaining the meanings of the lines, in case anyone in the audience does not understand 

Vidyapati’s lyrics, which are written in a Maithili dialect native to Darbhanga district.28 

So Ram Prashad explained to Thithar that Radha, Krishna's beloved  gopī, was making 

her entrance, and that her father was named Birkhabhān. Their dialogue continued:

ठीठर-  � मामा ! अ} की कहल T "~ल पर�स. . ." बNढ़या समझा j, हमn नह� 
समझा िल{ 

राम qशाद नह� समझा िलए ?
ठीठर- नह� ।
राम qशाद- Nबदापत T जब श�|आत कर लग र� फिण¦रनाथ }ण� n ।
ठीठर - ठीक
राम qशाद- Nक श�|आत w िलख लगल ^ Nक "~ल पर�श प}म स�क�मार, ह�सी गमन 

Nबरखभान hलार" ।
ठीठर - अ]छा ।
राम qशाद- राधा और Nकसन T बा} w िलख लगल ^ । ` समय की ब£�दावन w रास 

रचावल की त�यारी कर लग र�, उस समय w राधा लोग पर�स tल वहा� । 
नीत� खड़� खथी । यहा� िलख Xल "~ल पर�श प}म स�क�मार, ह�सी गमन 
Nबरखभान hलार"। Nक ` राधा } राधा नाम कर ` लड़की र�, वह 
Nबरखभान T लड़की र� । बाब¡ जी का नाम Nबरखभान ।  

ठीठर - ओ . . .

Thithar Das:   Hey Uncle!  Hey what are you saying? Explain it to me! I don't get 
it.

Ram Prashad: You don't get it?

28Clowns in many world performance traditions translate and provide commentary in this manner. See 
Marvin A Carlson,  Speaking in Tongues:  Language at  Play in the Theatre  (Ann Arbor:  University  of 
Michigan Press, 2006), 25.
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Thithar Das:   Nope.
Ram Prashad: Whenever Phanishwarnath Renu began a Bidāpat . . 
Thithar Das:   Uh huh.
Ram Prashad: He would write at the beginning “Taking her entrance, lovely and 

young the swan-stepped darling of Birkhabhan.” 
Thithar: Okay.
Ram Prashad: It is written about Radha and Krishna. When preparations were 

taking place for rās in Brindavan, then Radha and her companions 
made their entrance. And  set up their dance. so it is written that 
“Taking her entrance lovely and young, the swan-stepped darling 
of Birkhabhan. That girl named was Radha was the daughter of 
Birkhabhan. The father's name was Birkhabhan.

The bidāpat performances in Renu’s text derive their authority, in part, from the 

fifteenth-century poetry. Ram Prashad’s explanation of that poetry’s content is rooted in 

the divine play of Krishna in Brindavan. And in today's performances, it seems, there is 

an additional source of authority: that of Renu himself, who here is credited as a creator 

of the tradition. Some bidāpat performers go a step further in their discussions of Renu, 

and conflate Renu’s figure more directly with that of Vidyapati, and even Krishna and 

other deities.

A few times I read passages from Mailā ānchal aloud to village performers during 

the daytime, when they were taking breaks from farming. This would elicit responses 

much like those that take place during sung performance. I read the opening lines of 

Renu's bidāpat nāch to Thithar Das:

“Taking her entrance lovely and young . . .” I read.

“ . . . The swan-stepped darling of Birkhabhan.”  Thithar finished the line for me. 

“Yes, that is exactly what is written.  Renu began bidāpat like this.”

“Taking her entrance . . .” I prompted Ram Prashad.
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“Right. That is when the dancer appears. The dancer is Radha. The song is about 

when Radha and Krishna were enjoying their sacred dance in Brindavan. Renu wrote the 

line just like this. If you take a look in your book you will see it just like that.”

In Renu Gaon, bidāpat nāch lines live strong even outside of performance. Most 

all recognize Vidyapati's lines instantly, if they are those commonly featured in bidāpat 

performances. 

“Taking her entrance lovely and young. .  .” I recited for Renu's youngest son 

Pappu, who is not a performer.

“There you go with your bidāpat,” he said. Next time, bring three more suitcases 

with you: One for the director, one for the joker, and one for the dancer.  Take them back 

to Texas with you and make it happen.”

II.4. Vidyapati's Lyrics Interrogated by the Fictional Clown

Once the dancer, “the swan-stepped darling of Birkhabhan,” makes his entrance 

in Renu's literary performance, Vidyapati's fifteenth-century lyrics move to the forefront. 

But  they are not  allowed to  hold center  stage for long,  because Renu's  clown keeps 

nipping at their heels.

आ� क��ज भवन � Nनकलल हो,
आ� सिख रोकल Nगरधारी !29

As I left my house
Oh friend, I was blocked by Krishna

29Mailā ānchal, RR-2, 91.
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Radha explains to her friends that Krishna would not let her continue down the 

path, despite her protest. Renu's clown does not let her get away with this claim, and 

suggests that she knew very well that Krishna would be there: “Right, girl! Sneaky-sneak 

out of your house and head off to the garden—for romance and play. And you think he 

won’t stop you? Nice try!”

आ�, एकNह न-ग-र बस¡ माधव हो,
आ� जNन क| बटवा-वा-री !
आ� छोड¡ छोड¡ जiपNत आ�चर हो,
हो भा�गत न-ब सारी ।30

We live in the same town, Madhav, 
Don’t be a highway robber!
Krishna, Let go of my ānchal, 
my new sari is tearing.

One of the clown's functions is to relate Vidyapati's lyrics to the events of the day, 

and Renu's fictional clown quickly makes a connection to the village shortage of cloth: 

“Right, this is rationing time, and it's hard to get clothes, so be careful.”

Vidyapati's  lyrics continue, with Radha complaining of the bad name that will 

come to her because of Krishna's actions:

अ} अपजस होइत जगत भNर हो 31

What disrespect I will face in the whole world.

30Mailā ānchal, RR-2, 91.
31Mailā ānchal, RR-2, 91.
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Renu's  clown  now  directly  challenges  Radha's  claim  to  purity:  “Oh!  A real 

honorable lady this one! She’ll swear it over and over, but I don’t buy it!”32 The verse 

concludes with Radha stating her fear at being left alone with Krishna, and Vidyapati's 

assurance that there is no need to fear Krishna:

आ� स�ग T सिख अग�आइल हो
आहो काoहा, ह-म-� एकसNर नारी !

“� } ! � } ! एकसNर नाNर } !”
भन�ह Nव©ापNत गाओल हो, स�न¡ क लम�ती नारी
हNर T स�ग Nकछ� डर नाह� �...33

My fellow friends have gone ahead; I am a woman-all-alone
Lightning is flashing, in this darkest of nights

“Hey re! Hey re! A woman-all-alone!”34

Vidyapati sings: Listen virtuous woman,
You have nothing to fear with Hari.”

At the closing of the verse, when Radha is admonished for her lack of faith in 

Krishna’s protection, the clown questions the very existence of that protection: “Right, 

what fault can there be with the Lord?  Whatever fault there is, it’s ours. Plays his rāslīlā 

all he wants, but in our time it’d be the broom and shoe of the village council.”35 Here is 

the clown's second reference to being at the mercy of the powerful's shoes—the first 

being his mock praise of his patron's feet (“Wham-baam, thank-you-maam . . .”).  

32“आ� बड़ी क�लम�ती बनी � ! लछलछ NकNरया खाए क�लम�त, मोर मन न�ह पNतआए ।”
33Mailā ānchal, RR-2, 92.
34This is the clown's interjection.
35“हा�, हNर T स�ग का� दोख होगा ! िजतना दोख, हम सब लोग� T साथ । अपn W~ रसली�ला, हम} rला w प�चायत 
का झाड¤ और ज¡्ता ।" Mailā ānchal, RR-2, 92.
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To the delight of the audience, Renu’s clown now launches into a bonus round: 

another song mocking the corruption of landowners, earning him a five-rupee prize from 

Doctor Prashant. “They made a measuring stick ten units long, and measured only five!” 

he sings, referring to the dishonest measurements of people’s land. Doctor Prashant—

now Renu-the-ethnographer—asks the question: “So the songs are by Vidyapati, but who 

writes the clown’s part?” Vishwanath Prashad finds this question amusing: “Do you need 

some Tulsidas or Valmiki for his part too? He makes them up while he’s working in the 

fields.” The chapter ends with the thoughts of Prashant, of Renu himself, as he ponders 

the meaning of  bidāpat,  and sees in it the answer to a question that has often troubled 

him:

डाVटर सोचता �—Nव©ापNत की चच� होe ही कNववर 'Nदनकर' का एक q�न 
बरबस सामn आकर खड़ा हो जाता था—“Nव©ापNत कNव T गान कहा� ?” ब�त Nदन� बाद 
मन w उझ~ �ए उस q�न का जवाब Nदया—िजoदगी-भर rगारी खटnवा~, अपढ़ ग�वार 
और अध�नZ� w, कNव ! त�zहा} Nव©ापNत T गान हमा} ट¡टी झ�पNड़य� w �जदगी T मध�रस 
बरसा र� � ।—ओ कNव ! त�zहारी कNवता n मचलकर एक Nदन कहा था−

चलो कNव, बनफ ल� की ओर !
...बनफ ल� की किलया� त�zहारी राह jखती � ।36

The Doctor thinks. Whenever Vidyapati had been discussed, a question 
posed by the poet Dinkar wrestled into his mind. “Where are the songs of Poet 
Vidyapati?” That question, wrapped around his mind for so long, now found its 
answer.  With the life-long forced laborer,  with the illiterate  uncouth,  with the 
half-naked, Oh poet! The songs of your Vidyapati shower life’s intoxication on 
our deteriorating huts—Oh, Poet! One day your poetry stamped its foot and said:

Away poet, to the forest flowers!
. . . The buds of forest flowers await you.

36Mailā ānchal, RR-2, 94. Ellipsis in original.
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III. THE SEARCH FOR BIDĀPAT

III.1. Renu's Search for Vidyapati

Like his Doctor Prashant, Renu embarked on a quest in search for Vidyapati in 

the years just before India’s independence. Prashant's concluding question, “Where are 

the songs of Vidyapati?”—Vidyapati ke gān kahā̃—is a direct quote from a poem by 

Ramdhari Singh Dinkar (1908-1974). Like Renu, Dinkar was a fierce supporter of the 

nationalist movement. In terms of this question, Dinkar saw Vidyapati as a symbol of 

what  India  had  lost,  and  what  it  needed  to  regain.  His  1935  poem  “Himālay  ke 

prati”—“To  the  Himalayas”—is  a  lament  addressed  to  the  mountains,  which  are 

described as “My mother’s snowy crown; My India’s divine forehead.” At the foot of the 

mountains lies the Mithila region—the homeland of both Dinkar and Renu. The poet 

laments Mithila’s lost heritage, and laments that Vidyapati, the strongest symbol of his 

region's identity, is nowhere to be found.

Dinkar’s Vidyapati question is couched within a nationalist framework. So Renu’s 

question, as posed by his literary persona, can be seen in the same light. Renu’s search 

for Vidyapati began when he was in his twenties, during the time period fictionalized in 

his  Mailā ānchal. In 1945, when he was twenty-three years old, Renu wrote an essay 

documenting  a  bidāpat  nāch  performance  in  his  village.  He  positions  himself  as  a 

complete outsider to the tradition, just like his fictional doctor. In his essay, Renu doesn’t 

seem to belong in the bidāpat audience, nor does he expect his reader to belong there. He 

presents verses in village dialect, and—before explaining their meaning—almost teases 
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the reader for not understanding—“Did you understand that? No?”37 Before he begins the 

description of the performance, Renu invites his readers to “join him in shedding the 

cloak of civility” and spend an evening watching the performance, suggesting that he 

expected bidāpat nāch to be a shock to his readers. 

Renu’s decision to place himself so far outside the performance tradition might 

seem surprising, given the depth of intimate knowledge he seems to have of his village’s 

folklore,  and  given  his  close  work  with  his  village's  performers.  One  of  my  initial 

questions,  regarding  how  Renu  came  to  be  so  familiar  with  his  village’s  folklore 

tradition, was answered early on in my fieldwork, during that first interview with Ram 

Prashad and Thithar Das on the verandah of the Renu family home. They seemed amused 

at my surprised reaction to learning of Renu-the-performer, and answered my questions 

patiently: “Of course Renu was a singer.” “Of course Renu played the m idangṛ  drum.” 

“Of course I sing songs Renu taught me.” Renu’s influence is evident at many levels of 

village  performance:  be  it  in  the  invocation  at  the  beginning  of  bidāpat  nāch 

performances, in which the singers acknowledge his role in creating the genre; or with 

his younger sister, Mahati Devi, who has begun teaching her granddaughters songs about 

her brother composed in the village devotional song style. Renu has become a character 

and presence in a living performance tradition.

But this is not how it always was. In his 1945 nonfiction piece, in introducing his 

transcription and explanation of a bidāpat nāch performance, Renu detailed his difficulty 

in even seeing a performance in its entirety.  His self-identification as a civilized and 

37क�छ समझा आपn ? नह� ? RR-4, 25.
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educated person had made him stay away from  bidāpat.  He had a “deep longing” to 

witness performances, but his very presence would cause them to fall apart. The drama of 

a “civilized and educated” villager in the audience was more of a spectacle than the 

bidāpat performance itself:

न£fय-कला T आचाय� §ी उदयश�करजी � qाथ�ना क|�गा Nक � इ� vरी अनNधकार 
\�ा कदाNप नह� समझ� । vरा तो अन�मान � Nक उoह�n इस 'नाच' का नाम भी नह� स�ना 
होगा ।

ओNरय�टल और क�ाNसकल न£fय � Nदलच�पी रखnवा~ पाठक-पाNठकाआ� का समय 
�यथ� ही बब�द न हो, इसिलए x पह~ ही अज� कर jता ��—यह महज़ 'Nबदापत-नाच' � ।

इस नाच की उfपिg दरभ�गा िज~ w �ई, ऐसा अन�मान Nकया जाता � । पता नही, 
अपनी जoमभ¡िम w इसकी Vया अव�था �, �कत� उgरी Nबहार T क�छ िजल� तथा भागलप�र, 
प¡�णया आNद T गा�व� w आज भी इसकी 'कl' � । यह Nनzन �तर T लोग� की ही चीज रह 
गई � । तथाकNथत भl समाज T लोग इस नाच को jखn w अपनी �ठी समझe �, ~Nकन 
म�सहर, धा�गड़, hसाध T यहा�—Nववाह, म��डन तथा अoय अवसर� पर इसकी ध¡म मची रहती 
� ।

जब � x अपn को भl और िशि¥त समझn लगा, तब � इस नाच � iर रहn की 
\�ा करn लगा, �कत� थोड़� Nदन� T बाद ही म�झ� अपनी गलती माल¡म �ई और x इसT 
पी^ 'Nफदा' रहn लगा । hख � Nक म�झ� असफलता ही हाथ लगी । नाच T समय aय�ही x 
प��च जाता, नाचnवा~ T पा�व िशNथल पड़ जाe, म£द�ग की आवाज धीमी पड़ जाती और 
नाच ब�द होn-होn को हो जाता । दश�क� w कानफ सी होn लगe, x अपना-सा म��ह ~कर 
वापस हो आता । vल� w qाय: अपn Nदल की साध प¡री कर ~ता ��, पर थोड़ा jर T िलए 
ही । aय� ही दश�क� की Nनगाह म�झ पर UNlत �इ� Nक सब 'ग�ड़-गोबर'!38

I ask the dance scholar Sri Uday Shankar39 ji that he doesn’t take this in 
any way as an unauthorized attempt on my part. My guess is that he has not even 
heard the name of this “dance.”

I shall not waste the time of readers specializing in Oriental and Classical 
dance: this is simply “Bidāpat Nāch.”

38Bidāpat-nāch, RR-4, 21.
39Uday Shankar (1900-1977) was a celebrated choreographer and dancer who did much to shape the entire 
field of modern Indian dance.
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This dance has its origin in Darbhanga district—at least that is the guess. I 
do not know the condition of this dance in its birthplace, but in a few districts of 
northern Bihar, such as the villages of Bhagalpur and Purnea, it is still valued 
today.  This has become something for lower-class people.  People of so-called 
civilized  society  think  of  watching  this  dance  as  disgraceful.  But  during 
weddings,  head-shavings,  and  other  occasions  at  the  homes  of  Musahars  and 
Dhangars, it is always performed with fervor.

Ever since I began thinking of myself as civilized and educated, I tried to 
stay far from this dance. But after some time, I came to understand my mistake 
and became a fan. Unfortunately I was not successful. When I arrived during a 
dance, the dancer’s step would freeze up, the drummer's beat would fall silent, 
and the dance would slowly close down. Whispers would begin in the audience, 
and I would return disappointed. For the most part, I fulfilled my deep longing at 
fairs, but only for a short time. It all crumbled to dust whenever the audience's 
eyes honed in on me.

Twenty  years  after  this  bidāpat  nāch essay,  Renu  wrote  more  details  of  his 

Vidyapati pursuit, although this second piece is more unusual. It contains the story of the 

origin of bidāpat nāch as revealed to Renu in a dream, and that story is itself embedded 

in  a  parenthetical,  non-fictional,  ethnographic  account  of  his  work.40 He  wrote  of 

traveling to Kanchari village in Saharsa district to meet the bidāpat performer Janak Das, 

who later became the teacher of today's performer Ram Prashad (and who may have been 

the model for Labaru Das, the performer in Mailā ānchal). In doing this, he explains, he 

was  going  against  the  admonitions  of  Maithili  pandits,  who  saw  the  bidāpat  nāch 

tradition as the ruin of Vidyapati’s name: “Have you lost it?” a pandit would say, on 

hearing of his interest in Vidyapati.41 Their position was that Vidyapati was increasingly 

being seen in a bad light because of the performances of farmers, laborers, cart drivers, 

and fools.

40Ek lok gīt ke Vidyāpati RR-1, 303-08.
41“आप Nकस फªर w पड़� � ?” Ek lok gīt ke Vidyāpati RR-1, 303
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Janak  Das,  aware  of  the  bad  name  given  to  performers  like  himself,  was 

apprehensive about the meeting, and not forthcoming with the information Renu wanted 

even after he was given fifty rupees. Renu’s question was, “How and when did farmers, 

laborers,  and  cart  drivers  begin  singing  and  dancing  Vidyapati?”  Even  Janak  Das’s 

daughter couldn’t convince her father to budge. He was suspicious about Renu’s motives: 

“Are you going to publish this in some magazine so people can make fun of us?” Janak 

Das declared,  again and again,  that he and his family were the creators and the first 

performers  of  the  bidāpat nāch tradition.42 Here  Renu  appears  as  a  collector  and 

ethnographer of folklore; he even makes reference to the tape recorder he had with him. 

The ethnography and remarkably self-reflexive writing now gives way to fiction. 

Renu then falls asleep on the verandah, and has a dream in which he sees how this all 

came  to  be.  The  fifteenth-century  poet  Vidyapati  visits  Janak  Das,  and  hears  the 

performer singing his songs. In this dream, the songs belong not to Vidyapati,  but to 

Janak and his widowed daughter. Vidyapati, amazed by the beauty of the performance, 

acknowledges  Janak  Das  as  master  of  the  tradition  and  owner  of  the  verses.  Janak 

became the first  m idangiyā,  ṛ the drummer and director,  of  bidāpat,  and his  daughter 

Kamali became its first dancer.

At  some  point,  Renu’s  relation  with  Janak  Das  changed  drastically.  Renu’s 

daughter Navnita showed me a 1975 photo from her wedding,  in which her father is 

shown seated watching Janak Das perform bidāpat nāch (Photo 19). Janak Das became 

quite close with Renu, and eventually shared all aspects of the tradition with him. When I 
42Janak Das insisted, “Nव©ापत नाच का जoम उसी पNरवार w ही, पहली बार �आ था ।”
Ek lok gīt ke Vidyāpati RR-1, 303
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arrived in Renu’s village, I came to understand Renu not as the outsider embodied by his 

literary  persona,  but  as  the  very  embodiment  of  bidāpat  and  his  village’s  folklore 

tradition.  These two aspects of his identity are not easily resolved.

III.2. The Poet Identified

Returning to Renu and Dinkar's question, on the whereabouts of poet and poetry 

(“vidyāpati ke gān kahā̃”—“Where are the songs of Vidyapati?”), I will now retreat to 
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Photo 19. Renu (front row) watches Janak Das Perform bidāpat nāch at the wedding of his 
daughter Navnita. Renu Village, 1975. From the photo album of Latika Renu. Used with 
her permission and the permission of the Phanishwarnath Renu Samāj Sevā Sansthān.



the textual core of a bidāpat nāch performance: the fifteenth-century verses of the poet. I 

have postponed this discussion for several pages, because—although the author of the 

verses forming the inner core of bidāpat might seem a logical place to begin an inquiry—

the medieval poet figures little in the discussions performers have about their genre. 

In his analysis of Vidyapati's Sanskrit work Puru aparīk āṣ ṣ , S. D. Serebriany asks 

if  the  hints  of  irony  he  detects  in  that  work  might  also  be  present  in  Vidyapati's 

devotional songs.43 Here I undertake a survey of twentieth-century Hindi commentary on 

Vidyapati's verses, to demonstrate that readers of Vidyapati's verses, too, have found a 

type of irony there, though they do not label it as such and hardly dare to explore its 

possible  meanings.  Instead,  they  leave  that  analysis  to  parenthetical  asides  and short 

rhetorical questions. The job of fully exploring that irony falls to the bidāpat clown, who 

exploits the verses' ambiguities to their fullest.  

The fifteenth-century poet  Vidyapati  Thakur lived in  the Darbhanga region of 

eastern Bihar. He is best known for his Padāvalī, his large collection of verses in praise 

of Krishna. He wrote some two hundred years after the poet Jayadev—whose famous 

Gītāgovinda brings alive Radha’s anguish over Krishna’s love for other gopī, and relishes 

in  the  delight  of  their  final  union.  Despite  two centuries  separating the two authors, 

histories of Indian devotional literature often discuss Vidyapati’s works immediately after 

Jayadev’s—citing  Vidyapati  as  an  inheritor  of  the  bhakti tradition  developing  in 

Jayadev’s Sanskrit work.44 Most explain that while Jayadev wrote in a language that was 

43S.  D.  Serebriany,  “Bhakti  and/or  Irony  in  Vidyapati's  Purusapariksa,”  in  Studies  in  South  Asian 
Devotional Literature, edited by Alan W. Entwistle and Françoise Mallison (New Delhi: Manohar, 1994).
44See, for example, George Grierson, “The Popular Literature of Northern India,” Bulletin of the School of  
Oriental  Studies,  University  of  London 1,  no.  3 (1920):  87-122; and William G Archer,  The Loves  of  
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generally inaccessible to all but a literate few, Vidyapati’s verses in the local Maithili 

dialect of Hindi spoke directly to the people of his time.

Like  many texts  dating  to  this  period,  Vidyapati’s  verses  have  a  complicated 

history.  Though he wrote and lived in Bihar, his songs were popularized and preserved in 

the  Bangla-speaking  region  to  the  east,  and  formed  a  foundational  part  of  Bengali 

Vaishnavism. Some of the verses attributed to Vidyapati  that survive in oral tradition 

today seem to be written in a mix of Bengali and Maithili languages, and many may have 

been written in Bengal well after Vidyapati’s time. Regardless of this history, Vidyapati 

has gained immense popularity in  the Mithila  region of eastern Bihar  within the last 

century. He is identified, along with Renu, as an artist who belongs to the region and to 

which  the people  of  the  region belong.  To many,  the  definition  of  Mithila  or  Bihari 

culture begins with their works.

Among performers in Renu Gaon, the historical identity of the fifteenth-century 

poet Vidyapati is little known. Most identify him as a deity, the divine force from which 

knowledge springs, with the bidāpat verses being one manifestation of that knowledge. 

When Ram Prashad provided me with this explanation, he described an etymological link 

between bidāpat and bidyā, “knowledge,” as evidence. Renu, by writing of the fifteenth-

century poet interacting with the twentieth-century performer Janak Das,  writes from 

within  this  non-historical  framework—though  he  would  have  had  more  detailed 

knowledge of the historical poet.

Krishna (London: George Allen & Unwin Ltd., 1957).
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I spent some time in Darbhanga district, and traveled to Bispi village, Vidyapati's 

birthplace. As quoted above, Renu was aware of  bidāpat nāch's genesis, or at least its 

partial origin, in that region: “This dance has its origin in Darbhanga district—at least 

that is the guess. I do not know the state of this dance in its birthplace.”45 I can report that 

today, at least, there is no dance whatsoever associated with Vidyapati's lyrics in Bispi, 

and I suspect that there never was. In Bispi, my suggestion that some might perform 

45RR-4, 21.
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Photo 20. The statue of the poet Vidyapati at Bispi, Darbhanga District, Bihar.



Vidyapati with a clown and a cross-dressing dancer was met with great surprise. There 

was simply no awareness of such a tradition. One performer sang for me the Vidyapati 

verse encountered in Renu's novel. (I had asked about that verse specifically.) Neither he, 

nor any of the crowd gathered to listen thought to question Radha's honor or deny the 

protection that Lord Krishna offered. When I asked questions that mimicked the clown's 

(“Didn't Radha know Krishna would be there waiting for her?”), the answer provided by 

everyone in the group that had gathered was simply, “No, of course she didn't.” 

Unlike the bidāpat nāch performers in Renu Gaon, who see Vidyapati as a divine 

presence, the community in Bispi had a very strong sense of Vidyapati as a real person. I 

was taken to the site believed to be his exact birthplace, to the temple where Vidyapati 

worshipped the goddess, to the spot where the Chief Minister of Bihar stood the previous 

year to celebrate the construction of a Vidyapati statue (Photo 20). And the children of 

the village sang of Vidyapati's greatness.

But—and  this  is  before  we  address  the  supposedly  low-class  bidāpat 

transformation of Vidyapati’s verses—Vidyapati has had his critics. Nagarjun ends the 

short preface to his collection of Vidyapati’s  verses with an admonition.  “I call them 

pitiful: those who accuse Vidyapati of indecency.”46 Nagarjun saw Vidyapati as under 

attack, his verses subject to claims of obscenity. Many of these claims seem to develop 

out of the ambiguity inherent in Vidyapati’s texts. So, for example, the particular verse 

that forms the basis for the bidāpat performance in Mailā ānchal  (“kunja bhavan . . .”) 

46Nagarjun, Sau gīt: Vidyāpati ke, edited by Nagarjun (Delhi: Ramlochan Books Private Limited, 1960), 2.
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has been subjected to a variety of Hindi commentaries in the twentieth-century, and the 

following survey will highlight the ambiguity. 

In his study of Vidyapati's life and works, Shivprashad Singh uses this verse to 

illustrate his discussion of Vidyapati's special musical style—as an example of a verse 

that rings with such raw emotion that it appears as the “fruit of a thousand minds.” His 

analysis is framed around an explanation and apparent defense of Vidyapati’s simple and 

straightforward vocabulary and style, which, he argues, contain a hidden musicality that 

has a profound effect on the audience.47 Continuing in defense of Vidyapati’s so-called 

simplicity, Singh suggests that Vidyapati’s style was actually a new way of conveying 

meaning and emotion—one that draws its power from its very simplicity. Despite the use 

of simple words, symbols abound. This is Singh's justification for the relative simplicity 

of Vidyapati's verses, and his defense for a perceived lack of poetic style: “The words are 

simple and direct, without even a hint of ornamentation. There is in this verse a special 

kind of rapture-filled enthusiasm, the continually broken pleas. And on top of this the use 

of such direct words that breathe life into this verse.”48

Kapoor identifies lajjā (“shame” or “modesty”) as the verse's defining element.49 

Likewise, Vidyalankar and Jha focus in their analysis on the maiden's “hā̃ aur nā”—the 

declarations of “yes and no” that both create the ras, the defining emotional quality of the 

verse, and also excite the heart of her lover. There is no contradiction, they argue, in the 

47Shivprashad Singh, Vidyāpati (Varanasi: Hindī Prachārak Pustakālaya, 1954), 206.
48Singh, Vidyāpati, 207.
शsद Nन�य�ज सहज �, अल�करण का कह� नाम नह�, प¡} पद w एक खास qकार का उ�लास भरा आYह, लय की बार-बार 
ट¡टती-उठती मन�हार और इन सबT ऊपर ऐ� सहज शsद� T qयोग जो इस गीत को qाण-वान बनाता � ।
49Subhkar Kapoor, Vidyāpati kī padāvalī (Lucknow: Gangā Pustakmālā Kāryālaya, 1968), 103.
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juxtaposition of modesty and anger: “The origin of  nõk-jhõk is in modesty; there is no 

contradiction in thinking this. Modesty while in a state of anger is very arousing for the 

mind. The maiden only has to surrender her body a single time, and all the sugar turns to 

dung.”50 The latter interpretation suggests that the two have not yet consummated their 

relationship.  Radha coyly reacts  in anger to Krishna's  advances,  but also hints  at  her 

acceptance of them.

Why does Radha exclaim that they both live in the same village? I understood it 

to be part of her plea for him to stop his advances, because someone in their close-knit 

community would find out about their meeting. Srivastava, however, interprets this as 

part of her promise for a later meeting. Since they live so close, a future rendezvous will 

be easy to arrange: “They live in the same village, they will not go far from each other. 

In other words, 'Stay patient.' If not today, then we will meet some other time. The new 

sari is a symbol of virginity.”51

Mahendranath  Dube's  large  collection  of  Vidyapati's  verses  includes  only  the 

briefest notes on obscure vocabulary and grammar, and he rarely provides any further 

analysis of meaning.  But he makes an exception for his analysis  of this  verse,  “kunj  

bhavan,” in which he includes a curious question hidden in the guise of a grammatical 

explanation. In the first line, Radha “leaves” for the grove, after which Dube inserts in 

brackets, “with full knowledge that Krishna would be there?”52 The question mark adds 

50Kumud Vidyalankar and Jayavanshi Jha, Vidyāpati-Padāvalī (Delhi: Regal Book Depo), 78:
न�क-झ�क का उkम लaजा � �; ऐसा मानना uमप¡Nरत नह� होगा ।  आ�ग की ि�थNत w लaजा का स�योग बड़ा ही 
मनोम�[धकारी होता � ।  यNद कािमनी एक बार ही आfम-समप�ण कर j तो समिझए सारा ग�ड़ गोबर हो गया ।
51Ramchandra Shrivastava, Vidyāpati padāvalī (Agra: Ramprasad and Sons, 1963), 67.
52Mahendranath Dube, Gīt Vidyāpati (Varanasi: Shakti Prakāśan, 1975), 653:
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just the right amount of ambiguity, allowing Dube to question Radha's intentions without 

directly  challenging  the  definition  of  devotion  celebrated  in  Vidyapati's  verses.  Did 

Radha know she would run into Krishna? Is she as innocent as she declares herself to be? 

Is  Vidyapati’s  style  direct  or  obscure?  How  and  why  will  Radha’s  name  be 

tarnished? What does she really think of Krishna? Have the two already consummated 

their relationship? The ambiguity in this single poem must hint at part of the reason why 

Vidyapati has been subjected to claims of obscenity. If Vidyapati’s lyrics—still held in 

high regard among many—are not seen as base or obscene, their transformation in the 

bidāpat  nāch tradition  is  seen  as  a  reason  for  Vidyapati’s  fall.53 Vidyapati's  textual 

ambiguity  forms the basis  for  bidāpat performances,  and is  the base from which the 

clown  launches  his  attacks  on  multiple  figures  of  authority.  All  of  these  Vidyapati 

interpretations  and  the  confusion  in  Hindi  commentary  point  toward  Renu’s  clown, 

because it is that textual confusion that the clown exploits. So it is to clowning that I now 

turn my attention.

III.3. Searching for the Divine Clown Between the Poetry's Lines

Renu's  joker  in  Mailā  ānchal  is  a  frightful  looking  man,  whose  physical 

characteristics  leave  him few career  options  but  that  of  a  joker.  His  cleft  palate  and 

associated physical deformities render him a “congenital clown” (janamjāt bik āṭ ), whose 

gift  for word play has made him famous.  I see this  bidāpat clown is  already hidden 

between  the  lines  of  Vidyapati's  fifteenth-century  verses.  But  where  the  Hindi 

जानब¡झ कर Nक वह� क¢�ण ह�X ?
53RR-4, 21.
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commentators  require  a  question  mark  (“Did  Radha  intend  to  bump  into  Krishna?” 

“Why,  exactly  does  she  protest  his  advances?”),  the  clown requires  none.  When the 

Vidyapati  verse ends with the admonition of Radha for questioning her safety in the 

presence of her Lord Krishna (“Listen virtuous woman: You have nothing to fear with 

Hari;  don't  be a fool”),  the Hindi  commentaries  are  silent.  They cannot  question the 

literal force of the verse, despite their masked questions about the ambiguities in the 

earlier  lines.  But  the  clown will  have  nothing  of  it.  He  denies  the  existence  of  the 

protection described by Vidyapati. The clown, who is here both Krishna and the everyday 

villager, claims that whatever action he takes—in this time, in this village—opens him up 

to abuse, physical abuse even, from the landed and powerful in the village (“Plays his 

love  game all  he  wants,  but  in  our  time  it’d  be  the  broom and shoe  of  the  village 

council”). This literal rejection of the messages within Vidyapati's poetry should not be 

understood  as  an  actual  rejection  of  Krishna.  These  types  of  challenges  are  entirely 

consistent with modes of worship, especially within the devotional Krishna traditions to 

which bidāpat nāch belongs.

Clowns are important, and globally present. The folklorist Lucile Charles noted of 

the  clown:  “He is  himself;  commenting  in  word  and pantomime good-naturedly  and 

cleverly upon the very thing he is presenting; and everybody knows he is himself,” but 

further noted that a clown may just as easily be a devil as a god.54 The bidāpat joker is 

similarly  ambiguous,  at  once  both  himself  and  also  someone  else.  He  is  a  witty 

commentator and translator for the audience, and he is Krishna, divine lover, youthful 

54Lucile Hoerr Charles, “The Clown's Function,” Journal of American Folklore 58, no. 227 (1945): 33-34.
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and sporty. The clown’s power comes from his ability to transgress boundaries: be they 

between the sacred and the profane, the epic and the everyday, actor and audience, the 

past and the present, or—as I would argue for the individual case of  bidāpat nāch—

between the figure of Renu and his community today. 

The clown is a staple feature of many South Asian folk drama traditions, and is 

hardly unique to  bidāpat nāch. He does more than provide a laugh. He is an essential 

member of the performing group, and often considered the most important performer. 

The clown in South Indian  terukkūttu, for example, rarely leaves the stage,55 while in 

Afghan drama troupes the buffoon is often the lead actor, director, and manager of the 

group.56 Individual clowns can attain some fame and attract quite a following.57 What I 

have  described  as  an  “interpretive  trio”—the  director,  dancer,  drummer  triad—is  a 

configuration found in performance genres across north India.58 

The clown in Indian folk theatre is adaptable, and not limited by a script or the 

behavioral expectations placed on other characters. He can take on different roles and 

introduce new and modern elements to the performance. The  bidāpat clown is a ritual 

one:  “The ritual  clown clearly  has the function of reducing the tension generated by 

55M. D.  Muthukumaraswamy,  “Fieldwork  Report:  Discourse  of  the  Blurred  Genre:  Case  of  Draupadi 
Kuravanchi Koothu,” Indian Folklore Research Journal 3, no. 6 (2006): 54.
56Margaret A. Mills, “Folk Drama, Afghanistan,” in  South Asian Folklore: An Encyclopedia, edited by 
Margaret A. Mills, Peter Claus and Sarah Diamond (New York: Routledge, 2003), 203.
57John Emigh and Ulrike Emigh, “Hajari Bhand of Rajasthan: A Joker in the Deck,” The Drama Review 
30, no. 1 (1986): 101-30.
58For a discussion of  drumming groups with a  similar  configuration in  eastern Uttar  Pradesh,  see  Ian 
Woolford, “Bhojpuri Songs from North India: A Cross-Genre Analysis.” (M.A., The University of Texas, 
2004), 117-22.
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encounters with the divine in sacred ceremonies, but more than that he is expected to 

break taboos and flout conventional wisdom under cover of joking.”59 

Clowns have generally been understood to be “liminal” characters that therefore 

have the ability to transgress various boundaries, such as the boundary between past and 

present,  and between performer and audience.  Handelman argues against a prevailing 

notion of clowns as providers of humorous relief, and instead considers how the clown's 

59Peter Serracino-Inglott, “To Joke or Not to Joke: A Diplomatic Dilemma in the Age of Internet,” in 
Language and Diplomacy, edited by Jovan Kurbalija and Hannah Slavik (Msida, Malta: Diplo Foundation, 
Mediterranean Academy of Diplomatic Studies, University of Malta, 2001), 28.
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actions are essential  to the rituals  and performances they participate in:  “The sacred-

clown type can be said to subsume a border, or boundary, within itself, which it straddles, 

or through which it moves back and forth in a never ending pattern, for so long as it is 

true to type.”60 

The  bidāpat  joker  in  Mailā  ānchal is  extremely  knowledgeable  of  all  of  the 

intricacies of Vidyapati's lyrics. He must be, if he is to provide appropriate commentary. 

Likewise, he is a master of the musical components of bidāpat: an essential quality if the 

clown is to perfectly coordinate his dance with comedy. His status as a liminal figure 

gives him license to say what others cannot.  He mocks the landowners, as well as the 

deities. Thithar Das, the single bidāpat joker remaining in Renu Gaon, does all this and 

more.  In performance, Thithar is a true ritual clown, bridging the world of which he 

sings, and the world in which he lives.  Renu—both the real person, and the near-deified 

creator of bidāpat—is a part of that sung world. Through the character of Doctor Prashant

—the village outsider who searches for Vidyapati—Renu may have written himself into 

his fiction. But bidāpat nāch turns this around. At the boundaries of ritual performance, if 

only for a small subset of the audience, the joker—Thithar Das—becomes Renu. He and 

his fellow bidāpat performers rewrite Renu-as-joker back into the literary work.  
60Don  Handelman,  “The  Ritual  Clown:  Attributes  and  Affinities,”  Anthropos 76  (1981):  330.  For  a 
discussion of the Sanskrit  vidū akaṣ  as a link to the  past, see  Manohar Laxman Varadpande,  History of  
Indian Theatre: Loka Ranga, Panorama of Indian Folk Theatre (New Delhi: Abhinav Publications, 1987), 
11. For more on the liminality of clowns, see Alfonso Ortiz, “Ritual Drama and the Pueblo World View,” in 
New Perspectives on the Pueblos, edited by Alfonso Ortiz (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 
1972),  155.  For  ways  the  audience  may  encourage  this  nature  of  the  clown,  see  Manohar  Laxman 
Varadpande,  History  of  Indian  Theatre:  Loka  Ranga,  Panorama  of  Indian  Folk  Theatre (New Delhi: 
Abhinav Publications, 1987), 11. For a discussion of the South Indian clown as “conduit between the epic 
world  and  the real  world”  see  Muthukumaraswamy,  “Fieldwork  Report,”  6,  and also  Alf Hiltebeitel, 
“Transmitting Mahabharatas: Another Look at Peter Brook,”  The Drama Review 36, no. 3 (1992): 132, 
where Hiltebeitel's description of the role of the  terukkūttu  clown is very similar to that of the  bidāpat 
clown.
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I take this diversion into clowning because it sets up well the closest experience I 

had to seeing a full bidāpat nāch performance. It was by manipulation of the figure of the 

clown—this transgressive, liminal stand-in for Renu himself—that the performance was 

sabotaged. The clown's role was stolen and unmarginalized by none other than Renu's 

eldest son—whose personal insertion into the bidāpat frame very much altered the nature 

of the performance I witnessed. 

IV. BIDĀPAT NĀCH TODAY, PERFORMED AND DISCUSSED

To this date, I have only seen one complete bidāpat nāch performance, and this 

was the performance that “failed” because of the intervention of Renu's son. But even if I 

had never had that chance, I would have learned much about the tradition, because—even 

if it is rarely performed today—it is still very much a part of Renu Gaon culture and 

discourse. Many members of the performance community, which includes many more 

individuals  than  the  performers  themselves,  were  delighted  to  discuss bidāpat.  The 

performance community includes those who interpret and listen to the tradition.  This 

includes Renu's grandson Fantu, who taught me a song from the bidāpat repertory early 

during my time in Renu Gaon. He did not tell me that it was an item from bidāpat, and it 

took  some  time  before  I  discovered  its  origin.  Before  discussing  the  failed bidāpat 

performance, I will present the lullaby as I learned it. I present some of this through first 

person narration, with the hope that the method might well demonstrate the nature of how 

I came to know of the song, as well as something of the character of the individual who 

felt it important to teach it to me.
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IV.1. “Fantu's Lullaby”—A Song from the Renu Gaon Bidāpat Nāch Repertory

Ram Prashad’s group had performed all evening and into the night, and I had 

missed dinner. It was two o’clock in the morning, but Fantu’s mother Veena had stayed 

awake in the courtyard, and she waited to serve me food after the performers left. Fantu 

ate with me and we spoke for some time before falling asleep in the large mud-and-thatch 

hut at the front of the courtyard. Fantu and I are the same age, and he was naturally 

curious to learn about me and my life in the States, and especially about my family and 

the baby my wife and I were expecting. I was happy to have someone to talk with in the 

new and unfamiliar place.

“When your baby comes, here’s what you have to do,” he said. He rolled up a 

small blanket and rocked it back and forth in his arms. “Like this. You say ‘nunnū re  

bābū re, lāl ba uā; tor nānī chūman kara, ham na uā.ṭ ṭ ’”

I’ll call the verse “Fantu’s lullaby” for reference.

“What does it mean?” I asked.

“Nunnū  is like  nunnū,” Fantu said, referring to a diminutive appellation for an 

infant. “When you hold your baby and say ‘Hey little  nunnū.’ Or you could say ‘Hey 

bābū,’” he said, now referring to a word for an elderly gentleman that can also be used 

for a young child—in an expression of love mixed perhaps with irony. To explain the 

word  ba uā,  ṭ Fantu spent some time with the Hindi-English dictionary in my bag, and 

pointed to the entry umbilical cord. “This here,” he said, indicating his own navel.

“And the second part?” I asked. “Your nānī (maternal grandmother)?”
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“Right, your nānī kisses you and I say ‘I am a na uāṭ ,’ a ‘dancer,’” he explained, 

using the English word to translate  na uā—ṭ referring specifically to the cross-dressing 

dancer I had read about in Mailā ānchal. “Promise me you will hold your little bābū like 

this, and rock your little bābū  like this, and sing to your little bābū like this: ‘nunnū re  

bābū re . . .’”
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“I will,” I said, committing Fantu’s lullaby to memory. The meaning of the verse 

hinges  on  associations  with  youth  and  infancy:  the  baby  enveloped  in  kisses,  Fantu 

cradling his little cloth bubba, and the joys of dancing—

न�oन¡ } बाब¡ } लाल बट�आ
तोर नानी च�मन कर हम नट�आ

Little-sweet, Bubba-sweet, red umbiliclee; 
Your granny kiss-kisses, but the dancer is me.

For  the  most  part,  the  lullaby  is  in  Hindi.  The  words  would  mostly  be 

recognizable to a speaker of standard Hindi, and there is little Bihari grammar to get in 

the  way  of  understanding.  That  Hindi  speaker  would  be  able  to  derive  a  sensible 

meaning, if somehow presented with the lullaby, which could only happen on a trip to 

Renu Gaon where it exists in a performance tradition. My conversation with Fantu about 

the verse is typical of how I approached a performer when I ask about meaning. I began 

by asking him for the meaning (matlab) and I followed up with questions about particular 

words, even those I thought I already understood. Fantu’s explanations of  nunnū  and 

bābū provided key elements of linguistic information. It became clear that the song is an 

address, and that the individual being addressed is an infant; that infant is cradled in her 

father’s  arms;  that  the  speaker  of  the  verse,  the  father,  smiles  at  his  baby,  and  then 

proceeds with a series of contradictory statements.  The statements are addressed to a 

baby, so there is no one to object to the contradictions.
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The first contradiction concerns the juxtaposition of the initial nouns, nunnū and 

bābū. Nunnū, “little baby,” resonates with feelings of infancy, of a little scrawny baby in 

her father’s arms. I can find it in no dictionary, but it is not specific to the eastern Bihar 

linguistic  area;  I  have  heard  mothers  in  the  Bhojpuri  region  address  their  babies  as 

nunnū. Bābū is a term of respect for an older gentleman. But it also contains within it the 

meaning inherent to nunnū, as does the closely related bābā, “father.” That is, both can 

be used to address a child in certain endearing circumstances, especially in a lullaby.61 

With  just  simple  vowel  changes,  the  word  bābā  takes  on  an  exclusively  childlike 

meaning: babuā.

Though Fantu explained it as “umbilical cord,” ba uāṭ  more commonly refers to a 

small bag or purse. The roundness of the purse could refer to the roundness of a baby's 

belly,  or  perhaps  even  the  mother's  womb,  while  the  red-roundness  might  also  be 

reminiscent  of  the  placenta  to  which  the  cord  was  attached.62 It  could  also  refer 

specifically to the baby—a little package, rolled up in a bundle, as one would roll up 

61For example, in a village in eastern Uttar Pradesh, I heard a grandmother sing a spontaneous lullaby to 
her infant grandson, who was awake in the middle of the night with a fever—

आवा बाबा, आवा बाब¡, 
जय Nसया राम, जय Nसया राम, 
क�क�रा, क�क�रा . . . का गइल क�क�रा ।
Come on bābā. Come on bābū.
Victory to Sita and Ram!
Doggy, doggy. Where did doggy go?

There is no continuity of narrative between these lines. In the first line, the infant's grandmother referred to 
him as  bābā and also as  bābū—just as the baby is referred to in Fantu's lullaby. The second line was 
repeated  many times  over,  a  nod to  the  harikīrtan genre  popular  in  eastern  Uttar  Pradesh  (harikīrtan 
involves only repetition of this exact phrase, “jai siyā rām”).  The third line refers to one of the family's 
courtyard dogs, Sando, who had vanished earlier in the week and was presumed to have met his fate in the 
jaws of a wild creature.
62For these observations, I am grateful for the comments of Martha Selby.
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money and valuables in a purse.63 When I later asked others in the village, only the more 

common meaning of “small bag” seemed to be recognized. When I pressed by asking 

specifically if it could mean “umbilical cord,” and cited this specific verse as an example, 

there was some acknowledgment that it might mean umbilical cord in that context. But it 

was near impossible to conduct a conversation about the meaning of this verse, because 

of the inevitable laughter that ensued after I quoted it for anyone. Before I had witnessed 

the lullaby in a bidāpat nāch performance, I did not understand why it was funny. But I 

did know that if anyone heard me sing it, it was considered hilarious.

The problem of  the  meaning of  this  single  word  need  not  derail  an  analysis. 

“Ambiguity,” explains Roman Jakobson “is an intrinsic, inalienable character of any self-

focused message, briefly a corollary feature of poetry.64 But Jakobson goes on to argue 

that the ambiguity extends beyond the poetic message and applies even to the addresser 

and to the addressee—the “I” and the “you” implied by Fantu and I  sitting together 

discussing his lullaby. It also refers also to the “I” and the “you”—the father and the 

infant—contained within the lullaby. When I finally saw Fantu’s lullaby in performance, 

I learned that it contained additional addressers and addressees, which become clear once 

the verse is situated within a larger framework. 

I  translated  the  word  lāl as  the  color  “red.”  That  meaning  of  the  word  is 

completely standard in Hindi and is likely the first association many native speakers have 

when they hear the word, hence Renu's son Pappu explained that the lullaby referred to a 

63I am grateful to Rupert Snell for this observation.
64Roman Jakobson, “Closing Statement: Linguistics and Poetics,” in Style in Language, edited by Thomas 
A. Sebeok (Cambridge, MA: The M.I.T. Press, 1960), 370-371.
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“red purse.” The first definition could imply associations with birth and infancy, given 

the presence of blood, and therefore redness, at birth.65 Another meaning of lāl refers to 

the essence of both nunnū and bābū, because lāl can also be a term of endearment for a 

youth: “Oh my little lāl.” The word is another contradiction, for it shares its etymology 

with words denoting amorousness, desire, play, and sport—hence the use of  Lāl as an 

epithet  of Krishna,  the divine young lover  whose exploits  are the subject  of  bidāpat  

nāch.66

If  ba uāṭ  means “small purse” then its likely function would be to rhyme with 

na uāṭ  (“dancer”)  in  the  second  line.  If  its  meaning  is  the  “umbilical  cord,”  then  it 

connotes infancy in the first few weeks after birth, during which the baby does nothing 

but let herself be cradled by a parent and listen to verses such as this lullaby, thereby 

beginning the process of learning the symbolic language of the community’s folklore. 

This is,  after all,  what Fantu was asking me to do with the song. The addition of an 

epithet for Lord Krishna takes the domestic scene and makes of it a cosmic statement: 

our lives are like those of the gods, but they are also very different. In this respect, the 

song seems to augment the very function of the bidāpat clown, who straddles the sacred 

and the earthly.

 The  verb  “kissing”  appears  in  the  second  line—tor  nānī  chūman  kara,  ham 

na uā.  ṭ This could either be understood as an absolutive phrase—“having kissed your 

65For a discussion of the associations of “redness” and femininity in Sanskrit medical texts, see Martha 
Selby, “Narratives of Conception, Gestation, and Labour in Sanskrit Āyurvedic Texts,” Asian Medicine 1, 
no.  2  (2005):  260-261;  and  also  Martha  Selby, “On  the  Color  of  Gender:  On  Conception  and  Sex 
Determination in the Caraka and Susruta-Samhitas,” The University of Texas, n. d.
66The word  lāl has come into Hindi twice. The “red” version has a Persian etymology, and the second 
version has a Sanskrit etymology.
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mother’s mother.” Or it could be read as an imperative statement—“Kiss your mother’s 

mother.” I understand either meaning to be correct, and following Fantu’s explanation, 

my translation even switches the agents, suggesting that the grandmother is doing the 

kissing, rather than the baby. The important element, I believe, is the particular relative 

involved: the maternal grandmother. The overall character of the verse is evocative of the 

birth  home,  and this  word  for  grandmother, nānī, is  evocative  of  the  birth  home of 

someone in particular: namely, one's mother’s birth home, which is the place where one's 

maternal grandmother lives. Across north India, and certainly in Fantu’s region of Bihar, 

it is common for a married woman to travel back to her birth home when expecting her 

first child. A baby born in her mother’s birth home will have her maternal grandmother 

close by. When I recited the verse for Renu’s eldest son Venu, he repeated it back, but 

substituted the word mausī, “mother’s sister,” thereby keeping the same connection of a 

mother’s return to the birth home. 

 After  I  promised Fantu I  would sing the  lullaby to  my own baby,  as  he had 

requested, we continued discussing the song. “But why do you say you are a dancer?” I 

asked.

“That’s the joke.” Fantu responded.

“That I will put on a sari and dance like a lady?”

“Right.”

“Okay, I promise I'll sing it.”

The use of the word na uāṭ  could have been my clue that Fantu had taught me an 

element of bidāpat nāch, since the dancer is an important element of bidāpat. But I only 
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learned the connection to  bidāpat  a year  later,  when I  mentioned the  line during an 

interview  with  Tarun  Kumar,  who  jokingly  calls  himself  the  village’s  “bag-doctor,” 

because he has received some nursing training and attends to the medical needs of many 

in  his  community,  traveling  in  the  village  with  his  “bag” of  supplies.  Though not  a 

performer, he is very familiar with his village’s performance traditions.

“Ah ha!” Tarun said. “This is from our great joker Thithar,” referring to the clown 

I had met during my first week. “This is your real  bidāpat.” And he went on to quote 

some of Thithar Das’s other memorable compositions.  

Jainarayan Mandal is another performer in the village, and he was also present the 

night that Ram Prashad and his group performed the sampling of village song genres. He 

had joined in during many of the devotional verses. I asked him about Fantu’s lullaby at 

the end of an interview about his own musical life.  

“Okay,” I said. “just tell me one more thing: nunnū re bābū re . . .”

There  were  chuckles  throughout  Jainarayan’s  courtyard.  “Yes,  that’s  his!” 

Jainarayan replied.

“Whose?” I asked.

“Him! Thithar!” he pointed down the path toward the crossroads, past which was 

the village quarter where Thithar lived.

“Ah, Thithar.” I said. “So what does it mean?”

“He is a clown. And we dance, right? And we become a woman, a lady. And then 

give birth to a baby.”

“A baby?”
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“A baby made out of cloth. So he plays with it, in his arms, and says ‘Aho, oh, my 

baby is very nice! And so wonderful!” Jainarayan continued over his wife’s laughter, 

now standing up and holding an imaginary baby, which he mimed presenting to her. “So 

he  says,  ‘Look  baby!  Look  over  here,  look  over  there.  Meet  this  person.  Meet  that 

person. Do you see all this? Oh  bābū!  Oh my little  bābū!’ And he plays with it like 

that.”67

I include everything I describe regarding Fantu's lullaby and the discussions with 

residents  of  Renu  Gaon  under  the  category  of  performance.  The  issue  of  multiple 

meanings  of  similar  texts  is  not  limited  to  the  split  between  the  literary  and  the 

performed.  Songs are not isolated entities to be analyzed by the scholar and offered up as 

formulas that speak for all members of a culture. Just as Kirin Narayan pays attention to 

what people say about their own songs to demonstrate how they have different meanings 

for different performers and listeners,68 I would like the above narratives to demonstrate 

some of the many ways that two lines of sung poetry are important to certain individuals 

in Renu Gaon.

67This form of comedy is common in north India. Women in Renu Gaon perform similar scenes during jāṭ-
ja inṭṭ , and I have encountered it several times especially during women’s performances during weddings. 
One night in Banpurwa village in eastern Uttar Pradesh, I woke to what was a terrible fright at the time. It 
was during the wedding of a daughter of the family I was staying with. The night before the groom’s party 
was to arrive, the elderly neighbor women dressed in costumes and had some fun. One put on a man’s 
kurtā, cap, and dhotī. She then wrapped up her friend, an elderly widow, in a sparkling red wedding sari. 
This “bride” was completely veiled so I did not then know who it was. The bride’s “father,” the  dhotī-
wearing neighbor, woke me up and asked if I would accept her daughter in marriage. They then found some 
more participants, and acted out a pantomime complete with a birth scene of a cloth baby such as the one 
described by Fantu and Jainarayan.
68 Kirin Narayan, “The Practice of Oral Literary Criticism: Women’s Songs in Kangra, India,” Journal of  
American Folklore 108, no. 429 (1995);  and “Singing from Separation: Women's Voices in and About 
Kangra Folksongs,” in Songs, Stories, Lives: Gendered Dialogues and Cultural Critique, edited by Gloria 
Raheja, 23-53 (New Delhi: Kali For Women, 2003).
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Thithar’s comedy, I learned, has been a part of the Renu Gaon community for 

over sixty years. Even in his eighties, he is still considered to be unmatched in the village 

and capable of virtuosic displays of verbal art. When Fantu asked me to communicate his 

lullaby  to  my  own  child,  I  think  he  wanted  to  transmit  an  essential  part  of  his 

community’s identity. The thought that this part of his community might find its way 

overseas and into the thoughts of a little American baby, was, I believe, important to him.

Three years after I learned Fantu’s lullaby, I finally witnessed an actual bidāpat  

nāch  performance. At the time, I thought of it as a “failed” performance, for a host of 

reasons. But it was also wonderful.  Thithar Das wore his clown outfit: pants, button-

down  short-sleeved  shirt,  and  a  cap—all  made  out  of  green  and  orange  cloth.  He 

explained to me that Renu had it made especially for him, just as Renu had provided the 

group with their instruments. And Thithar held in his hand a small hobbyhorse, an item 

from Renu’s personal collection, which he gave to Thithar to use in performance.

Sanjay the dancer dressed in his red sari, painted his face with lady’s makeup, and 

spun around in a circle just like the dancer in Renu’s novel. He was Radha, and his two 

younger friends Komal and Suresh also wore saris and danced behind him. They were 

Radha’s  support  group  of  girlfriends.  Ram Prashad,  the  “director,”  led  his  group  in 

singing Vidyapati’s old poetry, and they performed the same verse that appears in Renu’s 

novel. In that verse, Radha leaves her house, but is separated from her girlfriends when 

Krishna accosts her on the path. He grabs her sari. She pleads with him to let it go, lest 

she be forced to go naked and ashamed through the town. Sanjay and Thithar acted all of 

this  out as the group processed to the place where they would perform.  Thithar  was 
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Krishna; the joker and the god were one and the same. But he also performed his function 

of provocateur, interrupting the devotional verse with his own comedy, satire, and basic 

questions  about what was going on:  “What  does this  word mean?” “Why is  Krishna 

blocking Radha’s path?” “Why are we singing, anyway?”

As will be described in the next section, not everything went according to plan. 

The performance played out under a constant threat of shutdown. But before it fell apart, 

Thithar the clown performed his lullaby. It seemed to come out of nowhere, while he was 

acting out the role of Krishna, and while Sanjay, as Radha, was begging him to clear the 

path so that she could go on her way. Ram Prashad muttered softly to Thithar, “Hey, do 

the  nunnū  one.” The divine drama ceased, and Thithar launched fully into his comedy. 

He described the wedding of his maternal grandmother, and declared that he was in the 

barāt,  the  groom’s  wedding  party,  for  her  wedding.  This  was  considered  instantly 

hilarious. “It’s a joke,” people told me afterward,  when I asked why. Presumably the 

thought of a “granny-wedding” (nānī  ke biyāh) is funny in and of itself.  The joke is 

premised on the idea that grandmothers do not get married. If she is a grandmother, then 

she has presumably already been married. The contradictory image of a granny stepping 

into the younger bridal role recalls the text of the lullaby and its similar contradictions.

The  thought  that  one  could  be  in  the  groom’s  wedding  party  of  one’s  own 

maternal  grandmother  is  considered  equally  hilarious,  because  it  hints  at  all  sorts  of 

unusual and cross-generational interactions. If you are part of the groom’s wedding party 

in your nānī’s wedding, then she is marrying someone in your village, which is also the 
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village where her own daughter (your mother) lives. This is simply not something that 

happens. 

I played this portion of the recording for Renu’s son Pappu, who helped me with 

some of the more difficult local language. One visitor to the house heard the section on 

granny’s wedding. “Bāp re bāp!” he said. “You shouldn’t let him go see this!” But, of 

course, lots of people saw it, and the children loved it the most. They especially loved the 

part where Thithar wrapped up his piece of cloth and pantomimed caring for the baby: 

“Oh look at my beautiful baby.” Laughter. “Oh what shall I feed this baby? His mother 

has  gone  to  market!”  More  laughter.  He  and  the  bidāpat  group  then  launched  into 

Thithar’s verse. The group sung the first line twice, with Thithar singing the first half and 

the rest responding with the second half.

Thithar: nunnū re bābū re, . . .
Response:  . . . lāl ba uāṭ , 
Thithar: nunnū re bābū re, . . .
Response:  . . . lāl ba uāṭ , 
Thithar: tor nānī chūman kara, ham na uā.ṭ

Thithar then fell down, just like Renu's fictional clown. He tried to get up. “Oh my god,” 

he shouted, falling over again and opening up his little cloth baby-bundle and looking 

inside. “Oh my god! Look at his little prick!”

Howls of laughter.

A verse that  was  initially  introduced to  me in  a  quiet  setting by Fantu—who 

acknowledged the song as a “joke,” but who also stressed the intimate nature of the lyrics

—was also part of a loud and crude performance intended to disrupt, but also enhance, a 
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divine narrative. There is no simple way to read and understand this song as it exists in 

Renu Gaon. Any textual representations of such songs in literature,  if  presented by a 

performer such as Renu, should be read with this complexity in mind.

IV.2. A Failed Bidāpat Performance

Thithar's performance of the lullaby was part of a bidāpat nāch performance that 

I had been hoping to arrange throughout three years of return visits to Renu Gaon. When 

Ram Prashad, the director, finally arranged one for me, it may only have been because I 

told him out of frustration that I was ready to return to the States and declare  bidāpat  

nāch dead: “In Renu Gaon, bidāpat nāch exists in name only. Is that what you want me 

to say?” I was ashamed of myself as I spoke the words and am embarrassed to convey 

them  now.  There  should  be  nothing  wrong  with  a  folklorist  arranging  specific 

performances out of their ritual contexts, and I had done so before, but never backed by a 

threat  of  using my position as  ethnographer  in  such  a  way.  The resulting  mess  of  a 

performance, which was incomplete, out-of-time, out-of-place, was my own doing, even 

though many in  the  village  participated  once  news  of  the  performance arrangements 

spread.  

The  bidāpat performance  took  place  during  a  village  function  that  Renu’s 

youngest son Pappu organized. An evening the week before Holī, he showed me a large 

yellow cloth rolled up on a chair. “This is your banner,” he said. “I just brought it back 

from  the  printer  in  Forbesganj.”  He  unrolled  it  and  hung  it  on  the  clothesline  that 

stretched from the still-incomplete brick house on one side of the Renu family courtyard, 
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to the mud-and-thatch house on the other. The large red and blue Devanagari letters stood 

out against the yellow background:

The Phanishwarnath Renu Samaj Seva Sansthan
Renu Gaon, Forbesganj, Araria

Presents
“International Holī Meeting Celebration” 

Place: Renu Gaon, Aurahi-Hingana

Pappu was concerned only by the spelling of my name in the last line which read 

“Guest of honor: iyān-ul-phor  ṭ (America).”69

“It doesn't look very American,” he commented, sounding worried.  

This was the second Holī I had celebrated in Renu Gaon. Pappu’s International 

Holī  took  place  several  days  before  Holī  proper.  He  excitedly  told  me  about  the 

competing music groups he was arranging. “Ram Prashad will also be there,” he added, 

knowing of my particular interest in the village’s head Vidyapati performer. It was in this 

context that I asked Ram Prashad to perform  bidāpat,  instead of the more appropriate 

Holī songs, many performances of which I had already recorded at that point.

Pappu  arranged  for  newspaper  and  TV reporters  to  attend  the  event—I  was 

already acquainted with each of them, as Pappu summoned them at least once during 

each of my visits. Regarding the upcoming event, he explained what he needed of me: 

“Everyone will be so happy to see you playing Holī, and to see you singing and dancing 

with the Bihari villagers. So you will have to put your microphone down for a bit to 

dance for the TV camera.”

69इयान-उल-फोट� (अyीका)
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Bidāpat  nāch is  simply  not  performed  during  Holī.  It  requires  a  marked 

performance area that clearly separates the performers from the audience. Holī, with its 

emphasis  on  merrymaking  and  audience  participation,  is  not  the  time  to  require  an 

audience to sit still. We gathered in the afternoon at the village primary school, named for 

the famous author and built on land donated by his family. Pappu had hung the yellow 

banner under the small statue of his father. One group of singers sat at the foot of the 

statue  and  had  launched  into  a  series  of  well-known  Holī songs.  Ram  Prashad 

approached me, looking concerned.

“Would you like us to perform Holī songs?”

“Or bidāpat?” I said.

“Bidāpat?”  

“Ok!” I said nodding.

“Where  should  we  perform?”  He  asked,  looking  around  the  grounds  of  the 

school.

This was my first clue that this performance could not go well: I had no idea, of 

course, where Ram Prashad and his group should perform bidāpat nāch. Fortunately, the 

group was already getting ready to begin.  Thithar  Das finished putting on his  clown 

outfit,  and grabbed Renu's hobbyhorse.  Sanjay,  the principal dancer,  and two teenage 

boys put on their  red saris  and wigs.  The group gathered in one of the small  school 

buildings, which would serve as the kunja bhavan, meaning they were about to perform 

the bidāpat made famous in Renu's novel Mailā ānchal. I held my breath as Ram Prashad 

sang the opening lines, as the group, led by the dancers, began processing out from the 
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school building: Are kunja bhavanāaaa . . .. sāaaayeee . . . . nikalāla ho . . . (Oh just as I 

was leaving the grove . . . ).

Thithar the clown played his part well. The aged clown blocked his Radha's path, 

dancing from side to side, waving his wrinkled arms in the air, trilling his tongue. At a 

concluding drumbeat, Ram Prashad asked him, “Why are you doing this, Krishna?” Here 

was Thithar's chance to make a joke. Why was this aged clown-cum-deity blocking the 

path of a young gentleman-cum-goddess?  

But Thithar could not say his line, whatever it was going to be, because he was 

interrupted by Renu's oldest son, Venu, who jumped in between the two of them, in an 

unplanned and unscripted moment (Photo 23).

“I’ll tell you the reason!” shouted Venu. “You have to follow the village council's 

rule!  And until you submit the proper application, you won't get anything!"  

For a few instants, Ram Prashad tried to ignore Venu. He looked at Thithar, and 

gestured for him to continue. But was unable to regain control as Venu jumped between 

them, and personally took over the clown's role. The bidāpat clown must speak on behalf 

of  the  people,  his  fellow villagers.  But  Renu's  son,  a  powerful  elected  official  with 

influence over several villages in the area, reversed this. He turned bidāpat nāch upside 

down and intervened instead on behalf of the government. Regarding rationing—a topic 

brought up in Renu's literary  bidāpat,  Venu mentioned the elderly in the village who 

might be eligible to receive some food and other essentials from the government. “But!” 

Venu yelled. “Some of you as young as thirty are demanding this service.” He blamed the 

people  for  the  government's  inability  to  provide:  “The  fault  is  yours!  How  are  we 
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supposed to help you when you claim thirty-year-olds as elderly?” This caused an uproar 

from the crowd, which was thoroughly enjoying the outburst.

I cannot emphasize enough the contrast of Venu's clowning to that written of by 

his  father,  Renu. His father's  literary clown blasts the powerful,  mocking them while 

pretending to give praise. He lays bare the corruption that destroys the hopes of villagers 

depending on the ration system, and lays all the fault at the feet of those in charge. The 
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village council doesn't help the people, they only serve up abuse. Renu’s son, in contrast, 

defended the government and turned the blame back on the people.

Ram Prashad had to  admit  the  fault  on behalf  of  the  people  in  order  for  the 

performance to continue: “Fine! The weaknesses are  all  right here.  So now will  you 

please move and stop blocking our path?” The performance continued in spurts, broken 

up by further interruptions from Venu, and often being silenced by a group of revelers 

shouting out Holī songs. I did get to see Thithar fall to the ground in mock pain, just like 

Renu's literary clown: (“Oh boy, oh boy!” )  And I heard him sing the lullaby that Fantu 

taught  me (“Little-sweet,  bubba-sweet  .  .  .”).  But  ten  minutes  into  the  performance, 

Renu's son Pappu grabbed me, and asked me to stop recording,  and sit  among other 

villagers watching, so that the TV press could get a shot for my story. “But you know I 

am here to record bidāpat,” I whispered pleadingly. “But you can get that any time,” he 

said. This, I knew after two years of trying, was not the case. But the damage was done. 

The performers lost their steam, and surrendered to the confusion of International Holī 

and its special American guest. Perhaps my only consolation was the similarity in the 

ways this performance collapsed and the description Renu made of performances that 

failed because of his own presence in the audience.70

To Renu, the clown was bidāpat's most important performer. Only the clown can 

challenge Vidyapati's  verses,  and bring them into the present.  The clown bridges the 

modern world and the mythic past. He is a buffoon, but he is also Krishna. From this in-

between space, he is allowed to confront powerful village landowners. The clown is also 

70RR-4, 21.
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a ritualized Renu. The hobbyhorse that Thithar uses in every performance was a gift from 

him.  It  is  the  symbol of  Renu's  contribution to  bidāpat,  and is  a  visual  reminder  of 

Thithar's inherited authority. In the failed performance, Renu's son Venu turned bidāpat 

nāch upside down. Instead of interrogating Vidyapati's verses on behalf of the public, he 

does so on behalf of the government. Perhaps he could not reconcile the idea of his father 

represented by Thithar's joker, with his own ideas about himself and his family. By his 

birthright, Renu's son can become a clown, but the bidāpat tradition cannot sustain it, and 

immediately collapses.

Something Pappu, Renu's  youngest,  said  to  me the first  time I  recorded Ram 

Prashad alerted me to the complicated relationship Renu's sons have with their father's 

identity. The first night when I met Ram Prashad and Thithar Das, Pappu came up to me 

after the group had performed a couple of songs. He had just come back from the city to 

live in the village, and was coming to terms with his life there. He was quite emotional, 

and said he felt he was now only hearing these songs for the first time. The songs made 

him think of his father, and he described a happiness he had never felt before. But within 

ten  minutes  he  jumped on his  motorcycle  and left  without  explanation—missing  the 

hours of music to come. He abandoned the performance.

V. ABANDONING BIDĀPAT

V.1. Renu's Instructions to his Fellow Performers

Why did Renu's son Pappu leave? Why would he declare his happiness at hearing 

bidāpat, which brought back memories of his own childhood with his father, only to flee 
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moments later? Why did Renu’s sons help me to arrange a bidāpat performance only to 

shut it down moments after it started? These contradictions require exploration.

I have detailed some aspects of Renu’s life with bidāpat so as to set up another 

contradiction—namely, Renu’s declaration that bidāpat must be abandoned. Why would 

Renu champion bidāpat nāch, only to declare the need to leave it behind?

Jainarayan  Mandal  was  the  singer  who  first  alerted  me  to  this  contradiction. 

Jainarayan was the singer who was able to pantomime Thithar’s cloth-baby routine so 

well. He could do so because he used to be a bidāpat dancer himself. I learned this when 

I asked him about his musical life history. I asked about his relationship with Renu in 

particular, because I wanted to get a better sense of what that musical exchange entailed. 

“How, exactly, did Renu teach you?” I asked, hoping to build a picture of what, exactly, 

Renu's program was with his village's performers.

“Like this,” Jainarayan explained. “He would sit in his chair, and all of us would 

sit below on the ground and listen to his explanations. He would tell us to play properly.” 

Jainarayan gestured up with his hands and face to describe Renu’s actions and words, and 

gestured down to indicate his own responses. “He gave me a harmonium: ‘Do you play?’ 

And I said, ‘Yes, I have played a bit during dance performances.'  So Renu would be 

sitting up there. Then he would say ‘Stop! Stop! It’s no good. Play it like this.' And he 

would grab my hand. ‘Play like this.’” This type of scene had also been described by 

Ram Prashad, when I asked him the same question. 

Jainarayan attributed the success of the group to Renu’s tutelage. In the twenty 

years that they were most active, he explained, they were never bested by another group. 
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“Wherever we went, whether for  kīrtan or for singing in a temple, these big important 

people who recognized our artistry would ask, ‘Whose party is this?’ So we said it was 

Renu ji’s party. ‘Oh my god, such a great man! Hear what they are singing!’ Now we all 

knew Renu ji’s teachings; we longed for his songs.”

“That’s when you were a dancer?” I asked. I knew Jainarayan had been a na ūāṭ  in 

his youth. But these days, he no longer performed. He called himself  a devotee, and 

focused on performing various devotional genres that do not involve clowns and dancers. 
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I wanted to get a sense of the timeline of his transformation from dancer, to bidāpat nāch 

singer, to devotee.

“Yes, a dancer. And when Renu asked ‘Shall I teach you?' I said, ‘Yes.’ Then he 

said to me, ‘From today on, quit your dancing! Come to the lord’s devotion. You will be 

a bhakt, a devotee.’ And so that's what I did.”

“Renu made you do this?  He told you to quit bidāpat nāch?”  

“Yes. ‘Give it up!’ he said. And then I got rid of all that long hair—the lady’s 

style hair.  Shaved it all off.  And from that day I took an oath that I would enter the path 

of the lord's devotion. Now I am a devotee. So I sing bhajan.”

“Bhajan?” I asked. This is a general term meaning “devotional songs.”

“Yes,  nirguṇ.” He was referring to  the devotional  song genre that  emphasizes 

worship of a formless god, and stresses non-attachment to worldly possessions. I learned 

that although many of these verses, and especially the nirgu ,ṇ  were not likely composed 

by the fifteenth-century poet  Vidyapati,  some bidāpat  performers  in  Renu Gaon still 

consider them as part of a larger bidāpat repertory. Jainarayan was referring to a type of 

men's Vidyapati performance that more closely matches the way Vidyapati's lyrics are 

performed in the poet’s home village Bispi, with no clown and no dancer. This tradition, 

too, still exists in Renu Gaon today, alongside bidāpat nāch. 

Jainarayan’s conception of his  musical  life follows a narrative that  appears in 

Renu’s literature. Renu’s short story Raspriyā  centers on an aged bidāpat drummer and 

his search for a new dancer, a young boy who could learn and eventually carry on the 

bidāpat tradition. The title of the story is the name of a category of bidāpat song, and the 
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story is punctuated by single lines from that genre. The drummer is transformed by the 

story's events, and in the final pages, renounces bidāpat nāch tradition completely: 

 

अब � x पदावली नह�, रसNपNरया नह�, Nनरग�न71 गाऊ�गा । jखो, vरी उ�गली 
शायद सीधी हो रही � । श�m रसNपNरया कौन गा सकता � आजकल ? ...

अ}, चल¡ मन, चल¡ मन—सस�रार जइ� हो रामा,
Nक आहो रामा,
न�Nहरा w अNगया लगायब }-की...।72

From now on I won't sing  raspriyā  or  padāvalī.  Now I will only sing 
nirguṇ. Look, it seems that my finger is straightening out. Who can sing pure 
raspriyā these days?

Oh, away, my heart. Away my heart—and travel to my married home, 
Oh, Lord,
Let the birth home be set ablaze. 

As with the samdāun song discussion in the previous chapter, the nirgu  ṇ text is 

also to be understood on the same two levels. The literal meaning concerns the departure 

of a new bride from her parent's home. Now married, she must travel to live with her 

husband's family. She can bring nothing with her, so what remains behind may as well be 

reduced  to  ashes.  Ram  Prashad  knew  this  song  well,  as  well  as  the  others  in  this 

particular  short  story.  He  sang  the  remaining  nirgu  ṇ lines  for  me  one  night  in  his 

courtyard.

71In his writing, Renu always used the vernacular spelling and pronunciation  nirgun as opposed to the 
Sanskritic nirguṇ. (See also Sa vadiyāṃ , RR-1, 331; Vidāpat nāch, RR-4, 27; and Nae savere kī āśā, RR-4, 
39). As far as I can determine, either pronunciation is acceptable in Renu Gaon. I have used the Sanskritic 
version in all translations and spelling, so as to make clear the  connection with the broader Indian nirguṇ 
tradition.
72Raspriyā, RR-1, 135. Ellipsis in original.
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अ} चल� मन 
चल� � मन
Nक सस�रार जइ� हो रामा
Nक आहो रामा
न�हरो w अNगया लगाय� } की

आ� न�हरा T लोग { सब
आ� Nबरान tल हो मोरा
Nक आहो रामा 
Nदn Nदn झगड़ } लगा� ^ } की

आ� माई बाप गहण jल
आ� क«ग दोनो सोनाव हो रामा
Nक आहो रामा
चलn T rNड़या गहना उतारल } ^ Nक

Away, my heart.
Away, oh my heart.
I will travel to the married home.
So, my lord.
Let the birth home be set ablaze.

All those in my birthplace.
Have become distant and cruel.
So, my lord, I suffer constant fighting.

Oh, mother and father gave jewelry.
Two beautiful gold bangles.
But oh my lord, my departure sees the jewelry removed.

“Take a look in your book,” Ram Prashad said. “That's exactly what is written.”

“I know. Renu wrote this. It's the exact one. I've even seen it in the American 

library. Did you hear him sing it?”

“Of course.”
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“What do you mean, 'go to my married home?'” I asked.

Ram Prashad explained that there are “two meanings.” The first was the literal 

one: “The bride is leaving for her husband's home.” The second was the metaphorical 

meaning of the soul leaving the body. “The swan flies off,” he explained, referring to a 

typical nirgu  ṇ metaphor for the soul's departure at death.

“So are there two meanings of setting fire to your birth home?” I asked.

“It is just like when a girl leaves for her married home. Does anything remain for 

her  in her  birth  home? When the swan takes off,  and leaves  for its  beloved's  home, 

everything behind is set ablaze. Nothing will remain behind for you here. Your jewelry 

will remain, everything will remain when you leave this world, but it is no longer for 

you. It's the same when you are born. Do you bring anything with you then?”

If I had pressed him, Ram Prashad would probably have explained that the fire in 

the song also refers to the body's cremation—a sentiment made clear in a verse of the 

fifteenth-century poet Kabir, most famous of India's nirguṇ saints: 

A man's wife stays with him to the door, 
his friends go a few steps more. 
At the corpse-ground there's only the stretcher.  
After that, swan,
you’re on your own.
Burned you'll turn to ashes.73

Our conversation continued. “This is the end of the song?” I asked.

“Yes. Three lines.”

73Linda Hess and Shukdev Singh, trans, The Bījak of Kabir, eecond ed (Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1986), 
65-66.
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“You're right. It's in Renu's story.”

“Who sings it?” he asked.

“Well it's at the end of a story. 'Raspriyā,' I think. Maybe Panchkauri Mirdangiya 

sings it,” I replied, naming the hero of the story. I then quoted the hero’s renunciation: 

“From now on I won't sing raspriyā or padāvalī. Now I will only sing nirgu .ṇ ”74

“. . . sing nirguṇ.” Ram Prashad said, joining me in reciting the line and nodding 

in agreement.

“But why,” I asked “would he abandon raspriyā to sing nirguṇ?”

“When a body is born, it is small. It then experiences youth, and then becomes 

old. As you age, you fashion all those lovely things in your imagination into your songs. 

And  nirgu  ṇ is the final song, for songs age just like the body. And that is why at the 

conclusion of any ceremony, that is why at any end—always—we sing a nirguṇ.”

Renu's  literary use of the  nirgu  ṇ song in  Raspriyā maps his  village’s  bidāpat  

performance onto a symbolic devotional framework. The bidāpat tradition, for Renu, was 

an enactment of youth—“the birth-home's happy dream.” What startled me was learning 

that Renu's literary use of these songs, his notion of the ideal progression from genre to 

genre, was mirrored in his actual actions amongst his village's performing community. It 

is one thing for Renu's literary hero to abandon  bidāpat,  but quite another for Renu to 

order  his  own student  Jainarayan  to  make  the  identical  renunciation.  In  Jainarayan's 

words: “From today on, quit your dancing!” In Renu's conception of  bidāpat, it must 

eventually be left behind: “set my birth home ablaze.” Within this system of genres, he 

74From the concluding lines of Raspriyā, RR-1, 135.
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described  a  move  from the  earthy  bidāpat,  with  its  clowns  and  dancers,  to  a  more 

sublime devotional tradition that leaves bidāpat—the body—to ashes. 

V.2. Renu the Storyteller: The Death of Bidāpat and the Rise of the Novel

Just as the clown's bawdy jokes should not be understood as actual rejections of 

Krishna's divinity, none of the above should be understood as a permanent abandonment 

of  bidāpat  nāch for  other  genres.  We have  seen  Renu's  own description  of  how he 

himself “left”  bidāpat once he felt himself educated, only to return later because of a 

deep  longing.75 These  genres  are  not  competing;  they  are  complementary,  and  the 

movement  from one to  another  should  perhaps  be  understood as  a  function  of  their 

liveliness, and not as an indication that one must be lost to make room for the other.

Even so, there is no denying the reality of the actual decline of the bidāpat nāch 

tradition—hence  the  difficulty  I  had  in  observing  a  performance.  I  threatened  Ram 

Prashad that I would return to the states and declare bidāpat nāch dead. I would like to 

explore the loss of bidāpat further, as a way of understanding the ways in which Renu's 

sons seemed to have difficulty with the tradition—either by interrupting and subverting 

performances, or by simply leaving. I do this by taking Renu's  bidāpat framework and 

placing it alongside that of Walter Benjamin's storyteller.76 Renu's community and heirs 

confront Renu as storyteller and as novelist. I find Benjamin's storyteller to be evocative 

of the bidāpat's decline, and both stories seem to draw authority from a single source, 

and find their end in the same places. 

75Bidāpat-nāch,”RR-4, 21.
76Walter Benjamin, “The Storyteller,” in Illuminations (New York: Schoken Books, 1969).
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In his 1936 essay “Der Erzähler” (“The Storyteller”), Benjamin sets the story and 

its  teller  in  opposition.  Although  stories  may  seem  close  and  familiar,  the  very 

designation of the “storyteller” creates a distance between us and the storyteller. We have 

lost the experiences needed to fashion and tell stories. There is no immediacy, because 

the story is dying: “Familiar though his name may be to us, the storyteller in his living 

immediacy is by no means a present force.”77 Story gets its authority from an intersection 

of narrative, death, and history. By narrating the end of storytelling, Benjamin writes into 

the  present  both  the  past  (which  includes  the  death  from  which  storytelling  draws 

authority) and the future (which must include the death of the story). The past and future 

only ever have substance in this present narration. This is the gift of storytelling. 

 So the story of storytelling begins and ends in death—a paradoxical formation 

entirely applicable to Renu's construction of  bidāpat nāch. The formation can also be 

read into Fantu’s lullaby, because the contradictions in that verse seem to parallel the 

ones I describe here. Today's performers legitimize bidāpat through its connection with 

death—that of their author. Performances begin in the past tense: “When Renu started his 

dance . . .” Thithar Das’s hobbyhorse, Renu’s own possession, is a symbol of Renu as an 

author of the tradition, but it is also a symbol of Renu’s absence.

Renu's  movement  away  from  earthy  bidāpat  to  the  non-attached  nirguṇ,  the 

movement from one's birth home to married home, the movement from life to death, is 

the  same  as  Benjamin's  conception  of  the  movement  from  the  story  to  the  novel. 

Knowledge  and  narratives  of  an  individual  become  real  at  death:  “It  is,  however, 

77Benjamin, “The Storyteller,” I.
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characteristic that not only a man's knowledge or wisdom, but above all his real life—and 

this is the stuff that stories are made of—first assumes transmissible form at the moment 

of his death.”78 This is what gives a true story its authority. But Benjamin's point is that 

death  is  no  longer  around  us.  We have  become separated  from it,  and  stories  have 

therefore lost their source of authority. The novel, however, gives it to us in another form.

While the greedy novelist creates in isolation and writes for an isolated reader, the 

storyteller works and lives in a web of experience, and recreates specific experiences for 

78Benjamin, “The Storyteller,” X.
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listeners and readers. Renu is both. He is the novelist alone in his village mud hut, taking 

tea by the hour, writing by the light of the petromax. He is also a storyteller, epitomized 

by both extremes of Benjamin's archaic types: the “trading seaman,” who comes from 

afar  with  new  tales;  and  the  “resident  tiller  of  the  soil,”  steeped  in  local  tradition. 

Benjamin sets the novel in opposition to the story. Story's decline equals the novel's rise. 

Storytellers  fashion narrative from actual  experience,  and create experiences for their 

listeners. But the novel is created in isolation, by a lonely individual. The story listener 

(or reader) is “in the company of the storyteller,” ready to continue the tradition and pass 

the  experiences  on.  But  the  novel  reader  is  selfish,  and  “swallows up  the  material,” 

without intention or even ability to share those experiences.79

Our  own  narratives  interact  with  those  of  stories.  This  is  why  we  can 

“legitimately” ask, at the end of a story, “What comes next?” “The novelist, on the other 

hand, cannot hope to take the smallest step beyond that limit at which he invites the 

reader to a divinatory realization of the meaning of life by writing, 'finis.'”80 The novel 

ends with death; the story does not. But this is what ultimately compels us toward the 

novel. Benjamin tells us that the storyteller's authority is rooted in death. 

So what of the novel, whose rise is one of the earliest symptoms of storytelling's 

decline? 

What differentiates the novel from all other forms of prose literature—the fairy 
tale, the legend, even the novella—is that it neither comes from oral tradition nor 
goes into it. This distinguishes it from storytelling in particular. The storyteller 
takes what he tells from experience—his own or reported by others. And he in 

79Benjamin, “The Storyteller,” XV.
80Benjamin, “The Storyteller,” XIV.
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turn makes it the experience of those who are listening to his tale. The novelist 
has isolated himself.  The birthplace of the novel is the solitary individual, who is 
no  longer  able  to  express  himself  by  giving  examples  of  his  most  important 
concerns, is himself  uncounseled,  and cannot council  others. To write a novel 
means to carry the incommensurable to extremes in the representation of human 
life.  In the midst of life's fullness, and through the representation of this fullness, 
the novel gives evidence of the profound perplexity of the living.81

By  enacting  bidāpat,  by  performing  Renu's  identity  as  a  storyteller,  his 

community might hope to create a nearness to their author. But according to Benjamin's 

notion  of  the  storyteller,  the  opposite  happens.  We  are  always  remote  from  our 

storytellers, and the distance becomes even greater as the novel takes hold. The novelist 

works exclusively in isolation, just as the nirgu  ṇ singer strives to detach from this world

—“The cart leaves for my beloved's” . . . “set my parents' home ablaze.”  

I have attempted to trace the contours of a complicated narrative—one that details 

Renu's life with bidāpat. I admit that I want the investigation of this folk drama to bring 

me closer to Renu, to understanding his motivations, and to experience the “smell of the 

village  soil”  that  is  said  to  pervade  his  work.  I  found  clues  in  Renu's  ethnographic 

footprint that shed light on his literary persona in his famous first novel. Then in bidāpat  

performance I thought I had found Renu himself. Even his family told me that I had, and 

all the other signs told me this was the truth. But these facts did not create a nearness to 

the  author;  only  a  perpetual  distancing.  Renu's  youngest  son  saw  his  father  in  the 

performances of his village community, and used that experience to feel personally part 

of  that  community  again.  But  he  could  not  sustain  the  connection,  and  left  on  his 

motorcycle mid-performance. I was puzzled at the time, but less so now. Renu's eldest 
81Benjamin, “The Storyteller,” V.
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son tries  to  create  such  a  connection  to  his  father,  but  he  cannot  reconcile  his  own 

identity with that of his ritualized father, even in his attempt to step into the role that 

reinvents his father's identity—that of the clown, who is Renu, the symbolic creator of 

the bidāpat tradition. 

VI. THE RECOVERY OF BIDĀPAT: ON BECOMING A CLOWN AGAIN

The  nirgu  ṇ line “set my birth home ablaze” seems to leave no possibility for a 

return to that birth home, and the Drummer's statement in Raspriyā—“I’ll no longer sing 

bidāpat”—seems equally final, as does his declaration to sing nirgu  ṇ instead. Jainarayan's 

claim that he gave up bidāpat on Renu's order (“Abandon this dance!”) seemed equally 

permanent. But that personal rejection revealed itself to be anything but. Had I not kept 

returning to Renu Gaon, I would not have learned that Jainarayan was still able to put on 

a clown costume and dance bidāpat when needed. Two years after he told me the story of 

how he gave up  bidāpat nāch on Renu’s order, his village colleague Thithar Das the 

clown  fell  ill  and  could  not  perform.  So  Jainarayan  stepped  into  his  role  for  a 

performance. I did not see the performance myself, but I heard about it from Thithar, and 

asked Jainarayan about it later that week.

If the move away from bidāpat is a final step, it is a final step that can be retraced 

and taken again. If an individual performer engages in such a renunciation, it need not 

preclude  the  possibility  of  that  performer  drawing  on  the  full  spectrum  of  village 

performance:

“Thithar says you danced in bidāpat nāch!” I said.
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“Yes!” Said Jainarayan.

“But you said that you don’t do bidāpat nāch anymore.”

He laughed. “Yes, but I did do it once.”

“You said that Renu told you to stop dancing.”

“Yes he did.”

“But then you did dance. You did the clowning in bidāpat.”

“Yes, But what could we do? Thithar was sick. If not me, then who?”
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CHAPTER 5: SHIV AND KRISHNA IN RENU VILLAGE: 
DEVOTIONAL PERFORMANCE IN LITERATURE AND THE 

FIELD

I. INTRODUCTION: ON THE PERFORMATIVE APPROACH

This dissertation takes a performative approach to Phanishwarnath Renu's writing 

and considers his literary output as a product of the Renu Gaon performance community. 

Renu's relationship to that community is a complex one; his life and personality intersect 

with his village's songs on musical, literary, and personal levels. In his writing, Renu's 

individual song choices were influenced by not by any single factor, but instead by many 

working in counterpoint. His identity as a performer is one of those factors. Literature has 

been called a “mixed bag” that contains elements of the performing and nonperforming 

arts.1 But  even so,  at  least  with regard to certain  key features,  oral  performance and 

written literature appear fundamentally different. 

In Chapter 3, I argued that a contrapuntal reading of Renu's writing could reveal 

aspects  of  his  identity  as  performer.  His  fictional  songs  inhabit  the  world—they  are 

worldly—in much the same way that Renu Gaon oral performances inhabit the world. 

Renu's fictional songs are simple repetitions of text and experience,  but they are also 

deeply encoded repetitions of the same. How far can the consideration of literature as 

performance be taken? How else might a performative approach further an analysis of 

this subject?

1Peter  Kivy,  The  Performance  of  Reading:  An  Essay  in  the  Philosophy  of  Literature (Malden,  MA: 
Blackwell Publishing, 2006), 1.
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To explore  these  questions,  this  chapter  considers  additional  elements  of  oral 

performance and asks how and if these features might translate to the medium of written 

literature. I approach this from two angles. One is an engagement with the theory of oral 

performance refined by Richard Bauman in his Verbal Art as Performance.2 The second 

is a consideration of a singer's personal relationship to the material being performed, and 

the additional performance strategies that may result from that relationship. 

Bauman's theory of verbal art is an elaboration of seven “keys” to performance. 

He argues that analysis of verbal art must move beyond a textual analysis and consider 

the aspects of performance through which meaning is actually communicated. The keys 

refer to specific conventions that create a frame around a performance event. They are the 

culture-specific  indications  that  a  performance  is  taking  place,  and  they  provide  the 

information an audience needs to understand a performance. Each key will be discussed 

in  turn  in  section  IV.  As  regional  literature,  Renu's  writing  is  expected  to  faithfully 

duplicate  some of  these  keys—a trait  that  his  writing  shares  with  the  “ethnographic 

novel.”3 Many  keys,  therefore,  are  obviously  shared  on  a  surface  level  between  the 

writing and oral  performance—that  is,  these keys  are  directly  repeated within Renu's 

writing.  These  multiple  correspondences,  while  excellent  indicators  of  Renu's 

engagement with his village's performance community, will not be my primary concern. 

2Richard Bauman, Verbal Art as Performance (Prospect Heights, IL: Waveland Press, 1977).
3For discussions of the term “ethnographic novel,” see Janet Tallman, “The Ethnographic Novel: Finding 
the Insider's Voice,” in Between Anthropology and Literature: Interdisciplinary Discourses, edited by Rose 
De  Angelis,  11-22  (London:  Routledge,  2002),  and  Thomas  Lyons,  “The  Ethnographic  Novel  and 
Ethnography in Colonial Algeria,” Modern Philology 100, no. 4 (2003): 576-95.
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Instead, I will try and identify the less-direct correspondences that might be uncovered 

from reading contrapuntally.

Before embarking on this dual-pronged approach, it is necessary to describe the 

performances to be analyzed. The items in question here are a set of Krishna-themed 

genres and a pair of śiv-gaurī, which are devotional songs that describe the relationship 

between the god Shiv and his wife Gauri. Accessing the role of these devotional songs in 

the  novel  naturally  requires  an  explanation  of  their  religious  imagery  and  an 

acknowledgment that performances of these songs are considered devotional acts. This 

was the case even with the “out of context” performances I witnessed, such as those 

performed by Renu's younger sister Mahati Devi, in her courtyard and at my request. 

Though out of authentic performance context, Mahati's performances are still examples 

of verbal art, and therefore still benefit from such an analysis.

A question I address concerns Renu's juxtaposition of  śiv-gaurī  songs alongside 

items from Krishna-themed genres. I learned that Renu's sister Mahati shuns one set of 

genres while embracing the other, but Renu used both sets of genres to tell the same story. 

His novel  Mailā  ānchal  contains a love story that seems to be enveloped by a set of 

devotional songs about the god Shiv, much in the same way that—during performances in 

the village—these devotional songs can be seen to envelop a different set of love-related 

genres within. That is, Renu duplicated the performance structure of his village within the 

narrative structure of his novel.

The final part of the chapter considers aspects of Renu's life story to suggest yet 

another function of the śiv-gaurī song in Mailā ānchal. The consideration here is strictly 
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biographical: the song, which recounts the story of Shiv's wedding to Gauri, shares many 

features with Renu's own life story. 

II. ŚIV-GAURĪ AND KRISHNA IN MAILĀ ĀNCHAL

II.1. The First Śiv-Gaurī Song in Mailā Ānchal: A Terrified Mother Declares She 
Will Not Let Her Daughter Marry

In  Mailā  ānchal,  a  subplot  detailing  Doctor  Prashant’s  growing  affection  for 

Kamali develops alongside the story of Prashant’s growing affection for the village, and 

the two stories share common themes.4 The characters are introduced to each other early 

during Prashant's time in the village, when he is rushed to her home on learning of her 

fainting spells.5 He arrives to find her unconscious on a cot, surrounded by veiled women, 

in a dark closed-up room filled with lantern smoke. After learning of the family's failure 

to arrange Kamali's marriage, Prashant suspects her ailment to be more psychological 

than physical. He returns with his radio and some sweet-tasting bromide to administer. 

Knowing that All-India Radio is about broadcast a performance of local women's song, 

he proceeds to use the radio in a novel treatment:

डाRटर पोट�बल mKडय| को खोलकर मीटर ठीक करता v—“यह अॉल इ�Kडया mKडय| 
v । रात Q सवा नौ बW w । अब आप yहदी h समाचार स�Kनए... ।”

“डर लगता v । मा�... !”
“_िखए, डर की कोई बात नह{ । स�Kनए... ।”
“म�झ~ उठा दो मा� !”
“उKठए मत । nटी रKहए ।”

4Kathryn  Hansen,  “Phanishwarnath  Renu:  The  Integration  of  Rural  and  Urban  Consciousness  in  the 
Modern Hindi Novel” (Ph.D thesis, University of California, Berkeley, 1978), 91.
5Mailā ānchal, RR-2, 65.
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“... अब आप सKवता_वी q एक iKथली लोकगीत स�Kनए !”
माइT, हम ना Kबयाuब अपन गौरा Q
ज} ब�ढ़वा होइत जमाय T माई !

“ओ मा� ।” कमली िखलिखलाकर ह�स पड़ती v, “शादी का गीत हो रहा v ।”
हम ना Kबयाuब अपन गौरा Q ...

कोठरी और आ�गन h घ��घट काढ़~ औरत| की भीड़ लग जाती v । कमला6 पर 
eोमाइड का असर हो रहा v, उसकी आ�ख| h न{द झा�क रही v ।7

The Doctor turns on a portable radio and adjusts the dial—“This is All 
India Radio. The time is nine-fifteen P.M. And now the news in Hindi . . .”

“I’m scared. Ma . . . !”
“Look, there’s nothing to be afraid of. Listen . . . ”
“Get me up, Ma!”
“Don’t get up. Stay lying down.”
“ . . . and now listen to a Maithili folksong from Savita Devi!”

Mother, I will not let my Gauri wed
When the groom is so old, Oh Mother!

“Oh Ma,” Kamali says giggling. “It’s a wedding song.”
 Mother, I will not wed my Gauri . . .

A crowd of veiled women fills the room and the courtyard. The bromide 
begins to have an effect on Kamali, and her eyes grow heavy with sleep.

The song couplet alone has four characters: 1) “Ma”—the speaker, who declares 

she will not let her daughter marry; 2) the “daughter,” Gauri, who is getting married; 3) 

the “groom” or son-in-law; and 4) the “Mother” who is being addressed by the speaker. 

The  daughter's  departure  is  looming,  but  her  Ma refuses  to  even let  her  marry.  She 

declares she will not permit her daughter to even begin the journey. The song implies that 

6Kamali is occasionally referred to as Kamala in the novel.
7Mailā ānchal, RR-2, 67-68. Ellipses in original.
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the daughter is, at present, in her birth home. The reason Ma provides for her anxiety is 

the groom's advanced age. 

In the couplet,  Ma addresses her anxiety to  Māī—“Mother.” A reader familiar 

with the devotional song tradition would recognize this as a call to the goddess—“Oh 

Mother!”  From these  two  lines  alone,  there  is  no  specific  information  regarding  the 

thoughts of the daughter or the groom. For that information, we could consider the song 

within the surrounding prose section. Doctor Prashant arrives with the radio, and Kamali 

is terrified of him, because he has needles and threatens to use them on her. “I’m scared,  

Ma!” she says. “Get me up, Ma!” she says. These repetitions suggest an association of 

Kamali with the daughter in the song; Kamali's calls to her mother echo the calls to the 

mother goddess in the song. Just  as the daughter in the song might be scared of the 

elderly groom, Kamali is scared of the medical-instrument-wielding Doctor Prashant.

Though not explicitly mentioned in the novel, the topic of the radio song is an 

episode from Puranic mythology—the divine wedding of the god Shiv to the goddess 

Gauri.  In  Renu  Gaon,  and  elsewhere  in  north  India,  these  women's  songs  are  often 

referred to as śiv-gaurī (after the narrative's principal characters), and performers include 

them under the more general categories of  bhajan (devotional songs) or biyāh ke gīt  

(wedding songs).  The song's  two lines  presented  here  give  a  small  part  of  Shiv  and 

Gauri's  story.  Shiv  is  the  romance-shunning  recluse  who  lives  atop  Mount  Kailash, 

practicing asceticism and keeping company with the  ghouls  and ghosts  of  his  native 

cremation ground. He descends from his mountain with a terrifying group of attendants, 

and  he  wears  his  ascetic  and  cremation  ground  garments  in  place  of  traditional 
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bridegroom's attire. Many north Indian traditions focus on Shiv's maddened intoxication 

during the wedding procession,8 and it is one of the better-known episodes from Puranic 

literature.9 Since the story is so well known, many readers would understand that these 

two lines refer to the wedding of Shiv and Gauri. But even without that knowledge, the 

correspondence between the song's content and the narrative in which it appears might be 

clear—including  the  association  of  the  verse's  daughter  with  Kamali,  and the  verse's 

terrifying groom with Doctor Prashant.

The departure songs discussed in Chapter 3 featured a daughter’s departure from 

her  birth  home coupled with a  member of  her  natal  family temporarily  stopping her 

journey (“brother grasps the palanquin's bamboo”). That literal journey, in the context of 

the nirgu  ṇ and funerary samdāun genres, is seen as a symbolic journey from youth to old 

age,  and from life to death. This  śiv-gaurī  couplet makes that connection explicit,  by 

labeling the groom as “old,” and, by association, the husband's home with old age, death, 

and cremation.  Ma's  cries could then be seen as an attempt to subvert  the traditional 

narrative. Although they are not literally present in Mailā ānchal, additional details about 

Shiv and Gauri's wedding support this narrative. Shiv, traveling from his own cremation 

ground, arrives at his bride's doorstep armed with the very symbols of death itself: skulls, 

ghosts, cremation ash, and the like. 10 

8Lawrence A. Babb,  The Divine Hierarchy: Popular Hinduism in Central India (New York: Columbia 
University Press, 1975), 168; 242.
9See Sudhir Kakar's recent novel  The Seeker  (Shambhala Publications, 2007), 192, in which the narrator 
makes an extended comparison between a group of satyagrahis traveling with Gandhi and the wedding 
procession that traveled with Shiv.
10See Tulsidas,  Śrī  Rāmacharitmānas,  Bālakā a  ṇḍ 1.96 (Gorakhpur:  Gita Press),  74 for  Tulsi's  detailed 
treatment of this scene, which provides the type of descriptive challenge at which he excels. He elaborates 
on Shiv's bizarre crew of terrifying ghosts, ghouls, and zombies. Some were mouthless (mukhahīn) while 
others had many mouths (bipula mukha). Some had many limbs, others had none; some had many eyes, 
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Bidāpat nāch is one of several song traditions in Bihar are based on the popular 

verses of the fifteenth-century poet Vidyapati. Other performance traditions, such as the 

genre to which this śiv-gaurī song belongs, while not explicitly making a connection to 

Vidyapati, may date back to Vidyapati's time, and therefore share many features with his 

verses. Most of Vidyapati's songs focus on Krishna, such as the verses from his Padāvalī 

that feature in  bidāpat nāch. But his  Padāvalī  also include a smaller number of verses 

about Shiv. Several describe the wedding of Shiv and Gauri, and one of them begins with 

a couplet almost identical to the women's song that Doctor Prashant plays on the radio: 

हम नKह आज रहब यKह आ�गन, 
जो ब�ढ़ होएत जमाई, T माई ।11

I will not remain in this courtyard today,
If my son-in-law is so elderly, Oh Mother!

Vidyapati's  verses to  Shiv and Gauri  are  categorized as  nachārī.12 Scholars of 

Hindi literature have explained  nachārī as also including items from the women's song 

tradition, such as the śiv-gaurī  songs in Mailā ānchal.13 The women's songs contain the 

others were sightless. Some were donkey, dog, or hog-headed, and most were smeared with blood and 
carrying skulls:

nāchahi  gāvahi  gīta parama tarangī bhūta sabaṃ ṃ
dekhata ati biparīta bolahi  bachana bichitra bidhiṃ
Dancing and singing—all the ghosts were extremely fantastic.
Looking utterly bizarre, and babbling all sorts of weirdness.

11For this Vidyapati text, as well as   ा brief commentary on it, see Subhkar Kapoor,  Vidyāpati kī padāvalī 
(Lucknow:  Gangā  Pustakmālā  Kāryālaya,  1968),  313,  and  Kumud  Vidyalankar  and  Jayavanshi  Jha, 
Vidyāpati-padāvalī (Delhi: Regal Book Depot), 303.
12Tejnarayan Lal, Maithilī lokgītõ kā adhyayan (Allahabad: Hindī Sāhitya Sammelan, 1962), 75-76. Also 
see also Govind Jha, ed,  Kalyā ī Kośṇ , (Darbhanga: Mahārājādhirāj Kāmeśvar Sinha Kalyān ़ī Foundation, 
1999), 337, where nachārī is defined simply as a song on the topic of Shiv and Parvati (ek gīt, mukhyataḥ  
śiv-pārvatīvi ayakṣ ).
13See the discussion of nachārī in Ramdev Jha, Maithilī śaiva sāhitya (Patna: Maithilī Akādamī Prakāśan, 
1979).
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same narrative content as Vidyapati's verses, and even contain some identical phrases. I 

have not, however, heard anyone in Renu Gaon refer to wedding songs about Shiv and 

Gauri as  nachārī.  Instead they are called  śiv-gaurī,  or sometimes by the less specific 

biyāh ke gīt—“wedding songs.”

As with the  śiv-gaurī  song in  Mailā  ānchal,  Vidyapati's  nachārī  text  consists 

primarily  of the voice of  Gauri's  mother  Mena. In the remainder  of the verse,  Mena 

curses  her  husband  Himanchal,  who  is  ready  to  give  away his  daughter.  She  curses 

Brahma,  who stands ready to  perform the wedding.  She curses  the sage Narad,  who 

foretold that her daughter would marry this ascetic groom. And she declares her intention 

to tear off Shiv's corpse necklace, destroy his damaru drum, and chase off the terrifying 

wedding party before escaping the courtyard together with her daughter. Vidyapati's voice 

enters in the final lines of the poem, telling Mena that her daughter and Shiv were created 

for each other, and that there is nothing to fear in their union.14

II.2. Mailā Ānchal's Krishna-themed narrative embedded within the story of Shiv 
and Gauri

I  pause  the  exploration  of  this  śiv-gaurī  example  to  consider  Kamali's  next 

appearance  in  the  novel,  where  she  is  reading  a  book  called  the  Premsāgar,  which 

includes a description of Krishna playing his  flute.  Her thoughts  turn immediately to 

14All these are well-known and features of the story of Shiv's wedding to Gauri. See O'Flaherty, Asceticism 
and Eroticism, 217-18, for several versions of the story of Shiv’s terrifying wedding procession, many of 
which elaborate on the terror expressed by Gauri's mother Mena. It is Shiv in his form as an ascetic that 
repulses Gauri’s mother Mena. Once he transforms to a more pleasing figure, she consents. He makes the 
transformation, Doniger argues, not for his bride’s sake. She is a goddess, and knows his real identity. He 
transforms into his pleasing form in order to appease his mother-in-law, who is a “representative of the 
conventional world” (O'Flaherty,  Asceticism and Eroticism, 240). That is, he becomes domesticated. He 
rids  himself  of  his  terrifying and  ascetic  attributes  so that  his  mother-in-law will  accept  him into her 
courtyard.
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Doctor  Prashant  and  his  treatments  involving  stethoscopes,  blood  pressure  kits,  and 

“sweet-tasting” bromide medicine. These items had frightened her at first, much as Shiv's 

collection of terrifying objects frightened Gauri and her mother. But now Kamali is like 

one of Krishna's  gopīs, and Prashant's medical instruments become like Krishna's flute. 

Kamali is jealous of the Doctor's medical attention toward other village women. This 

association between Lord Krishna in the novel and Prashant is strengthened in the novel's 

next chapter, in which Prashant calls for a bidāpat nāch performance. Kamali, too, plays 

an important role in that performance, when she gifts her earrings to the lead dancer.15 

The association with Krishna is completed when the villagers celebrate Holī—the 

spring  festival  that  commemorates  the  destruction  of  the  demoness  Holikā.  It was 

famously celebrated by Lord Krishna during his youth, and his divine play with the gopīs 

is  recreated  yearly  during  village  Holī  celebrations  across  India.  Men run  around  in 

intoxicated happiness splashing colored water on anyone they see. Social hierarchies are 

inverted,  and  all  sorts  of  normally-inappropriate  behavior  is  said  to  be automatically 

forgiven, hence the oft-shouted refrain: “Don't take offense, it's just Holī.”

Prashant is unaccustomed to these festivities, and feels left out. When he acquires 

a squirter for colored water, he holds it awkwardly. He does not know what do to with the 

colored powder, so he asks Kamali to hold out her arm. She jokes, “Are you playing Holī 

or giving an injection?” Prashant then empties the red powder onto Kamali's head, in a 

gesture  evocative  of  sindūr dān—the  wedding  ritual  in  which  the  groom applies  the 

15Mailā ānchal, RR-2, 89.
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auspicious red vermilion powder to the parting of his bride's hair, thereby marking her as 

married. The scene concludes with two lines of a Holī song:

डाRटर अबीर की प�री झोली कमली पर उलट _ता v । Kसर पर लाल अबीर Kबखर 
गया—म��ह पर, गाल| पर और नाक पर ।... कह[ w, yस^र लगा[ समय िजस लड़की Q नाक 
पर Kसa^र झड़कर Kगरता v, वह अप` पKत की बड़ी ]लारी होती v । ...

ऐसी मचायो होरी हो,
कनक भवन h pयाम मचायो होरी !16

The Doctor dumped the whole bag of powder onto Kamali. Red powder 
scattered across her head, face, cheeks, and nose. . . . They say that during the 
application of  sindūr, if some falls on the girl’s nose, then she will become her 
husband’s true beloved . . .
    And so he played Holī
    At the golden house, Krishna played Holī!

Prashant  and  Kamali  are  now  symbolically  married.17 Their  union  here  is 

underpinned not by village songs of Shiv's wedding to Gauri, such as the wedding song 

that introduced them to each other, but instead by a song from the Holī festival describing 

Krishna's divine play. This is not a wedding song; in fact, there are no wedding songs 

about Krishna in Renu Gaon. 

II.3. The Second Śiv-Gaurī Song in Mailā Ānchal
So Mailā ānchal's Doctor Prashant is associated with both Shiv and with Krishna. 

His first interaction with the villagers involves him playing a śiv-gaurī song for his future 

wife Kamali. Kamali makes the first reference to Krishna, and their romance develops 

from there. Later, after their relationship has solidified, it is Kamali who introduces the 
16Mailā ānchal, RR-2, 136.
17For a discussion of Prashant and Kamali's union and the role played by Holī songs and the festivities in 
general, see Hansen, “Song and Structure in Renu's Fiction,” 159-60.
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second śiv-gaurī song. They are quarreling at her house, because Prashant appears to side 

with landless laborers against Kamali's father. Prashant asks her about why people cannot 

bear to listen to their parents being spoken badly of. (His question is a genuine one; he 

was raised by adoptive parents  and knows nothing of  his  birth  parents.)  The tension 

between the two dissipates when Kamali sings a village song about Shiv's complaints. In 

the song Shiv travels to his wife Gauri's birth home, and her mother Mena serves him 

only millet kicha īṛ —considered a rather unglamorous food and not worthy of a guest as 

important as the husband of one's daughter.

क�छ _र तक दोन| च�प रह[ w । …कमली पास h पड़ी सीकी की बनी sई 
फ�लडिलया को उठाकर उसकी ब�नावट _ख` लगती v । डाRटर म�rकरा[ sए प�छता v, “एक 
बात प�छ�� कमला, ब�रा तो न मानोगी ? अप` बाप की िशकायत कोई नह{ बरदाpत कर 
सकता v Rय| ?”

“क�q बरदाpत कर सकता v कोई ?”
“म�झ~ Rया माल�म ? म�झ~ ‧‧‧म�झको अप` बाप की याद नह{ ।”

कमली म�rकराती जाती v । कहती v, “Kववाह Q गीत h …एक जगह िशवजी 
पाव�ती Q Kपता की टोकरी-भर िशकायत कर[ w—

एक dर Tल{ गौरा तोहरो न�हरवा q,
बइठ~ n _लक प�आर,

कोदो Q िखच�ड़ी र�धाओल iना सास�…!”

“हा-हा-हा-हा !”
“हा-हा-हा-हा !” दोन| ही एक साथ ह�स पड़[ w । मानो प�छी का एक जोड़ा एक 

ही साथ Kदल खोलकर Kकलक पड़ा हो । नर और नारी Q पKव� आकष�ण की kपहली डोरी 
लकपक रही v । नर आT बढ़ता v… नारी को ख{च nता v… ।
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बड़ी-बड़ी, मद-भरी आ�ख| की जोड़ी ` म�rक�राकर प�छा, “आप… gरी िशकायत 
बरदाpत कर सक[ w ?”

“रोज तो कर रहा t� ।” दो लापरवाह आ�ख| ` मानो च�टकी ली, 'कमली दवा नह{ 

पीती v । कमली रात h _र तक ब�ठकर पढ़ती v…कमली पगली v । …पगली v कमली । 
…त� पगली v ! त� gरी पगली v ! पागल-पगली…”

…अधरक मध� जब चाखन काaह,
तोहर शपथ हम Kकछ� यKद जाKन !18

The two of them sit quietly for some time… Kamali picks up a nearby 
flower-basket and begins to look at its craftsmanship. The Doctor smiles and asks, 
“Do you mind if I ask you something Kamala?19 Why is it that no one can stand to 
hear their father criticized?

“How could anyone stand it?”
“How could I know? I …I don't even remember my father.”
Kamali, now smiling, says “There is a wedding song …in one part Shivji 

angrily complains about Parvati's father:20

One time, Gauri, I went to your birth home.
I was seated on a grass mat.
My mother-in-law Mena served me boiled millet-rice.

“Ha-ha-ha-ha!”
“Ha-ha-ha-ha!”  Both  burst  together  into  laughter,  like  a  pair  of  birds 

singing with open hearts. The silver thread of pure attraction between a man and a 
woman is flashing. The man approaches… and embraces the woman close…

The pair of large, passion-filled eyes smiled and asked, “Well… can you 
put up with my complaining?”

“I put up with it every day.” And his carefree, teasing eyes seemed to say, 
“Kamali's not taking her medicine. Kamali stays up all night reading… Kamali is 
crazy… She's crazy, that Kamali. You're crazy! My little crazy one!”

When Krishna tasted the honey from my lips,
I swear, I don't remember what happened next!

18Mailā ānchal, RR-2, 216-17.
19Kamali is sometimes referred to as Kamala in the novel.
20Here, the names Parvati and Gauri both refer to the same goddess.
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Mailā ānchal is divided into two parts, and this scene closes the first part of the 

novel. In the song described by Kamali, Shiv has become “domesticated,” in that he has 

returned to the home of his wife's parents, and his mother-in-law welcomes him into the 

courtyard.  But  he  is  unhappy about  the  lack  of  hospitality,  and  complains  to  Gauri. 

Prashant's complaints about Kamali's father suddenly become comical, and the two laugh 

and embrace. Two lines from a Holī song about Krishna's romantic exploits conclude the 

novel's first section.

II.4. The Loves of Shiv and Krishna
In terms of Renu Gaon performance tradition, it is unusual to present a śiv-gaurī 

song alongside a Holī song as Renu did in the passage quoted above. In Renu Gaon, these 

two songs would never be heard in such close succession.  Krishna is the flute-playing 

divine romancer who delights the maidens of his native green forests of Braj. Shiv is the 

skull-clad ascetic who inhabits the cremation ground. These two deities take radically 

different approaches to the topic of love. Radha and Krishna share an intense erotic bond, 

whereas Shiv and Gauri's has been described as “alternative.”21 

But  Krishna  and  Shiv are  not  completely  incompatible.  The  bidāpat  nāch 

performance in  Mailā  ānchal even  makes  an  indirect  reference  to  an episode  during 

which the two deities meet. At the opening of the performance, the bidāpat clown insists 

that the performers should worship their fields, their plows, and their cattle instead of the 

goddess  Saraswati.22 This  appears  to  be  a  reference  to  a  key  episode  of  Krishna's 

21Neema Caughran, “Shiva and Parvati: Public and Private Reflections of Stories in North India,”  The 
Journal of American Folklore 57, no. 2 (1998): 514.
22Mailā ānchal, RR-2, 87-88.
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mythology, in which Krishna makes a similar demand of the villagers of Braj, whom he 

urges to stop worshipping the distant Lord Indra in favor of their immediate homeland, as 

represented  by  Govardhan  Mountain.  This  instigated  the  battle  between  Krishna  and 

Indra. When Krishna lifts the mountain over the region to shelter everyone from Indra's 

thunderous assault, Indra is defeated. 

The battle continues when the god of desire Kamdev and the lord of asceticism 

Shiv  enter  the  ring.  Hawley  describes  the  battle  between  Kamdev  and  Krishna  as  a 

struggle between kām, “desire,” and Krishna's prem, a purer form of love:

For this other love, prem, is a world unto itself: it is pure. Unlike kām, it satisfies 
no desires of any who partake of it, and by the same token, it has no results in the 
natural  world.  Kām bears children,  prem does not.  Kām  supplies  much of  the 
motivating force that brings the world of family and social obligation into being; 
prem  builds nothing. And if  kām can build, it can also exhaust itself, but  prem 
cannot. It has only the most mystical relation to time; it is eternal.23

This  is  why  Krishna  does  not  feature  in  village  wedding  songs.  His  divine  and 

spectacular love is not of the sort that produces families.

Shiv also tries to penetrate Krishna's Great Circle Dance. Shiv has completed his 

own battle with Kamdev, who was sent by other gods to entice him out of meditation and 

into  a  marriage  with  Gauri.  Shiv  is  both  a  renunciant  and  also  a  householder,  and 

therefore, as Doniger explains, is a paradox:

Śiva resolves the paradox in his own character by embodying a philosophy found 
throughout Hinduism: that chastity and sexuality are not opposed but symbiotic, 
that the chaste man is procreative by virtue of his chastity, and that the man who 

23John  Stratton  Hawley,  At  Play  with  Krishna:  Pilgrimage  Dramas  from  Brindavan (Delhi:  Motilal 
Banarsidass, 1992), 158.
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lives happily with his wife is performing a sacrament in his very life, if he but 
realize it.24

Shiv  rarely  leaves  his  Kailash  Mountain  home.  When  he  does,  it  is  often  in 

connection with the resolution of this paradox—his ongoing reconciliation of asceticism 

and eroticism. He leaves to marry the goddess Gauri, as narrated in Mailā ānchal's first 

śiv-gaurī song, in which Gauri's mother declares that she will not let her daughter leave 

with  such  an  “old”  groom.  But  the  wedding  does  takes  place  and  marks  Shiv's 

transformation from ascetic to householder. There are several narratives in which none 

other than Krishna convinces Shiv to marry, in order to make this reconciliation.25  

Another  moment  Shiv  leaves  his  mountain  is  during  Krishna's  great  līlā.  He 

travels  there,  explains  Hawley  in  his  analysis  of  the  mahārās  līlā  performance  of 

Brindavan, to engage with Krishna's  all-encompassing new form of divine love.  This 

need not contradict Shiv's own ascetic lifestyle. Shiv's dive into the ways of love, on the 

advice of Krishna, suggests a return to youth and to the Krishna-centered bidāpat nāch 

and Holī traditions.26

24Wendy  Doniger  O'Flaherty,  Asceticism  and  Eroticism  in  the  Mythology  of  Siva (London:  Oxford 
University Press, 1973), 254.
25O'Flaherty, Asceticism and Eroticism, 253.
26See Hawley, At Play with Krishna, 161-62, where Hawley argues that the two deities approach love in 
different,  but  ultimately compatible  ways:  “Krishna  and Śiva,  though fundamentally  different,  are  not 
fundamentally  opponents.  Broadly  understood,  they  both  represent  not  life  in  the  raw  but  religious 
responses to it, or better, access to the religious reality that undergirds it. Hence it is not that one defeats the 
other, but rather that each absorbs, and by absorbing supplants, the other. Krishna's realm of love has room 
even for Śiva, though it transforms him fundamentally. When the great ascetic joins the circle of the rās, 
the final step has been taken in the interiorization and naturalization of religion.”
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III. KRISHNA AND SHIV IN RENU GAON PERFORMANCE

III.1. Renu's  Sister  Mahati  Devi,  an  Expert  Performer  of  the  Renu  Gaon 
Devotional Repertory

Although it is customary for daughters of a village to live at their married homes, 

Renu's sister  Mahati  lives around the corner from the home where she grew up. She 

relocated from her husband's village back to Renu Gaon in 1978, after  her husband's 

death. Her house, which she shares with her son’s family, has a mango tree in front and 

small field in the back in which they plant the season’s crops. During the warmer months, 

Mahati often places a chair beneath the mango tree and calls out to passersby, ending 

almost all of the short conversations with an energetic blessing—The Guru’s blessings to  

you!  Or with a devotional affirmation—“Jai Satguru Mahārāj”— “Victory to the True, 

Great Teacher!”

The walk from the Renu family home to her house was a short one I made many 

times. On one visit, during the winter, I sat in her courtyard and recorded a series of śiv-

gaurī gīt—songs about the relationship between Lord Shiv and the goddess Gauri. She 

explained that she learned these songs from her mother and her grandmother, and that she 

and her sisters would sit together and sing these and other songs long ago. 

As I walked down the path, when I told anyone where I was going, no one asked 

me why. Mahati is well known for her singing ability, as well as for her pious devotion, 

and was considered a perfect and uncontroversial subject for my inquiries. Her house is 

located at the edge of Renu Gaon, just before the primary school that boasts the small 
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statue of her brother. I saw no one outside, so I peered past the tall thatch fence and called 

into the courtyard. Mahati’s son and granddaughter greeted me and offered a seat.

“Is grandmother here?”

I then heard Mahati call. “Come in.” She was lying on her cot, in a poorly-lit 

small hut on the eastern side of the courtyard. I entered, and we began talking—about the 

cold (“Is it this cold in your America?”), about what I had eaten that morning (“Nothing 

yet.”  . . . “Then you must take your morning meal here”), and about the images of the 
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gods and goddesses in the room (“You haven’t been to the Raniganj ashram yet; they are 

calling for you there.”).

Eventually I explained what I was looking for. “I need your help, because there is 

a song in your brother’s book. But no one here knows this song. Your sister Manu did 

sing one or two lines when I visited her in Mohamdiya Village a few days ago. And she 

did talk about this song. But her voice is not as strong as yours, and she only gave me one 

or two lines. But no one here in the village knows the song. It’s a śiv-gaurī song, but no 

one here knows it.”

At that point, I had found no one in Renu Gaon who knew this particular song, but 

I wondered if Mahati might be different. She shunned many of the wedding songs that 

other women performed. During the rainy season, she refused to sing the  sāvan-bhādõ 

songs that tell  of  daughters longing to return to their  birth  homes.  She criticized my 

interest in bidāpat nāch—the once popular village drama that incorporates the fifteenth-

century texts  of the poet  Vidyapati  into a  new dramatic form replete with suggestive 

lyrics and bawdy satire. Mahati told me to “give up that dance.” So I was hopeful when I 

asked her about the śiv-gaurī song.

As  with  the  case  of  my  inquiries  into  bidāpat  nāch,  such  questions  put  to 

performers risked allowing the archive to leak into the field. This was especially true in 

instances such as this exchange with Mahati, in which I made direct references to her 

brother's writing. While not wanting Renu's fictional representations of the 1940s village 

performance community to unduly shape my understanding of the twenty-first century 

community, I was eager to find correspondences when possible. Although I have attended 
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many authentic performances of devotional songs in Renu Gaon, the context in which I 

heard these two śiv-gaurī songs was not one of them. For this reason, I present Mahati's 

performances through first-person narrative, so as to better situate the song texts within 

the context that I encountered them.

Mahati was happy to hear that she might know a song that other women did not 

know. “Of course no one else knows it,” she said.  She sat up in her bed and called for her 

granddaughter to begin making tea. “Of course they don’t. Who sings here anymore? 

What lady sings here today?”

“That’s why I came to you. Your sister knows this song. And it seems that you, 

too, will know this song well: Oh Mother, I will not wed my daughter, to a groom that is  

so old.” This was the line I had learned from the novel.27

“Yes.”

“It’s from your brother’s book. A śiv-gaurī song, right?  Do you know it?”

“Of course. Shall I sing it?”

“Yes. But it is very early in the morning. Would you like to begin with a bhajan 

first? Maybe a devī bhajan, a song in praise of the goddess.” I gestured to the side of her 

dark room, to the pictures of the goddesses and gods and the image of her guru at the 

Raniganj ashram.

“Yes. I will begin with one of my own devī bhajan  that I created myself.” She 

gestured for us to move outside to the courtyard where she would sing. “Srī Sat Guru 

Mahārāj!”

27Mailā ānchal, RR-2, 67-68.
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III.1.a. On the Apparent Rejection of Bidāpat by Mahati and Others

Mahati's  reverential  address  to  the  “True  Guru,”  which  she  includes  at  the 

beginning and at the close of most any song she performs, is a reference to a devotional 

practice centered at the ashram in nearby Raniganj Village. The ashram was established 

by Satguru Gurusharan Das, who, I was told by several people at the ashram, spent much 

time there in the 1930s and early 40s, and became famous for singing nirguṇ, hence the 

association of the ashram with Kabir. It is sometimes called the “Kabir ashram.” During 

my time in the village,  it  was led by  Satguru Maharshi Menhi Paramhans,  who also 

oversaw the publication of many pamphlets and booklets containing devotional teachings 

and songs. These publications were in many homes in Renu Gaon, and many, Mahati 

included, displayed the Satguru's image in their household shrines.

The pamphlets  of Hindi and Maithili  bhajan published by the ashram contain 

many songs about the life of Krishna—about Krishna the butter thief, and about Krishna's 

divine play—līlā—with the  gopīs. Read in isolation, some of these Krishna texts could 

even  appear  as  part  of  the  bidāpat  nāch  dance-drama tradition,  as  acted  out  by  the 

drummer, the cross-dressing dancer, and the clown. But Mahati and other devotees of the 

Satguru  considered  bidāpat nāch  to  be  of  a  completely  different  character  than  the 

Krishna tradition performed in the ashram. Mahati,  for example, does not dispute the 

reality of the Krishna life narrative as portrayed in bidāpat nāch, but she understands that 

narrative,  instead,  in the context  of the  nirguṇ tradition.  In terms of the performance 

traditions, she was completely disdainful of bidāpat nāch.
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Mahati was not the only one who disapproved of my inquiries into bidāpat nāch. 

Satnarayan  Das,  the  father  of  one  of  the  bidāpat  performers  in  Renu  Gaon,  shared 

Mahati's low opinion of the genre. His son Sanjay was the group's na uāṭ , the principal 

dancer. A na uāṭ  is expected to grow his hair long, so that he can more convincingly dress 

in ladies clothes and play the role of the heroine Radha.28 But Sanjay's father, Satnarayan, 

was a  sādhu,  a renunciant and devotee of Satguru Maharshi Menhi Paramhans at  the 

Kabir  ashram.  He  expressed  disapproval  of  his  son's  performances.  Like  Mahati, 

Satnarayan told me that  bidāpat nāch  was not a true devotional tradition, even when I 

pressed him on the issue of the bhakti (devotion) that  bidāpat  performers insist  is an 

element of their performances:

“But isn't there bhakti in bidāpat nāch?” I asked him.

“No,” he said.

I pressed on, trying to determine the differences between the religious elements of 

bidāpat  nāch and  the  bhajan  tradition  Satnarayan wanted  me to  learn  about  instead. 

“But,” I asked, “bidāpat is a kind of Krishna līlā, isn't it?”29

“Eh!” He shook his head.

“Your son becomes Radha and dances, so that is devotion, right?”

28When I met Sanjay, he declared that he was getting too old for the role. He had recently cut off his long 
hair, as a requirement for his employment as a laborer in the city for part of the year, and therefore had to 
wear a wig when he performed. In preparation for Sanjay's transition away from the na uāṭ  role, the bidāpat 
director, Ram Prashad, sometimes had Sanjay try his hand at the role of the clown, which is considered 
more difficult, because of the skill needed to compose witty satire and to delight the audience with newly-
composed songs. 
29Līlā refers to the activities of the gods on earth. In the context of Krishna, it is understood is his “divine 
play” on earth. Bidāpat nāch is considered by its performers as a reenactment of this divine play.
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“No! There's nothing in it,” he said. “Come with me to the ashram next time and 

you can see a real kīrtan.”

Mahati had even less to say about bidāpat nāch when I asked her about it.

“Bidāpat  nāch?”  she  responded,  and  then  added  a  disapproving  “no-no-

no”—“chhī, chhī chhī” She also encouraged me to go to the ashram.

I first assumed Mahati's disdain for the  bidāpat nāch tradition to be the general 

disdain with which “civilized” villagers viewed bidāpat nāch during her brother's time.30 

As discussed in the previous chapter, the performance was considered low-class during 

his time, and the characters in Mailā ānchal warn that no respectable person would want 

to be associated with it.31 This was due primarily to the erotic nature of some of the lyrics 

of Vidyapati,32 to the clown's propensity toward obscenity, and even to the fear that a 

bidāpat nāch group might snatch up a child from the audience and train him to be a 

dancer.33

The literary love story in Mailā ānchal is also framed by two śiv-gaurī songs. The 

first is the one in which the bride's mother declares that she will not let her daughter 

marry. It contains the implicit message: “I will not let you travel to your married home.” 
30Vidāpat nāch, RR-4, 21-27. 
31Mailā ānchal,  RR-2, 86.
32For Nagarjun's introduction to his collection of Vidyapati verses and for his personal response to these 
charges and defense of Vidyapati's lyrics, see Sau gīt: Vidyāpati ke, edited by Nagarjun (Delhi: Ramlochan 
Books Private Limited, 1960) 
33The Old Drummer in Renu's story Raspriyā tells that he once kidnapped a boy for exactly this purpose. I 
know of no danger of these musical abductions now, if  for no other reason than the disappearance of 
bidāpat groups; there is only one remaining group that I know of. Further, while I have heard references to 
abduction  stories  of  previous  generations,  it  is  difficult  to  verify  them.  When Thithar  Das,  the  aging 
bidāpat clown in Renu Gaon, described leaving his family to study with a bidāpat master when he was very 
young, he explained to me that his parents did not approve of this endeavor. Perhaps they might have 
imagined him being “snatched away,” even though he explains now that it was his decision to leave. (See 
Serena Nanda's Neither Man Nor Woman for hyperbolic imaginings of hijras snatching away babies from 
their parents in a similar fashion.)
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The second song details an event after Shiv and Gauri's wedding, in which Shiv travels to 

his  wife's  birth  home.  These songs  frame the fictional  romance,  and they fall  within 

Mahati's repertory. But she rejects and refuses to participate in the songs that develop the 

romance—the Krishna-themed performances of bidāpat nāch, and Holī.

There does not seem to be a word that encompasses the traditions of bidāpat nāch 

and Holī performance shunned by people like Mahati, and sets it aside from the kinds of 

devotional songs that they embrace. That is, I know of no indigenous word to describe 

the two traditions. Complicating the matter, Mahati also refuses to sing various village 

songs for the seasons such as sāvan-bhādõ or bārahmāsā, and she would not participate 

in the jāṭ-ja in ṭṭ drama I saw staged by women just across the path from her house. I am 

almost certain there is no word that includes those additional genres along with bidāpat 

and Holī. For the purposes of the discussion in this chapter, I will label items Mahati does 

not sing as part of the “Krishna tradition”—this, even though Krishna is included in her 

own forms of worship. He was, after all, a member of Shiv's own wedding party in her 

explanation of the story of Shiv's wedding to Gauri. I will label items that Mahati does 

sing as part of a “pious tradition.”

III.1.b. Mahati's Performances of the Śiv-Gaurī Songs found in Mailā Ānchal: Two 
Items from the “Pious” Tradition

When I asked Renu's sister Mahati about the śiv-gaurī song in her brother's novel, 

she seemed quite pleased. The last time I had spoken with her about songs, I had asked 

her about the  sāvan-bhādõ songs and the  jāṭ-ja inṭṭ  dance drama that women perform 

during the rainy season. As with the Krishna-themed material, Mahati had no interest in 
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these genres, and stated that she did not perform them. But  śiv-gaurī was a topic she 

could speak about for some time.

She explained that there are many śiv-gaurī songs, and that she performed several 

that she had composed herself. Her own songs elaborated on the relationship between 

Shiv and Gauri, often dwelling on the rivalries that emerged from Shiv's conflicting status 

as ascetic and householder. She also performed a version of the śiv-gaurī song found in 

her brother's novel: “I will not wed my daughter/to a groom who is so old, oh Mother!” 

When I recited those lines for her, she knew them instantly.  She began the song, as she 

did any other, by bowing her head and saying “Śrī Satguru Mahārāj.” In her version, the 

groom was not only old, but also raging and furious (baurā), intoxicated, frenzied, and 

crazed (matta):

माई T 
अKहन म\ बउरा हम ना परीछावा
गला सlपमनी हार T मई
माई कहा� Q म\ बउरा
अKहन म\ बउरा हम ना परीछावा
गला सlपमनी हार T माई
मई कहा� Q म\ बउरा
अKहन म\ बउरा हम ना परीछावा
गला h म��डा Q हार T माई
माई कहा� Q म\ बउरा 
लगहारा फ�कला फ�रहारा फ�कला
सखी सब भागली जाय u माई
माई कहा� Q म\ बउरा
मइना _वी nलखट फासी
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हम ना करउवा गौरी Q बीहा T माई
माई कहा� Q म\ बउरा 
हम नाह{ हाथ गौरी Kबहाjव
बड़ा छाइ ब�ढ़ाई T माई
माई कहा� Q म\ बउरा
अKहन म\ बउरा हाथ गौरी न Kबहाjव
अमर गौरी रहत क�मार T माई
माई कहा� Q म\ बउरा
गला h म��डा Q हार T माई
माई कहा� Q म\ बउरा
अKहन म\ बउरा हाथ गौरी न Kबहाjव
भ�त ब�तल बKरआत T माई
माई कहा� Q म\ बउरा

Oh Mother!
I will not welcome such a mad, intoxicated one.
With a necklace of snakes, Oh Mother!
Mother, where did this mad, intoxicated one come from?
I will not welcome such a mad, intoxicated one.
With a necklace of snakes, Oh Mother!
Mother, where did this mad, intoxicated one come from?
I will not welcome such a mad, intoxicated one.
With a necklace of severed skulls, Oh Mother!
Mother, where did this mad, intoxicated one come from?
They drop the flowers and wedding items.
And all the girlfriends run off, Oh Mother!
Mother, where did this mad, intoxicated one come from?
Mena Devi, in such distress.
I will not let my daughter Gauri wed, Oh Mother!
Mother, where did this mad, intoxicated one come from?
I will not let my daughter Gauri wed, Oh Mother!
He seems so elderly, Oh Mother!
Mother, where did this mad, intoxicated one come from?
I will not let Gauri wed such a mad, intoxicated one.
My Gauri will remain a virgin, Oh Mother!
Mother, where did this mad, intoxicated one come from?
With a necklace of severed skulls, Oh Mother!
Mother, where did this mad, intoxicated one come from?
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I will not let Gauri wed such a mad, intoxicated one.
With a ghost and zombie wedding party, Oh Mother!
Mother, where did this mad, intoxicated one come from?

This  is  a  version  of  the  śiv-gaurī song in  Mailā  ānchal—the radio  song that 

introduced the relationship of Prashant and Kamali. The corresponding lines between the 

two songs (regarding the elderly appearance of the groom) are only one small detail in a 

much larger story.  At the conclusion of her performance, Mahati bowed her head again. 

“Śrī  Sat  Guru Mahārāj,” she said. “Bhā  gele.”—“That's  the end.” When I  asked her 

about the meaning of the song, she then explained more of that story's details.

“So it is a wedding song?” I asked.

“Yes,” said Mahati. “When the groom comes to the door, then all of the girlfriends 

come holding small lit lamps to perform the chhumāvan ceremony, to see his face. But 

they see the necklace of severed heads on his neck, and the necklace of snakes on his 

neck. They see this terrifying form. And that was it! They drop all their things. And they 

all run off: 'Oh my God!'”

“So after that, Narad comes and he explains it to all of them: 'Look, it's Shankar ji. 

The ruler of the three worlds!' But all the girls had run off—seeing all the ghosts and 

zombies in his wedding party. And when Gauri sees his terrifying form, she faints.”

“She fainted?” I asked. I was thinking of Kamali's character in Mailā ānchal, who 

suffers from fainting spells that worsen when she realizes they cause Doctor Prashant to 

pay her visits.
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“Yes.” Mahati said. “She fainted just from seeing his face.” Mahati then closed 

her eyes and leaned back in her chair as if she were slowly passing out. “Only she saw his 

actual face, and that is why she fainted.”

“And then what happened?” I asked.

“All of the ghosts were in the wedding party. And Brahma was there, Vishnu went 

with him. Krishna went with him too. Everyone.” Mahati then described in detail the 

interaction between Narad and Gauri's mother, ending with Narad convincing her to let 

the wedding proceed. “This is the story,” Mahati explained. “Ī kissā bhaile.”

I understand this to mean that, even though her version of the song did not contain 

every element of her explanation, that Mahati could have made the song longer if she had 

wanted to. It is the story that is important, and it is from that story that she also composes 

her own śiv-gaurī songs.

I wondered about the second  śiv-gaurī  song that completes the pious  śiv-gaurī 

frame around Prashant and Kamali's Krishna-themed romance.34 I  asked Mahati about 

that song's general topic. Having heard the first śiv-gaurī song from Mahati after quoting 

specific  lines  to  her,  I  was  hoping  to  hear  her  version  of  this  second  song  without 

“contaminating” it with the lines from her brother's novel. So I asked, “is there a song in 

which Shiv goes to Gauri's birth home?”

“Birth home?” she asked.

“Yes.” I said. “He goes there, and then he complains that 'mother-in-law gave me 

only  boiled  millet-rice.'”  At  this  point—by  mentioning  the  particular  food (kodo  ke 

34Mailā ānchal, RR-2, 216-17.
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khichu īṛ ) that Shiv was served by his mother-in-law, and by mentioning Shiv's mother-in-

law (his  sās)—I had slipped up, in that I had been intending to leave out details taken 

directly from the song lines in Mailā ānchal. But Mahati's reaction was immediate.

“Haaaā̃!” She now replied, nodding. “Yes!”

“Do you know it?”

“Of course!”

As Mahati began, it took her some time to find the correct tune for this song. She 

began with difficulty and with a tune that did not seem to fit. This was not, it seemed, a 

song that she had performed recently or often. Suddenly, she smiled.  “Ah! There it is!” 

She said, and continued in her full singing voice:

एक Kदन Tिलह� गौरी u तोहरो न�हरवा 
गौरी u ब�ठ~n _लक nला आu प�आर 
एक Kदन Tिलह� गौरी u तोहरो न�हरवा 
गौरी u ब�ठ~n _लक nला आu प�आर 
खाइn W _लक गौरी u मरवा Q रोKटया
गौरी u स�खाती u _ल 

One day I went, Gauri, to your birth home.
Gauri, I was seated on a grass mat, Oh!
One day I went, Gauri, to your birth home.
Gauri, I was seated on a grass mat, Oh!
And I was only given coarse bread.
Oh Gauri, it was just dried up bread for me!

“That's the song I was asking about!” I said. “He goes to Gauri's birth home.”
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“Yes,” said Mahati. “He goes to her home. So he says, 'I went to your home and I 

sat on a grass mat. And I ate maruā rotī and dry bread. Why did my mother-in-law give 

this bad food to me?'”

Mahati's version of the song includes the grass mat found in the  Mailā ānchal  

version. In place of the  boiled millet-rice found in that version, Mahati sang of  maruā  

rotī, which is made from a blackish flour and eaten by laborers in Bihar. It is considered 

inferior in taste to rotī made from more expensive types of flour. This is the function of 

the food in the song: a sign of Shiv's perception of the inadequate welcome he receives at 

the home of Gauri's parents. When I “slipped up” and mentioned the boiled millet rice, it 

was for Mahati an immediate cue regarding the song's content, since, like the maruā rotī 

in the version she sang, it is also considered a less-than-wonderful food.

III.2. Holī Celebrations in Renu Gaon: Songs from the Krishna Tradition
The Holī  song from Mailā  ānchal presented above (in section II.2) marks the 

symbolic wedding between Doctor Prashant and Kamali.35 This song is known in Renu 

Gaon today. But—as is the case with bidāpat nāch, śiv-gaurī, and many other genres—it 

is now performed by few individuals. 

I have celebrated Holī twice in the village. The second time, I went from house to 

house  and  celebrated  with  the  community  as  I  had  done  two  years  earlier.  In  the 

afternoon,  I  heard  Mahati's  microphone-amplified  voice  singing  devotional  songs—

persistently present in the air as I navigated through the groups of men rambunctiously 

roaming the lanes. I looked for the source of her voice.

35Mailā ānchal, RR-2, 135-36.
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She was set up at the Renu Primary School on the edge of the village, just past her 

own home.  A loudspeaker  was  mounted  on the  roof,  and  she  was  inside  one of  the 

classrooms with the microphone and amplifier. The door was closed. She sat for several 

hours that day, singing devotional songs, including several that she had composed about 

her own brother. She was joined for some time by Jainarayan, who was introduced in the 

previous chapter as a singer of nirguṇ devotional songs—a genre of songs that would fall 

within Mahati's “pious” tradition. Jainarayan performed his own solos, including nirguṇ 

bhajan and his own compositions about Renu.36

Just before evening, Mahati and Jainarayan both left the school. Mahati returned 

to her own courtyard down the path. I walked with Jainarayan to his home. He was not 

finished performing. He picked up his  jhāl cymbals and we walked together down the 

path to the Renu family home. On the way, he called on one of the village's younger 

m idangṛ  players and told him to bring his drum. We then walked to the Renu family 

home where I  was  staying,  and Jainarayan stood at  the verandah and began to sing. 

Though did not identify it as such, Jainarayan's song was the couplet that marks Kamali 

and Prashant's symbolic wedding in Mailā ānchal.37 For the next two hours, Jainarayan 

sung only these two lines:

ऐसी मचायो होरी हो,
कनक भवन h pयाम मचायो होरी !

36One of his compositions told of Rama and Sita, the heroine and hero of the ancient Ramayana story, and 
their trials and troubles in the forest. In the song, Renu appears to the divine couple, and tells them to take 
heart, because their troubles will soon be over. Jainarayan enthusiastically explained that Renu appears to 
him in his own dreams, just as he appeared to Rama and Sita in the forest.
37Mailā ānchal, RR-2, 136.
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    And so he played Holī
    At the golden house, Krishna played Holī! 

Read in isolation, the text might appear uncomplicated. In the novel, it seems to 

serve  as  additional  confirmation  and  celebration  of  the  union  between  Prashant  and 

Kamali.  One  might  assume  that  during  village  performance  it  would  serve  as  a 

celebratory reminder of the connection between the community's boisterous play in the 

village lanes and the divine play of the young Krishna. A contrapuntal reading, however, 

can reveal additional, complex, and individualized meanings of this and other songs. 

After ten minutes singing at the Renu family home, Jainarayan had gathered an 

audience. The crowd followed him down the path as he continued singing the same two 

lines. His next stop was the home of Renu's daughter, just a few steps away. He spent 

about ten minutes there. The family women tried to serve him tea, but he refused. He 

continued singing his verse: “Krishna played Holī! Krishna played Holī!” 

When Jainarayan got up to leave, one younger man from the family, still affected 

by the day's intoxication, grabbed him and tried to get him to stay. Another emerged with 

a mat and tried to force him to sit on it. “Stay here and sing!” they both said with a sense 

of urgency.

I  would  describe  the  scene  as  frantic—both  with  regard  to  the  community's 

aggressive  behavior  toward  Jainarayan,  and  with  regard  to  Jainarayan's  musical  and 

physical persistence. He insisted on leaving, singing as he did, fending off those who 
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grabbed him and muscling his way past those trying to get him to stay. “At the golden 

house, Krishna played Holī!”

As the crowd following him grew, a handful of older men joined in the singing. 

There were several more scenes like the one at the home of Renu's daughter. No matter 

how forcefully people tried to keep him in place, Jainarayan insisted on staying only a 

few minutes at each home. “Such was Krishna's Holī,” he continued singing. No one 

could stop him, and the procession moved quickly.

As we walked and sang, Jainarayan asked me if I understood the song. While I 

understood the literal  meaning text,  I  did not understand the community's reaction to 

Jainarayan's performance. So I asked, “what does it mean?” 

“Do you know about Krishna?” he asked.

“Yes.” I said, “Krishna bhagvān.” Krishna, the Lord.

“This is how he played Holī.” Jainarayan said. “This is the real Holī.”

We arrived  at  another  house.  The procession  was  still  growing and gathering 

singers  as  dusk  approached.  “At  the  golden  house,  Krishna  played  Holī,”  sang 

Jainarayan, and the people begged him to stay.

“I have to go to every house,” he told me as we moved on. “Every house in the 

village. No one does this any more. Now people don't even drink  bhāng. Just Johnny 

Walker. And no one sings anymore. But I will do it for them, even if it is just me.”

At  this  point,  I  had  never  seen  a  procession  in  the  village.  I  realized  that 

Jainarayan was intending to pass by most all of the one hundred or so households in the 

quarter—the quarter named Renu Gaon. He could not stay at any single house, because, it 
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seemed, this  was an exercise in the creation of community; his  journey affirmed and 

defined the geographical space that constituted the village.38

At nightfall, we had arrived again at the Renu Primary School on the edge of the 

village, where Jainarayan and Mahati's performance had taken place earlier in the day. 

Several other musicians had joined the procession, and they all sat at the foot of the small 

Renu statue and performed a series of Holī songs into the night.

Jainarayan had spent the afternoon of Holī  at the school, playing the role that 

Renu personally ordered him to take on: the role of a devotee. As the ritual chaos of Holī 

unfolded within the village, he sat with Renu's sister Mahati and encased the village in a 

speaker-amplified broadcast of songs from the pious devotional tradition, performed from 

the school at  the village's periphery. But later  in the evening he abandoned the pious 

tradition in favor of the Krishna tradition, just as he had taken on the clown role when 

needed in the past. By singing of Krishna playing Holī at the golden palace, Jainarayan 

entered the village chaos and took charge of it. In doing so, he led his village in a Holī 

tradition that affirmed the very boundaries of their community. 

By the  time Jainarayan was leading  his  procession,  Mahati  had retired to  her 

courtyard, and she did not emerge when he stopped by her house. I asked her about it 

several days later. “He should not have done that,” she told me.

“He told me this is how Holī used to be celebrated during your brother's time,” I 

said.

38For a discussion on how processions and physical movement can define village space in South Asia, see 
Diane  Mines,  Fierce  Gods:  Inequality,  Ritual,  and  the  Politics  of  Dignity  in  a  South  Asian  Village 
(Bloomington, IN: Indiana University Press, 2005), especially 34-49 and 169-87.
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“Yes, but he should not have been singing,” Mahati replied. “His brother just died 

a few weeks ago, and he should not have been singing like that.”

I had heard nothing of this, and I asked Jainarayan about it the next time I saw 

him:  “I heard about your brother. I never met him, but I am very sad to hear this sad 

news.”

“Yes,” said Jainarayan. “He was very sick, and he was older, and this is what 

happened.”

“But you still sang?”

“Yes. I had to. If not me, then who would have done it?”

I  have  difficulty  interpreting  a  scene  such  as  Jainarayan's  Holī  performance. 

Jainarayan and Mahati are both unique and even unusual members of their community—

unusual, at least, for their generally acknowledged superior performance ability. I do not 

want to present a generalized analysis of Jainarayan's insistence on performing despite 

personal circumstances that would ordinarily prohibit such activity. His actions speak for 

himself first, even if they might also speak to broader issues regarding his community. I 

think his declaration that no one but him would have led such a procession is true; during 

Holī two years earlier, no such procession had taken place. Here I would also point out 

that he gave the same response when I asked him about his decision, despite an earlier 

renunciation of dancing and clowning, to play the role of the clown when Thithar Das fell 

ill: “If not me, then who?” 
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While  keeping  in  mind  that  performances  like  Jainarayan's  and  Mahati's  are 

individualized events, I now proceed to the analytical portion of this chapter, beginning 

with an analysis of performance keys in Renu Gaon devotional performance genres.

IV. KEYING THE PERFORMANCES

We have  seen  how the  narrative  of  Prashant  and  Kamali's  romance  in  Mailā  

ānchal is  developed through the  use  of  Krishna  imagery  and songs  from the  village 

Krishna tradition, and how that romance is introduced and concluded by two  śiv-gaurī 

songs from the village's pious tradition. The first  śiv-gaurī  song describes the arrival of 

the groom Shiv at  the doorstep of Gauri's  birth  home,  and the second tells  of Shiv's 

journey to the same home, now as a son-in-law. Renu therefore enclosed the narrative of 

Prashant and Kamali's Krishna-themed romance within a śiv-gaurī frame. The narratives 

relating to Krishna and Shiv are treated as compatible modes of expression that can both 

be  used  in  telling  the  same  story.  This  literary  framing  is,  I  believe,  reflective  of 

performance structure and the relation of song genres in Renu Gaon. Mahati, despite her 

apparent rejection of one half of these genres, is actually still  an active participant in 

maintaining these structures and relations.

In terms of performance style, many differences between items from the Krishna 

repertory and the pious devotional songs in Mahati's repertory seem to be obvious. Her 

songs are performed by small groups of women, sitting in a circle, without instrumental 

accompaniment,  whereas  bidāpat  nāch and  Holī  songs  are  often  performed  by  a 
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specialized  group of  performers,  with  instrumental  accompaniment  and dancing.  The 

pious  kīrtan performers at the ashram, though they use harmonium and jhāl  and kartāl  

accompaniment, have no hint of the drama associated with the nāch tradition.

Performers  of both repertories consider theirs  to be a devotional  practice,  and 

many make reference to Renu to legitimize that  practice.  Unlike Mahati,  many other 

performers participate in both traditions, and see no contradiction in singing kīrtan with 

performers  from the  Kabir  ashram one day,  then  roaming the streets  singing explicit 

Krishna lyrics the next.

Other than the obvious differences of clowns and explicit lyrics, what might a 

closer look at performance practice tell us about what differentiates the two traditions? 

What elements of performance, in particular, set these traditions apart?

In his classic work on verbal art, Richard Bauman explains that

each  speech  community  will  make  use  of  a  structured  set  of  distinctive 
communicative means from among its resources of culturally conventionalized 
and  culture-specific  ways  to  key  the  performance  frame,  such  that  all 
communication  that  takes  place  within  that  frame  is  to  be  understood  as  a 
performance within that community.39

Bauman  lists  seven  culture-specific  keys  that  serve  as  indications  that  a 

performance is taking place and which provide an audience with the information needed 

to  understand  a  performance:  special  codes,  figurative  language,  parallelism,  special 

paralinguistic  features,  special  formulas,  appeals  to  tradition,  and  disclaimers  of 

performance. These keys are not all necessarily found in every performance, and none of 

39Bauman, Verbal Art, 16.
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these elements is fully isolated from any of the others. (Some of them—special codes and 

formulas, for example—could be combined under certain circumstances). And, with the 

exception of paralinguistic features, all of these keys focus on the linguistic elements of a 

performance—even as they also require  an extra-textual approach that  considers  how 

texts convey meaning within performance.  Bauman's is a performance-centered rather 

than a text-centered approach.

Here  I  consider  each  of  the  keys  in  turn,  and  use  them to  better  define  the 

difference  between  various  performance  traditions  in  Renu  Gaon,  focusing  on  the 

Krishna traditions of bidāpat and Holī and the pious traditions favored by Renu's sister.

IV.1. Appeals to Tradition
Performers make appeals to tradition through “the acceptance of past practice as a 

standard of reference.”40 Each performance or performer is  thereby linked to a larger 

tradition and takes meaning and authority from the performances of the past. Much of 

what  I  saw of  bidāpat nāch in Renu Gaon today,  as described in Chapter 4,  was an 

extended  appeal  to  tradition.  The  performers  explain  the  drama as  a  reenactment  of 

Krishna's own divine play; just as Krishna played rās in Brindavan, bidāpat performers 

do  the  same  with  their  dance.  The  references  to  Renu  as  creator  of  bidāpat  nāch 

constitute another appeal to tradition.  When the clown Thithar Das interrupts the sung 

narrative and asks, “Why are we doing it like this?” the director Ram Prashad responds 

by invoking Renu's name: “When Phanishwarnath Renu began a bidāpat, this is how he 

did so.” This gives legitimacy to the performance and links it to a wider tradition. 

40Bauman, Verbal Art, 21.
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Mahati makes similar appeals to tradition. Like bidāpat nāch performers, she also 

invokes her brother Renu's name, primarily through her own compositions honoring him. 

She often sings these compositions at the same time she performs those honoring the 

gods and goddesses. In doing this, she links her devotional practice to her brother's life 

and  works.  In  her  explanations  of  song,  as  well,  Mahati  makes  many  references  to 

tradition. When she spoke with me about śiv-gaurī songs, for example, she described the 

narrative content of the one wedding song as a “story,” a kissā, which was one of many 

within a larger narrative tradition. 

Mahati's  appeals  to  tradition  also  include  paralinguistic  gestures  (another  of 

Bauman's keys), including physical gestures toward the gods and goddesses that inhabit 

the shrine in her room, or gestures (pointing) toward Raniganj Village, where the Kabir 

ashram is  located.  These  gestures,  some  as  subtle  as  a  nod  of  her  head,  were  also 

indications that a song she was discussing was part of a greater devotional tradition.

IV.2. Disclaimer of performance
In  many  cultures  it  is  considered  distasteful  for  a  performer  to  be  too  self 

assertive,  hence  the  disclaimer  of  performance,  which  Bauman  defines  as  “a  surface 

denial  of  any  competence  at  all.”  The  disclaimer  should  not,  Bauman  continues,  be 

understood as a complete disavowal of the performer's competence, and it can actually 

enhance the power of the performance: “In such situations, a disclaimer of performance 

serves both as a moral gesture,  to counterbalance the power of performance to focus 

heightened attention on the performer, and a key to performance itself.”41

41Bauman, Verbal Art, 22.
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In  a  bidāpat  nāch  performance,  the  disclaimer  is  a  ritualized  component.  An 

opening invocation to Saraswati, the goddess of music, is considered a plea for aid with 

the performance, and an acknowledgment of the possibility of error.42 The bidāpat nāch 

clown in Renu's novel highlights the disclaimer by insisting on skipping the invocation of 

Saraswati in favor of worshiping the agricultural elements that sustain village life. The 

clown also steps “out” of the performance frame with a barrage of questions—“Why are 

we  doing  this?”  “What  are  these  instruments?”  All  of  these  could  also  be  taken  as 

ongoing disclaimers.

Many women's wedding songs contain such disclaimers; “forgive any forgotten 

syllables”  is  a  common  line.  Mahati  also  includes  such  disclaimers  in  her  spoken 

discussions about songs. She asked me to sort out the forgotten lines in her songs, and to 

remove the lines in which she made errors or had to start over. These disclaimers do not 

occur when Mahati  performs during village rituals,  because these so-called errors are 

actually part of the performance tradition. Lapses in memory, or intermittent pauses are 

not  considered  disruptive  to  an  authentic  song  performance.  The  recording  session, 

however, was a setting that Mahati was familiar with, having done recordings for All-

India Radio, Purnea, in which multiple takes are permissible and in which such elements 

are eliminated. When faced with the prospect of me committing her songs to paper, her 

“errors” caused her concern.

42This type of invocation is a feature of many Indian performance traditions.
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IV.3. Figurative language
Figurative  language  refers  to  language  that  takes  on  more  than  its  literal  or 

connotative meaning. This is certainly not limited to song or even to poetry; it features in 

many communicative acts, and Bauman considers it the prominent feature of any verbal 

art.  With  regard  to  performance,  Bauman  stresses  the  performer's  creativity  in 

employment of figurative language.43 As poetic works, any item from the Renu Gaon 

performance repertory is replete with figuration. Mahati, of course, also uses figurative 

language in performance. Not only is such language inherent to the song tradition, it is 

also inherent to her individual nature. She is a creative performer with an individualized 

style, and this style is especially apparent during her animated explanations of her songs. 

One such figuration stands out in the two lines of the śiv-gaurī song from Mailā  

ānchal.  Those  lines  seem  to  combine  the  elements  of  youth  and  old  age  into  a 

contradictory package. The śiv-gaurī song makes reference to an inappropriate wedding: 

a wedding in which the groom is too old. The words “old” (bu havāṛ ) and “will marry” 

(biyāheba) do not belong together. But the verse is poetry exactly because they are placed 

together—hence the declaration of the bride's mother, which is an explicit resistance to 

the  contradiction:  “I  will  not  let  this  wedding happen.”  Fantu's  lullaby  (discussed in 

Chapter 4) contains a similar contradiction with a description of a “granny wedding”—

another type of wedding that should not be taking place.

43Bauman, Verbal Art, 18.
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IV.4. Special formula
Bauman defines  special formula  as “in effect,  markers of specific genres, and 

insofar as these genres are conventionally performed in a community, the formula may 

serve as keys to performance.”44 Although many nonlinguistic features mark performance 

genres, Bauman refers here primarily to linguistic cues. He gives the example of “Once 

upon a time” as a quintessential special formula that immediately provides the audience 

with information on how to receive the following narrative. In bidāpat nāch, the clown 

constantly  shouts  out  “re māmā!”  and  “he  nāyak  jī!—“Oh uncle!”  and  “Hey  Mister 

Director!” He does this to interrupt the fifteenth-century lyrics that form the underlying 

structure  of  bidāpat nāch.  These  are  examples  of  special  formulas  that  inform  the 

audience that the older sung narrative is being interrupted and that an explanation in local 

language is forthcoming. Those explanations have their own special formula, and some of 

them, such as “When Krishna enacted rās in Brindavan,” have a “once upon a time” feel. 

These special cues require the audience to be familiar with the tradition. The uninitiated 

might have trouble separating out the many narratives in a  bidāpat nāch  performance. 

They might, for example, not understand that the dialogue between the director and the 

clown is a narrative separate from the sung portion of the performance.45

The most obvious special formula in the śiv-gaurī song is the repeated call “Oh 

Mother!”—“ge māī!” This marks the song as one that will  deal with the relationship 

44Bauman, Verbal Art, 21.
45This is one of the reasons that the bidāpat nāch performance in Mailā ānchal can be confusing for the 
average reader. In English translation, especially, it is very difficult to understand, which I discovered when 
reading the chapter with students at UT-Austin.
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between a devotee and the goddess, as well as the relationship between a daughter and 

her mother. It also likely marks the song as an item from the women's song repertory.

IV.5. Parallelism
Bauman  defines  parallelism  as  “the  repetition,  with  systematic  variation,  of 

phonic, grammatical, semantic, or prosodic structures, the combination of invariant and 

variant  elements  in  the  construction  of  an  utterance.”46 The  role  of  parallelism,  with 

regard to figurative language, is one of the foundations of Parry and Lord's theory of oral 

composition, in which performers draw on a vast repertory of phrases that make up a 

poetic line.47 Bidāpat nāch performers juggle several narratives at once—including the 

divine narrative of Radha and Krishna within the old verses, the earthy version of that 

narrative played out by the clown and his companions, the explanatory conversations 

between the clown and director (“What does this mean?”) and a series of external non-

Krishna narratives invented by the clown. All of these narratives are related and give 

meaning to each other; Krishna would mean less without the clown, and the clown would 

be a mere joker without Krishna. Both performers and audience must be fluent in the 

language of these parallel narratives in order to perform or understand. In the previous 

chapter,  I  described  Venu's  insertion  of  himself  into  a  bidāpat  nāch performance  as 

subverting the performance's traditional narrative. But the subversion still drew on the 

language of the performance tradition—including the parallelism that underpins it. He 

46Bauman, Verbal Art, 18.
47Albert Bates Lord, The Singer of Tales (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1960).
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could not have successfully turned the bidāpat narrative on its head without being fluent 

in the tradition.

The parallelism inherent to her song tradition is one of the reasons that Mahati's 

performances of individual songs can vary so much from instance to instance. This is 

even the case for her own compositions. Even though she considers there to be a correct 

version—as  evidenced  by  her  request  that  I  correct  her  mistakes,  and  by  her 

granddaughter reminding her of forgotten lines—she composes each song anew each time 

she sings. When she describes Shiv's terrifying form, she can limit her description to a 

few lines, to perhaps just a mention of his necklace of snakes, or she can extend her 

performance to include the necklace of severed heads, his cremation-ash covered body, 

his  terrifying  companions,  and  more.  Each  of  these  elements  fits  into  the  song in  a 

particular  way,  and  sits  alongside  the  constantly  repeated  refrain,  “I  will  not  let  my 

daughter marry, Oh Mother.” The nature of performance causes each of these elements, 

which share a placement in the song line, to take on the meanings of the other elements 

that share that same placement.

As is the case with bidāpat nāch performances, Mahati's performances refer both 

to the divine world and to the world of her own village.  Doniger describes this dual 

quality  as  an  inherent  characteristic  of  myth,  which  she  understands  to  contain  the 

microscopic  view  of  everyday  lives,  as  well  as  simultaneously  communicating  the 

telescopic  view  of  a  grander  design.48 When  Mahati  described  Shiv  arriving  at  the 

doorstep of the goddess Gauri, she pointed to the threshold of her own courtyard; Shiv 

48Wendy Doniger,  The Implied Spider:  Politics & Theology in Myth  (New York: Columbia University 
Press, 1998).
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and Gauri also represented the human brides and the bridegrooms that could inhabit that 

courtyard. All of this demonstrated that Mahati's song, while detailing a divine wedding, 

is also about the weddings that may happen in her own courtyard. The mother who cries 

out  that “this  wedding cannot happen” is  expressing a sentiment that  may be felt  by 

family members during any wedding.

IV.6. Special Paralinguistic Features
The paralinguistic features are the nontextual elements of performance, including 

styles  of  “rate,  length,  pause  duration,  pitch,  contour,  tone  of  voice,  loudness,  and 

stress.”49 John Foley notes that these are the most “perishable” features, because they do 

not have a viable textual method of survival beyond the performance event: “we must 

unfortunately  conclude  that  paralinguistic  features—alone  of  Bauman's  keys  to 

performance—usually  do  not  and  cannot  persist  in  the  transformation  to  textual 

rhetoric.”50 Renu, however, was often sensitive to these features of performance in his 

written presentations of song. Even if we did not know of his detailed involvement with 

his village's performance traditions, the very way in which he presented his song lyrics—

often including long and drawn out syllables, ellipses to indicate pauses, and various 

unconventional  uses  of  punctuation—suggest  that  his  lyrics  are  not  copied  from 

published collections of Maithili  folklore, but are reflections of the knowledge of the 

song tradition. 

49Bauman, Verbal Art, 20.
50John Miles Foley,  The Singer of Tales in Performance (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1995), 
87. Foley is concerned both with how to accurately represent performances in text, as well as how to read 
certain  written  texts  as  products  of  the  oral  traditions  that  inform them. Many of  these  paralinguistic 
features are not present, for example, in the written versions of Homer's epics that Foley has analyzed, and 
these features can often only be determined by taking contemporary performance traditions into account. 
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Under  this  category  of  paralinguistic  features  fall  many  of  the  elements  that 

performers often consider to be the most important, including all the musical elements. 

Susan Wadley has argued for consideration of the nonlinguistic aspects of north Indian 

folksongs:

First of all, folk song is constrained by cultural beliefs about appropriate music in 
a variety of contexts. The ideas of appropriateness are part of a social aesthetic 
that involves music, the gods, seasonality, caste, and males and females. Second, 
the melody-specific nature of north Indian folk song means that the song, or its 
component parts (rhythm, melody, linguistic meter, rhyme patterns), act as keying 
devices  that  alert  the audience to  the  symbolic  associations  of  the genre as  a 
whole.  Clearly  we  must  move  beyond  texts  to  look  at  tunes—and  rhythms, 
linguistic  meter,  rhymes  and  other  structures,  as  well  as  cultural  beliefs  and 
contexts—to gain understanding of Indian folk songs.51

When Ram Prashad explained a song genre to me, the melodies and drumming 

patterns were of primary importance to him. “Once you hear it, you will understand” was 

a common refrain in his explanations. For him, and for audience members attuned to his 

performances, just a few seconds of a drum pattern is enough to signal an entire genre. 

And just the sound of Mahati singing the śiv-gaurī song from within her courtyard was 

enough to lure in two separate women from the outside path, who wanted to see if there 

was somehow a mystery wedding occurring in their neighborhood.

51Susan Wadley, Essays on North Indian Folk Traditions (New Delhi: DC Publishers, 2005), 141.
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IV.7. Special Codes
For  his  performance  analysis  methodology,  Bauman  adapted  the  term  special  

code from Jakobson52 and also Hymes53 who both use it  to  refer  to  shared linguistic 

elements that must be decoded by members of a linguistic community. The same must be 

done by members of a performance community. In his discussion of Bauman's keys to 

performance, Foley states that “[i]t's well to remember that any language, no matter how 

powerful  or subtle it  may seem, requires fluent  hearers as well  as fluent speakers.”54 

Bauman focuses on the use of archaic language, of which many examples are found in 

Renu Gaon performance. In bidāpat nāch, for example, Vidyapati's older verses contain 

archaic language that must be explained by the clown and the director. 

There are many nonlinguistic codes in bidāpat nāch. The unique costumes of the 

clown and the dancer, the hobbyhorse held by the clown, and the very configuration of 

the  performance trio  (the  dancer,  the drummer,  and the  clown)—all  of  these suggest 

something  archaic  and  specialized.  Together  they  are  instant,  unmistakable  signs  of 

bidāpat nāch. The sound of a performance is another special code. There is no surer sign 

that a  bidāpat  nāch is  about  to be performed, for example,  than hearing the  jamīnkā 

opening drumming pattern played from the m idangṛ  drum. 

As an example of Renu's attention to paralinguistic features, consider this passage 

from the bidāpat nāch performance in Mailā ānchal, in which the bidāpat clown actually 

52Roman Jakobson,  “Closing  Statement:  Linguistics  and  Poetics,”  in  In  Style  in  Language,  edited  by 
Thomas A. Sebeok. (Cambridge, MA: The M.I.T. Press, 1960), 353.
53Dell Hymes, “Breakthrough into Performance,” in Folklore: Performance and Communication, edited by 
Dan Ben-Amos and Kenneth Goldstein (The Hague: Mouton, 1975).
54John Miles Foley, How to Read an Oral Poem (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 2002), 86.
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lists some of these nonlinguistic special codes, demanding to know their meaning. He is 

told that these are the signs of the tradition:

“Oh! Hey! Oh Mister Director!”
“What’s up?”
“Hey, what’s this boom-ba-boom that’s playing?”
“What! That’s the  m idangṛ  drum playing. These are the  kartāl cymbals. 

These are the jhāl cymbals.”
“Yeah, I get that, but what’s all this ring-ga-ring that’s playing?
“Dance, there’s going to be a dance!”55

It is with consideration of these nonlinguistic special codes that the differences 

between the village Krishna tradition and Mahati's pious tradition become most apparent. 

Even if these codes do not immediately explain the reason for Mahati's rejection of the 

Krishna  tradition,  they  do  serve  to  demonstrate  the  apparent  concreteness  of  that 

distinction between the two traditions. Mahati's special codes include her own dress and 

demeanor. She bows her head and covers it with her ānchal out of respect and reverence, 

and she always begins her performances with devotional song to the goddess or to guru 

mahārāj.  She retains these special codes whenever she performs, either solo or when 

leading groups of women. 

The special nonlinguistic codes of Mahati's performances are what most set her 

pious tradition apart from the tradition she rejects. Her demeanor was most noticeable on 

Holī where her somber attitude stood out against the festivities in the rest of the village. 

The strongest  code  consisted  of  her  sitting  in  a  room at  the  school  named after  her 

brother, on the edge of the village, with the door closed. The loudspeaker on the roof 

55Mailā ānchal, RR-2, 87.
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faced  inward  to  the  village  and projected  her  and Jainarayan's  pious  songs  over  the 

celebratory chaos within.

It is this element of performance that is most reminiscent of her brother's novel. 

Just as Renu used two  śiv-gaurī songs to enclose his characters'  Krishna-themed love 

story in his novel, during Holī, Mahati enclosed the village's musical chaos within piety 

and special devotion. Her songs would have less meaning if they could not be projected 

over the village in this way. Each of these seven keys is duplicated in Renu's writing in 

one way or another. Some are quite easy, and require only small passages of description 

or  apparent  transcriptions  of  performance  events.  But  to  create  in  his  novel  the 

performance structure that relates his village's pious and Krishna traditions, Renu took an 

extended approach, building the structure from the ground up and using it to frame the 

love story between the characters of Kamali and Doctor Prashant.

V. PERFORMANCE AS AUTOBIOGRAPHY

Performers in India and elsewhere are often synonymous with the very genres 

they participate in; performance is part of personal identity. Each performance is part of a 

performer's  life  story—an  unfolding  autobiography—motivated  by  the  counters  of 

individual  experience as well  as by the dictates of culture-specific performance keys. 

Performances serve to create identity and become part of an individual's autobiographical 

expression; they can even shape that autobiography. “Though it may seem a strange way 

to put it,” explains Jerome Bruner, “we may properly suspect that the shape of a life as 
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experienced is as much dependent upon the narrative skills of the autobiographer as is the 

story he or she tells about it.”56

Just as Renu's literary use of songs is motivated by a variety of factors, today's 

performances are likewise motivated by a variety of personal and emotional factors. Here 

I  consider  Jainarayan's  possible  personal  motivation for his  performance during Holī, 

followed by a similar exploration of Renu's decision to include the  śiv-gaurī  songs in 

Mailā ānchal.

V.1. Performing as an Enactment of Personal and Community Loss
My conversation  with  Jainarayan during  his  Holī  procession,  suggests  a  deep 

longing felt by performers of this tradition—longing for a time when these songs were 

performed more frequently, and perhaps also a longing for those performers that have 

been lost. His procession was a gesture toward the past. Others also explained to me that 

other than Jainarayan, there was no one capable of leading such a procession nor singing 

such a song. Likewise, Jainarayan's statement that proper Holī songs had been replaced 

with film songs and that a proper intoxication had been replaced by that of whiskey was a 

complaint I heard several times from men of his generation. It was a sentiment often 

expressed during Holī, even by men holding those whiskey bottles.

There is nothing new about a longing for an older age's performance tradition, and 

the  sentiment  is  expressed  by  several  characters  in  Renu's  fiction.  In  Tīsrī  kasam, 

Hiraman's thoughts are transported to an earlier time when he remembers the old songs 

56Jerome Bruner, “The Autobiographical Process,” in The Culture of Autobiography: Constructions of Self-
Representation, edited by Robert Folkenflik (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 1993), 41.
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that are no longer performed.57 And a character in  Mailā ānchal reminisces about the 

vigorous Holī celebrations of older times, explaining to Doctor Prashant that the wild 

celebration he is witnessing is nothing compared with what used to be:

कोयटीटोn का ब�ढ़ा कलl महतो कहता v, “अm डागडर साuब ! अब Rया लोग होली 
SoT ! होली का जमाना चला गया । एक जमाना था जब Kक गा�व Q सभी ब�ढ़| को न�गा 
करQ नचाया जाता था, एकदम न�गा ।”  

Old  Kalaru  Mahato  from Koyati  Tola  says,  “Oh Doctor  Sahab.  You call  this 
playing Holī? The time of real Holī has passed. There was a time when every old 
man in the village would be striped naked and danced, totally naked!” 58 

As  for  Jainarayan's  Holī  performance,  I  cannot  know exactly  what  may have 

motivated  him  to  perform.  But  there  are  several  facts  I  do  know.  1)  This  type  of 

procession and the performance of this particular Holī song (“Krishna played Holī at the 

golden palace”) did not take place in the previous year, and I was told it had also not 

taken place in recent years before then. 2) Given the recent loss in Jainarayan's family, it 

was  not  appropriate  for  him  to  perform—at  least  not  according  to  the  rules  of 

performance that require an individual in mourning to refrain from such performances for 

a  specific  period of time.  This  type of abstention would qualify  as one of  Bauman's 

performance keys: a “special code.”

But Jainarayan did perform, and it was a powerful (even aggressive) performance 

that provoked a similarly powerful response among the men and women of Renu Gaon. 

Might the shared sense of loss for performances of an older time, mixed with the personal 

57Tīsrī kasam, RR-1, 144-45.

58Mailā ānchal,  RR-2, 134. 
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loss  that  Jainarayan  had  just  suffered,  have  motivated  his  spur-of-the-moment 

performance?

V.2. The Narrative  of  Shiv  and Gauri's  Wedding as  the  Story of  Renu's  Own 
Family: One Reading

Those  familiar  with  Renu’s  unique  family  situation  might  comment  on  the 

similarities between the fictional Doctor  Prashant’s  family situation and that of Renu 

himself. He too had a village wife, Padma, and a city wife, Latika, and he spent his adult 

life moving between these two homes, in Patna and Purnea. The real-life love triangle 

may have served as the model  for the love triangle in  Mailā  ānchal.  Prashant  has a 

relationship with Kamali, and the two of them have a child. He has a second, less-clearly-

defined relationship with Mamta, another doctor from Patna. The novel concludes with 

Prashant and the two women, a family, together, raising their little baby boy Nilotpal. 

“ममता-दी !… लो इq । ^ध फ�कता v ।” कमली अप` िशश� को गोदी h nकर 
ह�सती sई आती v ।

“दो ! क�q फ�कता v ? क�q Kपलाती हो ? बोतल दो ।” ममता आलथी-पालथी 
मारकर ब�ठ जाती v और बVU को गोद h n nती v । “त�म` Xfnट खा िलया कमला ? खा 
लो !”

bशxत च�पचाप ममता को _ख रहा v । शरतबाब� Q उपaयास| की यह नारी अप` 
Kव�ास पर अKडग होकर आज भी आT बढ़ रही v; lप बदल दो, नाम बदल दो, समय 
बदल दो, जगह बदल दो, पर यह कभी बदल नह{ सकती ।

कमली प�छती v, “cयाl भी पटना चnगा ?”
“हा�,” ममता स�ि�cत-सा उ\र _ती v ।
“आए�-ए�… ए�…,” नील� रोता v ।
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“ना-ना… । पी लो बाब� ! राजा ! सोना !… माKनक !… नील� !… रोओ मत ! अब 
रो` की Rया बात v cयाm ?” ममता ह�सती v ।59

“Mamta  sister!  Take  him.  He’s  spitting  up  milk.”  Kamali  comes  in 
laughing with the baby in her arms.

“Let’s see! What do you mean he’s spitting up? How are you feeding him? 
Give me the bottle.” Mamta sits cross-legged and takes the baby in her lap. “Have 
you taken your tablet, Kamala? Take it now.”

Prashant  watches  Mamta  in  silence.  This  woman,  out  of  one  of  Sarth 
Babu’s60 novels,  moves  forward,  steadfast  in  her  convictions.  Change  her 
appearance, or change her name, or change the time, or the place, but this woman 
can never change.

Kamali asks, “Is Pyaru going to Patna too?”
“Yes,” Mamta’s brief answer.
“Waaaah! . . .” Nilu cries.
“No, no . . . Drink up Bubba! Prince! Precious! . . . Jewel! . . . Nilu! . . . 

Don’t cry! What are you crying for, darling?” Mamta smiles.

While  there  is  nothing  extraordinary  about  an  author  writing  autobiographical 

elements into his literature, surely it would be an extraordinary event for a teenager to 

pick up a famous novel, his father’s, at the Purnea rail station, and discover his family life 

laid out in detail.  That was the experience Renu's son Venu described to me late one 

night.  The story involved him confronting  his  father  after  reading  Mailā  ānchal.  He 

demanded to know if the characters in the novel were the members of his own family—if 

Prashant was his father, if Kamali was his mother Padma, and if Mamta was his “Patna 

Mother” Latika. According to Venu, his father was stunned into silence and unable to 

respond.
59Mailā ānchal,  RR-2, 308. 
60The reference is to the nationalist Bengali author Sarat Chandra Chattopadhyay (1876-1938), who often 
drew attention in his writing to the problems faced by Indian women. He popularized the image of  a 
suffering heroine who maintains her  dignity agains terrible adversity.  Consider,  for  example,  his story 
Devdās—remade into several sucessful films—which examines the life and situation of a prostitute, or his 
novel  Choritrohīn, which focuses on the life of a widow. See  RR-5, 95-98, for Renu's own memories of 
Sarat Chandra, which focus on the latter's care of and affection for dogs.
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A closer look at the narrative content of the first śiv-gaurī song in Mailā ānchal  

suggests that its content contributes to the autobiographical aspects of Renu's novel. The 

song tells the well-known story of the wedding of the goddess Gauri and the god Shiv, in 

which Shiv makes his way to her house surrounded by his characteristically frightening 

assortment of ghouls and zombies. Gauri is terrified, as is her mother, who insists that she 

will not permit her daughter’s wedding to such a groom. 

I never heard Padma speak about her wedding, and I did not press her for details. 

Renu's first wife, Sulekh Devi, was alive, though very ill when discussions of Renu's next 

marriage began. It is known that Renu would only consent to the marriage—his second—

if the bride were a widow. Renu’s father Shilanath was active in the Arya Samaj, a Hindu 

reform movement that advocated for the rights of widows to remarry, among other social 

reforms, and it is possible that this had some connection to Renu’s request. Renu knew of 

Padma, who was a child widow in Mohamdiya village with no children of her own. I do 

not know the details of what contact Renu and Padma had before their marriage. They 

would  have  at  least  known of  each  other  from Renu’s  frequent  travels  there.  It  was 

around this time that his family was arranging marriages in Mohamdiya for his sister 

Manu and his young daughter Kavita, who was being cared for by his grandmother, since 

her own mother was so ill.

I suspect that for Renu, the story of Shiv making his way from his home, Kailash, 

to Gauri’s home, Himanchal, was the journey of Renu's own wedding party from Aurahi-

Hingana to Mohamdiya for his marriage to Padma. That this wedding party consisted of 

Renu and a few other armed men, the remnants, it seems, of the “monkey army” that 
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traveled about the countryside engaging in revolutionary activity in the 1940s.61 When 

they  arrived  in  Mohamdiya,  Padma’s  parents  refused  to  consent  to  the  wedding. 

Nevertheless, it took place, and she traveled back to Aurahi-Hingana in their company. 

The śiv-gaurī song appears to function as a comparable transcript of the actual situation 

Renu found himself in with his in-laws. When Renu arrived in Padma's village, he was 

apparently met with the same protests made by Gauri's family in the śiv-gaurī song.

Renu’s ailing first wife Sulekh was still alive when Renu declared his intention to 

marry Padma, and this may be the cause of the objections in Padma’s family. I learned 

about the objections from a man named Parameshwar Dhanuk, the last surviving member 

of the wedding party that traveled from Aurahi-Hingana to Mohamdiya. Parameshwar 

was  two  years  Renu’s  junior,  and  in  his  eighties  when  I  met  him.  He gained  some 

notoriety in this region of Bihar, and used to be known as “Parameshwar the thief.” He 

was one of the young men who traveled around Bihar with Renu in the 1930s and 40s, 

doing everything they could to disrupt operations for the colonial rulers.

Parameshwar’s house is the place in the village to get whiskey and cigarettes. To 

get there, I would walk down the path to the crossroads, turn south and cut through a 

small field. People who would ask where I was going would react with either amusement 

or concern: “What do you need to do there?”

My first time at Parameshwar’s house was when Renu’s son Pappu took me there. 

We listened to Parameshwar for quite some time. He spoke much of Renu and his time 

with him, and he then explained that Renu was his teacher.

61For Renu's description of this group of young rebels, see Yashpāl, RR-5, 32. 
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“Renu was my guru,” he told us.

I had  bidāpat  on my mind, so I incorrectly thought Parameshwar was somehow 

referring to singing and dancing from Renu. “Your guru?”

“Yes,”  Parameshwar said.  “My guru in  fighting and thievery.”  He went  on to 

describe his times traveling with Renu in the countryside, and elaborated on some of their 

revolutionary exploits.

Regarding Renu’s wedding to Padma, Parameshwar’s language was quite clear. 

He listed some of the other young men in the wedding party, then explained that they all 

grabbed  their  rifles,  and  traveled  to  Mohamdiya  by  oxcart,  where  the  wedding 

“happened” (biyāh bhā gele). But not before some objections.

“Her  mother  said,  ‘this  wedding  will  not  happen,’”  Parameshwar  explained, 

referring to Padma’s mother. “And her father said ‘this wedding will not happen.'”

“But . . .?” I asked.

“The wedding happened,” he said.

Prashant and Kamali's wedding in Mailā ānchal, was eventually explained by the 

villagers as a  gandharva  union—a type of premodern love marriage.62 The wedding of 

Renu and Padma, as described by Parameshwar, seemed to be something in between a 

gandharva  and  a  “capture”  (rāk asaṣ ) wedding—the  kind  of  which  were  sometimes 

practiced in their region.63

62See Stephanie  Jamison,  Sacrificed  Wife/Sacrificer's  Wife:  Women,  Ritual,  and Hospitality  in  Ancient  
India (New York: Oxford University Press, 1996), 211. Gandharva is one of eight types of marriages laid 
out  in  ancient  Indian  legal  and  religious  texts.  The  Manusmriti (c.  200  BCE-200  CE)  describes  the 
gandharva union as a form of love marriage: “The mutual union by desire of a maiden and the bridegroom 
is to be known as the Gandharva (rite) devoted to sexual intercourse and arising from lust.”
63Jameson, Sacrificed Wife, 211-19. This type of marriage is referred to as rāk asaṣ  in Sanskrit legal texts. 
For a sensitive discussion of marriages by “force” or “capture” in Nepal, see  Laura M. Ahearn, Invitations  
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I later asked Pappu what he though about hearing this about his parents.

“I have never heard this story before,” he said. “It is like a fairy tale. I felt as if I 

was hearing the story of a romantic film, and my parents were the hero and heroine. The 

hero would do anything to get the heroine—whatever he had to do. This story suggests 

there is no limit to where a man can be taken, no limit to how great one can be made, nor 

how far above one can be taken. So I feel very good. My father wasn’t just a writer; he 

didn’t write just novels; he wrote life on his pages.”

VI. CONCLUSION

Determining the literary, spiritual, and biographical motivations for the inclusion 

of but a few lines of village song in Renu's novel has been a complicated endeavor. The 

seemingly innocent song lines played on the radio by the fictional Doctor Prashant were 

anything but. Those two lines suggested a whole world of meaning, and a whole structure 

for the love story within which they appear. The “missing” lines of the song—the lines 

that  I  recorded  in  Renu  Gaon—added  new  elements.  These  elements,  though  not 

obviously  present  in  the  novel  nor  immediately  apparent  to  Renu's  reader,  are  still 

consistent with the novel's narrative structure. The apparent keys to Renu's own life story, 

while  not  essential  to  an  understanding  of  the  novel,  certainly  adds  a  new layer  of 

understanding with regard to the meaning these songs may have had for Renu himself. 

These meanings are extra-textual, and hint at some of the complicated ways that Renu 

related himself to the performance traditions of his village.

to Love: Literacy, Love Letters, and Social Change in Nepal (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 
2001), 99-115.
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 CHAPTER 6:  SĀVAN-BHĀDÕ: RENU'S LIFELONG 
RELATIONSHIP WITH A SONG FROM THE VILLAGE WOMEN'S 

REPERTORY 

I. INTRODUCTION: FICTIONAL AND AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL REFLECTIONS ON WOMEN'S VILLAGE 
SONG

In a 1975 non-fiction essay, Renu describes contemplating a woman’s song while 

lying on his mattress at night. He begins with thoughts of the annual floods, which lead 

him to the seasonal songs that accompany the flooding:

वष� S बाद वातावरण का ताप कम �आ । �कत�, Mबछावन पर �टb ही बाढ़ की �म¡Mतया�
— ‘ना�^ि�जया’ की तरह लौटकर आj लग� और मन पसीजj लगा . . . ऐसा Uय� होता 
� ? इसS म�ल v Uया � ? . . . ब�त hर तक आcमMव��षण करता रहा । 1

After  the  rains  the  oppressive  heat  lessened.  But  just  as  I  lay  down on  my 
mattress, memories of flooding began to return again, like a “nostalgia,” and my 
mind began to melt. . . . Why does this happen? What is its true root? . . . I 
engaged in self-analysis for a long time.

The grammar Renu uses to describe his reclining position—bichhāvan par le teṭ  

hī, “just as I lay on the mattress”—is almost identical to the grammar of the description 

of Doctor Prashant as he lies on his bed after the fictional bidāpat nāch performance in 

Mailā ānchal:

MबछाMव पर �टकर डाUटर सोचता �—कोमल गीत� की प�िUतया� ! अपt�श शrद भी Mकतj 
मध�र लगb � !2

The Doctor lies on his mattress and thinks—The lines of lovely songs! Even these 
Apabhramsha words seem so sweet!

1RR-4, 268.
2Mailā ānchal, RR-2, 94.
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In both instances—Renu's and his fictional Prashant's—the men contemplate a 

woman's song, thereby reinforcing a conflation of Renu’s identity with Prashant's. But 

while Prashant's thoughts lead to a revelation about the nature of the village community 

and the creative force it contains, Renu’s thoughts, more than twenty years after writing 

about Prashant and bidāpat, lead to tears whose cause he cannot understand. 

A reading of Renu's autobiographical works against his fiction suggests that, more 

than any one song from his village, a single song from the sāvan-bhādõ repertory seems 

to have had a deep and lasting hold over him. Sāvan-bhādõ refers to a genre of women's 

song performed during the rainy months of  sāvan  and  bhādõ, around July and August. 

Unlike the seldom-performed  śiv-gaurī  song discussed in Chapter 5, the  sāvan-bhādõ 

song about which Renu wrote is well known in Renu Gaon and often performed. In his 

autobiographical writings, Renu describes being very moved by this song. His memories 

of  his  sister  singing  it  prompt  a  range  of  emotional  reactions:  from  a  sentimental 

nostalgia, to a violent, seizure-like sobbing that causes his wife Latika to fear for his 

safety.

This chapter does not focus on any single one of Renu's written works, but instead 

traces some of the themes in this  sāvan-bhādõ song across several of his writings. In 

doing so, I attempt to look closely at the personal role this song played in his life, and the 

ways it may have influenced his literary decisions.
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II. RENU'S AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL REFLECTIONS ON A VILLAGE WOMEN'S SONG

II.1. Renu's Recollection of His Sister's Childhood Performances
It is customary for women in Bihar to travel from their married homes to their 

birth homes during the monsoon rains, which fall during months of  sāvan  and  bhādõ, 

around July and August. The very mention of the names of these months evokes the 

image of women in northeast Bihar making this journey, hence a line like the following 

from the beginning of Renu's story Acche ādmī:

ब�लगाड़ी पर कोई नयी fलMहन � Uया ? सावन-भाद� v न�हर जा रही � ।

 “Is that a new bride on the oxcart? She is going to her birth home for  sāvan-
bhādõ.”3 

A “new bride” (nayī  dulhin), such as the one in the oxcart,  could refer to any 

woman  who  has  been  married  in  the  last  few  years,  when  she  is  still  considered  a 

newlywed bride and may spend as much time in her birth home (naihar) as she does in 

her married home (sasurāl). Younger married women are much more likely to make this 

journey back than older women. But even elderly widows do occasionally travel to their 

birth home for  sāvan-bhādõ. This region of Bihar is notorious for its floods, and many 

years the roads become untraversable during this time. Traditionally, a woman can does 

not make the journey alone, and she requires someone from the birth home to come and 

get her. 

3Acche ādmī, RR-1, 311.
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This  sets  the scene for the genre of women's  song called  sāvan-bhādõ.  These 

songs  are  concerned with a  daughter's  longing  to  return  to  her  birth  home from her 

married home, and they are traditionally sung by women during the rainy season for 

which they are named. 

In Renu Gaon I heard several songs that fall into this category. Some describe a 

woman happily traveling to her birth home, singing and playing with her friends along 

the  way.  The  song  that  Renu  contemplated  while  lying  on  his  mattress  at  night,  as 

described in his  1975 essay,  is  not  one of these happy songs,  but  rather  a  song that 

describes the sorrow of a woman waiting for news from her natal family, and the sorrow 

felt by that family on the loss of their daughter. I found this to be one of the best-known 

women's songs in Renu Gaon. Most women singers knew of this song, and when I asked 

about sāvan-bhādõ songs, it was often the first performed.

Renu's essay continues with a description of his older sister’s sāvan-bhādõ song 

and the background for its content:

‘सावन-भाद�’ नामक एक क|ण Yाzय गीत �, िज� uरी बड़ी बMहन अपनी स�िलय� S 
साथ सावन-भाद� S महीj v गाया करती थी । आषाढ़ चढ़b ही—सस�राल v नई 
बसjवाली qटी को न�हर ब�ला िलया जाता � । uरा अन�मान � Mक सा~ उdर Mबहार v नव-
MववाMहत qMटय� को ‘सावन-भाद�’ S समय न�हर � ब�लावा आ जाता �... और िजसको 
कोई िलवाj नह� जाता, वह qचारी Mदन-भर वष� S पानी-कीचड़ v भीगती �ई ग¡हकाय� 
स�पlन करj S बाद रात-भर न�हर की याद v आ�स�आ� की वष� v भीगती रहती � । ‘सावन-
भाद�’ गीत v ऐसी ही, सस�राल v नई बसjवाली कlया की क|ण कहानी � ।4

There  is  a  sorrowful  village  song  called  sāvan-bhādõ,  which  my elder  sister 
would sing with her friends during the months of sāvan and bhādõ. As the month 

4RR-4, 268-69. Ellipsis in original.
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of ā a h ṣ ṛ passes, daughters who have been newly relocated in their married homes 
are called to their parents’ homes. I estimate that during sāvan-bhādõ all newly-
married daughters in northern Bihar are summoned and go to their birth homes. . . 
And the pitiful daughter with no one to retrieve her finishes her household chores 
soaked  in  the  mud  and  muck  of  a  full  day's  rain,  and  then  spends  all  night 
remembering her birth home, staying soaked by the rain of her own tears. The 
sāvan-bhādõ song contains such a sad story of a newly located daughter in her 
married home.

Renu refers here to his elder sister Lutki, who passed away in 2003. I did not have 

a chance to meet her, though I did meet her son in her married home in Gidvas. He and 

several others described Lutki's virtuosic performances of village songs. She was well 

known for her expertise and could lead groups of women in songs from any of the village 

genres. I also learned from Renu’s sisters Mahati and Manu that they all first learned the 

song tradition (including this  sāvan-bhādõ song) from their  mother,  Panno Devi,  and 

from their father’s mother (dādī), who were both gifted singers. 

In Patna, Renu’s daughter Navnita remarked on her aunts and their gift for song. 

She explained to me that when she heard the three women sing together in her youth, she 

would feel compelled to sing along. Listening to my recordings from her natal village, 

seemed to bring back these memories. “Oh, if you had heard the singing back then!” She 

said.  “When the three sisters  got together—Lutki, Mahati,  and Manu—they would sit 

together and sing. And everyone would come and listen to them. No one else could sing 

like that, even back then. You don’t hear me sing now, but when Lutki was still alive, if I 

went back to the village and heard her sing, all the songs would come back to me and I 

would sing with her.”
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Renu's essay continues with the first verse of Lutki’s song:

कासी फ�टल कसामल ~ द�बा
बाबा मोरा स�Mधयो न �ल,
बाबा sल MनरमोMहया ~ द�बा
भ�या S sिजयो न hल,
भ�या sल कचहMरया ~ द�बाजी
भउजी MबसMर कइ� Xल ?5

Kāsī grass blooms in a thicket, Oh Lord.
Father did not think of me.
Father has become harsh, Oh Lord.
He did not send my brother.
Brother is engaged in court fights, Oh Lord
How could bhaujī forget?

After  the  song  text,  Renu  provides  a  parenthetical  Hindi  translation  and 

explanation—a procedure he sometimes followed to explain the songs he included in his 

fiction. The sāvan-bhādõ song would not be entirely incomprehensible to a Hindi reader, 

but Renu's explanation would be helpful to those having difficulties with the local aspects 

of the language. In particular, he makes it clear that kās is a type of grass, and he explains 

the seasonal implications of its blooming. The essay opened with Renu's explanation of 

women traveling to their birth homes during the rainy season, preparing his reader for the 

seasonal implication of this song. The explanation ends with the same question as the 

song does: How could my brother’s wife, my bhaujī, forget me?

5RR-4, 268-69.
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(अब तो चार� ओर कास भी फ�ल गए, यानी वष� का मौसम बीतj को � । Mपछली बार तो 
बाबा ख�द आए e । इस बार बाबा j स�Mध नह� ली । बाबा अब Mनम�ही हो गए � । भ�या 
जो ‘जमीन-जगह’ S माम� v हuशा कचहरी v रहना पड़ता � । �Mकन, uरी oयारी भाभी 
म�झ� क¥� भ�ल गई ?)6

(Now the kās grass has bloomed in all directions, which means the rainy season is 
about to pass. Last time my father came himself.  This time my father did not 
remember. Now father has become heartless. Brother is always occupied in court 
with cases over land and property. But how could my beloved bhaujī forget me?)7

6RR-4, 269.
7Renu uses the kinship term bhābhī, which is interchangeable bhaujī.
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As with many examples from the village repertory, this song is tied to the earth 

and to the seasons.  Kāsī refers to a particular grass native to South Asia which grows 

abundantly in the silt planes created by the monsoon floods in the Kosi River region of 

Bihar.8 It is only found near water, and its flowering is dependent on the monsoon. Its 

large wispy tail-like flowers appear in August, toward the end of the rains9 It can be fed 

to some farm animals and has various medicinal uses,10 and is sometimes dried and used 

in weaving (Photo 27). This final use will become important when we consider the role of 

kāsī grass in Renu’s story hes.Ṭ

2.II.1.a. Family Relationships in the Sāvan-Bhādõ Song

This song is partly about the relationship between two women, who are sisters-in-

law to each other: nanad and bhaujī. Bhaujī (or bhābhī) means “brother’s wife.” Nanad 

means “husband's sister.” So  nanad-bhaujī  refers to the relationship between a man’s 

wife and his sister. “Husband’s sister” and “brother’s wife” are cumbersome terms, but 

“sister-in-law”  is  not  specific  enough;  consequently  the  Hindi  kinship  terms  will  be 

retained, to some extent, in this discussion.

The nanad-bhaujī relationship was introduced in Chapter 3, in which I presented 

a Bhojpuri song that detailed  bhaujī’s gleeful celebration of her husband’s young sister 

finally leaving the house. Many north Indian folksongs dwell on the relationship between 

8Its scientific name is saccharum spontaneum.
9Ralph Randles Stewart, “The Grasses of Northwest India,” Brittonia 5, no. 4 (1945): 458, and  R. R. Panje 
and K. Srinivasan, “Studies in Saccharum Spontaneum: The Flowering Behavior of Latitudinally Displaced 
Populations,” Botanical Gazette 120, no. 4 (1959): 193-202.
10S. C. Datta and A. K. Banerjee, “Useful Weeds of West Bengal Rice Fields,” Economic Botany 32, no. 3 
(1978): 309.
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these two women, which is often described as an ambiguous relationship. A girl (nanad) 

still  living in her parents' home may be very affectionate with her brother's wife (her 

bhaujī).  Likewise  when  a  woman  (bhaujī)  arrives  in  her  husband’s  home,  she  may 

become very close to her husband's sister (her nanad). But after her nanad leaves bhaujī  

may become critical of her during nanad’s subsequent visits.11 A great issue of contention 

between these two women involves the gifts that must be given to a nanad whenever she 

visits her birth home. These gifts can even take the form of the jewelry off her bhaujī’s 

own body.12 This situation intensifies if bhaujī is fortunate enough to give birth to a child. 

Her  nanad arrives  in  her  birth  village  to  celebrate  the  birth  of  her  nephew,  and the 

quarreling can begin anew.13 

Certain aspects of a woman’s status change depending on her exact location. In 

her husband's village, she is bhaujī. The term itself implies that she was born elsewhere, 

and married into that village. In her birth village—either when visiting from her married 

home, or before leaving for that home—a woman is  nanad in relation to the women of 

her generation who have married into that village. Other songs and stories depict their 

relationship as one of outright quarreling. They may be described as enemies, always 

fighting for the affections of the man they are both related to—one by birth (nanad), the 

other by marriage (bhaujī).14

11Sahab Lal Srivastava, Folk Culture and Oral Tradition (New Delhi: Abhinav Publications, 1974), 33-39.
12Gloria Goodwin Raheja, The Poison in the Gift: Ritual, Prestation, and the Dominant Caste in a North  
Indian Village (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1988), 238.
13Deep Punia,  Social  Values  in Folklore (Jaipur:  Rawat  Publications,  1993) and Leigh Minturn,  Sita's  
Daughters:  Coming  out  of  Purdah:  The  Rajput  Women  of  Khalapur  Revisited (New  York:  Oxford 
University Press, 1993), 59; 145.
14Jitka Hertig-Skalická, “Fifty Bhojpuri Folksongs from Ballia District: Text, Translation, Commentary, 
Skeleton-Grammar and Index” (Ph.D., University of Basle, 1974), 114. For a song about how a woman 
threatens to reveal her bhaujī’s sexual promiscuity, see K. P. Bahadur, One Hundred Rural Songs of India 
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In practice, the relation between these two can be quite supportive, and the bhaujī  

can provide her husband’s sister with a great amount of support before she leaves her 

birth home.15 Indeed, there are several north Indian songs that make note of the bhaujī’s 

sorrow when her husband’s sister is married and leaves for her own married home.16 But 

while wedding songs may detail a supportive network of natal kin surrounding the bride 

as she prepares to leave, the sāvan-bhādõ song (“The kāsī grass blooms”) described by 

Renu in his essay tells of a daughter who has lost that support. She waits sadly in her 

married home and wonders why her natal kin have not come to get her during the rainy 

season, when other women all over northeast Bihar are returning to their birth homes. 

II.2. The Song Concludes: Brother and Sister Perish in the Flooded River
There is a second part to his sister's sāvan-bhādõ song, which Renu also includes 

in  his  essay.  The first  part  concludes with the daughter,  sitting in  her married home, 

thinking that surely her  bhaujī, her brother’s wife, would not forget her. Renu explains 

that bhaujī has not forgotten, and she has teasingly sent the brother (her husband) to fetch 

his sister.  The sister  is now happy, and tells her own  nanad,  and her friends that her 

brother is coming to take her to her birth home. “The tune now changes,” Renu writes, 

just before presenting the next part of the song's text:

(Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1978), 129-130. For a song about a nanad's threat to steal her bhaujī's baby, 
after the bhaujī refuses to give her the jewelry she demands, see Vidya Rao, “Singing the Female Body: An 
Exploration of Sohar Songs,” in  Birth and Birthgivers: The Power Behind the Shame,  edited by Janet 
Chawla (New Delhi: Shakti Books, 2006), 120. For a Bhojpuri song telling of a woman cursing her bhaujī 
to be childless, see Shakuntala Varma, Kahe Ko Byahi Bidesh: Songs of Marriage from the Gangetic Plains 
(New Delhi: Roli Books, 2005), 162.
15Rann  Singh Mann,  Social  Structure,  Social  Change,  and  Future  Trends:  Indian  Village  Perspective 
(Jaipur: Rawat Publications, 1979), 48.
16For a song from Banaras in which a woman's heart breaks as she contemplates the departure of her 
husband's  sister  (her  nanad),  see  Rachel  Meyer,  “Fluid  Subjectivities:  Intertextuality  and  Women's 
Narrative Performance in North India,” The Journal of American Folklore 113, no. 448 (2000): 148.
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हा� ~ स�न सिखया ! सावन-भादव Sर उमड़ल नMदया
भ�या अइ� बMहMन बोला� �—स�न सिखया . . .17

Oh yes! Listen friends! The river swells in the months of sāvan-bhādõ.
And brother comes to fetch his sister—Listen, friends.

Renu  provides  a  Hindi  translation  of  these  lines,  and  an  explanation  of  the 

additional lines that would follow in his sister's performances:

ओ ननद-सखी ! सावन-भाद� की नदी उमड़ी �ई � । Mफर भी u~ भ�या म�झ� ब�लाj आए � 
त�म जरा सासजी � प�रवी कर दो Mक म�झ� ज�दी Mवदा कर h�. . . सास कहती �—x नह� 
जानती, अपj सस�र � कहो । सस�र ताj hकर कहता � Mक नदीवा� इलाS v qटी की 
शादी S बाद द�ज v नाव Uय� नह� Mदया । अ�त v, पMतhव क�छ शत� S साथ Mवदा करj 
को राजी होb � । सस�राल की fिखया-fलMहन ह�सी-ख�शी � भाई S साथ मायS की ओर 
Mवदा होती � । �Mकन, नदी S घाट पर आकर hखा—कह� कोई नाव नह� । अब Uया क� । 
भाई j Mहzमत � काम िलया । कास-क�श काटकर, म��ज की डोरी बनाकर और S� S पौध� 
S तj का एक ‘qड़ा’ बनाया और उस पर सवार होकर भाई-बMहन उमड़ी �ई कोशी की 
धारा को पार करj लX । �कत�, बीच नदी v प��चb ही लह� bज हो गइ� । qड़ा डगमग 
करj लगा ।18

Oh  nanad-friends! The rivers are filled from  sāvan-bhādõ. Yet my brother still 
has come to get me. Tell mother-in-law that she should let me go soon. Mother-in-
law says, I don't know—ask your father-in-law. Father-in-law ridicules and says, 
in an area with such a river, why didn't they include a boat in the dowry after their 
daughter's wedding? Eventually the husband works out a deal, and is prepared to 
let her go. The daughter-in-law, though sad in her married home, now happily 
departs with her brother to her parents' home. But when they arrive at the river 
ghat  there  is  no  boat  to  be  found.  What  can  they  do  now?  Brother  worked 
courageously.  He  cut  up  the  kās  grass  and  made  a  grass  rope,  and  made  a 
makeshift raft out of banana trunks. And the brother and sister began to cross the 

17RR-4, 269.
18RR-4, 269-70.
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flooded Kosi current on it. But when they were halfway across, the waves became 
strong. The boat began to rock. 

Renu then provides the concluding lines of the song:

कMट Xल कासी-क�शी िछतरी Xल थzहवा
ख�िल Xल म��ज hर डोMरया—~ स�न सिखया !
. . . बीचMह नMदया v अइ� Mहलोरवा
छ�Mट Xल� भ�या Sर बMहया�—~ स�न सिखया !
. . . gबी Xल� भ�या Sर qड़वा—~ स�न सिखया !!19

That kāsī and khuś raft broke and scattered apart.
That grass raft fell apart—listen friends!
. . . in the middle of the river, came the waves.
She fell from brother's arms—listen friends!
. . . and drowned the brother’s raft—listen friends!

    

    The brother travels to his sister’s married home, and prepares to bring her back. 

They set off together for the birth home together. They reach the flooded Kosi River, but 

there is no boat for them. The brother arrived too late, so he takes the flowering  kāsī 

grass, which is the symbol of his sister’s sorrow, and fashions a raft out of it. But it falls 

apart in the river, and they both perish. 

II.3. The  Continued  Importance  of  Sāvan-Bhādõ  During  Renu's  Adult  Life: 
Renu's Friendship with the Lyricist Shailendra

Renu’s 1975 essay continues. He lies on his bed in Patna and thinks of his older 

sister singing sāvan-bhādõ. The song and its associated memories make him cry: 

19RR-4, 270. Ellipses in original.
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...तMकए का Mगलाफ भीग गया । गीत की प�िUतया� मन v ग��जती रह� और आ�V� बरसती 
रह� । ऐसा हuशा �आ � ।20

...The pillow case is soaked. The song's lines echo in my head, and my eyes water. 
This always happens.

Those  tears  bring  forth  another  memory  and  another  song:  that  of  Mahuā  

Ghaṭvārin, as immortalized in his much-loved story  Tīsrī kasam. The story tells of the 

bullock-cart driver Hiraman as he takes his passenger Hirabai, a nau ankīṭ  actress, to the 

town, Forbesganj, where she will perform at the fair. As they travel, Hiraman becomes 

lost in the world of village song. The ballad of Mahuā Ghaṭvārin tells the sorrowful tale 

of  the  young  orphaned  girl  Mahuā.  Hiraman’s  fictional  performance  begins  with  a 

description of the sāvan-bhādõ rains, hence the connection in Renu’s mind between this 

song and his sister Lutki's sāvan-bhādõ song.

The  song,  as  it  appears  in  Tīsrī  kasam,  features  the  drawn-out  syllables  that 

characterize many of Renu's textual representations of performances:

हीरामन j धी~-धी~ ग�नग�नाकर गला साफ Mकया—
“� अ-अ-अ सावना-भादवा S-र-उमड़ल नMदया-X w-यो-ओ-ओ,21

wयो X र�Mन भयावMन-�-ए-ए-ए;
तड़का-तड़S धड़S क~ज-आ-आ मो~ 22

Hiraman hummed softly to clear his throat—
Hey aaaaa—sāvan-bhādõ overflows the river. Oh Ma-maaaa! 

20RR-4, 270.
21Renu often used unconventional means to represent the drawn-out quality of the sung lines.  A more 
standard approach to sustain the final vowel of maiyo would have been to use a repeated avagraha, as in 
wयोऽऽऽऽऽऽ.
22Tīsrī kasam, RR-1, 148.
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Oh Mother—this ter-ri-fy-yyy-ing night!
Taraka-tarake-dharake goes my hear-ar-ar-art.

Renu was great friends with the film song lyricist Shailendra, and the two worked 

closely together  on the award-winning 1967  Tīsrī  kasam film based on Renu’s story. 

Renu wrote the screenplay,  and Shailendra wrote and adapted the song lyrics.  In  his 

essay, Renu recalls meeting with Shailendra to discuss how this song should be presented 

in the film. Shailendra asked Renu to sing the “original” version so that he might hear an 

authentic performance to help with the film version he was writing.

Though members of Renu's family, and especially village performers who worked 

with Renu, described to me Renu's abilities as a performer, he wrote very little of his own 

ability.  He  described  himself  as  having  been  “raised  in  folksong’s  embrace”23 and 

described an ability to recite epic poetry as a child,24 but this description of his interaction 

with Shailendra is the only instance I can find in which Renu describes his own singing 

ability. He did not know how to sing the entire ballad, so he instead sang his sister’s 

sāvan-bhādõ song in his self-described “ugly and heavy” voice: “The kāsī grass blooms, 

but they did not send my brother to fetch me . . .”. Both his sister’s song and the Mahuā  

Ghaṭvārin song from Tīsrī kasam describe the same moment of the year, when the rains 

flood the river and daughters are supposed to be called home. The first line of the Mahuā  

Ghaṭvārin song, describing the flooded river, also appears in women’s performances of 

the  sāvan-bhādõ song that I  heard in Renu Gaon. The two songs are closely related, 

hence Renu’s decision to sing the  sāvan-bhādõ song for Shailendra. Although  Mahuā  

23RR-5, 476.
24Pān ulekhḍ , RR-5, 173.
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Ghaṭvārin is part of a men’s performance tradition, it was the women’s song that Renu 

was able to perform.

Renu sang for Shailendra as they sat together underneath a tree, and the latter’s 

eyes teared up as soon as Renu had finished the first line. Renu wrote that this broke open 

something in his own mind, and by the end of the song, the two men embraced, and were 

sobbing.25

Later, writes Renu, he met Shailendra during the rainy season. He brought Renu 

into a room to play him a “new take” of one of his song recordings. The song was “Ab ke 

baras bhej bhaiyā” from the 1963 film Bandinī. Renu mentions only the first line of the 

famous song in his essay. The recording Shailendra played for Renu was presumably that 

of  the  celebrated  singer  Asha  Bhosle,  who sang for  the  film.  The  text—telling  of  a 

daughter's  longing  to  return  to  her  father's  courtyard—draws  on  the  same themes  of 

Renu’s sister’s sāvan-bhādõ song: “This year, Papa sent my brother/ To bring me home 

during sāvan/ And all the girls—my childhood friends/ Will also return.”26 The initial 

discovery of the daughter who speaks in the song—“Papa sent my brother”—leads into a 

description of the joys that await her when she returns. After the daughter describes to her 

husband’s family the joys she will experience on returning to her birth home, the song 

ends with her realization that no one is coming to bring her there: “Spiteful youth seized 

my toys/ and stole my dolls. Father, I was your beloved joy/So why did you send me 

away?”  This  film song  is  widely  considered  to  be  deeply  moving,  in  no  small  part 

25RR-4, 270.
26For the full Hindi text, see Kumud Rastogi, Hi  Philm Gītṭ -2, 1961-1970 (Diamond Pocket Books, 2006, 
available from www.googlebooks.com ), 61.
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because of Asha’s expert performance. Ashok Ranade writes that “the folk idiom has 

been so subtly processed that there are no rough edges in spite of the general recognisable 

format. Asha's singing is sweet, intense and yet sophisticated—with the folk and elite 

song-idioms delicately balanced.”27 

Renu was mesmerized by Shailendra’s recording of the song, and it seems that 

Shailendra had Renu’s performance of his sister’s sāvan-bhādõ song in mind as he wrote 

the  film-song lyrics.  So just  as  Renu moved between the worlds  of  oral  and written 

traditions,  he also used his  knowledge of  folklore to  help shape the world of  Indian 

popular culture.

Song played a deep part in Renu and Shailendra's friendship. Renu wrote about 

one song in particular: Hirabai’s first  nau ankīṭ  song from his story  Tīsrī kasam, “Terī  

bā̃kī adā par.”

“... bरी बा�की अदा पर x ख�द �� Mफदा,
bरी चाहत को Mदलबर बया� Uया क}� !
यही खाMहश � Mक इ-इ-इ त� म�झको hखा क~
और Mदलोजान x त�मको hखा क}� ।”28

I am a slave to your flirting looks.
How shall I tell of my yearning for you?
My only wish is that you-ou-ou gaze at me.
And that I gaze upon you, with my heart and soul.

27Ashok Ranade,  Hindi Film Song: Music Beyond Boundaries (New Delhi: Promilla & Co. Publishers, 
2006), 371.
28Tīsrī kasam, RR-1, 155. Ellipsis in original.
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Renu did not always think in terms of traditional genre categories. Although the 

genre and content of this song is technically unrelated to sāvan-bhādõ, they are connected 

in Renu's autobiography. He writes that he and Shailendra had a long-standing tradition 

of singing these lines to each other whenever they were very happy. They did this while 

looking deeply into each other’s eyes, in imitation of the song’s lyrics:

Mपछ� तीन वष� � हम दोन� Mकसी बात पर जब एक साथ अMत nसlन होb � तो नौट�की 
की उlह� प�िUतय� को इसी तरह गाb � और एक-gस~ को कई िमनट Mदलोजान hखb रहb 
�, Mफर ह�सb-ह�सb लोट-पोट हो जाb � ।29

For  the  past  three  years,  whenever  the  two of  us  are  extremely  happy  about 
something, then we sing those nau ankīṭ  like that, and keep looking at each other, 
heart and soul. Then we collapse in laughter.

In Tīsrī kasam, the song is performed by the actress Hirabai in Forbesganj, after 

the  thirty-hour  bullock-cart  ride  with  Hiraman.  While  Renu  and  Shailendra  often 

performed her  nau ankīṭ  song in fun and loving jest,  sometimes Renu was not able to 

participate in the ritual. Sometimes he needed the songwriter, instead, to guide him back 

to his own village birth home. Renu writes:

xj गीतकार की ओर hखा ।  उनकी म�खम�iा � लगा वह Mफर “bरी बा�की अदा पर” श�} 
क�X ।  xj कहा, “नह� भाई, . . .वह. . .वह ब�Mदनी का वही गीत. . .!”

गाड़ी घोड़ब�दर रोड छोड़कर �लMकन रोड की ओर म�ड़ रही थी ।  गीतकार  ग�नग�ना 
रहा था: “अबकी बरस बाब�ल भ�या S sज . . .”

29RR-4, 117. 
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uरा “भ�या-मन” gर अपj गा�व की गिलय� की राह ढ��ढ़j लगा । जहा� uरी बहk 
िमल-ज�लकर गा रही थ� : “स�न� मोरी सिखया सावन-भादव SMर उमड़िल नMदया—भ�या 
अइ� बMहनी ब�ला� ला�—स�न� सिख या-या-या ।”30

I looked at the songwriter. From his expression, it seemed as if he was 
going to again sing  “Terī bā̃kī adā par” (“I am a slave to your flirting looks”). I 
said ‘No, brother. . . . that . . . that song from Bandinī. . .!

The car turned off Ghorbandar Road onto Linking Road. The songwriter 
was humming, “This time papa will send my brother . . .”

My “brother-mind” began searching the paths of my far-off village, where 
my sisters were joined together singing: “Listen my friends,  sāvan-bhādõ filled 
the swollen river—Brother came to bring his sister—listen my frie-e-en-ends!”

In this passage, three songs are mentioned in quick succession. The first (Terī  

bā̃kī adā par) is the  nau ankīṭ  song from Renu's story  Tīsrī kasam that Shailendra later 

adapted for the film. This was the song Renu and Shailendra sang to each other again and 

again, often ending with laughter. The second (“This time papa will send my brother”) is 

Shailendra's famous song from the film  Bandinī—the one that draws on the women's 

sāvan-bhādõ tradition. In this passage, Shailendra hums the song at Renu's request. The 

third song (“Listen my friends . . .”) is Renu's sister's sāvan-bhādõ song, replayed in this 

passage in Renu's mind alone.

These three songs do not belong together in any traditional taxonomy of Indian 

song. The film song, though grounded in a folk tradition, is still part of a mass-marketed 

product. Despite the folk influences on Bhosle's performance, she does not replicate the 

timbre and vocal quality employed by village women singers. The nau ankīṭ  song is from 

a professional  theatre tradition that  is  performed at  fairs  and festivals  by trained and 

often-famous actors. The sāvan-bhādõ song falls in the domain of nonspecialist village 
30RR-4, 119. Ellipses in original.
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performers. But Renu brings them together. In terms of narrative content and in terms of 

performance style and practice, there is nothing linking the  nau ankī  ṭ song to the other 

two. But for Renu, they are all interlinked, much as his own life story defied boundaries.

III. ON THE BOND BETWEEN BROTHER AND SISTER

As I participated in performances and worked with singers in the village, I often 

heard items that Renu wrote of in his fiction. The  sāvan-bhādõ song (“The  kāsī grass 

blooms”) that Renu performed for Shailendra is well known by women in Renu Gaon 

today. I recorded many versions during the rainy season. I did not need to ask for it in 

particular; it is simply current in the repertory. Most of these women had not read any of 

Renu’s literature, and they did not know this was a song Renu wrote about. The text’s 

appearance in his novel Partī parikathā is fleeting, and copies of that work are difficult to 

access in the village, and the essay in which Renu wrote about the song is even less easily 

available. Indeed, I rarely came across any copies of Renu’s writing while in the village.

Women who know this song best are often grandmothers and great-grandmothers; 

they  are generally  not  readers  of  fiction.  Data from the Government  of  India  census 

indicates that Araria and Purnea districts in Bihar both have female literacy rates of less 

than  twenty-five  percent.  Today's  situation  is  a  great  improvement  over  that  of  past 

generations. Renu's description of his fictional village in Mailā ānchal could be taken as 

an accurate summary of the literacy rates of the 1940s era depicted in the novel:
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सा~ uरीग�ज v दस आदमी पढ़�-िलV �—पढ़�-िलV का मतलब �आ अपना द�तखत करj � 
�कर तहसीलदारी करj तक की पढ़ाई । नए पढ़jवाल� की स�Wया � प�iह ।31

In all of Maryganj there are ten literate men. Literate means anything from being 
able to sign one’s name to having learned how to keep land records. The number 
of new students is fifteen.

During this time there were no girls in school, which is why village women of 

Renu’s generation, including his sisters, do not tend to read.32 Older women may have 

great respect for him. Many knew him and speak of him. But they do not read his works. 

They do not know that the song tradition they participate in had such a lifelong impact on 

Renu and such an influence on his writing. 

III.1. Renu's Short Story Ṭhes
It was his sister Lutki’s song in particular that had such an effect on Renu, and I 

had  this  on my mind when I  met  Renu’s  two surviving  siblings,  his  younger  sisters 

Mahati and Manu. Mahati, who lives in Renu Gaon, was introduced in Chapter 5. Manu 

lives in Katihar district, a few hours south of Renu Gaon. Both women know the song—

though Mahati now refuses to sing any items from the sāvan-bhādõ repertory, just as she 

shuns the village's Krishna traditions. Manu did sing a version of the song for me and 

spoke about its importance. 

Manu, I learned, is also a character in one of Renu’s short stories, hes—Ṭ a story 

whose  theme bears  directly  on  the  discussion  of  sāvan-bhādõ.  The  story  details  the 

arrangements a family makes for their youngest daughter as they prepare for her gaunā, 

31Mailā ānchal, RR-2, 30.
32The situation has changed much over the past few years alone, and I have observed increased female 
enrollment at the village primary school.
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her ritual departure for her husband’s home several months after her wedding. The girl’s 

name is Manu, and I am surprised that her real-life identity is not more widely known, 

considering that Renu did not change her name. The unnamed first-person narrator of the 

story is Manu’s older brother: Renu himself.

The  story's  primary  narrative  concerns  a  character  named  Sirchan,  a  village 

weaver, who is summoned to make a chik, a large mat, for Manu to bring with her to her 

married  home.  Discussion  of  this  story  has  tended  to  focus  on  Sirchan,  for  he  is  a 

remarkable character. The opening lines of the story tell how Sirchan is considered lazy 

by other villagers. He’s not only lazy, but also thought of as a be-gār—an unpaid laborer 

who deserves no respect: “worth-less.” 

Vती-बारी S समय, गा�व S Mकसान Mसरचन की Mगनती नह� करb । लोग उसको qकार ही 
नह�, ‘qगार’ समझb � । इसिलए, Vत-खिलहान की मज़gरी S िलए कोई नह� ब�लाj 
जाता � Mसरचन को । Uया होगा, उसको ब�लाकर ? gस~ मज़gर Vत प��चकर एक-Mतहाई 
काम कर च�TX, तब कह� Mसरचन राय हाथ v ख�रपी ड�लाता �आ Mदखायी पड़�गा—
पगडaडी पर तौल-तौलकर पा�व रखता �आ, धी~-धी~ । म�pत v मज़gरी hनी हो तो और 
बात � ।33

When it’s time to work in the fields, the village farmers don’t include Sirchan. 
People don’t just think of him as unemployed but also unemployable. So no one 
calls Sirchan for farming or threshing labor. What’s the use in calling him? The 
other laborers will have finished the whole crop by the time that Sirchan Ray 
shows up,  with his  scraper swinging in his  hand—his  feet plodding along the 
path, as slow as ever. It would be another thing if one were to hand out pay for 
nothing.

 

33 hesṬ , RR-1, 175.
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Despite  his  perceived  laziness,  Sirchan  is  a  skilled  artisan.  No  other  village 

craftsman can weave mats and carpets as brilliant as his. He can tolerate being called 

lazy, but accepts no insults regarding his specialized work.  Ragini Varma’s analysis of 

Sirchan’s character indicates why he is so memorable:

इसv Yामीण ¢�£ v �वािभमान की र¢ा करb �ए कला की साधना करj वा� एक 
Mतर�क त पा£ का �यिUतcव Mव��Mषत �आ � । Mसरचन S }प v hहात का एक ऐसा पा£ 
कहानी S म�च पर उपि�थत �आ � जो अभाव और qकारी को सह सकता � �Mकन अपj 
काम v कोई �यवधान या �यिUतगत अपमान सहन करj v असमथ� � ।34

The story analyzes the personality of an insulted character, who is highly skilled 
in an art form that upholds the pride of this village area. In the form of Sirchan, a 
true village character has been placed on the story’s stage. He can endure poverty 
and unemployment,  but  he is  incapable of enduring any objection or personal 
insult regarding his craft.

The  first  two  paragraphs  of  the  story  describe  Sirchan.  The  third  paragraph 

introduces a narrative shift with the simple sentence “I remember” (mujhe yād hai), as the 

first-person narrator recalls Sirchan’s relationship with the family: “Whenever my mother 

would ask about calling Sirchan, I would first ask, ‘What will he ask for payment?’” 

Sirchan is called to the narrator’s house, because it is time for the narrator’s youngest 

sister Manu to leave for her married home. The narrator asks about payment, because 

Sirchan has a reputation for gluttony; he works for free if kept well fed.

The insult described by Varma in her analysis of Sirchan’s character is indicated 

by the title of the story. hesṬ  means “shove,” and “insult” by extension. The insult occurs 

34Ragini Varma, Pha īśvarnath Re u aur unkā kathāsāhityaṇ ṇ  (Varanasi: Vishvavidyalaya Prakashan, 2002), 
168.
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as Sirchan works in the narrator’s courtyard. In addition to Manu, there are three women 

named in the courtyard: Ma (“Mother”), Manjhali Bhabhi (the elder brother’s wife), and 

Chachi (father’s brother’s wife). Manu slips Sirchan some sweet treats as he works, an 

action that does not go unnoticed by the other women. 

The insult  is cumulative.  The primary tension is between Manjhali  and Manu. 

Manjhali, being a woman married into the home, is  bhaujī. Manu, being a sister of the 

home, is nanad, hence the tension between these two women. Manjhali is jealous to see 

such  a  production  being  made  for  her  younger  sister-in-law.  This  is  the  constant 

insecurity felt by  bhaujī in her married home. Why does  nanad have such wonderful 

things made for her? And where are Manjhali’s own wonderful items from her own birth 

home?

म�झली भाभी � नह� रहा गया, परh की आड़ � बोली, “पह� ऐसा जानती Mक 
मोहर छापवाली धोती hj � ही अZछी चीज़ बनती � तो भ�या को खबर sज hती ।”

काम v �य�त Mसरचन S कान� v बात पड़ गयी । बोला, “मोहर छापवाली धोती 
S साथ ~शमी क�रता hj पर भी ऐसी चीज़ नह� बनती ब�Mरया । मान� दीदी काकी की 
सब� छोटी qटी � . . . मान� दीदी का g�हा अफसर आदमी � !”35

Manjhali Bhabhi couldn’t help it. From behind the curtain she said, “If I 
knew that you just have to give a Mohar-brand  dhoti to get such a fine thing 
made, I would have sent a message to my brother.”

Her words reached Sirchan’s ears as he was immersed in his work. He 
said, “Even if you gave a silk kurta along with a Mohar-brand dhoti, you couldn’t 
have  such  a  thing  made,  Bahuriya.  Manu  Sister  is  your  mother’s  youngest 
daughter . . . Manu Sister’s husband is an Officer Man!”

35Ṭhes, RR-1, 177. Ellipsis in original.
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Since he works for food alone, Sirchan's work is therefore not respected in the 

community. When Manjhali chucks a handful of sweets in Sirchan’s direction, to appease 

his supposed gluttony, his verbal retort plays into her deep fears regarding the love from 

her natal kin:

“म�झली ब�रानी अपj wS � आयी �ई िमठाई भी इसी तरह हाथ खोलकर बा�टती � 
Uया ?”36

“Does ‘Princess Manjhali Daughter-in-law’ pass out the sweets from her parents' 
home so generously too?”

The insult regarding her birth home sends Manjhali into a fit of tears, and the 

narrator’s mother emerges to ask Sirchan to stop angering the family women. It is Chachi 

who eventually becomes enraged when she sees Sirchan chewing the pān that Manu had 

secretly given him to appease him:

चाची कई कारण� � जली-भ�नी रहती थी, Mसरचन � । ग��सा उतारj का ऐसा मौका Mफर 
नह� िमल सकता । झनकती �ई बोली, “मसखरी करता � ? त�zहारी बढ़ी �ई जीभ v आग 
लX । घर v भी पान और गमकौआ जद� खाb हो ? . . . चटोर कह� S !”37

Chachi was always fuming about Sirchan for all kinds of things. She wouldn't get 
such  an  opportunity  to  unleash  her  anger  again.  “Are  you  kidding  me?”  She 
fumed. “To hell with your fat tongue! You’re chewing betel and tobacco right here 
in the house? . . . What a greedy thing!”

Up to this point, Sirchan had been weaving the most beautiful mat any of these 

women had ever seen. They were to send it along with Manu, whose husband was an 

36 hesṬ , RR-1, 177. 
37 hesṬ , RR-1, 178. Ellipsis in original.
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“officer.” Sending such a beautiful item would affirm the honor of their own village and 

their family. But it also instigates Manjhali’s jealous worry that such a thing had never 

been sent from her own birth home. Sirchan departs, leaving the unfinished work behind. 

The narrator must take his young sister to the train station with a half-made mat.

hesṬ  is considered one of Renu’s finest stories, perhaps because of its memorable 

conclusion, in which an out-of-breath Sirchan meets the narrator and Manu at the train 

station and presents them with the finished mat. Instead of looking directly at that literal 

conclusion, I would instead like to tell about some of my time with Renu’s sister Manu. 

The story is, after all, based on an event from her life, and the women in the fictional 

courtyard are her own family women. This story is another product of the bhaiyā man38—

the “brother mind”—that brought her brother Renu back to the paths of his village and 

evoked the memory of his sisters singing the sāvan-bhādõ song.

III.2. A Woman's Request to be Taken to her Brother's Home
Manu is the youngest child of Shilanath Mandal and Panno Devi. She and her 

sister Mahati were the only children of Shilanath and Panno I was able to meet. Her elder 

sister Lutki passed away in 2003, and her brothers Mahendra, Hari,  and Renu passed 

away much earlier. Manu grew up in Aurahi-Hingana, in the quarter now called Renu 

Gaon. Her married home is in Mohamdiya Village, in Katihar District, a few hours drive 

south of Renu Gaon. When I met her, Manu was a widow. Her husband Laxmi Narayan 

Biswas, who was described accurately as an “officer” in the story hesṬ , had died when he 

38RR-4, 119.
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was quite young. Before his death they had a son and several daughters. When I visited 

Manu, her son was married, and he and his wife had their own son. The family lived 

together, in modest bungalow-huts, around a small courtyard. 

I first traveled to Mohamdiya with Renu’s eldest son Venu. He had wanted to take 

me there for some time. More than once he suggested that my work could not be “over” 

until I traveled to Mohamdiya to meet his father’s sister.

We made the trip during the August rains, during the month of bhādõ. From the 

sāvan-bhādõ  song in Renu’s essay,  we know this  is  the time a daughter traditionally 

travels to her birth home. Renu wrote of his elder sister singing this song; Navnita had 

told me of her aunts, Manu, Mahati, and Lutki, all singing it together; I had listened to 

Renu’s daughter, daughter-in-law, and wife sing it in the family courtyard. But I very 

much  wanted  to  ask  Manu about  it.  Wouldn’t  it  be  wonderful,  I  thought,  if  it  were 

possible to hear one of  Renu’s own sisters singing this song?

I told Venu's mother Padma where we were going. She had asked after seeing that 

I had packed a small bag, though I am sure she already knew the answer.

“Where are you off to?” she asked.

“We’re going to Mohamdiya Village today,” I said. “To visit Manu Dadi.”
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“Okay!” she said (okay, being her favorite English word to use with me). “Okay. . 

.  And Kavita’s  place?  Tell  him that  you have  to  visit  Kavita’s  house  too,”  she said, 

gesturing with her chin toward the verandah, where her oldest son Venu was sitting. 

Renu’s daughter Kavita lived in Mohamdiya. Kavita’s mother was Renu’s first 

wife Sulekh Devi, who died tragically young from illness the same year that Padma and 

Renu married. Padma wanted to make sure that I visited her stepdaughter Kavita, as well 

as her nanad, Manu—her husband’s sister.
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“Good.”  Padma  said,  after  I  told  her  we  would  visit  Kavita.  “Then  go  to 

Mohamdiya! It is your nanihāl!” It sounded like a joke. But I wasn’t sure. Manjhali Dadi 

laughed, as did Fantu’s mother Veena. 

Padma speaks only the village language,  and at  this  point I  made some quick 

mental calculations to make sure I understood. The word nanihāl is clear enough. It is the 

home of one's nānā and nānī—one's maternal grandparents. 

“Vahā̃ āpkā hai?” I asked. “That place is yours?” Not the best sentence, but she 

understood the “there” to refer to Mohamdiya Village.

“Hāāāā̃. . . .!,” She replied. A drawn out “Yes!” accompanied her laugh and more 

laughs from the other women in the courtyard.

“Your naihar?” I asked. “Your birth home?”

“Yes!”

So I was traveling to visit Renu’s sister Manu in her married home. I was going to 

ask her about the  sāvan-bhādõ song that I had spent the summer recording in her birth 

village. The song tells of a daughter’s desire to return to her birth home. In the song, the 

kāsī  grass has bloomed, and the time to return to the birth home has therefore nearly 

passed. And just before leaving to visit Mohamdiya, I learned that it was the birth home 

of  Renu's  wife  Padma.  When  I  told  Padma that  she  should  also  come with  us,  she 

gestured again to the verandah and told me that I would have to speak with “him”—

referring, again, to her son Venu. So I did.

Soon it was time to get in the jeep. Venu had two of the men who were planning 

to come stay behind and we set off. Padma and I sat in the back seat, and we slowly set 
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off down the path away from the home, toward the crossroads, and we then continued 

south on the path toward Simraha. But when we reached Mahati’s house, we stopped. 

Mahati was waiting, wearing a white sari with a light blue pattern. She climbed in the 

back seat of the jeep with us. Padma, I learned, had sent a young girl to Mahati's house to 

inform her of the trip.

“Khuś  raho!”  Mahati  said,  when  saw  me.  A  standard  blessing:  “Live  in 

contentment.”

At this point,  I  realized that the trip was no longer about me and my meeting 

Manu. This was a family affair. Padma was traveling to her birth home to see her natal 

family, and Mahati was going to see her sister.

In  Renu  Gaon,  Mahati  is  nanad  (husband’s  sister)  and  Padma  is  her  bhaujī  

(brother’s wife). Once we reached Mohamdiya, Padma’s birth home, Padma would then 

become nanad—a sister returning from her birth home. Renu’s sister Manu was married 

into Padma’s family in Mohamdiya. Manu’s husband was Padma’s paternal cousin. These 

women are doubly related to each other; their relationship is as close as a non-blood tie 

can  be.  Each  woman  is  both  a  nanad  and  a  bhaujī to  the  other.  The designation  is 

dependent on their geographical location. The journey we were making between these 

villages, Mohamdiya and Renu Gaon, was a journey between the birth home and the 

married home. What is the birth home for one woman is the married home for the other.

Padma’s son Venu sat in the front seat. His friend Manoj was driving. This jeep 

was a new addition to the household, acquired that year, and was the only one I had seen 

in the village. Venu and his brothers had decorated the inside with pictures of their father, 
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and they had a word printed on the front windshield in large red Hindi letters: samvadiyā, 

“Messenger.” The vehicle was intended to travel between these two villages—the birth 

home, the married home—like the messenger sent between villages in the sāvan-bhādõ 

repertory. 

After arriving in Mohamdiya, and after a tearful reunion, Padma, her cousin (who 

was also visiting), Mahati, and Manu sat in the courtyard and spoke with each other. They 
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caught up on each other's news, reminding each other of who had been married in their 

homes, and of new babies that had been born. I enjoyed listening in.

I was thinking about the story  hesṬ , which tells the story of Manu’s departure 

from her birth home, and I eventually asked her about it. At the end of the story, Sirchan 

the weaver had stormed out of the courtyard in anger, without finishing the mat for her. 

The final scene described Renu and Manu standing at the train station, preparing to make 

the journey to the village I was sitting in now. I asked Manu, “So Sirchan was an actual 

person?”

Manu launched into a retelling of the event. Her version was very close to the 

details of the famous final paragraphs of her brother’s story hesṬ . Just as it was time to 

get  on  the  train,  she  heard  a  voice  calling  her.  It  was  Sirchan  running  up  the  train 

platform. He had a parcel with him, and in it were some of the most beautiful examples 

of his weaving. He gave them to her, and when she and her brother tried to pay him for 

his  work,  he  refused.  As  she  told  the  story,  Manu spoke very  fast,  and  in  the  local 

language only, for like most women of her generation, she does not speak Hindi. She 

directed most of the story to Padma, who was sitting next to her own sister, in a half 

embrace as they stroked each other’s arms, and played with each other’s hair. Padma had 

not read her husband’s literature, and she listened with great attention.

On a later visit to Mohamdiya, I asked Manu some more about hes. Ṭ I began by 

reading her some lines. “It was time for my youngest sister Manu’s departure.39 So here it 

says ‘Manu.’ That’s you, right?”

39 hesṬ , RR-1, 176.
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“Yes, it is me.” 

She said this with a big smile. She was enjoying this so I continued. “Look, here it 

says something about ‘Mother.’ That must be your mother then. In the courtyard.”

“Yes, everyone was there.” 

I looked through the story some more, trying to identify all the women. “Okay, 

listen to this. Your mother is speaking. ‘Come in Sirchan. I thought of you . . . My oldest  

daughter sent a message from her married home. Her husband’s sister is sulking and 

jealous for her own thatch-mat.’40 So your mother mentions your older sister; that must 

be . . .”

“Yes!” said Manu. “That is Lutki.”

Lutki—Renu’s older sister, the one famous for her songs. It was the memory of 

her singing sāvan-bhādõ that made Renu cry. “Where was her married home?” I asked.

“Her married home was in Gidvas.”

I asked about the jealous sister-in-law. “So, who is this Manjhali Bhabhi in the 

story?”

“My brother Hari. She is his wife” (See Photo 28).

I read some more. “Manjhali bhābhī was Ma's favorite daughter-in-law.”41

    “Yes,”  said  Manu  immediately.  “She  was  the  youngest.  Because  Mahender's 

wedding could never happen.”42

40 hesṬ , RR-1, 177.

41 hesṬ , RR-1, 178.

42In  a  beautiful  epigraph,  Renu’s  dedicated  his  second  novel  Partī  parikathā to  Mahender,  who died 
tragically young.
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“So  it  says  that  your  departure  date  was  approaching.  That  means  that  the 

wedding had already taken place?”

“Yes.” Manu explained. “Now it was time for the second departure.”43

“How long after the wedding was your second departure?”

“Six months.”

“What year was your wedding?”

“Around 1950.”

I  asked  again  about  Manu’s  wedding:  “So  the  wedding  happened  in  your 

courtyard, of course?”

“Yes, the groom’s wedding party traveled from here to my village.” 

I later asked Manu about the song tradition. She spoke of her mother singing, and 

of course of her older sister Lutki. She expressed a desire to sing it, but feared that her 

advanced age made it difficult: “I could sing so much when I was young,” she said. “But 

now . . .Yes, I will sing some lines.”

कासी फ�टल� कसामल ~ द�बा
नMदया ग�ल उमड़ल
अzमा अइसन छ�डानी ~ द�बा
बाबा क sिजयो न hल
बाबा अइसन परब�Mदया ~ द�बा
सवना भादव लाइयो न Xल
सवना बीती गयो

43After a wedding, the bride makes her initial journey to her married home. She stays for a short time and 
then returns to her birth home. The “second departure” is considered more final, and it is what is described 
in Renu’s story hes.Ṭ  
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The kāsī grass blooms, Oh Lord!
The river has flooded.
Mother must be so angry, Oh Lord!
Father hasn't called for me.
Father has turned against me, Oh Lord!
He hasn't sent for me during sāvan-bhādõ.
Sāvan has passed.

“Then  you  can  add  in  other  names.”  Manu  explained.  “Chāchī,  bhābhī .  .  . 

everyone’s name.”

IV. THE SĀVAN-BHĀDÕ SONG IN RENU GAON TODAY

IV.1. The Song's First Part: 
Manu's  version  of  the  sāvan-bhādõ  song,  she explained,  was  incomplete.  She 

lamented that her advanced age had weakened her voice, and told me of how she could 

sing  for  hours  on  end  during  her  youth.  But  in  Renu  Gaon,  I  recorded  many  other 

versions of the song, and found that all of the details mentioned by Renu in his essay are 

still current in the repertory.

One evening during the rains, I asked Padma, her daughter, and her daughter-in-

law if they would sing some items from the women's repertory. They performed several 

versions of the  sāvan-bhādõ  song found in Renu's  essay.  As is  always the case with 

women’s songs in north India, these performances involve much repetition—especially 

repetition of the first line (“the kāsī blooms”), which serves as a refrain. The placement of 

the lines often changes, and women may sing out of narrative order: that is, they may 

begin with events that are understood to happen at the end of the story, and then back up 
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to fill in the earlier events. Renu’s daughter and daughter-in-law performed one version 

that details the daughter pleading with her in-laws to let her leave, and elaborates on how 

happy she would be in her birth home. But no one has sent her brother to fetch her:

कासी फ�टला कसामल ~ द�बा
बड़ाका भईया जन� sिजया X अzमा
छोटाका भईया जन� sिजया X अzमा
ठ�नकी ठ�नकी Mवदाई की म�गत X अzमा
जाइओ त न�हरवा X अzमा
Vिलयो त होइत झ�मMरया X अzमा
कासी फ�टला कसामल X अzमा
अzमा सावन भाद� MबMतयो गयो
भईया S sिजयो न hल
सावन उतड़ल भादो चढ़लइ X अzमा
अzमा X भइया S sिजयो न hल
सावन भादो बीती गयो

The kāsī grass blooms as a thicket, Oh, Lord.
Send my elder brother, Oh, Mother.
Send my younger brother, Oh, Mother.
I am pleading for permission to leave, Oh, Mother.
So I can go to my birth home, Oh, Mother.
And play jhūmariyā, Oh Mother.
The kāsī blooms as a thicket, Oh, Mother.
Mother, sāvan-bhādõ has passed.
And you have not sent my brother.
Sāvan has passed and bhādõ is passing, Oh, Mother.
Mother, Oh you have not sent my brother.
Sāvan-bhādõ has passed.

The first time I heard the  sāvan-bhādõ song, I was sitting at the home of Tarun 

Kumar. His mother, Chameni Devi, is an excellent singer, though, like Manu, she often 
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lamented that her advanced age had diminished her singing ability. Nevertheless, during 

both  of  my  rainy-season  visits,  she  would  sing  the  sāvan-bhādõ song  often  when  I 

stopped by her house. I would sit under the roof of her verandah, with her daughter-in-

law and granddaughters,  and she  would  begin  the  song,  ever  so softly,  though quite 

clearly. The first time I heard her sing it, she complained that her voice was not strong 

enough to finish the verse:

कासी फ�टला कसामल ~ द�बा
Mक नMदया ग�ल उमड़ल
सावन बीतल� भादवो बीतल ै

The kāsī  blooms as a thicket, Oh, lord.
The river has overflown.
Sāvan has passed. Bhādõ has passed.

She wanted to continue but could not. Her daughter-in-law, who had been sitting 

next to her joined in halfway, then gestured to the young girls seated nearby, “Come on, 

let’s sing along,” she said. The two younger generations then joined Chameni, and they 

repeated these lines. It was lovely to hear, and I can certainly report that this song, which 

was so important to Renu, is very much a part of the twenty-first-century performance 

tradition in Renu Gaon.

IV.2. The Song's Second Part
The final part of the sāvan-bhādõ song, concerning the brother and sister's death 

in the flooded river, is also well known in Renu Gaon. To me, this second part seemed 

like a completely different song; it has a completely different tune (as Renu noted in his 
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essay), and the performance of the first part did not seem to necessitate a performance of 

the second. Nevertheless, Renu Gaon performers invariably described them as the same 

song, and not as two different songs within the sāvan-bhādõ repertory.  

Chameni Devi’s version was addressed to a crow, instead of the “friends” who are 

addressed in the version recalled by Renu in his essay. The crow is often referred to in 

songs as a type of messenger, and here the bird is expected to take the wife’s message to 

her birth home:

आ ~ स�न कौआ
अ~ काटावा ~ कासी फ�सी बाना� ~ qड़ावा
ओही चढ़ी जाइq न�हरावा ~, स�न कौआ
आ ~ स�न कौआ
अ~ ट�टी गइ� बानाना िचनकी X� बMटया
fनो भइया बाMहन fइबी मMर गइ�, स�न कौआ
बाबा ] स�नb छाता लाठी �b
कौना बन qटी fइबी मरी गइ�, स�न कौआ
काका ] स�नb छाता लाठी �b
कौना बन qटी fइबी मरी गइ�, स�न कौआ
मइयो ] स�नb धरती लौटाइb
कौना बन qटी fइबी मरी गइ�, स�न कौआ
आ ~ स�न कौआ
काकी ] स�नb धरती लौटाइb
कौना बन qटी fइबी मरी गइ�, स�न कौआ
भउजी ] स�नb
भ� सौMतMनया fइबी मरी गइ�, स�न कौआ

Oh! Listen, crow.
Oh! He sliced the kāsī grass and made a raft.
“We will ride this to the birth home.” Listen, crow.
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Oh! Listen, crow.
Oh! That raft then broke and dispersed.
Both brother and sister drowned and died. Listen, crow.
When Papa heard he grabbed his walking stick
What forest did my girl drown and die in? Listen, crow.
When Kaka heard, he grabbed his walking stick.
What forest did my girl drown and die in? Listen, crow.
When Mama heard, she fell to the ground.
What forest did my girl drown and die in? Listen, crow.
Oh! Listen, crow.
When Kaki heard, she fell to the ground.
What forest did my girl drown and die in? Listen, crow.
When Bhauji heard—
“How lovely that she drowned and died!” Listen, crow.

Many women in  Renu Gaon know these  lines.  They list  the  members  of  the 

daughter’s natal family; each of them is horrified to learn of the daughter’s fate. The men 

prepare to go look for her. The women roll on the ground in sorrow. 

Though absent from Renu's essay, the concluding lines of Chameni’s version were 

in every version I heard in Renu Gaon. Here the song describes  bhaujī’s glee at seeing 

her husband’s sister  drown. Finally,  she has no rival for her husband’s affection.  Did 

Renu intentionally omit these lines? In the examples of village song in Hindi fiction I 

described  in  Chapter  3,  I  considered  instances  where  Hindi  authors  made  similar 

omissions in songs that elaborate on bhaujī’s cold heart. I concluded that this aspect of 

the song would not serve the intended function in these Hindi novels,  so the authors 

likely omitted it  intentionally.  We know from his story  hes  Ṭ that  Renu was perfectly 

capable of describing the rivalry between these two women. But perhaps he concluded 

that a description of a cruel sister-in-law would have detracted from the focus of his 1975 

autobiographical narrative.
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In  the  Renu  family  courtyard,  Renu’s  daughter  Nivedita  and  daughter-in-law 

Veena sang one of the longest versions of this part of the song that I have heard. Nivedita 

was in her birth home, so she was nanad. Veena was in her married home, so she was her 

bhaujī. Their version of the song began with the building of the raft:

ऐ स�न सखी
कटावा कासी फ�सी बनवा ~ qड़वा
qड़वा चढ़ी जइq न�हरवा ~

ऐ स�न सखी

Oh listen, friend.
He made a raft out of the chopped flowering kāsī grass.
We will take the raft to my birth home.

Oh listen, friend.

Padma shouted the next line, reminding the women, it seemed, of some parts they 

had missed. The song then continued with the daughter’s explanations of the difficulties 

that she faces in her married home. She sits all day grinding grain:

नव मन फ�ता [ नव मन Mपस�छी
नवा मन िलMतय बनवइ छी ~
~ मोरा भइया

Nine measures for pounding, nine for grinding.
Nine measures for making into litiya.
Oh, my brother.

The daughter in the song explains to her brother that she must distribute all the 

food to members of her married home, including to her nanad, her husband’s sister. She 
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has no food left for herself. The brother tells her not to worry: “We will travel back to the 

birth home together.”

In the final verses the family at the birth home learn that their daughter and son 

have perished in the swollen river:

wयो ज स�नत धरती लौटइb
कौना ~ सम��दर qटा qटी gइबी मर�

~ मो~ भइया

When Mother heard, she fell to the ground.
“In which ocean did my boy and girl drown and die?”

Oh, my brother.

The musical effect of these lines is quite powerful, and is unlike any other song I 

have heard in Renu Gaon. The vocal range of this song is limited to a sixth and sung in 

the middle of the performers’ registers—as is typical of many songs from the women’s 

repertory. These final lines, however, are invariably sung near the bottom of the singer’s 

vocal register. The notes alternate between two semitones, giving it a sad and dirge-like 

feel, and providing a sharp contrast to the melody for the earlier parts of the song. This 

was  likely  how  the  song  was  performed  by  Renu’s  sister  and  mother  during  his 

childhood. In all of his writing, it is the only example I have found where he makes a 

direct comment about tune or melody. He wrote: “The tune changes.”44

44RR-4, 269.
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The  same  sorrowful  tune,  with  the  alternating  halftones,  is  used  to  describe 

bhaujī’s gleeful reaction to the deaths of her husband’s sister and, at least in this version 

of the song, her husband. Renu’s daughter and daughter-in-law sang:

भौजी ज स�नत काला काला ह�सत
भला ~ सौतMनया gइबी मर� ~

~ मो~ भइया

When bhaujī heard, she cackled and laughed.
How fortunate that they drowned and died.

Oh, my brother.

That  night,  Veena  and  Nivedita  (who  are  nanad-bhaujī to  each  other)  had 

performed several songs that elaborated on the nanad-bhaujī relationship, including one 

in which a  bhaujī  poisons and kills her nanad.  At the end of the  sāvan-bhādõ song, I 

asked them why bhaujī would be so happy to see her nanad drown. Their response was 

typical of the response I always got to this question. They laughed, and explained it as a 

joke:

“It’s just like that.” Veena.

“The daughter drowned, right?” I asked.

“Yes,” said Padma, who had been listening to the women's performance.

“So why does bhaujī laugh?” I asked again. “Does this really happen?”

“It’s just a joke. A nanad-bhaujī joke.” 
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IV.3. Commentary from Renu's Son Pappu
Sometimes during the afternoons, I would sit inside Renu’s youngest son’s room, 

just by the courtyard, and work with my recordings, transcribing and organizing. I asked 

Pappu if he would like to hear his sister singing sāvan-bhādõ. He listened, and then we 

spoke about the recording.

“How do you like it?” I asked.

“It’s very nice. This is a song of our village,” he said.

“What does it mean?”

“Village women sing this song. Especially those that are in their married home 

and want to go to their birth home. In the song, the women say that there is a special type 

of  jungle  called  ‘kāsī.’ So  that  kāsī  grows  and  flowers.  And when  it  gets  big,  it  is 

associated with a particular type of season.”

“The rainy season?” I asked.

“Yes. So that is when they sing and play jhūmar in the full moon-lit night. You 

could call jhūmar a folk dance. So many days have passed. And she says that the kāsī has 

grown and flowered. The jungle has come. She asks her mummy and papa: ‘Send little 

brother from my birth home.’ And she requests of her in-laws that she be allowed to go 

with him.”

“Does kāsī grow here?” I asked.

“Yes it does. You have seen it. Go walk down the path to the crossroads and you 

can see where it is growing by the pond. But right now it is small. It is called kāsī when it 

is small. When it gets big and turns into a jungle, that is when it is called kasāmal.”
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“And that is when she says she wants to go to her birth home?”

“Yes,”  said  Pappu.  “All  joined  together  and  singing  together.  This  is  your 

recording, and you have heard them all joined together and singing now. They all want to 

go to their birth home. And they are all sending this message, a sung message: ‘Please 

send little brother.’ But so far there is no response.” The last two words were in English.

“You are explaining this very well,” I said.

“This  wasn't  even  something  I  really  knew.  But  now,  after  hearing  it,  I  am 

explaining as much as I can to you.”

“Have you heard this song before?”

“Maybe I have. But I have never listened to it. Now I am listening to it on your 

tape, and I am thinking about what it means, and explaining it to you.”

“What is the feeling in the song?” I asked.

“This is a sad song. All these women are expressing their sorrow in a song. If only 

she could go to her birth home, then her sadness would lessen.”

Pappu’s thoughts on this song are some of the most detailed I have collected. 

Generally,  when I ask women about the meaning of their songs, they will restate the 

narrative content, but most do not volunteer this type of analysis that Pappu provided 

here. Having never listened to the song before, he seemed to be trying to explain why 

women might be singing this way. Chameni Devi’s explanations, by contrast, involved 

restating the narrative elements and also singing other items from a similar repertory: 

other songs that dwell on a daughter’s sorrow.
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V. THE SĀVAN-BHĀDÕ SONG'S STARTLING IMPACT ON RENU: “IF I SUFFOCATE, THEN I 
SUFFOCATE!”

In some versions of this  sāvan-bhādõ  song performed in Renu Gaon today (as 

well as in a version appearing in Renu's novel Partī parikathā),45 the daughter sits in her 

married home and describes her hardships and mistreatment to a crow. She asks the crow 

to fly to her birth home with the message of her need to return. Renu’s story Samvadiyā 

elaborates on this theme. In this story, the daughter, Bari Bahuriya, summons one of the 

few remaining professional messengers, named Hargobin, to take the plea to her birth 

home. 

बड़ी ब�Mरया j हरगोMबन � कहा, “हरगोMबन भाई, त�मको एक स�वाद � जाना 
� । आज ही बोलो, जोओX न ?”

“कहा� ?”
“uरी मा� S पास !”
हरगोMबन बड़ी ब�Mरया की छलछलायी आ�V� v ड�ब गया, “कMहए, Uया स�वाद 

� ?”46

“Brother  Hargobin,  you  must  take  my  message.  Say  you’ll  go  today. 
You’ll go, right?”

“Where?”
“To my mother.”
Hargobin sunk into Bari Bahuriya's tear-filled eyes.  “Tell me, what's the 

message?”

The content of her message is virtually the same as the plea heard in the  sāvan-bhādõ 

song:

45Partī parikathā, RR-2, 480.
46Samvadiyā, RR-1, 327.
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मा� � कहना x भाई-भािभय� की नौकरी करS mट पाल��गी । बZच� S ज�ठन खाकर एक कोj 
v पड़ी र��गी, �Mकन यहा� अब नह� ... अब नह� रह सक��गी ।... कहना, यMद मा� म�झ� यहा� � 
नह� � जा{गी तो x Mकसी Mदन ग� v घड़ा बा�धकर पोख~ v ड�ब म}�गी ।...बथ�आ-साग 
खाकर कब तक जीऊ� ? Mकसिलए … MकसS िलए ?47

Tell my mother that I'll survive by waiting on my brothers and their wives. I'll eat 
the children's leftovers and stay lying in a corner.  But, here no longer . . . I can 
stay here no longer. Explain that if Mother doesn’t get me out of here, some day 
I'll tie a water pot around my neck and drown in the pond. How much longer can I 
live on bathuā greens? Why . . . for whom?

Hargobin  arrives  at  her  birth  home,  but  when  he  is  face-to-face  with  Bari 

Bahuriya’s natal family, he is unable to deliver the message. This, even after her mother 

reveals that she was concerned about her daughter, and was intending to send her son to 

fetch her. Bari Bahuriya’s message simply leaves him unable to act. He leaves her birth 

home in a daze, with enough money to take the only train to Katihar Junction, forty miles 

short of his destination. On the train, he still reels from his inability to perform his duty 

and relay Bari Bahuriya's message. 

Hargobin’s distress at hearing a daughter’s plea to return is, likewise, lessened by 

the  nirguṇ song of  a  “Surdas,”  a  blind  singer  who appears  on  the  train  at  a  crucial 

moment.

गाड़ी v ब�ठb ही उसकी हालत अजीब हो गयी । वह कहा� आया था ? Uया करS जा 
रहा � ? बड़ी ब�Mरया को Uया जवाब hगा ?

यMद गाड़ी v Mनरग�न गाjवाला स�रदास न आता, तो न जाj उसकी Uया हालत 
होती ! स�रदास S गीत� को स�नकर उसका जी ि�थर �आ, थोड़ा—

47Samvadiyā, RR-1, 327.
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… Mक आहो रामा !
न�हरा को स�ख सपन भयो अब,
hश Mपया को डोिलया चली...ई...ई...ई,
भाई रोओ मMत, यही करम की गMत...!

स�रदास चला गया तो उसS मन v ब�ठी �ई बड़ी ब�Mरया Mफर रोj लगी—MकसS 
िलए इतना f:ख स�� ?48

When he sat  down in the train,  his  condition worsened. Where had he 
come? What had he done? How would he face Bari Bahuriya?

If the nirguṇ-singing Surdas had not arrived in the train, then who knows 
how  bad  it  would  have  gotten!  Listening  to  Surdas’s  song  helped  him  gain 
composure, at least a little—

. . .  Oh my lord!
The birth home became a happy dream.
The palanquin left for the beloved’s land.
Brother, do not cry. This is the way of fate. . . !

When Surdas left, then Bari Bahuriya’s voice began to cry again in his 
mind—“Why should I suffer like this?”

The wedding cart takes the bride away from her birth home to that of her husband. 

This is the natural order of things: “Brother, do not cry.” But this fictional character does 

cry when confronted with this daughter’s message. And we know that Renu did too. He 

lay on his bed in Patna, with the memory of his sister’s sāvan-bhādõ song, and it brought 

him to tears again and again. 

At the conclusion of his 1975 discussion of the sāvan-bhādõ song, Renu describes 

the impact the song had on him. His third wife, Latika, wakens him after a night of tears. 

48Samvadiyā, RR-1, 331-32.
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Her reaction to his crying suggests it was not a simple sobbing, but a violently emotional 

episode:

भीX �ए तMकए पर तौिलया रखकर �ट गया । जी-भर रो �j S बाद जी ह�का हो गया 
था । द¡�य पर nश�Mत छा गई थी... मीठी न�द आ गई

भोर को एक स��दर अप�व� सपना hख रहा था । और सपj v भी आन�दाMत~क � रो रहा था... 
लMतकाजी j झकझोरकर जगाया—“ऐ ? ऐ ? की ह{[ ?... Uया �आ ?”

जगकर मन खीझ उठा... इतना स��दर सपना बीच v ही ट�ट गया... म�झ� Uय� 
जगाया... x न�द v रोऊ� या ह�स��—इस� Mकसी का Uया Mबगड़ जाता � ?... आह !

लMतकाजी बोल�—“ऐ� v कभी-कभी आदमी का दम घ�ट जाता � ।”
“घ�ट जाता तो घ�ट जाता...”49

I put a towel on my soaked pillow and lay down. After a heartfelt cry, a load had 
been taken off my chest, a peaceful shadow enveloped the scene, and I fell into a 
deep sleep.

In the morning, I was having a beautiful extraordinary dream. And in that dream 
too, wonderful things were making me cry. Latikaji gave me a hard shake to wake 
me up—“Hey? Hey? What’s going on? … What happened?”50

I woke up and was angry... Such a wonderful dream halted halfway... Why 
did you wake me... I may have been crying or laughing in my sleep—What would 
that hurt?... Blah!

Latikaji said—“In a state like that people sometimes suffocate.”
“If I suffocate, then I suffocate.”

2.V.1.a. Afterword

In the middle of the night, a few days after the visit to Mohamdiya, Venu woke 

me up to talk. He could not sleep.

49RR-4, 271. Ellipses in original.
50“What happened?” Latika often conversed with her husband in Bangla, her native language. The first part 
of the quote (kī haye chhe?) is in Bangla. The second part (kyā huā?) is in Hindi. It is unclear if the reader 
is to understand both phrases as quotes from Latika, or to understand the second as Renu's translation of 
Latika's words.
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“Okay Mr. Ian. Are you sleeping?”

I opened my eyes, and reached for my glasses. “Hmm. Good evening sir.”

“Yes. Good evening.”

I had been recording versions of the  sāvan-bhādõ  song for several weeks, and 

word had gotten around. Venu had heard the family women discussing my investigation, 

and he wanted to chat about it. I read him some of the text of Chameni's song, and then I 

handed him my headphones and played him a recording from two years earlier, of his 

sister Nivedita and mother Padma being led in this song by his wife Veena. “The  kāsī 

grass blooms  . . .” Seconds into the recording he asked in surprise, half laughing, “Is that 

Nilu’s mother?” He pointed to his own son Nilu, who was asleep next to me in the bed.

“Yes, it is your missus,” I told him.

But as he listened, he soon fell into silence. When the eight-minute song was over, 

I helped him take off the headphones. He bent over and wiped both his eyes with the 

corner of his lungi. He sat for a few moments.

I waited, then asked, “What are you thinking?”

“Nothing. Nothing at all,” he said. Then he stood up and left. Our conversation 

was over.

Renu wrote  of  how the  sentiment  in  the  sāvan-bhādõ song affected  him.  We 

assume that his tears are a result of the content of that song. This is why I tried to learn 

more  about  his  tears.  With  Venu's  reaction  to  the  recording,  I  wasn't  sure  if  I  had 

witnessed something significant or not.
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Later, in her city apartment I asked Renu's third wife Latika about the event her 

husband described in his essay about the  sāvan-bhādõ song. “Did Renu cry during the 

night?” I asked. “Did this ever happen?”

“Eh?”

“He would cry. I don't know why . . .  Look, it's written right here. My tears 

soaked the pillow.51 That means he was crying, right?”

“Hmm?”

“OK, well look here. This is your name. You are right here in the book.  Latika 

woke me up, and said—Eh, what's going on?52 So it is written right here. And you thought 

he would suffocate. Did that ever happen, like it is written here?

“Hmm,” she said. “Sure, but that was a long time ago.”

In Patna, Renu wrote, “Tears soaked my pillow. This always happens.” But two 

years earlier, in a 1973 essay, Renu wrote another story of lying in bed and crying. But 

this  was  a  memory  from his  childhood.  Sleepless  nights  were  apparently  a  lifelong 

problem.

दस वष� की उy � ही म�झ� रात v hर तक जगj का रोग � । रात S दो-ढाई ब] तक न�द 
नह� आती । दवादा}, झाड़-फ��क और टोटका-टोना करS भी कोई लाभ नह� �आ । 
Mबछावान पर Mबना न�द S च�पचाप �^ रहना कभी-कभी इतना ब�रा लगता Mक x रो 
पड़ता ।53

Ever since I was ten years old I have suffered from insomnia. By two-thirty at 
night I still  would not be able to fall  asleep. Medicine, incantations, and even 

51RR-4, 270.
52RR-4, 271. 
53RR-5, 187.
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spells—none of it had any effect. Sometimes lying on my mattress in sleepless 
silence seemed so awful that I would burst into tears. 

This passage echoes several we have already heard. We have seen Renu as an 

adult, lying on his mattress and crying. And here is the ten-year-old boy doing the same. 

The grammar and vocabulary of both passages also remind us of Doctor Prashant of 

Mailā ānchal, who lies on his mattress and thinks of bidāpat nāch.54

The journey desired by the daughter in the  sāvan-bhādõ song is suggested by a 

single word, kāsī. As I listened to women in Renu Gaon, I learned that just the mention of 

kāsī grass evoked all the images of the sāvan-bhādõ song, and we know the word did the 

same for Renu. The flowering of the kāsī grass signals the end of the time to travel to the 

birth home: “The kāsī grass blooms, but my father has not sent for me.” Everything in 

this chapter is contained within that single word: kāsī. What material does the brother use 

to construct the doomed raft? Kāsī. What does the weaver use to make the beautiful gifts 

for Renu’s sister Manu in the story hesṬ ? Kāsī. The kāsī grass accompanies the traveler in 

both directions, and the single word implies both sorrow-filled journeys.

But this is not why the ten-year-old Renu cries. He had no explanation for the 

tears. There was no song to explain them, because he was just a boy, sobbing at two 

o’clock in the morning. He needed comfort, and his dādī, his father’s mother, provided it. 

This is the woman who taught her granddaughters Manu, Mahati, and Lutki to sing, and 

this is the woman who gave the toddler Phanishwarnath the pet name that became his pen 

name. 

54Mailā ānchal, RR-2, 94.
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“Rinua,” she called him, meaning “debt.” She predicted he was here to exact a 

debt from his family. Renu’s essay 1973 continues:

दादी पीठ पर हाथ फ¤रती �ई कहती—“आ�ख म��दकर फ�� �ए कास S ग�Zछ� को hखो । न�द 
आ जा{गी ।”55 

Dadi would rub her hand on my back saying, “Turn your head and look at the 
flowering bunches of kās grass. Then you’ll fall asleep.”  

Everything points to this  sign, and everything follows from it.  We assume the 

existence of a cause for tears. The tears Renu writes about—his own tears, and those of 

his characters—seem to be related to the images in a song and its associated meaning. 

But  when  he  describes  the  first  appearance  of  those  tears,  they  have  no  cause.  His 

grandmother supplies a cause for those tears, and it stays with him for life. “Look at the 

flowering kāsī grass,” she says. As she rubs her grandson’s back, she is sitting in her own 

married home. She, too, is awake in the middle of the night. The kāsī grass is flowering, 

so she must be thinking of her birth home, just as she is thinking of her own daughters 

who should be returning to theirs. The kāsī grass is both a cause and result of her own 

desire to return. 

But look, she cannot leave, because she is needed in the married home. And she 

wants to stay now. Her little Rinua is crying.

55RR-5, 187.
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CHAPTER 7: RASPRIYĀ, A READER'S GUIDE

I. INTRODUCTION: ON EVALUATING ORAL TRADITION

This  dissertation  has  explored  the  ways  that  village  songs  contribute  to  the 

worldliness of texts  within which they are found (Chapter 3);  Phanishwarnath Renu's 

own quest to understand a single performance genre in his own village and the influences 

of that quest on both his literature and on the performance tradition itself (Chapter 4); one 

manner in which Renu adapted performance structure to narrative structure in his fiction 

(Chapter  5);  and  Renu's  emotional  connection  to  a  single  song  and  the  literary 

representations  of  that  emotional  response,  as  well  as  that  response  in  contemporary 

village life (Chapter 6). The present chapter focuses on the reader. How is the reader of a 

Hindi novel or short story to understand written renderings of north Indian oral tradition? 

Following  from an  assumption  that  Renu's  writing  places  considerable  interpretative 

burdens  on  its  readers,  I  draw on  the  methods  and  conclusions  of  these  proceeding 

chapters to outline a prescriptive methods of reading north Indian oral tradition in Hindi 

literature. The method is then applied to an example from one of Renu's short stories, 

Raspriyā.

All texts are not equal. As poetry, oral tradition is a special category of text. And 

as song, oral tradition is a special form of poetry. There are multiple processes by which 

one understands these texts and performances—as reader, as performer, and as listener. A 

village song in a work of literature has been taken out of its performance context and 

placed in a new one. It is therefore possible, and even necessary, to subject the song to 
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additional aesthetic criteria and ways of reading. This is the case even when, as I believe 

is true with Renu's writing, the original performance criteria are still applicable. So, as 

Elizabeth Winkler describes in her study of song in British drama, a reader of a song in 

Hindi fiction must consider author's intention, as well as the response of the audience: “In 

this case three levels of reaction to a song must be considered: those of reader response 

(to the literary text); viewer response (to the visual aspects of presentation); and listener 

response (to the auditory levels of performance and music).”1

In terms of the way a song conveys meaning,  much is lost when that song is 

transferred from the medium of oral performance to the medium of writing. This is one of 

Hansen's concerns in her analysis of the role of song in the structure of Renu's fiction. 

She  considers  how Renu's  writing  has  been  received  by  Hindi  critics  and  expresses 

concern that those critics, and therefore others, may find the songs to somehow fall short 

when considered as individual poetic compositions. By not measuring up to this aesthetic 

measurement, the songs might seem overly simple, or worse:

One might assume, as certain Hindi critics to, that these songs find their way into 
Renu's fiction as collector's items—samples of local color which are included in 
scrapbook fashion to show off the charm of rural life.  Folk song, it  is widely 
believed,  is  the  immediate  outpouring  of  sentiment  of  the  “primitive”  folk, 
something  more  rudimentary  but  also  more  genuine  and  uplifting  than  more 
sophisticated types of literary expression. Many of Renu's folk lyrics do possess 
an attractive simplicity and frankness, and some readers would undoubtedly find 
in their wordings a charming naiveté. Just as surely, judged as poetry in their own 
right, many of the songs might strike one as trite and insipid. A song cannot make 
claims to literary worth solely on the basis of being composed by anonymous 

1Elizabeth Hale Winkler, The Function of Song in Contemporary British Drama (Newark: University of 
Delaware Press, 1990), 20.
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“folk.”  Such judgment of songs,  their  merits  and defects,  is,  indeed,  far  from 
Renu's purpose in incorporating them into his fiction.2

To rescue the songs from the fate of appearing simple or insipid, Hansen steps 

away  from  a  literary  analysis  of  the  songs  themselves.  Instead  she  focuses  on  the 

structural role of the songs within Renu's fiction, revealing that Renu's use of song is not 

simple at all. In the previous chapters, I have attempted to demonstrate other elements of 

complexity within the Renu Gaon song tradition and with Renu's engagement with that 

tradition. 

I, too, am concerned with how items from the Renu Gaon song repertory might be 

received by anyone who attempts to assess their literary worth—by a reader presented 

with the text alone, for example. In this regard, it is unlikely that my own bias has been 

hidden;  I  consider  this  material  to  be  of  great  literary  and poetic  worth,  and  I  have 

provided  ethnographic,  folkloric,  and  literary  evidence  in  an  attempt  to  affirm  their 

greatness. Here my thinking is in line with that of Joel Sherzer, who has been leading the 

development of novel ways to understand, interpret, and present verbal art. In discussing 

the oral tradition of the Kuna in Panama, Sherzer laments that Kuna artistry will not 

receive the global recognition it deserves:

No Kuna verbal  artist  has  ever  won the  Nobel  prize.  And none will.  This  is 
because of the western industrial world's lack of knowledge of and appreciation 
for the nonliterate cultures of the world and its prejudice against even considering 
that oral literature can have a value comparable to a Cervantes, a Shakespeare, or 
a Beckett.  . . And yet, every day, literally from early morning to late at night, 
Kuna  men  and  women  are  creating  and  performing  literary  works  of  great 
aesthetic quality. This literature demands the same degree of seriousness we apply 

2Hansen, “Song and Structure in Renu's Fiction,” 154.
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to  the analysis  of  Shakespeare,  from combined literary critical,  linguistic,  and 
anthropological perspectives.3

II. TOWARD A “TOOLBOX” FOR READING VILLAGE SONG IN HINDI LITERATURE

From the proceeding chapters, it is possible to extrapolate a set of prescriptive 

rules, a “toolbox,” that might aid in reading north Indian village songs within written 

literature. I divide the toolbox into three parts: voice, place, and meaning.

II.1. Voice
In  his  essay “Epic  Laws of  Folk Narrative,”  the Danish folklorist  Axel  Olrik 

(1864-1917) conducted textual analyses of folk narrative in order to formulate universal 

laws governing the human production of those narratives. These rules govern the opening 

and closing elements of narratives, the manner in which narrative material is repeated, 

and the way in which important characters serve as narrative balances for each other. It is 

not my intention to explore the applicability of all of these laws to north Indian village 

song material. Rather, I will focus on Olrik's “law of two to a scene,” which is especially 

helpful when considering songs in Renu's writing. This law dictates that no more than 

two characters can occupy the narrative stage at a time: “The interaction of three or more 

characters, which is so popular in literary drama, is not allowed in folk narrative.”4

As phrased by Olrik, the law appears to be placing a restriction on narrative. But 

with many of the songs that appear in Renu's writing, this notion of “two to a scene” 

3Joel  Sherzer,  Verbal  Art  in  San  Blas:  Kuna  Culture  through  Its  Discourse  (Cambridge:  Cambridge 
University Press, 1990), 13.
4Axel Olrik, “Epic Laws of Folk Narrative,” in International Folkloristics: Classic Contributions by the 
Founders of Folklore, edited by Alan Dundes (Oxford: Rowman & Littlefield, 1999), 91.
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actually serves to liberate the song texts. For example, I began the dissertation with the 

example  of  a  bārahmāsā from  Mailā  ānchal.  That  text  appeared  to  be  a  piece  of 

descriptive narrative. But on further inspection, the possibility of the text as a piece of 

dialogue between two individuals emerged. This allowed for a more complicated reading. 

Songs  from  the  sāvan-bhādõ repertory  consist  almost  entirely  of  dialogue 

between  two  individuals.  The  best-known  sāvan-bhādõ lines  in  Renu  Gaon  convey 

sadness however they are read:

The Kāsī grass blooms.
My father has not sent for me.

But  they  take  on  an  additional  sense  of  urgency when understood not  as  the 

internal thoughts of a woman in her married home, but as a piece of dialogue. This is a 

loud and overheard piece of speech that is delivered to a messenger. It is, therefore, also 

the message. It is the woman's plea as relayed to her parents by the messenger.

The law is not applicable to every item in Renu's writing. And there are certainly 

some examples where it would not be possible from Renu's text alone to determine who 

is speaking within a song's text. So I present this as one of several tools: Consider the 

possibility that a static-seeming excerpt of song text is actually a piece of dialogue; the 

text then represents the situation of its speaker and also implies an effect on a listener.

II.2. Place
In Chapter 3, I explored Edward Aside's notion of geographical notation, and how 

consideration of the physical locations that inform a literary work can be an important 
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part  of analysis.  This has been one way I  have explored the worldliness of a  Renu's 

writing and the Renu Gaon song tradition. Place is also an important feature of individual 

village  songs.  There  are  two ways that  it  factors.  The first  has  to  do with the  place 

described in the song's  narrative.  This is  easier  to  determine from a song text alone. 

Characters  in  north  Indian  village  genres  move  across  a  fixed  number  of  spaces,  is 

explained by Wadley in her analysis of the north Indian Dhola epic:

Exploring caste in  Dhola, then, raises not only issues of everyday behavior and 
appearance  but  also  aids  in  mapping  the  landscape  of  rural  north  India,  a 
landscape marked by  villages  and towns and forts  in  contrast  to  gardens  and 
forests.   Different  social  groups  have  access  to  different  portions  of  this 
landscape, and the Dhola singers manipulate these issues of access as their heroes 
and heroines move across the landscape.5

Place may be determined from the vantage point of the speaker. In the bārahmāsā 

discussed in Chapter 1, section I.1, some of the activity takes place on a path:

Taking to the path with braided hair,
The sari flutters with the breeze.

This  particular  location  becomes  significant  when the  reader  asks  about  the  possible 

reason that the woman is on the path, as opposed to in the courtyard of her married home, 

or in her birth home. These locations of the birth and married homes were also significant 

in the śiv-gaurī songs discussed in Chapter 6, and the sāvan-bhādõ material presented in 

Chapter  7.  Other  locations,  such  as  the  divine  Vrindavan  of  bidāpat  nāch,  or  the 

5Susan  Snow  Wadley,  Raja  Nal  and  the  Goddess:  The  North  Indian  Epic  Dhola  in  Performance 
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2004), 169.
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metaphorical birth and married homes of the  nirgu  ṇ and  samdāun genre,  also greatly 

influence how texts from those genres should be read and understood. 

The second aspect of place refers to the performance space of a song within its 

native performance context. This may be impossible to determine from a song text alone, 

though, as is the case with Renu at least, an author may provide material that hints at 

performance  space.  Genres  such  as  śiv-gaurī and  sāvan-bhādõ,  for  example,  are 

performed in the domestic space of the family courtyard. Genres such as bārahmāsā are 

never performed in the domestic space, and belong outside the village in the fields.

The tool then, concerns these issues of place: Consider the possibility that the 

geographical location within the song's narrative is key to understanding that song, and 

consider  the  possibility  that  the  song's  original  performance  space  might  also  be 

important—even if it is not possible to determine exactly what that performance space 

might be.

II.3. Meaning
Even if elements of voice or place cannot be determined, one element of village 

song in written literature must not be ignored. This element concerns how these songs are 

instantly recognizable to those within the appropriate community. In most all cases, that 

performance community consists of many more individuals than there are readers of the 

single  piece  of  literature.  The  special  relationship  between  a  community  and  its 

performance repertory must be acknowledged. 

This  relationship  is  understood by Renu's  fictional  characters.  In  Tīsrī  kasam, 

Hirabai engages with Hiraman by asking to hear songs in his language specifically, the 
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dialect of his own village: “My friend,” she asks, “don't you know any songs in your own 

language?”6 In effect,  she asks for a song that would be instantly recognizable to all 

members  of  Hiraman's  community.  In  the  musical  interchange  between  these  two 

characters,  we  find  a  perfect  demonstration  of  Abraham's  claim  that both  written 

literature and oral performance engage audiences in acts of love.7 Hirabai is wooed and 

so is the reader of Renu's story. The story's reader is both reader of the text and also 

audience  to  an  intimate  sung  performance.  Hiraman  worries  that  Hirabai  will  not 

understand his village's dialect, but Hirabai demonstrates a great interest and ability to 

learn, and she calls Hiraman her teacher. “I am interested in language,” writes Barthes, 

“because it wounds or seduces me.”8 

If  these songs  are acts  of  love,  then they can wound as well  as  woo.  Just  as 

Hiraman is left emotionally wounded on the train platform after Hirabai's departure, any 

village song encountered in Hindi literature can cause both joy and distress; it can do so 

instantly,  in  many  contexts,  and  often  with  only  a  single  word.  The  word  kāsī,  for 

example, is enough to evoke the entire sāvan-bhādõ repertory and its associated narrative 

of separation and distress. Renu's personal reaction to the song, and to this individual 

word, ranged from the mild to the extreme. In the same way, asking anyone in Renu 

Gaon about the meaning of the phrase “Oh nunnū!” from Fantu's Lullaby will  likely 

cause laughter and an exposition on the comedic genius of the joker Thithar Das.

6"Qयp मीता ? अपनी बोली _ कोई गीत नहo Qया ?” Tīsrī kasam, RR-1, 147.
7Abrahams, “Folklore and Literature as Performance,” 81. 
8Barthes, The Pleasure of the Text, 38
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These songs are products of culture, and they are culture9—hence the third tool: 

Even lacking specific information regarding how an individual song might bring pain or 

joy, it should be remembered that any village song has the ability to do so, and that any 

individual song encountered in literature is a window on a much larger human world.

III. RASPRIYĀ: A STORY ON THE SEARCH FOR BIDĀPAT NĀCH

III.1. The Plot of Raspriyā
Renu's story  Raspriyā was first published in 1955. The title refers to a genre of 

Vidyapati’s  lyrics  still  sung  by  bidāpat performers  in  Renu  Gaon  today.  The  story 

explores  the relation  between Panchkori  Mirdangiya,  an old  drummer,  and Mohan,  a 

young Vidyapati  singer.  The Old Drummer discovers  the boy's  extraordinary musical 

talent, and the two bond through their shared love of performance. 

Mohan is a title of Krishna, specifically referring to the young Krishna of the Braj 

countryside, who enchants the local gopīs. The Mohan of Renu’s story is a charvāhā, a 

“cattle-grazer” who spends his days in the fields herding cattle, or perhaps riding around 

on the backs of his  water buffalo with a small  stick in his  hand to keep them under 

control (Photo 30).

The  Old  Drummer,  whose  fingers  are  warped  by  age,  is  near  the  end of  his 

lifelong quest to find a new young dancer, an effeminate boy who can dress in a sari and 

astonish an audience with his graceful moves. The Old Drummer becomes infatuated by 

Mohan’s virtuosic performances of Vidyapati’s lyrics, just as Vrindavan’s butter maids, 

9Merriam,  “Definitions  of  'Comparative  Musicology'  and  'Ethnomusicology':  An Historical-Theoretical 
Perspective,” 204.
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the gopīs, are infatuated by the sound of Krishna’s divine flute. The drummer is sure that, 

with this boy, he has found his new dancer. A real na uāṭ :

मोहना-जrf सu\दर, सuशील लड़कp की खोज _ ही उसकी िज़\दगी P अKधकlश Kदन बीW k । 
. . . Kवदापत नाच _ नाच[वाd ‘नटuआ’ का अनuस\धान Sल नहo । . . . सवणq P घर _ 
नहo, छोटी जाKत P लोगp P यहाs मोहना-जrf लड़की-मusहा लड़P ह^शा पrदा नहo होW । a 
अवतार dW k समय-समय पर जदा जदा Kह . . .10

10Raspriyā, RR-1, 128. Ellipses in original.
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The  majority  of  the  days  of  his  life  have  been  spent  hunting  for  beautiful, 
charming boys like Mohan. The search for a dancer who dances in vidāpat nāch11 
is no game. . . Girlish boys like Mohan are seldom born in high-caste homes, let 
alone the homes of low-caste people. Rather, they incarnate from time to time, 
from age to age . . .

In this young boy, the Old Drummer has found his new na uāṭ . Mohan is naturally 

apprehensive of the Old Drummer’s attention. Of course, Mohan’s mother wants her son 

to have nothing to do with it. What parent, I was told by the dancer Sanjay's father in the 

village, would want his son to become a bidāpat dancer? But there is there is more to the 

story. As the two characters, dancer and drummer, engage in a deep exchange of verses, 

the Old Drummer comes to realize that the boy is his son. Only then does he renounce the 

bidāpat tradition forever. 

One song from  Raspriyā was  discussed in  Chapter  4,  Section V.1 This  is  the 

story's concluding nirgu  bhajanṇ  with which the Old Drummer signals his abandonment 

of  bidāpat  nāch:  “So,  my lord,  Let  my birth  home be set  ablaze.”12 In  Chapter  4,  I 

described how the symbolic abandonment of the birth home in this song is related—

through metaphor—to the abandonment of  bidāpat nāch.  This story, which is about an 

elderly drummer's search for a young bidāpat dancer, is therefore like an attempt to return 

to the birth home. That is, there is a certain symbolic equivalence set up between bidāpat  

and youth, between bidāpat and the birth home. The metaphorical destruction of the birth 

home is a metaphor for the abandonment of bidāpat nāch.

11This is one of the few places where Renu spells the genre vidāpat nāch, rather than bidāpat nāch.
12Raspriyā, RR-1, 135.
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III.2. The Story's First Song: “The Plowman Song”
I turn now to the first song in Raspriyā, which is recalled by the old drummer as 

he sits in the field waiting for Mohan. As he waits, the drummer laments the lack of 

songs in the fields, despite the arrival of the first rains that would have sent laborers into 

song in an older time. “Will the koel bird stop singing soon, too?” he asks, wondering 

about the Indian cuckoo, whose call during the rainy season is said to ignite the passions. 

He then recalls a song that would have been heard in older times during this season. The 

final sentence (“But now the afternoons . . .”) brings the reader out of the song world and 

back into the narrative of the story:

पहली वषm _ भीगी hई धरती P हc-भc पौधp f एक खास Kकgम की ग\ध Kनकलती j । 
तपती दोपहरी _ मोम की तरह गल उठती थी—रस की डाली । e गा[ लगW X Kबरहा, 
चाsचर, लगनी । Sतp _ काम करW hए गा[वाd गीत भी समय-असमय का ख़याल करP 
गाa जाW k । Kरमिझम वषm _ बारहमासा, िचलिचलाती धwप _ Kबरहा, चाsचर और लगनी
—

“हाs . . . c, हल जोW हलबाहा भrया c . . .
खuरपी c चलाe . . . म-ज-Y-र !
एKह प\X धनी मोरा i bसिल . . . ।”

 Sतp _ काम करW हलवाहp और मज़Yरp f कोई Kबरही पwछ रहा j, कातर gवर _
—उसकी bठी hई धनी को इस राह f जाW Zखा j Kकसी [ ? . . . 

अब तो दोपहरी नीरस कटती j, मानो Kकसी P पास एक श]द भी नहo रह गया 
j ।13

A unique fragrance emerges with the little green shoots sprouting in the earth 
soaked by the season’s first rain. In the blazing afternoon the sap-filled branches 
melt like wax. That's when they would sing birahā, chānchar, and laganī songs. 
The songs  for  working in  the fields  are  sung according  to  the  proper  season. 

13Raspriyā, RR-1, 128. 
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Bārahmāsā for the pelting rain, and for the scorching sun,  birahā, cānchar, and 
laganī—

“Heeeeeey. . . you, brother plowman plowing the field . . .
And the hoe-using . . .  la - bor - ers -ers. . . !14

My sulking wife was on this road . . . !”

A “love-lorn” is asking some plowmen and laborers working in the field, 
in a distressed voice—has anyone seen his sulking wife walking along this road?

But now the afternoons pass colorlessly, as if no one has a single word 
left.

I  will  call  this  song  the  plowman  song,  for  reference.  How  can  the  three 

procedures from the toolbox above be used to analyze this song? I will begin, first, by 

considering how the song has already been read in studies of Renu's literature. 

III.2.a. Previous Considerations of the Plowman Song as a Piece of Folklore in  
Literature

Shefalika finds the content of the plowman song to be almost like a diversion, 

while the surrounding passages provide the important information regarding the village’s 

dwindling song traditions.15 Others have tried to connect the content to various village, or 

even national themes. Shah finds this song in particular, with the surrounding passages 

that connect songs to the earth and to the seasons, as true windows into the souls of 

India’s villages.16 Varma finds the content relevant in terms of its agricultural imagery 

alone: “It presents a lively image of the condition of farmers and laborers.”17 

Hansen finds that the “content” of the plowman song “has little relevance to the 

main theme of the story, but the diversion from the action via the song into the memory 
14The grammar of this line will be discussed below.
15Shefalika. Re u kā kathā-sansārṇ  (Delhi: Radhakrishna Prakashan Pvt. Ltd., 1996), 84.
16Renu Shah, Pha īśvarnāth Re u kā kathā-śilpaṇ ṇ  (Jodhpur: Rajasthani Granthgara, 1990), 198-199.
17Jogendra  Sinha  Varma,  Pha īśvarnath  Re u  kā  kathā  sāhityaṇ ṇ  (New Delhi:  Ri abhacaran  Jain  evamṣ  
Santati, 1986), 249.
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of Mirdangiya creates a pause which is appropriate to the lazy mood of the day.”18 She 

finds, however, the content of the remaining songs in  Raspriyā to serve a more direct 

function  with  regard  to  the  story’s  overall  narrative,  citing  as  evidence  the  beautiful 

flower-bud-filled  Vidyapati  lyric  in  Raspriyā,  which  “excites  the  old  drummer”  and 

allows him to “recapture his lost youth.”19

It is difficult to engage with the content of something like  Raspriyā’s plowman 

song, or even to agree on what that content is. All of these analyses have merit, of course. 

This dissertation has considered how Renu's use of song seems motivated by national, 

local, political, social, and personal motivations. Even so, I believe that Renu's literary 

use of the plowman song draws directly on that song's content, and that content is directly 

related to the overall narrative of the story within which it is situated.

I believe that part of the problem with a song such as this is one of reading, which 

can be quickly demonstrated by exploring the issue of translation. One recent translator 

even omitted  the  song entirely,  perhaps  thinking English  unable  to  accommodate  the 

imagery in the original, and certainly thinking the content to be unessential to the story as 

a whole.20 As a comparison to my own translation, consider S. P. Kiran’s English version 

of the song:

“Hey—Ho—brother farmer is ploughing
The hoe is handled by the labour;
This way my beloved went by,

18Kathryn Hansen, “Song and Structure in Renu's Fiction,” Journal of South Asian Literature XVII, no. 2 
(1982): 156.
19Hansen, “Song and Structure,” 156.
20Phanishwarnath Renu, “The Drummer (a Translation of 'Rasprīyā',  R.  Awasthi,  Trans.),”  in  Selected 
Hindi Short Stories, edited by Rajendra Awasthi, 30-41. New Delhi: Diamond Pocked Books, 2006.
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She was cross with me—
Has anybody seen her?”21

The lines are probably only a smaller part of a longer song, so Kiran’s decision to 

take the prose sentence following the song (“A ‘love-lorn’ is asking some plowmen . . .) 

and making an additional lyrical line out of it (“Has anybody seen her?”), is a rational 

one, because that prose sentence could presumably refer to later lines in the song. I would 

say that the last three lines of his translation are mostly a correct reading, even if one 

might have disagreements over register or over the decision to shuffle prose and poetry. I 

suggest that Kiran’s translation of the first two lines, however, indicates a misreading of 

the song and point to a reason for critical confusion over the song’s meaning and content. 

His reading is a static one. “The farmer plows . . . the laborer works . . .” When read in 

this way, these two lines do not seem to relate in any important way to the rest of the 

song, and do not suggest the need for any deep analysis. The song becomes an example 

of  what  Abrahams,  unfortunately,  finds  so  unremarkable  about  folklore  in  regional 

literature: nothing but a “quaint” song intended to evoke a “quaint” atmosphere.22

III.2.b. Rereading The Plowman Song: Poetry in the Field

This piece of lyric text in Renu’s story  Raspriyā—“Hey you! Plowman in the 

field!”—is  somehow different  from the  surrounding prose  text.  The  lines  are  poetry, 

poetry from a village song tradition, and as poetry they require a special sort of reading. 

21Phanishwarnath Renu, “The Melody of Raspriya” (a Translation of Raspriyā), translated by S. P. Kirin, in 
Modern Hindi Short Story, edited by Mahendra Kulasrestha, Maheep Singh, Devendra Issar, and Kripa 
Shanker Singh (Delhi: National Publishing House, 1974), 30.
22Roger D. Abrahams, “Folklore and Literature as Performance,”  Journal of the Folklore Institute 9, no. 
2/3 (1972): 84-85.
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As elements of folklore, they require an even more special reading. I will proceed with a 

reader-centered analysis  of the plowman song, while  keeping in mind the three tools 

outlined above.

The song’s language is somewhat local (but not terribly so), and it includes some 

agricultural imagery and terminology (though that terminology is not highly specialized). 

So the meaning of the song and its relation to the story’s narrative structure might not be 

immediately  clear.  How the  song  is  situated  within  the  surrounding prose?  The  Old 

Drummer is sitting in a field, waiting for the young singer. He recalls an older time, when 

there were more songs, and then three lines of song are presented in the text. They are set 

aside from the prose section by indentation. This could make the reader feel that the song 

is somehow separate from the plot of the story.

 There are quotation marks around the song. We notice them because Renu did not 

always  place  songs  in  quotes.  In  fact,  he  sometimes  even  omitted  quotes  in  spoken 

dialogue, in order to create a sense of conversational ambiguity in his narrative, that is, 

causing us to wonder if a certain statement was uttered by an individual character or by a 

more general village voice. Are the quotation marks part of the song (is someone in the 

song speaking?), or are they external to the song (is someone in the story speaking)? If I 

look ahead, I see that Renu used quotation marks for all the songs in the story. So now I 

know that the old drummer is actually singing out loud. Yet, as the reading proceeds, it 

will become clear that the song does, in fact, contain a piece of dialogue. Someone in the 

song is speaking, and I must ask who is being spoken to.
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I can now consider each element and word of the song in turn. This would not be 

an  appropriate  method  of  analysis  for  a  village  song  in  performance,  in  which 

performance style does not permit such textual focus. But the song has been translated 

into another medium, and is therefore subject to additional new rules:

“hā̃ . . . re, hal jote halbāhā bhaiyā re . . .
khurpī re calāve . . . ma - ja - dū - r!
ehi panthe, dhanī mora he rūsali . . . !”

“Heeeeeey. . . you, brother plowman plowing the field . . .
And you hoe-using . . .  la - bor - ers -ers. . . !
My sulking wife was on this road . . . !”

The  initial  word  hā̃  means  “yes,”  and  that  would  be  a  perfectly  acceptable 

translation here, though a more general “Oh” would also suffice. Ellipses (.  .  .)  are a 

punctuation device Renu uses liberally in both his prose and lyrical texts. In song texts, 

we can interpret them to be extending the vowel sound of this first word, as a singer 

would do in performance.

The small  re appearing after the ellipsis could either mean a little bit or it could 

meaning nothing at all. The particle is often used as a filler syllable in poetry and song. 

Anyone familiar with song tradition from this area will have heard this syllable used this 

way in performance, as a way to extend a line to fit a certain tune, for example. In this 

context, then, the syllable would not mean “nothing,” because it would be an indication 

of performance style. The other possibility would refer to the word’s use as a vocative 

particle—another common use in many of north India's vernacular languages. A perusal 

of several reference works finds it defined as a vocative address indicating “indifference, 
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contempt  or  disrespect,”  or  simply  an  interjection  of  “calling.”23 There  is  also  a 

suggestion that “re” is used to address males alone.24  We have already seen this use of 

“re” in bidāpat nāch performances, when the clown kept interrupting the Vidyapati lyrics 

with  his  “re  māmā,”  “Hey  Uncle,”  which  was  certainly  indifferent  or  rude,  though 

comically so. The gendered vocative is our best option here, considering the final part of 

the song line, “bhaiyā re . . .” So I now know that the first line of the song is a vocative 

address. Someone is calling out, “Oh brother . . .!” 

The speaker does not call out to a biological brother,25 but to someone he is on 

familiar  terms  with.  I  can  call  the  speaker  “he,”  because  upcoming  evidence  will 

demonstrate that the speaker of the line is a male. In the first line of the song, the speaker 

is  calling out “Hey brother!” or “Oh, my friend!” If  there is  an element of contempt 

implied by the use of the vocative particle “re” it is unlikely to be a very strong one, and 

it  would  likely  refer  to  the  social  position  of  the  speaker  in  relation  to  those  he  is 

addressing. What kind of brother is he addressing? A “hal jote halbāhā” brother. This line 

speaks to the issue of place. Hal means “plow,” one of the most basic and ancient tools of 

agriculture. Jote means “yoking” or here “plowing,” and it is a participle modifying the 

following word, “plowman.”26 The halbāhā is the “plowman,” a person who drives that 

plow. The second part of the word, bāhā, has multiple meanings all related to plowing or 

23Ralph Lilley Turner, A Comparative Dictionary of the Indo-Aryan Language (Oxford University Press), 
625.
24Syamasundara Dasa, Hindī Śabdsāgara (Nāgarī Pracāriṇī Sabha), 4204. The version used to address a 
female would be rī.
25Most any Hindi reader would assume the oft-used fraternal and familiar non-biological meaning of the 
word. 
26Indeed, jote is cognate with the English word “yoke.”
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to load-bearing animals. This line of song brings us back to the earth, into the earth, and 

to this age-old agricultural practice. Before any crop can be planted, the field must be 

plowed, aerating the soil, bringing fresher nutrient-rich soil to the surface, and breaking 

up and destroying any weeds that have grown while the field lay unused. The plowman 

walks beside the two yoked animals, leading them in straight lines up and down the field, 

while ensuring that the metal end of the plow remains in proper position in the earth 

between  and  behind  them.  The  grammar  of  this  first  line  (specifically  the  present 

participle jote) also tells is that the plowman is engaged in this activity right now, as he is 

addressed by the speaker of the first line: “Hey you, plowman who is plowing the field!” 

It’s rather difficult to produce a faithful but pleasing literal translation of this line. 

A slightly more literal  one would be “Plowman plowing with the plow.” Using some 

form of the English word “yoke” for jote would take us in a more literal and still pleasing 

English line. The problem is that “yoking” refers only to the joining of the two animals, 

whereas the Hindi jote also implies the process of leading those yoked animals through 

the field (that is, the process of plowing with yoked animals), hence my insertion of the 

word “field,” which is implied, though not literally present in the original.

The speaker in the verse is not only calling out to a plowman, but also to the 

laborers  (majdūr)  of  the  second  line.  This  line  has  presented  me  with  a  translation 

problem. The prose sentence following the song line explicitly states that the speaker of 

the verse is addressing plowmen and laborers—hence my use of the vocative in both 

lines. The exclamation point at the end of the second line further supports the suspicion 

that the verse is a vocative address. However, the phrase khurpī calāve in the second line 
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appears to indicate a finite verb that is therefore not vocative. Nevertheless, other than 

keeping the line as a vocative, I see no way to translate the line that keeps it consistent 

with other songs in this tradition, nor with the structure of the verse itself. I therefore 

translate this line according to the narrator's explanation of it in Raspriyā.27

 The final word of the line means “laborer.” The ellipses in the line, and the extra 

spaces and hyphens used to stretch out that final word indicate, again,  the drawn-out 

quality of the sung line.  It may also suggest an element of shouting or calling: “Hey 

plowman!”

What  are  the  laborers  doing?  As  with  “plowman” in  the  first  line,  the  word 

“laborer” is  modified by a  participial  phrase:  khurpī  calāve.  The word  calāve means 

“wielding,” “using,” or “employing.” The tool being employed is a  khurpī—which is a 

small scraping instrument or a hand-held hoe. The small tool consists of a wooden handle 

and a metal scraping part. Groups of laborers kneel down in a row, moving forward in a 

line as they clear out the weeds.

Today, men and women both perform this scraping and weeding together. They 

may also sing together, one of the very rare times village men and women do so. The 

people being addressed by the speaker in the song include a male plowman and a group 

(or groups) of laborers squatting in the field, singing as they work.

The text now presents a puzzle. Why are plowmen present in the field at the same 

time laborers are weeding? Are these not two separate activities that should happen at 

different times of the crop cycle? The song indicates, I believe, the second plowing that 

27This translation is also consistent with explanations provided by performers in Renu Gaon. But, at this 
point in the analysis, I am trying to avoid field-centered analyses in favor of reader-centered analyses.
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occurs shortly after the rice seeds have been sowed. The rains have just begun to fall, 

some weeds have begun to appear, and the field is plowed again, but only lightly—just 

enough to clear the weeds, re-aerate the soil, and spread the pre-planted rice seedlings 

under a thin layer of soil. That explains the presence of the additional laborers, who are in 

the field helping to clear the weeds with their small hoes at the same time the plowman 

works. In about six weeks time, the seedlings will be ready for transplantation. These 

same laborers will collect the seedlings from the first fields and carry them in bunches to 

a second group of empty, intentionally-flooded fields, where they will be re-sown. At the 

time of the second plowing described in the song, these additional transplant fields are 

also being prepared for plowing. It is possible, therefore, that the plowman in the song is 

working in one of those empty fields, while the laborers are working in an adjacent field 

where the rice was initially planted.

Is  this  more  information  than  is  available  to  the  average  Hindi  reader?  It  is 

possible that, even without having participated in this stage of rice cultivation in Bihar, a 

reader with some basic agricultural knowledge might at least wonder about the somewhat 

unusual combination of a plowman and hoe-users in the fields at the same time of the 

year. This information is not irrevocably lost to a middle-class urban reader, nor is it a 

village secret. In any case, now that we know what is being done in the field, we have a 

place and a time-frame for the events in the song narrative: the arrival of the first rains, 

around  mid-June,  when  the  rice  is  initially  sown and  when  those  first  troublesome, 

though wonderfully verdant, weeds appear. 
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The  arrival  of  the  first  rains  is  a  special  time,  when  the  rain  draws  out  the 

wonderfully unique smells of the soil. In terms of agricultural activity, it is a rather hectic 

time, just after the terribly hot season during which no farming takes place (the fields are 

simply too dry), but many weddings do (since everyone is free from agricultural activity). 

The first rains instigate a flurry of post-wedding farming activity in which everyone must 

participate, even if that only means taking on extra duties at home while other members 

of the family work in the fields. The second plowing and post-transplant field preparation 

has to be carried out in a very short window of time (about two weeks) for the rice crop 

to be successful. 

Why is the speaker in the song calling out to these laborers in the fields, who are 

already under a lot  of stress as they try and complete  this  huge task? He calls,  “ehi  

panthe, dhanī morā he rūsali . . . !” That is, he asks the laborers if they have seen his wife 

(dhanī) on this path (ehi panthe), and that she was angry or sulking (rūsali). The husband 

in  these  three  song lines  refers  to  his  wife  quite  nicely,  using  a  word  that  indicates 

respect, auspiciousness, and beauty. There are many words for “wife” and “woman” in 

Renu Gaon, and most do not reach the level of respect implied in dhanī. 

This line indicates that the speaker is not in the field with the laborers, but instead 

standing on a path beside the fields—hence he says “this path,” referring to the one he is 

standing on right now. The path cannot be in the village, because it is next to a field. 

There are no fields within the village. The closest he could be to the village is on the 

outskirts, but he is likely further out, surrounded by the wide-open space famous to this 

region—this ānchal, this mailā ānchal—the vast and expansive, dirty, mudmixed region 
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implied by the content of this song. The sight of this still takes his breath away. There is 

not just one plowman or one group of laborers, but many, each in their own field as far as 

can be seen. Some are within shouting range, some only within visual range. He hears the 

occasional clank-ting of the bells around the animals’ necks, some near, some far, as they 

work with their plowmen. He hears the men and women sing this particular season’s 

songs as they work: songs of jealous sisters-in-law, songs of the Pandava brothers and 

their impending battle, and songs of the crazed koel bird’s call. He hears some plowmen 

chiding their animals, “Eh! Sālā! . . . Jā!” He will encounter more groups of men and 

women, working in their rows, as he continues down the path. His calls ring across the 

space. The space is huge.

As for the three lines as a whole, there might be a few language issues making the 

text  difficult  for  a  Hindi  reader.  These  difficulties  are  not  insurmountable;  Renu’s 

rendering of the Bihari language brings it very close to Hindi. For readers still having 

trouble,  Renu provided an explanatory Hindi sentence following the song. The single 

sentence translates and explains the whole verse: “A ‘love-lorn’ is asking some plowmen 

and laborers working in the field, in a distressed voice—has anyone seen his sulking wife 

walking  along  this  path?”  The  narrator  uses  the  word  birahī to  describe  the  man 

searching for his wife. The word refers to a lover who is languishing in separation from 

his beloved. He describes the speaker’s voice as  kātar, “anguished” or “distressed”—a 

sentiment  we  may  have  already  deduced  from  our  reading  of  the  song  text.  Renu 

manages to introduce this explanatory sentence less as an ethnographic detail, less of a 

translation, and more as part of the story’s narrative itself. The Old Drummer is thinking 
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over the song’s meaning as he recalls a bygone age when songs filled the air. He must 

also be thinking about the narrative content of that song.

There is  another  question to be asked regarding place.  Where has the woman 

gone, and why is her husband looking for her? There are two aspects of the song that 

might help answer this question. The first is the time of year implied by the content of the 

song: the arrival of the rains. The reader could ask, where do women go during Bihar's 

monsoon rains? The answer would be to her birth home; and several examples in Renu's 

literature of women making that journey during the rains have been explored in Chapter 

6. But there is a problem: the timeframe indicated by the song, the initial appearance of 

the rains, is still too early for women to make this traditional journey. The traditional time 

is still about a month away, when the rains set in. The second aspect of the song we can 

look at to determine the woman's destination is the word  rūsali, “sulking.” The reader 

could  ask,  “where  does  a  sulking  woman  go when she  runs  off  from her  husband’s 

home?” 

Many Hindi readers would know the answer, because there is only one place for 

her to go. When a woman is angry, she goes to her parents’ home. The song seems to 

describe a man looking for his wife, after she has run back toward her parents’ home, her 

birth home, in anger, a few weeks earlier than the appropriate time to make that journey. 

This puts the husband in a real bind. Since he is a member of this village community, we 

know that he must be involved in the rice cultivation taking place, because this is a time 

when everyone must participate. It is a terrible time to lose the support of his wife in the 

household, when everyone is needed to ensure the success of the crop. He leaves the 
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village, retraces her steps through the fields and towards her birth home, and asks those 

along the way if they have seen her. 

In  terms  of  Dundes’s  tools  of  identification  and  interpretation,28 I  have  now 

suggested  the  possible  content  of  the  song  and  can  therefore  engage  in  further 

interpretation.  As  is  always  the  case,  the  process  of  identification  has  been  an 

interpretative effort.  I  avoided the tired question of  “authenticity,”  but  if  I  wanted to 

rehearse that process here, I would begin by noting that this passage from Raspriyā, and 

the story as a whole,  is  a  gold-mine of folkloric information.  There is  a  list  of  song 

genres,  and  details  about  their  performance  contexts.  There  is  information  about  a 

connection between the songs and the earth. As the earth takes on different characteristics 

during different seasons, the songs, too, change their character to match. There is also 

information about the diminishing song tradition. These details alone would be enough to 

convince the folklorist that we are dealing with something “authentic” here. The rest of 

the story, with the difficult-to-obtain and fascinating information about how a drummer 

might go about seeking out a new dancer, would be further evidence of the authentic 

nature of Renu's use of folklore.

The attention  to  place and voice has  relied on the  special  functions  of  poetic 

language. As such, this reading draws on the elements of language and poetry as defined 

by  Roman  Jakobson,  whose  method  of  analysis  has  influenced  my reading  of  Renu 

Village.29 I considered most of the functions of language as Jakobson defines them. I used 

28Alan Dundes, “The Study of Folklore in Literature and Culture: Identification and Interpretation,”  The 
Journal of American Folklore 78, no. 308 (1965): 136-42.
29Roman Jakobson, “Closing Statement: Linguistics and Poetics,” in Style in Language, edited by Thomas 
A. Sebeok. Cambridge, MA: The M.I.T. Press, 1960.
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direct statements about the weather and more indirect evidence regarding farming tools to 

infer a season for the song (Jakobson’s referential function); vocatives, and punctuation 

to determine how the speaker was engaged (Jakobson’s  conative  function); punctuation 

and  grammar  to  determine  the  speaker’s  state  of  mind  (the  emotive function);  and 

combined this to try and determine what I called the “content” of the song (the  poetic 

function). 

III.2.c. Reading the Plowman Song within Raspriyā: one Conclusion

The content of the Plowman Song, therefore,  could bear directly on important 

themes in Raspriyā. The story's last song, a nirgu  bhajanṇ , calls for the destruction of the 

birth home—“Let my birth home be set ablaze.” The four lines of the story's first song 

imply a woman who is returning to her birth home, therefore suggesting an opposing 

narrative. A woman runs to her home, in anger, and she is pursued by her husband. The 

journey to the birth home is analogous to the search for bidāpat and to the old drummer's 

search for a dancer. These two songs tell the story of this search and also of the eventual 

abandonment of that search. They recapitulate the plot of Raspriyā itself. 

IV. CODA: RAM PRASHAD'S PERFORMANCE OF THE PLOWMAN SONG

Renu’s student Ram Prashad and many more are participants in a performance 

tradition that deeply affected Renu. So I followed Ram Prashad through Renu Gaon as he 

performed in various  pūjas and ceremonies, I watched as he performed  bidāpat  at the 

Renu Primary School, I  stood in the rice fields with him as he sung  bārahmāsā,  and 

sometimes I sat with him in his courtyard to discuss his village’s songs, as was the case 
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when I asked him about the plowman song from Raspriyā. I recited the first line for him: 

“Is this a song from your village? Hal jote halbāhā bhaiyā re?” 

“Yes,” he said. “Where did you hear it?”

“I didn’t hear it. It is in Renuji’s book.”

“What book?” He asked.

“Raspriyā.”  I  said.  I  recited  it  again,  now  adding  the  second  line  about  the 

laborers. “Hey you, brother plowman in the field, and you hoe-using laborers. Those are 

the only lines in the book.”

Ram Prashad attended several  years  of  school  in  the  village  and he certainly 

knows how to read and write. Even so, like most others outside of Renu’s family in the 

village,  he  did  not  seem  to  know  much  about  the  content  of  Renu’s  writing.  Ram 

Prashad’s contact with Renu was as a student of  bidāpat, not as a student of literature. 

Ram Prashad was quite young when he started working with Renu, and he told me this 

was one of many songs he had heard Renu sing. 

“But everyone sings these songs,” he said. “Not just Renu.” 

It was a winter evening. Ram Prashad and I had just come back from the field, 

where he had been working with other laborers threshing rice. We were both wrapped up 

in blankets, and he seemed quite eager to perform this song for me after hearing me recite 

a line. 

“Normally we would need more people, four or five men,” he said. “Then I would 

sing one line and they would sing it back. But I can still sing it for you solo.”
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Ram Prashad’s wife and his daughter-in-law, who had been preparing our evening 

meal, both stopped to listen as Ram Prashad began his song. After he was finished, they 

resumed their work, occasionally helping with the explanation of the song.

 “The song has nine  padas,”  he explained.  “Nine verses.  This is  our people’s 

countryside language. And this song contains all the action you see in the countryside and 

in this courtyard.”

Ram Prashad was speaking with me in a mix of Hindi and the local language. He 

described the language of the song as “dahet kā bhāsa”—the language of the countryside

—and  wanted  to  make  sure  I  understood  that  it  was  tied  to  the  very  people  of  the 

countryside itself. The song contains the “dahet kā līlā,” he explained. That is, it contains 

the drama, or action, or even the “divine play” of his village and countryside. As he 

explained this important point, he pointed around his courtyard, to his wife and daughter-

in-law, as if  to say that the song were intended to represent the interactions between 

ordinary people like those in own family. I had never heard him explain a song in quite 

this way. His wife and daughter-in-law laughed when he pointed at them.

“This is the story between a man and a woman,” he explained. “So, imagine there 

is someone like me, who has just returned in the late afternoon from plowing the field. He 

looks around and sees that his wife is not at home, so he sits down, like this.” He made a 

gesture with his hands near his eyes, as if he were crying or sulking. “So he sits down like 

this, and he says nothing. So then his mother asks him, ‘You have come from the field, 

but now why are you sitting there so quietly? Why aren’t you saying anything?’” This 

was Ram Prashad’s explanation of the first verse of the song, which I reproduce here:
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हल जोती अइd पwता
राम c बrसल पwता दहरी जामाय
आन दीन Kदिखयो पwता c हsसW बwलाW c
आज पwता मwख नाi बोd

You have come from plowing, Son.
Oh Ram! You sit at the doorway.
On other days, Son, I see you laughing and talking.
But today, Son, you utter not a word.

Ram Prashad’s explanation continued. “So he says to his mother. 'Oh Mother, I 

have come home from the field. And I am looking around the courtyard, but I cannot see 

my dhanī anywhere.'”

“Dhanī?” I asked.

Ram Prashad’s daughter-in-law jumped in with her explanation, providing two 

more words for wife: “Kaniyā . . .  bībī!” She shouted.

“Ah!” I said.

“Jalānī!” added Ram Prashad's wife, with another local word.

“So that is why the line of the song is morā dhanī kahā̃ chaliye ge—'Where did 

my beautiful wife go?'” Ram Prashad explained. “So the mother replies, that 'your wife 

was very angry. She left to go get water.'”

“Like this, like this,” added Ram Prashad’s wife, who ran to get a large metal pot 

to place on her head, as a woman would when going to fetch water.

“Right,” said Ram Prashad. “So at that time they used clay pots. Not metal pots 

like that.” He was referring to the metal pot in his wife's hands. “But when she lifted the 
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pot to her head then it fell from her head and broke. After the pot broke, she returned 

home. Once she arrived home, she left for her birth home in anger. So his mummy says to 

him, 'that’s the reason that your wife left.'”

धानी तोहोरो आनी पwता Kबरहो f c
रामा c बीरहो f पाKनया d Tल
पKनया भराW उताc फvटा Td
bसल धनी नrहर चली T

Your wife arrived angrily, son.
Rama re, She took the water in anger.
She filled the pot and lifted it.
And left for her home, furious.

“So his mother says to him, 'eat this  dahī chūrā—yogurt and puffed rice—and 

drink this Gangājal—Ganges water—and then go to her des, her home, to look for her, to 

search for your wife.'”

ए खाad हो आc पwता दही चwरा c
रामा c पीबी dहो गtगा नीरा जल
चली जाओ धनी P Zस

Oh, eat this, son, dahī chūra.
Rama re, Drink this pure Ganga water.
And go to your wife’s home.

“But,” explained Ram Prashad, “he says he will go without eating: 'I won’t eat 

anything. I won’t drink anything! I’m leaving. I won’t even get a ride. I’m going by foot. 

Wherever she is, I will find her and get her back.'”
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ए अKगया लगइबो आ`मा P दही चwरा भोजन
i भजर गtगा जल, चली धानी क उ Zस

Let mother’s yogurt and puffed rice be set ablaze!
Enough of your Ganges water, and I will go to my wife’s home.

“The next line is when he reaches bā hṛ , ‘the exterior,’” explained Ram Prashad. 

“You understand, ‘exterior,’ right? The exterior is where the fields are, where the plowing 

and farming happens? So we call it bā hṛ  in our local language. So laborers are also using 

their small hoes there. So he asks all of them, ‘Did my wife come by here?’” 

This was the section of Ram Prashad's song that corresponds to the plowman song 

in Raspriyā:

ए हर जोW हरबाहा भइया बउर तd
ए अही पtथ Zखल भइया हो सwtदर एक तीKड़या

Oh Brother plowman standing under the tree,
Hey, brother have you seen my beautiful lady on this path?

“So that must be the line that Renuji wrote,” said Ram Prashad. “The one you just 

recited to me. He only wrote one verse, but I know all of the song!”

Ram Prashad continued.  “So he went up to her, standing next to the mango tree 

and said ‘Let’s go home.’ And do you want to know what she said?”

“What?” I asked. 

“She said, 'take your mother, and tie a noose around her neck and drown her in the 

well for me.'”
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“Oh no!” I said. The women in Ram Prashad's courtyard laughed. 

“Yes!” said Ram Prashad, smiling. “And she told him to get rid of his sister. 'And 

your sister, send her off to her married home for me. And your little brother . . .take him 

to the temple, lay him in front of the goddess, slice his throat and give him as an offering. 

If you do all of that then I will come home.' That’s the eighth verse.”

“A sacrifice!” I said.
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“Yes.  And in the ninth verse,  the husband responds.  He says,  'I  will  feed my 

mother mangos. I am going to fetch my sister from her married home. I will hold my 

brother close to my heart. And I will banish you to the forest. Then I will go home.' So he 

abandoned her and then went home.”

“He abandoned her?” I asked.

“Yes, in that moment of anger.”

“And that’s it?”

“That’s it.”

“There’s no more? He abandoned his wife and there’s no more to the song?”

“That’s the end. He abandoned her because she told him to murder his mother.”

“So that’s why he said, ‘enough?’” I asked.

“Right, he said I don’t need a wife like this.”

“And that’s really the last line?”

“Yes.”

“So what would happen after this?” I asked.

“What could happen after this?” Ram Prashad said. “That is the last line.”

In Ram Prashad’s version of plowman song, the woman returns to her birth home, 

and she is lost to her husband. He cannot retrieve her. They meet on the exterior, in the 

field between their respective birth homes. The husband had to leave his own birth home 

in order to follow her. Before he departed, his mother offered him the traditional food for 

a traveler, but he refuses it: “Let your yogurt and puffed rice be set ablaze.” On one level, 

this  simply means,  “To hell  with your food.” But  we know this  phrase from another 
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context,  from  the  nirguṇ song  that  concludes  Raspriyā:  “Let  my  birth  home  be  set 

ablaze!” In order to retrieve his wife, he has to abandon his own birth home.

The conversation between the man and his wife happens in neither home; it takes 

place in the exterior. She demands that he leave his home forever. But he declares his 

natal kin to be more important than her. And so she is gone. 

But, in terms of the third item from the toolbox described in this chapter, more 

important  than  any  narrative  element  of  this  song  is  the  effect  that  Ram  Prashad's 

explanation had on the members of his family. He began by gesturing to his own home 

and explaining that this song was his life, and the lives of those around him. His family 

women ceased their evening activity and enthusiastically joined in its explanation. The 

plowman song in Raspriyā is the story of this courtyard and many others.  
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CHAPTER 8: CONCLUSION: ON ETHNOGRAPHIC AND 
LITERARY CONSTRUCTIONS OF THE FIELD

I. THE ETHNOGRAPHIC SEARCH FOR A HOUSE

In presenting material from Renu Gaon, I have taken to heart Geertz’s definition 

of  culture  as  “an  ensemble  of  texts,  themselves  ensembles,  which  the  anthropologist 

strains to read over the shoulders of those to whom they properly belong.”1 Renu’s work 

is just such an ensemble of multiple textual systems. My attempt to read parts of this 

system  has  required  a  thick  description  of  texts  and  of  actions,  resulting  in  an 

ethnography of sorts. This has been an interdisciplinary endeavor, necessitating the use of 

tools  of  fieldwork,  folklore,  and  ethnography  not  only  to  understand  the  field 

experiences, but also to understand aspects of Renu's literary work. Here I bring the tools 

of the literary critic to bear on the field, to produce an ethnography of reading, which I 

use to recast some of the themes that have emerged in this dissertation.

The field is a curious place, and ethnography is not always the best way to explain 

how  and  why  that  is.  Leaving  aside  questions  of  defining  the  field—taking  as  an 

assumption that the field can be anywhere, more of a state of mind than anything else—I 

now turn to my own state of mind and my own field. In doing so, I assume the existence 

of a non-literate part of myself, drawing on A. K. Ramanujan’s definition of folklore as 

“the symbolic language of the non-literate parts of me and my culture,”2 a definition that 

1Clifford Geertz, The Interpretation of Cultures (New York: Basic Books, Inc., 1973), 452.
2A. K. Ramanujan, “Who Needs Folklore?,” in The Collected Essays of A.K. Ramanujan, edited by Vinay 
Dharwadker (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1999), 532.
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he marvelously dismantled and reassembled over his own scholarly career. Not only have 

I used this definition in my own understanding of folklore in the proceeding chapters, but 

I also acknowledge a non-literate part of my self that reads Renu Gaon. I have presented 

some  material  through  first-person  accounts  from  my  field  experiences—including 

accounts of my direct interventions with the Renu Gaon performers and presentations of 

how songs were explained to me, line-by-line in the field. I have tried to situate this 

dissertation within the field experiences that allowed it to be produced. Here, I step back, 

and offer, in the style of ethnographic self-confessionals, a literary self confession that 

attempts to situate me as a reader within the text, and attempts to describe a struggle with 

the text's power.

Regarding  that  power,  I  turn  again  to  Jonathan  Culler’s  identification  of  the 

“unnatural” qualities of reading, and his claim that reading is more than just reading. The 

process sheds light back onto the reader. Understanding the relation of oneself to the text, 

and to time, and to the way literary meaning is produced, brings about a unique self-

realization.  And also, perhaps, a loss of innocence:

[I]n attempting to make explicit what one does when reading or interpreting a 
poem one gains considerably in self-awareness and awareness of the nature of 
literature as an institution.  As long as one assumes that what one does is natural it 
is  difficult  to  gain  any understanding  of  it  and  thus  to  define  the  differences 
between oneself and one's predecessors or successors.  Reading is not an innocent 
activity.3

3Jonathan  Culler,  “Literary  Competence,”  in  Reader-Response  Criticism:  From  Formalism  to  Post-
Structuralism, edited by Jane P. Tompkins (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1980), 116.
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Reading in the field and reading out of the field are not the same. I have presented 

several examples of reading Renu in the field—out loud, even, with members of the Renu 

Gaon performance community. The public reading is accompanied by an internal one, 

which I describe here by turning to A House for Mr. Biswas—V. S. Naipaul’s celebrated 

novel about one man’s life in post-colonial Trinidad, which, for some reason, I read twice 

in the field. I perhaps won’t do it again; the process was too moving and hit too close to 

home. It threatened the work I was trying to do, even as it provided an escape from the 

increasing pressures of the village. It threatened the state of mind that creates the field, 

even as it also mirrored and helped to create it. This is a demonstration of the power of a 

text and the multiple layers of text it contains within. What better example of a reader, 

and the power of reading is there than Mr. Biswas? He is a challenge for any critic and 

any ethnographer.  He is  simultaneously  reader  and author;  character  and  object—yet 

never at home in any of these roles. Hence the ethnographer’s fear. In the field I am more 

susceptible to the text, and more likely to refashion my world after it. I am never at home. 

Like Pierre Menard, the mostly fictional twentieth-century Frenchman who attempted to 

recreate  a  well-known seventeenth-century  Spanish  text  by  becoming  its  author,4 my 

ethnographic self takes on the role of both Mr. Biswas and his creator.

I love Pierre Menard, because he reminds me that any attempt to analyze a text 

might simply be an attempt to recreate it. The field, the literature, the folklore—all these 

texts seem ready to be repeated. Indeed, repetition is the key element of all performance 

in Renu Gaon and elsewhere. But Biswas, especially Biswas in the field—I do not love 

4Jorge Luis Borges, “Pierre Menard, Author of the Quixote,” in  Labyrinths (New York: New Directions, 
1962).
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him, because he also reminds me of myself in the field. He is stuck in a world he does not 

control.  He  has  no  sense  of  self,  no  power  over  his  own  family,  and  no  way  to 

communicate  with  those  around  him.  He  is  born  with  an  unlucky  sneeze  and  an 

inauspicious sixth finger and spends his forty-six years in search for a house. His dream 

is finally realized, and in his last days he considers its significance:

How terrible it would have been, at this time, to be without it: to have died among 
the Tulsis, amid the squalor of that large, disintegrating and indifferent family; to 
have left Shama and the children among them, in one room; worse, to have lived 
without even attempting to lay claim to one’s portion of the earth; to have lived 
and died as one had been born, unnecessary and unaccommodated.5

Not that I cannot find examples in Renu’s writing that evoke the same feeling. 

Many of Renu’s characters are wanderers, much like Renu himself was. In his youth he 

traveled the countryside, he invented fantastic stories about his own origin, he fought in 

various revolutions, against the British in 1942, and in the 1950 movement in Nepal. And 

at some point, he left the village, not just by way of the obvious realities of his part-time 

residence  in  the  city,  but  he  also  developed  a  genuine  non-village  identity.  So,  for 

example, as intimately familiar as he was with the  sāvan-bhādõ  song (“The  kāsī grass 

blooms . . .), his discussion of that tradition seems to be from a position of distance. He 

had wandered away from the village, and thinking of the song spirited him back to his 

village's lanes. At some times it activated his “brother mind,” giving him a sentimental 

reminder him of his birth home and his natal relations,6 but at other times it would send 

5V. S. Naipaul, A House for Mr. Biswas (London: Picador, 2002), 8.
6RR-4, 119.
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him into extreme fits of emotion.7 In my effort to understand Renu's “brother mind”—

when I asked men in Renu Gaon about sāvan-bhādõ, for example—I witnessed repetition 

of  the  performance of  emotion.  When Renu's  sons  arranged wonderful  bidāpat  nāch 

performances, only to flee once they began, they were involved in repetitions of joy and 

loss.

As for individual songs: they too are repetitions, often recreated word-for-word. 

For  Edward  Said,  such  elements  of  repetition  might  indicate  a  simple  and  direct 

worldliness.8 But in performance, repetition is key; “repetition is the symptom, not the 

disease.”9 Simple  or  not  (I  think  not,  of  course),  I  have  in  this  dissertation  tried  to 

demonstrate that great and powerful cumulative effect achieved as waves of successive 

repetitions swell up, linking singer to singer and text to field. The effect suggests ways of 

reading.

II. READING IS NOT AN INNOCENT ACTIVITY

The  ethnographic  search  for  personal  identity,  for  a  unique  category  of 

significance, is Mr. Biswas’s search for a house. The field is somewhere else, just as the 

fieldworker is someone else, and the reader is something else altogether. I continue with 

Mr. Biswas, my ethnographic self who reads Renu and his village. 

Halfway through his  life,  living  in  an ill-conceived shambles  of  a  shack,  Mr. 

Biswas decides  to  settle  into  his  situation;  to  cease regarding his  state  as  temporary. 

7RR-4, 271.
8Edward W Said, Culture and Imperialism (New York: Random House, 1993), 116.
9John Foley, How to Read an Oral Poem (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 2002), 137.
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“Time would never be dismissed again. No action would merely lead to another; every 

action was a part of his life which could not be recalled; therefore thought had to be given 

to  every  action:  the  opening  of  a  matchbox,  the  striking  of  a  match.”10 He finds  no 

comfort in this decision, and begins to regard himself as a stranger in his own body. His 

next  decision—a decision  to  read—stems from his  desire  to  reground himself  in  the 

familiar world. He takes down his copy of The Hunchback of Notre Dame, and clears a 

mental space for what it contains. But that action only forces a severe separation between 

his mind and himself, and he becomes terribly afraid: “His whole past became a miracle 

of calm and courage.”11 The next night, he decides to read again, to repeat his previous 

actions. This only brings another onslaught of fear and panic. When he leaves his house, 

he sees his entire history being erased with each passing moment:

Every man and woman he saw, even at a distance, gave him a twist of panic.  But 
he had already grown used to that; it had become part of the pain of living.  Then, 
as he cycled, he discovered a new depth to this pain.  Every object he had not seen 
for twenty-four hours was part of his whole and happy past.  Everything he saw 
became sullied by his fear, every field, every house, every tree, every turn in the 
road, every bump and subsidence. So that, by merely looking at the world, he was 
progressively destroying his present and his past.12

Reading redefines Mr. Biswas, as he interprets the elements of his own life as 

extensions of what he has read. The text has given him—and me—what Stanley Fish 

calls  “categories  of  understanding,”  yet  they  provide  us  no  way  of  actually 

understanding:

10Naipaul, A House for Mr. Biswas, ch. 5, 276.
11Naipaul, A House for Mr. Biswas, ch. 5, 287.
12Naipaul, A House for Mr. Biswas, ch. 5, 281.
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We create [poetry] through interpretive strategies that are finally not our own but 
have their source in a publicly available system of intelligibility. Insofar as the 
system (in this case a literary system) constrains us, it also fashions us, furnishing 
us with categories of understanding, with which we in turn fashion the entities to 
which we can then point.13

So our  interpretive strategies  might  not  be our own,  but  are  instead part  of a 

public  system  of  knowledge.  This  seems  innocent  enough,  and  even  points  toward 

Ramanujan’s embrace of the symbolic and non-literate parts of his own identity. But the 

13Stanley Fish, Is There a Text in This Class? (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1980), 332.
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fashioning and constraint described by Fish seem more sinister. Does the text trap us? 

With Biswas that certainly seems to be the case; there is simply no breathing room in the 

novel. It is obsessively concerned with detailing Mr. Biswas’s life. Like him, I become 

trapped and detached. Like him, I learn to create my own poetry. For Mr. Biswas has 

fashioned his own world of madness, just as the poetry has fashioned him. But he is 

completely detached from a publicly available system of intelligibility. He is not Stanley 

Fish’s reader,  but unique among interpreters:  his  interpretive strategies  are finally his 

own. He is unnaturally constrained, and cannot make the interpretive distinctions Culler 

demands of readers. He cannot distinguish between himself and those who came before 

and after. He cannot define himself in relation to the text. He mourns a loss that reading 

produced. 

If  my reading  in  the  field  was a  mistake,  I  have  attempted  not  to  repeat  the 

mistake in  this  dissertation,  even though the text  must still  exert  its  control.  (It  must 

constrain, and fashion me.) For Mr. Biswas—who cedes control over almost all aspects of 

his life—these are not small issues. Is Mr. Biswas free to close his copy of Victor Hugo 

and resume his life unhindered, or must he suffer his literary delusions before eventually 

writing himself toward sanity? (For writing becomes his eventual salvation: both his own 

work, and the writing produced by his son.)  How free is he to see or not see; to fear or 

not fear? What is his relation to the text, and why does it trouble the ethnographer so?

For there is a relation, and it is not unlike that described by Michael Riffaterre, 

who—like Fish—is interested in the effect of the text upon the reader:
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The  literary  phenomenon is  a  dialectic  between  text  and  reader.  If  we are  to 
formulate rules governing this dialectic, we shall have to know that what we are 
describing is actually perceived by the reader; we shall have to know whether he 
is always obliged to see what he sees or if he retains a certain freedom; and we 
shall have to know how perception takes place.14

Getting  into  the  minds  of  readers:  this  is  no  small  task.  Should  the  critic  be 

successful, we would have windows into two different worlds, into texts and the readers 

leaving us to argue over what—if anything—separates them all. But before getting to that 

argument, Riffaterre brings up an important question. Is what I am describing actually 

something perceived by the reader? This is a doubly important question for the analyses 

attempted in this dissertation, which has drawn on a number of extra-textual elements 

(elements from the field) to look at Renu’s literary text. 

Riffaterre’s theory of poetic reading involves a series of instabilities and obstacles 

with their corresponding stabilizers. Poetic meaning is indirect: “a poem says one thing 

and means another.”15 Though poetry shares some features of grammar and vocabulary 

with everyday speech, it  means in an entirely different way. What we understand on a 

first  reading  is  at  the  level  of  everyday  grammar.  But  we  are  blocked  by  the 

ungrammaticalities, eventually leading us to the other meaning. The text, like Mr. Biswas 

himself,  is  broken,  forcing  the  reader  to  unify  it  through  a  second  reading.  The 

ungrammaticalities  that  initially  obscure,  destabilize,  and  threaten  understanding 

eventually reveal themselves as the key to poetic significance. 

14Michael Riffaterre, Semiotics of Poetry (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1978), 1-2.
15Riffaterre, Semiotics of Poetry, 1.
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This poetic key is an act of recollection. Once significance is achieved—which 

Riffaterre  defines  as  “the  reader’s  praxis  of  transformation”—then  the  entire  text  is 

refashioned in reverse, as it becomes a unified whole, contained within a single sign:

Then suddenly the puzzle is solved, everything falls into place, indeed, the whole 
poem ceases to be descriptive,  ceases to be a sequence of mimetic signs, and 
becomes a single sign, perceived from the end back to its given as a harmonious 
whole,  wherein  nothing  is  loose,  wherein  every  word  refers  to  one  symbolic 
focus.16

My discussion of Renu's relationship to his sister's sāvan- bhādõ song concluded 

with such a moment.  His writings describe a life full of tears caused,  in part,  by the 

sentiments in this song; he lies in bed sobbing, only to be wakened by his frightened 

wife.17 I  read  his  autobiography  to  look  for  a  source  for  those  tears,  and  found  his 

description of lying in his bed during his childhood. The tears had no source, until his 

grandmother  provided  them with  one—“Look at  the  flowering  kāsī grass,”  she  said, 

providing Renu's tears with a source,  the  kāsī  grass that is a central image in  sāvan-

bhādõ,18 and providing Renu's reader with a unified sign within which to understand this 

aspect of his narrative. 

I have described many of the ungrammatical elements that I have been confronted 

with  in  my  attempts  to  understand  aspects  of  Renu  Gaon.  All  of  Renu’s  sons,  for 

example, cheered my initial questions into bidāpat nāch. Renu’s son Venu seemed to say 

that bidāpat was an aspect of his father’s true identity: “This is my father,” he said, when 

16Riffaterre, Semiotics of Poetry, 12.
17RR-4, 271.
18RR-5, 187.
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I first asked him about bidāpat. And yet, their behavior seemed, at times, to hinder my 

effort to learn about bidāpat. This was an ungrammatical element. As a reader, explains 

Riffaterre, I am “not free to bypass” these ungrammaticalities.19 The reader interprets and 

pursues meaning “under strict guidance and control as he fills in the gaps and solves the 

puzzle.”20 So in Chapter 4 I attempted to explain why Renu's sons might have acted this 

way, to explain why their actions seemed at odds with their words. This forced a second 

reading, a way to reconcile the ungrammaticalities. Once I looked back and reread,  I 

found that the obstacle  that  presented itself  to  me in  the field was present in  Renu’s 

writing. But it was not obvious at all the first time I read it. Renu’s text was saying one 

thing but very much meaning another.

Biswas achieves no second reading.  As many times as he reads the passages, 

sitting down to repeat the actions that brought on his initial panic, he cannot bridge the 

gap. He cannot see past his own ungrammaticalities. Mr. Biswas could never agree with 

Riffaterre’s declaration that a poem is “more of a game than anything else.”21

When Mr. Biswas remembers, it is an ordeal—a terrible ordeal. Herein lies his 

problem.  The  keys  to  poetic  significance,  and  the  resulting  harmonious  whole  and 

symbolic focus, are unbearable for him. He does remember; he does achieve recollection; 

he does reach a poetic significance. As he refashions his poetic text from the end back, he 

finds himself reaching toward something monstrous: “by merely looking at the world, he 

was progressively destroying his present and his past.”22 This erasure of past and present 

19Riffaterre, Semiotics of Poetry, 5.
20Riffaterre, Semiotics of Poetry, 165.
21Riffaterre, Semiotics of Poetry, 14.
22Naipaul, A House for Mr. Biswas, ch. 5, 281.
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is his manifestation of poetic reading. For Riffaterre, poetic significance is derived from a 

single element—a single word. Mr. Biswas cannot tolerate poetic reading, here defined as 

the process of arrival at that word, because that process involves a type of remembering 

he cannot endure.  

My reading  (and  Mr.  Biswas’s)  is  a  translation,  since,  as  George  Steiner  has 

argued,  there  is  no  method  of  reading  or  communicating  that  doesn’t  involve 

sophisticated  methods  of  translation.  Steiner  declares  that  “[a]s  every  generation 

retranslates the classics, out of a vital compulsion for immediacy and precise echo, so 

every generation uses language to build its own resonant past.”23 Mr. Biswas seeks such a 

feeling of immediacy (“therefore thought had to be given to every action: the opening of 

a  matchbox,  the striking of a  match”),  but  his  reading and translation of  Hunchback 

brings about the opposite. Rather than build a resonant past, he destroys it resolutely—

and the present along with it. At the moment of recollection, in which Riffaterre would 

have each piece of the poem revealed as an elaboration on its original word, Mr. Biswas 

loses his sanity. “To remember,” writes Steiner, “is to risk despair; the past tense of the 

verb to be must infer the reality of death.”24

Steiner's is a dramatic statement—the thought that the process of reading gives 

death its reality. And such statements are useful only to a certain point, and one might, 

even, wonder how seriously to take them. Let us take a step back and consider how such 

notions might help us approach the second chapter of Renu’s Mailā ānchal, in which he 

23George Steiner, After Babel: Aspects of Language & Translation, 3rd edition (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 1998), 30.
24Steiner, After Babel, 31.
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gives an origin story of the village Maryganj, and describes how the very invocation of 

the past, the recollection of the village's old name, is fear inducing:

आज V करीब प_तीस साल पहT, िजस Bदन डOलd. जी. माZटन N इस गा̀व Q कोठी की न\व 
डाली, आस-पास G गा̀व] Q ढोल बजाकर ऐलान कर Bदया—आज V इस गा̀व का नाम Wआ 
Pरीगbज । Pरी माZटन की नई MलBहन थी जो कलकKा Q रहती थी । कहा जाता X Bक एक 
बार एक Bकसान G मc`ह V गलती V इस गा̀व का पcराना नाम Bनकल गया था । बस, और 
जाता कहा̀ X ? साहब N पचास कोड़ ̂लगाए L, Bगनकर । इस गा̀व का पcराना नाम अब 
Bकसी को याद नह\ अथवा आज भी नाम TN Q एक अeात आशbका होती X । कौन जाN !25

About thirty-five years before today, on the day W. G. Martin laid the foundation 
for the residency in this village, the drums of the neighboring villages sounded out 
the announcement: “From now on the name of this village is Maryganj.” Mary 
was Martin’s new wife, who lived in Calcutta. They say that once the old name of 
the village accidentally came out of the mouth of a farmer. Well, that did it. Sahab 
whipped him, counting out fifty lashes. Now no one remembers the old name of 
this village; that is, even today there is a strange fear that comes from saying that 
name. Who knows!   

But Mary fell terribly ill with malaria, and Martin had prioritized the construction 

of a post office in the village over the construction of a dispensary. He raced to the town 

to fetch her help, but did not get her help in time.

Yकतc माZटन का पbखराज घोड़ा और BसBवलसजaन की हवागाड़ी जब तक Pरीगbज मẀU, Pरी 
को मTBरया Bनगल चcका था ।... टRdबUल G पास गढ़̂ Q घcसकर, घc`घcराT Sशमी बाल]वाT 
Bसर पर कीचड़ थोपJ-थोपJ Pरी मर गई थी ।26

But by the time Martin’s “pankhraj” horse and the civil surgeon’s “air-car” had 
reached Maryganj, Mary had succumbed to malaria.  Having entered a hole near 
the tube well, her head, with its curly, silky hair covered with garbage, Mary had 
died. 

25Mailā ānchal, RR-2, 26-27.
26Mailā ānchal, RR-2, 27. Ellipsis in original.
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The village in the novel is named after this poor woman. Her grave is still there, 

hidden in the jungle. Mary’s death is the village’s christening; her grave, its foundation. 

And none of the characters in the novel dare reach back to their  past:  “Now no one 

remembers the old name of the village!” Are they bypassing Riffaterre’s warning? Is 

there a way for me to simply unread Biswas and Riffaterre and innocently proceed?

Renu's  insistence  that  the Maryganj  of  his  novel  is  fictional  does  not  prevent 

many residents of the village called Maryganj, within Raniganj, from insisting that theirs 

is the “actual” village Renu wrote about. I have even heard stories of his Mary’s grave, or 

one like it, but have not seen it myself. The “Maryganj” sign at the post office is a symbol 

of  pride,  and  the  post  office  workers  have  no  problem  “remembering”  and  do  not 

experience despair in doing so. The risk in the verb  to be is minimal, that is. So what 

about  me?  Lost  with  Mr.  Biswas,  I  find  the  tools  of  the  fieldworker—microphones, 

recorders, pen and paper—become constant reminders of the finality of passing events. 

My  sense  of  constant  departure,  of  a  narrative  constantly  slipping  away,  of  events 

becoming part of history before they are experienced—that is me-as-Biswas, who, by 

“merely looking at the world, ... was progressively destroying his present and his past.” 

And the past points to the author.

So the author is dead. But I should soften Riffaterre’s thoughts on the verb to be 

by suggesting that it is simply an extension of Iser’s contention that “something happens 

to  us”  during  the  process  of  reading,27 which  reminds  us  of  Culler’s  warning  that 

27Wolfgang Iser, “The Reading Process: A Phenomenological Approach,” in Reader Response Criticism: 
From  Formalism  to  Post-Structuralism,  edited  by  Jane  P.  Tompkins,  (Baltimore:  The  Johns  Hopkins 
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“[r]eading is not an innocent activity.”28 Iser sees little distinction between text, author, 

and reader, instead finding a division within the reader alone: the division of the personal 

self  and the reading self.  The reading self  takes  on thoughts of  someone else—alien 

thoughts originating with the author. The two personalities are not entirely distinct, but 

instead interact and influence each other. The reading process “results ultimately in the 

awakening of responses within [the reader].”29 This sounds uplifting, and Iser seems to 

mean it that way: This moment of recollection and awakening—quite different from the 

one described by Riffaterre—suggests another aspect to Mr. Biswas’s insanity. Iser sees 

texts as created through their interaction with readers. The reader encounters a series of 

frustrated expectations, forcing the creation of connections that are not in the text itself. 

But for Mr. Biswas, these connections spill well out of the text. He has no “personal self” 

or no “reading self.” Or if he does, he has them both, and they influence and interact 

much more than Iser would allow.  

These frustrated expectations (there are many) have been key to my analysis of 

Renu Gaon. What do I need in order to bridge the gap between my expectations and the 

realities of the field? 

While the text is created through interaction with the reader, it is just as easily 

argued that the reader is created by interaction with the text, or even by the assumption of 

a text—implied already by the words on the page. We can make distinctions between 

“readers” and “mock readers”—the first being the biological entity that opens the pages 

University Press, 1980), 65.
28Culler, “Literary Competence,” 116.
29Iser, “The Reading Process,” 51.
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of a book, while the second “is an artifact, controlled, simplified, abstracted out of the 

chaos of day-to-day sensation.”30 This has been crucial to the reading of Renu's text and 

village—both  of  which  have  more  than  one  reader,  and  more  than  one  interpretive 

community. On the most basic level, there is the reality of Renu's middle-class urban 

audience—the  people  who  read  fiction.  These  are  simply  not  the  same  people  who 

populate his fiction—the villagers about whom he writes, especially at the time he wrote 

in the 1950s and 60s. Renu's sisters, who sing the  sāvan- bhādõ  so important to their 

brother's writing, do not read that writing. Renu's student Ram Prashad, though literate, 

has not read Mailā ānchal or Raspriyā, though he has strong and often-accurate thoughts 

on  the  songs  those  works  contain.  These  are  songs  he  learned  from  his  village 

performance community, and some are songs he learned from Renu himself. As I read the 

text with performers in the field, or as I chose to withhold my knowledge of that text, 

Renu's written text proved to be an ambiguous barrier between myself and performers 

like Ram Prashad: sometimes troubling, sometimes wonderful.  I have struggled in the 

preceding chapters with how to separate the reader I see implied by the text from the so-

called actual reader of the text. And then there were the many readers I created by sharing 

Renu's writing with performers in the field.

In the fullness of time the distinction between Renu and his  village might be 

erased, and the singers and readers will be one and the same. Indeed, Hansen argues that 

Renu's vision for humanity involved a breaking down of these distinctions—in which city 

30Walker Gibson, “Authors, Speakers, Readers, and Mock Readers,” in Reader-Response Criticism: From 
Formalism to Post-Structuralism, edited by Jane P. Tompkins (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University 
Press, 1980), 2.
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and  village,  present  and  past,  contribute  to  make  each  individual  integrated  and 

complete.31Mr. Biswas can make no sense at all of the distinction; he is too concerned 

with chaotic (and physical) sensations. His biological persona assumes the role of the 

mock reader, the reader that is implied by the text. His mind’s ideas are dangerously in 

line with those of his body, bringing him too close to textual pleasure. “The pleasure of 

the text” writes Barthes, “is that moment when my body pursues its own ideas—for my 

body does not have the same ideas I do.”32

These contradictions—the simultaneous splitting and merging of body, mind, and 

text—renders Mr. Biswas a product of the text itself. So he must also become its author 

and face the frightening truth that the author is dead.33

Dead, in that author is removed from a place of textual privilege, making way for 

a new power. “The birth of the reader” explains Barthes, “must be at the cost of the death 

of the author.”34 The creation or assumption of an author associated with a certain text, 

Barthes argues, places an unnecessary limit on that text. So when Foucault claims the 

author to be dead, he is not arguing that the author does not exist, but only that authorship 

is  no  longer  central.  The  newly-decentered  author  now  only  exists  as  one  of  many 

products of the text itself, thereby severing the tie between text and creator and giving the 

reader new interpretive authority. This gift—the creation of the reader, a revolutionary 

31Kathryn  Hansen,  “Phanishwarnath  Renu:  The  Integration  of  Rural  and  Urban  Consciousness  in  the 
Modern Hindi Novel” (Ph.D. thesis, University of California, 1978).
32Roland Barthes,  The Pleasure of the Text, translated by Richard Howard (New York: Hill and Wang, 
1975), 17.
33Michel Foucault, “What Is an Author,” in Textual Strategies: Perspectives in Post-Structuralist Criticism, 
edited by Josué Harari (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1979).
34Roland Barthes, Image-Music-Text (London: Fontana, 1977), 148.
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and democratic plurality of voices—is one that Mr. Biswas, our reader, is not prepared 

for. He cannot shoulder the burden.

Mr. Biswas’ search for meaning cannot lead him to an author, because the text has 

no author to generate it. My search for an author—for Renu as implied by his text, or for 

Renu the original bidāpat performer—must not have the same result. So Mr. Biswas still 

searches for an origin. Riffaterre, if we allow him, now steps into the role of Mr. Biswas. 

Riffaterre’s  model  for  poetic  reading—his  search for  the  original,  poetic  word at  the 

foundation of each poetic statement—is in fact a much larger search: a search for the 

foundational word of  every poetic statement; a search for a true and pure language; a 

search for that single word that gives rise to all  the others. Every reading of a poem 

recalls and reenacts this search, placing us (as readers) and Mr. Biswas (our reader) in a 

larger system of poetic truth. There were several such poetic statements in my reading of 

Renu Gaon: the kāsī grass in sāvan-bhādõ, the journey between birth and married home, 

the clown and his divine and bawdy commentary, and more.

If this sounds like an overly mystical interpretation of Riffaterre, it is because it is 

influenced by my reading of Walter Benjamin’s “The Task of the Translator,” and by 

those  who  have  interpreted  Benjamin  himself  as  a  brand  of  mystic.35 Indeed,  it  is 

Benjamin  who  provided  me  with  a  framework  to  make  sense  of  the  ungrammatical 

elements  I  faced  when  trying  to  understand  bidāpat  nāch  in  Renu  Gaon  and  within 

Renu's own family.

35See Steiner, After Babel, 66-68 and Richard Wolin, Walter Benjamin: An Aesthetic of Redemption (New 
York: Columbia University Press, 1982).
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Benjamin finds that true translation does much more than carry over meaning 

from one language to another. It has the ability to uncover the “pure language” at the 

heart of all communication.  Translation lays bare the relationship between languages in 

its  “hidden embryonic  or  intensive  form.”36 He calls  this  a  “representation of  hidden 

significance through an embryonic attempt at making it visible.”37 Hidden behind every 

linguistic utterance is a potential realization of this pure language, which translation must 

strive to uncover: “It is the task of the translator to release in his own language that pure 

language which is under the spell of another, to liberate the language imprisoned in a 

work in his re-creation of that work.”38

III. ON REPETITION: VILLAGE SONG IN WRITTEN LITERATURE

All of this might seem strange written by someone like myself, who has spent 

some time considering information about an author’s life, village, and performance and 

claiming that information important to  understanding the author’s literary output.  But 

what possible place could Renu’s thoughts and intent have in an interpretation of his 

work if the author is only a product of the text? Or is otherwise irrelevant to the text? My 

first response would be to celebrate the ethnographer’s identity as a reader and to thereby 

proclaim the importance of the ethnographer’s emotion and intent. I could also stress, as I 

have at many points in this dissertation, the role of the audience of a performance (and 

therefore the role of the reader of a novel) in creating meaning. 

36Walter Benjamin, Illuminations, edited by Hannah Arendt (New York: Scocken Books, 1969), 73-74.
37Benjamin, Illuminations, 74.
38Benjamin, Illuminations, 81.
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So we have  bidāpat nāch,  considered low-class in Renu's time, and used as a 

staging ground for the oppressed to speak out. We can only know so much about those 

decades-old  performances.  One  thing  we  can  say:  even  though  twenty-first-century 

bidāpat may resemble the 1940s performances in text and tune, the intervening decades 

have changed the meaning of those stable elements. When Venu intervened in bidāpat, he 

used the performance tradition of his own community and family to tell a new story. Just 

as his father drew on complementary systems of nirguṇ and holī, of śiv-gaurī and sāvan-

bhādõ to tell his own story, those songs are also available for Venu or anyone else to do 

the same. They are like India’s epics, which, as Ramanujan explained, are always ready 

to give and to release their narratives into the wider world of story.39

Fantu's lullaby, which, at first, seemed to tell the story of a loving return to the 

birth home, revealed itself to also contain an opposing story of loss. Just as Renu's sister 

Mahati can envelop her village with her own devotion tradition—one that emphasizes the 

travel to the married home, the contradiction in Fantu's lullaby can be partially resolved. 

Fantu's explanation of the lullaby was very much grounded in my own conversation with 

him. It was a performance in its own right, and that performance had a world that was 

quite  different  from the “in-context”  bidāpat  nāch  performance to  which that  lullaby 

primarily belongs. But Fantu's personal use of it to tell his own story for me need not 

diminish the status of that conversation as a performance. Fantu is important not because 

he is Renu’s grandson. He is important because he is his own person−a farmer, a father, 

and a member of his own community—and because he makes use of his community’s 

39A. K.  Ramanujan,  The Collected Essays, 158.  “In  India  and Southeast  Asia,  no one ever  reads  the 
Ramayana and Mahabharata for the first time. The stories are there, ‘always ready.’”  
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folklore to structure and make sense of his life. This is not something unique to him or to 

India; it is something we all do. It is what Renu did with his writing. He took those non-

literate and symbolic parts of himself and created out of them a literary work.

Fantu's Lullaby, the Plowman Song, the siblings who drown on their  kāsī  grass 

raft, Shiv and his journey to the goddess Gauri's home: in song, in performance, and in 

fiction,  these items together suggest a single worldly location,  the quarter  of Aurahi-

Hingana named Renu Gaon. Again, of the Plowman Song, Ram Prashad explained, “this 

song  contains  all  the  action  you  see  in  the  countryside  and  in  this  courtyard.”  He 

explained the song by focusing on its vocality—its voice. He grounded his discussion in 

the physical locations of his own life—the song's place. For Ram Prashad, this is the song

—its meaning. To a select group of listeners and readers, a single line from one song is an 

instant  window to the paths  and lanes of  the village and its  exterior,  or  to  the daily 

goings-on of its households. As fiction, Renu's writing opens windows to this world; as 

performance, the songs create it. The songs performed in Renu's fiction share worldliness 

with those performed in the village. Both kinds of performance habit their world in the 

same way. Any performance of song in Renu's  fiction represents  a direct,  but  also a 

heavily coded and deep repetition of texts and experiences. The windows opened by the 

fiction need not open for a select group alone. A reader sensitive to the layers in Renu's 

text, to its wonderful counterpoint, might find Renu intended them open for all.
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NOTE ON TRANSLITERATION

Words from north Indian languages have been transliterated as follows.

अ  a आ  ā इ  i ई  ī उ  u ऊ  ū 

ऋ  i ṛ ए  e ऐ  ai ओ  o औ  au

क  ka ख  kha  ग  ga घ  gha

च  cha छ  chha ज/ज़  ja/za झ   jha
 

ट  aṭ ठ  haṭ ड/ड़  a/ aḍ ṛ ढ/ढ़  ha/ haḍ ṛ ण aṇ
     

त  ta थ  tha द  da ध  dha न  na

प  pa फ/फ़  pha/fa ब  ba भ  bha म  ma
     

य  ya र  ra ल  la व  va

ष  aṣ श  śa स  sa ह  ha

The table is  adapted from that used by R. S. McGregor in his  Oxford Hindi-English 
Dictionary (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1993). The adapted forms of cha, chha, and 
iṛ  (for  च,  छ,  and  ऋ respectively)  are  intended  to  give  English  readers  a  better 

approximation of the Hindi sounds than might be available through ca, cha, and . ṛ

Vowel nasality at the end of words is shown with a tilde:  लोक गीतV T (lok gītõ mẽ),  नहU 
(nahī̃), etc. In most cases, the tilde is not used to show vowel nasality within words, and 
the most appropriate roman consonant (n or m) is used instead. This dissertation therefore 
favors a further Anglicized Mailā ānchal over the more technically precise Mailā ā̃cal (or 
ā calṁ ). 

The nasal consonants O and ञ् and their representation by anusvār are all transliterated as 
n. 

Diacritics are not used with place names: so Bihar (instead of Bihār), Aurahi-Hingana 
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(instead of Aurāhī-Hinganā). When conventional English spellings of place names exist, 
they are favored: so Purnea (instead of Purṇiyā), Renu Gaon (instead of Reṇu Gāṁv or 
Gā̃v).

Diacritics are omitted with the names of people (fictional or otherwise), and established 
English spellings, such as “Phanishwarnath,” are favored when appropriate.

Song and performance genres are presented with diacritics, even when they include a 
proper name—hence bidāpat, sāvitrī nāch, and śiv-gaurī. 

The use of capital  letters within the titles  of Hindi books and articles is reserved for 
proper  nouns,  and  for  the  initial  letter  of  a  title's  first  word.  All  initial  letters  are 
capitalized  in  the  titles  of  journals  (such  as  Partī  Palār),  and  in  the  names  of 
organizations (such as Bihār Rās ़t़rabhās ़ā Paris ़ad and Āryā Samāj).
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